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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEI^: IT3 IMPORTANCE AND JUSTIFICATION
The purpose of this study is to develop a series
of exercises to aid in improving the ability of sixth
grade pupils to recall material read, and to recall it
in sequence, by writing immediately after reading.
The need for research in the area of middle grade
reading is apparent to teachers of these grades. In
discussing the relationship of recall to higher mental
1/
processes Davis, says,
’•Recall is one of the most common methods of meas-
uring retention. Without retention there can be no
basis for thinking nor ability to solve new problems
as they arise”. He says, ”The school should train the
child so that he may develop and retain groups of ex-
periences upon which to build thought”.
Children in the middle grades spend a large part
of the time in reading. In all subjects, there is much
2/
reading to be done. Bond and Bond, make this stateHient;
"The child needs to becomie a facile reader in order
to be a successful learner in the modern school: the
modern school is a reading school”.
\/ Davis, R. A., Psychology of Learnir^g
.
New York, KcG-raw-Hill Book Company,
1935
2j Bond ,G-.L. and Teaching the Child to Read,
Bond, E.
,
New York, The I^'acmillan Company,
1943
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II in the Interinedlate crrades,Wiley states that,
the doirilnant eirnhasis should be upon those exercises
which train for skill in thought getting and thought
exnressing in connection with the repular school sub-
jects. Tn these trades, the nupils should be intro-
duced to the silent readins? and study orocedures which
are most helpful in lesson getting."
'lymonds in an analysis of the process of think-
ing states, "The process of recall is one that comes
in again and again in a consideration of higher thought
processes. I'^uch thinkina: depends upon the ability to
recall oromising associations at strategic points in
the solution of a problem."
In developing the ability to read to learn, the
w^ay is made straight when one has had the advantage of
beine: directed in learnt nsr to recall material read so
that this phase of reading becomes automatic.
Authorities in the field of reading agree that
the ability to produce written recall of material read
is one of the important skills that should be learned
by children in the middle trades. They point out that
1/ Wiley, J . A .
,
Prac tice Exercis es i n Silent Reading .
Iowa State Teachers College,
Cedar "^alls, Iowa, 1928.
^ Symonds, P.M. Education and the Psychology of
Think ing.
New York, FcG-raw-Hill Book Company.
1936.
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the ability to recall is a skill which helps to bring
about an active participation in learning. Contained
within this ability to recall are the abilities of
locating, selecting, evaluating, organizing, and pre-
senting ideas read.
The following quotations support these statements.
1/
G-ray, writes, ’’While the Importance of recall is
generally recognized by psychologists and investigators
of problems in reading, it is generally ignored both by
pupils and teachers. The attempt to recall stimulates
an active, as contrasted with a passive attitude toward
learning. Some say that three-fourths of the time in
schools is spent in recall”.
2/
McKee, observes that the outcome of reading should
be to give the child ability to locate, select, evaluate,
organize, and present. If the child learns to organize
his thinking in terms of what he has read, he will be
able to present ideas in logical order.
2/
Broom, Duncan, and Stueber state, ’’The ability to
\J Gray, William S. , ’’Recent Trends in Reading”,
Elementary Educational Monographs
,
No . 49 . November 1939
McKee, Paul,
2/ Broom, M. E. ,
Duncan, M. A.
,
Stueber, J.
Reading and Literature in the
Elementary Schools , Boston, Mass
.
,
Houghton Mifflin Go., 1934
Effective Reading Instruction
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York
1942
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or?r,anize and classify ideas is an important aspect of the
lanc^uasce development proFnam. Exact reading is required
to answer specific questions, to locate data that are
pertinent to definite problems, or to retain and recall
details describing characters, events, or places. News-
paper headlines are amplified and illustrations or graphs
are interpreted through the details of the selection.”
Adults, as well as children, need the ability to
1/
organize ideas says G-oodykoontz . She explains that we
use a selective sorting technique whenever we are asked
what the paper has reported about a strike or when we an-
swer letters, skim through magazines to find some material
pertinent to our problems, when we answer questions, make
reports, or tell stories. This selective sorting, or
analysis, and formulating, or synthesizing, we commonly
call organizing. She stresses the fact that children, too
need to be able to analyze and synthesize m.aterial read.
There has been considerable work done in trying to
2/
find out why some students fail in geography. Hahn
suggests that in order to have success in the study of
\f G-oodykoontz, Bess "Teaching Pupils to Organize
What They Read,” Elementary
English Review. Vol. VII,
April 1930, pp 88-90.
^
Hahn, H.H. "Why Failures in Geography,"
Journ al of Geography. Vol. XXXV,
September 19367~pp 275-284.
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geography, children must be able to read accurately,
independently, and rapidly in informational subject
material. When they can do this they then should be
able satisfactorily:
1. to find topic sentences
2. to find main points of selections
3 . to reproduce coherently
4. to summarize accurately
5 . to find answers to questions
6. to work out solutions to problems
7 . to explore directions.
One might say, with little fear of contradiction,
that when children get to the point of being able to
do all these things well, they will not fail in geog-
raphy nor in other subjects which lie in the field of
language. Since our elementary schools carry on
practically all work in the area of language arts,
mastery of these seven points would aid in smoothing
the way to success in school subjects as presented in
most elementary schools.
1/
G-ermane and Germane, in a discussion of the
values of silent reading, say, '‘It is the ability to
\J Germane, Charles E. , Silent Reading ,
Germane, Edith Gayton Row-Feterson Co., New York 1930
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retain and recall the points of material read which makes
the acquisition and application of knowledge possible.
Time and effort spent in developing the skill in rapid
reading and in organization are wasted unless the essen-
tial ideas are retained*’.
A carefully planned method of making a systematic
observation of performance in controlled reading situ-
i/
ations is described by Betts who says, "Written re-
sponses may be used to advantage to check the number
of accurate constructs , or ideas, the pupil recalls, the
accuracy of the sequence of constructs , and the ability
to organize. Aided or unaided recall may be used. The
sequential recall of details is an excellent means of
appraising the pupil's ability to recall without aid,
the order of events in a given selection".
2/
Traxler makes a plea for the developing the skill
to organize facts read. He believes there is a need
for "work-type reading skills", that is, to be able to
select main ideas, to outline, to take notes competent-
ly, and to skim written material. He is not alone in
this. Anyone who has been interested enough to consider
\J Betts, Emmett A. Foundations of Reading; Instruction ,
American Book Company, New York, 1946
%/ Traxler, A.E. "The Improvement of Study",
The School Review , 53 J PP 286-93
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the poaslhle ways to improve reading in the middle
grades has come to the same conclusions.
Summarization of the ideas expressed in the various
books and articles which have been reviewed.
1. It is easier to recall in written form when
%
aided.
2. To have acquired the ability to recall in
sequence
a. saves time spent in study
b. develops accuracy in thinking
c. develops logical thinking
d. satisfies need for evaluating ideas
e. develops ability to read independently
f. tends to bring about exact reading
3 . There is great need in all subjects for
facility in competent reading.
4* Thinking depends on ability to recall in
logical order, important points in solving
any problem.
5. To help a child acquire the skill of reading
so well as to recall facts in sequence, gives
him a tool to attack all subject matter to be
read.
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Lee and Lee say, ’"By the time the child enters
fourth grade he should have a "basic reading technique
and a definite independence in his reading of material
suited to his level. From this point on he will learn
how to vary his techniques with the material and the
purposes for which he is reading. He will refine and
progressively automatize his reading, habits. Aside
from his reading for enjoyment, the bulk of his read-
ing will be in the content fields. This wide reading
is a means of many new and varied approaches to the
materials and concepts of those fields and helps in-
sure learning. If the child is in a modern school,
this reading will be almost entirely for the rrtaln pur-
pose of solving a problem which he has helped to pro-
pound and has accepted as his own.
To solve that problem he must first locate material
select and evaluate it, and organize it so that he may
present it to the group. These techniques must be
systematically developed.’*
In the preceding quotation the emphasis again is
placed on the need a child has to read to solve a
problem. He niust be able to recall what has been read
\J Lee,J.Kurray and The Child and Kis Curriculum ,
Lee, Dorris May New York, D. Appleton-Gentury Go.,
1940
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30 that facts needed In this process of solving a
problem are retained in logical order. A child must
be taught how to develop this ability to recall.
The exercises used in this study are planned to
be an aid to teachers who wish to lead a child to
acquire facility in this skill.
From observation, from conferences with teachers,
from a study of the findings of authorities in the
field of reading, it appears that the ability to re-
call in writing after reading is an important ability
for children to develop so that they may have one more
tool with which to work on the problems they must meet
and solve
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CHAPTER I I
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The research in this particular phase of reading is not
extensive. The need for facility in recalling in writing ma-
terial read is clearly recognized dy teachers in content sub-
jects. Little directed research in this area has been fol-
lowed through to completion. The references given in this
chapter are pertinent to this study in that they shov/ the find-
ings of research on this facet of the language arts.
COIvIPARISOH OF AILED ALL UHAILED RECALL
17
Bucknam compared the fluency of unaided oral rec£.ll
with unaided written recall in silent reading of geography in
grade five. Recalled responses were checked against pupils’
answers in a multiple choice test on the same material. As a
result of her findings Bucknam concluded that unaided oral re-
call was superior to written recall. She found a significant
difference of 6.4 memories.
The difference between the two types of recall was greater
for short than for long selections. Recall on muxtiple choice
questions was much superior to oral and written recall, the
latter being the weakest of the three. The difference between
multiple choice and both oral and written recall was greater
for the long selections.
^ Bucknam, Margaret E. , ’’Comparison of the Fluency of Oral
Recall with Yifritten Recall in
Silent Reading in Geography in Grade Five,” Unpublished
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1941.
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Studies have been made of the results obtained when aid-
ed and unaided methods of recalling material read have been
used with groups of students of several levels of learning.
The conclusions denote that recall aided by multiple-choice
tests produces a larger percentage of ideas recalled. The
ideas are recognized among the items of the tests. There is
evidence in these studies that practice given in well prepared
lessons in unaided recall can and will bring about a greater
capacity to recall material read. That there is a danger in
placing too much value on the results of a reading test made
up of miultipl e-choice items .is emphasized by Courtney, Pucknam,
and Durrell.”"^ The multiple-choice itemi requires the identifi-
cation of the correct response. Questions given in class or in
written tests do not offer the same help. Courtney found that
many pupils with high recall on multiple-choice had very low
recall on written reproduction. Bucknam's study showed that
multiple-choice recall is easier than unaided recall. The
opinion of the authors of the above mentioned article was that
there is need for measuring fluency of oral and written recall
when the reading ability of pupils is analyzed, They also feel
that though a pupil may earn a test score which indicates high
reading comprehension, the same pupil may fail when unaided
recall is necessary in oral or written answers.
1/ Courtney,!)., '*^''ultiple Choice Recall Versus
Pucknam, F.E., and Oral and Written Recall,” Journal of
Durrell, Ponald T), Educational Research. Vol
. XKXIX,
(T^ebruary 1943) p 458-461.
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The resuxts of an experiment worked out by Potter with
i/
children in the middle grades showed that:
"Children, who are in grades three to six, reproduce easy
material in writing as well and better than they reproduce it
orally.
Between the third and sixth grades there is a consistent
gain in written memories over oral memories. As we progress
toward the upper grades the difference between written recall
and oral recall on difficult material narrows until in the
sixth grade it is practically negligible.
Although the written reproductions in this study were not
scored for spelling errors, ability in spelling seems to enter
as a 1-miting factor into the ability to reproduce in writing.
' RELATIOU OF ABILITY TO RECALL I^ATERIAL REAL
WITH IHTELLIOEHCE Mh ABILITY TO COi/IPRSHEEL
“ST
^comb worked with children in the middle grades to de-
termine certain psychological factors in reading and spelling.
Among his conclusions were the following; "With the advance-
ment in grades the factors of mental age and written recall of
ideas comprehended from silent reading become more closely re-
lated.
Potter, Ruth "Comparison of Oral Recall with Written
Recall of Silent Reading in the Middle
Grades", Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis,
Boston University, Boston 1934.
^ Acomb, Allen "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling", Unpublished Ed.M
Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1936
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i^eading ability is definitely a limiting factor in the
number of ideas recalled in writing and the amount of written
L
recall after silent reading.
The amount of written recall after silent reading is di-
rectly dependent upon the number of ideas comprehended during
the silent reading.”
1/
Elliott explained the purpose of her study in this way:
The purpose of this study was to compare the related factors:
mental age, speed of handwriting, spelling, reading capacity
and reading achievement with oral and written recall. The
study included oral and written recall from silent reading of
geography material at the fifth grade level. Among her con-
clusions Elliott states:
’’The relationship of mental age to written recall denoted
satisfactory correspondence
,
as signified by the coefficient
of correlation of .55. Among the pupils tested the mental
ages ranged from eight years, seven months to fourteen years,
ten months, while the number of items recorded in written
recall varied from nine to fifty nine. These wide differences
within one grade level emphasized the importance of providing
for the individual differences of the pupils.”
^ Elliott, Vera Wise ’’Comparison of the Factors Related
to oral and written Recall” unpub-:
lished 1943. Master's Thesis,
Boston University, Boston.
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In analyzing the speed of handwriting as compared with
written recall, the correlation of .15 was quite low. lefi-
j
nite proof was thus established that being a rapid penman
does not indicate that a pupil will be able to get a high
j
score in written recall. The relationship between these two
J
factors was very slight.
With the decided correlation of .52 the indication was i
that reading capacity may be considered a controlling factor
in a pupil's ability to write the ideas he remembers.
I
The high positive correlation between reading achievement
j:
and written recall was greatly significant. Thus these two i'
I
factors go hand in hand. A pupil cannot be expected to re-
|
cord ideas satisfactorily unless he has a co rresponding skill
in reading. With this exceedingly high relationship between
these two elements, teachers may understand how essential it '
is that pupils must be able to read the material with compre- *
hension before they can recall and write the ideas in reports
and essay examinations
. i
It is encouraging to note that a greater percent of the ''
li
total major ideas than the minor ideas were remembered in •{
1
written recall. This was indicated by the difference of j:
15.02 between their means. However, it is a sobering fact i
I
to elementary teachers that only an average of about one-half
of the total major ideas ana an average of Just a little !
I
more than one-thira of the total minor ideas were recorded in
written recall."
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EFFECT OF PLANNED PRACTICE ON DE^/ELOPMENT
OF ABILITY TO RECALL IN WRITING, 'MATERIAL R^D
17—
Alderman carried on an experiment for two years and
proved that in one semester the ability to comprehend material
read may be improved by the Thorndike-McCall Reading Scale. In
the one semester period a carefully planned program of syste-
matic drill was carried on each day for thirty minutes. One
of Alderman’s concluding observations is pertinent to this
study. It is this: ’’The ability to comprehend what is read
is of little value unless one has the ability to retain and
renroduce the important thoughts when the occasion demands.”
2/
The underlying postulate of a study conducted by Burke
is that it is possible to Improve through training and prac-
tice, the ability to recall. Burke used tv/enty-five lessons
with paired exercises of approximate difficulty and Justified
the importance of the study because of the need to be able
to recall lectures, news items, circumstances surrounding
accidents, and messages received. Her findings
1/ Alderman, Grover H. "improving Comprehension Ability
in Silent Reading,” Journal o f
Educational Research
. Vo 1 . KI I I
,
(January 1926) p 11-21.
2/ Burke, M.L. "An Evaluation of Workbook Exercises
For Developing Oral Recall in Grade
SIX,” Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis,
Boston University, School of Edu-
cation, 1946.
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aimed to evaluate the effect of working through a series of
specific exercises upon written recall and to evaluate the
effect of such exercises on oral recall.
The initial ability of the children in the experimental
group to recall orally and in writing was compared with their
ability after practice given by the exercises used in the
study. A gain was noted. It was attributed to the practice
given in planned exercises.
GO ]yPARISON OF RECALL AITO RSGOGNITION
1/
Myers made a com.parative study of recognition and re-
call. Among the conclusions drawn from this study were these:
"a. The recognition efficiency is about two and a half
times that of recall, and this ratio varies slightly with dif-
ferent amounts of stimuli and with different intervals of
time. However, the total number of words correctly scored in
the recognition was about four times the number recalled. The
difference in ratios is due to the penalty assigned because
of chance.
b. The correlation between recall and recognition is
surprisingly low: many who recall only one or two words or
even none have a remarkably high record of recognition.
\/ Kyers, G-.A. "A Comparative Study of Recognition
and Recall", Psychological Review .
Vol. XXI, November 6, 19l4T~
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c. The ffirls are superior to the boys for both recogni-
tion and recall, and much more for recall than for recognition.
Both for recall and recognition a higher percentage of the
total answers given by the girls than those given by the boys
are correct.
1 /
Hollingsworth says, "The difference between recall and
recognition seems to be a rather simple matter. Recall is
that asoect of memory process in which a setting, a background
or association cluster, is oresent in clear consciousness, but
a desired focal element is missing. Recognition is, schemati-
cally, just the reverse of this process."
Recall and recognition, two m.ethods of testing memory,
2/
were used in a study by Achilles. The results of the ex-
periments she carried on showed:
"More items are recognized than recalled. The difference
in recall and recognition m^emory is in part dependent on the
richness of associations present. Determined recall differs
from undetermined recall more than determined recognition
differs from undetermined recognition. In the tests
\/ Hollingsworth, H.L. "Characteristic Difference between
Recall and Recognition," American
Journa l of Psychology .Vol . IV
,
( February 1913) p 63 .
g/ Achilles, Fdith M. Experimental Studies in Recall and
Recognition. Doctoral Thesis, New York;
Columibia University, New York, 1920.
(Reprinted from Archives of Psychology
No. 44)
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where the subjects did not know that their memory would be
measured, the records are for undetermined recall and unde-
termined recognition, and in the tests where the subjects were
aware that their memory was to be tested, the records are for
determined recall and determined recognition. '
1/
Achilles continued, "The difference between the record
when the subjects knew and when they did not know their memo-
ry was being tested is greater in the tests for recall than
in the tests for recognition. The influence of a determining
factor is greater for the recall of material rich with associ-
ations than for material devoid of them. The advantage of
making the observer determine to remember the material present-
ed is greater when the material is meaningful and rich with
associations.
"
'Achilles makes these observations as she sums up the
whole experiment; "The field of memory might be illustrated
by the crude simile of a bottle of milk - the method of recall
measures those items which perhaps are the cream. The
threshold for recall is high, but items which can not be re-
called may be above the threshold for recognition, its
threshold being far lower. These items which we can not quite
Achilles, Edith M. "Experimental Studies in Recall
and Recognition", Columbia Univer-
sity
,
Uew York: 19E0.
(Ur. Dissertation Reprinted from
Archives of Psychology, Uo. 44)
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recall are easily recognized and lie ^ust below the threshold
for recaxl. Thus the two processes, recall and recognition,
should not be thought of as in opposition or methods whose
scores differ by a gap."
The difference in our memory is one of degree - the item
may be easily recalled, recalled with difficulty, easily rec-
ognized, recognized with difficulty. The difference may be
expressed as a difference in the distance above the lov/er
threshold of memory. How short the distance seems when a
word "we cannot Just recall" is mentioned and we instantly
say "That is it." when we hear iti Both methods test our
memory. We should be aware that the threshold for each is
at a different level and choose the method of testing accord-
ing to which measure we wish to obtain."
CONCLUSIONS
Through most of the reports of the results of research
in this phase of reading, runs the idea that children are
able to recall in writing material read when they are helped
to remember by questions of various kinds. There are times
when this help must be omitted. For instance,
1. when written directions are to be read and followed
2. when written reports of reading in social studies are
to be prepared
3. when written reports are to be made on current news
items
4. when written material to be used in debates is to
be prepared after reading
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o. when written reports are made after reading on as-
signed topics
6. when written answers to specific questions based on
material are required.
In order to produce desired results, therefore, children should
be trained to develop the ability to read, remember and write
the ideas presented to them as they work in content subjects
using no crutch, such as a multiple choice question. There is
little evidence to be found that this ability has been or is
being developed in the elementary schools though the need of
it is great.
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CHAPTER III
E)CRRGISE3 FOR DE/ELOPINC ABILITY
M
WRITTEN RECALL AND 3SQ.UENGS IN RECALL
The present study is an attempt to determine by
experimental means improvement in ability and gpfowth
in written recall and sequence in recall of sixth
grade children. With the idea of assembling as com-
plete a set of aids for recall as possible, a series
of exercises in workbook form was prepared by the
writer of this experiment.
Construction of the workbook for improving written
recall and sequence in recall.
I. The Exercises.
A. The number.
Twenty exercises were written by
the author. These exercises were to be used for the
daily experimental instruction. The program was
planned so that the first four days of each experi-
mental week (there were five experimental weeks) would
be devoted to instruction in the use of aids suggested
in the teachers manual.
Five tests were written by the author to be
given on the five successive Fridays during the experi-
mental program.
B. Time Allotment.
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Twenty minutes was allowed for reading and writing through
out the entire experiment.
Preliminary to the experiment itself, the author had
selected five sixth grade classrooms totaling one hundred
eighty nine pupils in an area which was not to participate in
the experlm.ent. The children in these classrooms were criven a
selected series of five paragraphs to read and to write after
reading. The paragraphs were selected, from the sanie stories
and hooks as those used in the experiment. The teachers kept
record of the time of start and finish for each class, waiting
until every child in the class had finished.
An average of the time required was found and the result-
ing quotient of approximately twenty minutes was decided upon.
C. The Choice of Material
1. The selection of topics was h&sed on the
experiences of hoys and girls in an imaginary sixth grade
class. Preparatory to writing the materials, the author had
talked with teachers and children in sixth grade classes for
the purpose of obtaining some idea of interests of hoys and
girls in reading and wrltins. The writer arbitrarily chose a
theme for the exercises which centered around the experiences
of hoys and girls
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In sixth grades because their own experiences were the
chief topic of conversation and interest. Some of the
experiences which were common to most boys and girls
resulted in the topics chosen.
2. The Topics.
8. • The First Day in Sixth Crade
b. Directions From the Bus Driver
c
.
An Acrostic
d. Meeting Friends After Vacation
e. An Invitation to Play Touch Football
f A Lesson in Cooperation
6* Rules For the Sixth G-rade League
h. Writing a Message For a Telegram
i. An Accident After School
J • A Report of the Accident
k Learning to Remember
1. Writing a Letter to a Friend
m. How Gage School Raised Money
n. The Story About Climate
(The topics selected allowed for use of
conversation, reading materials, safety,
health, english, history, geography, and
arithmetic materials in writing the ex-
perimental paragraphs.)
3» Construction of the Paragraphs.
The exercises were planned to aid in improving
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the ability of sixth grade children to read material
to recall the material read, and to recall it in the
proper sequence by writing immediately after reading.
The material included in the exercises was familiar
to boys and girls of sixth grade age and the paragraphs
contained vocabulary that has been checked with the
Durrell-Sullivan vocabulary lists .because in the
opinion of the writer, the test was acceptable since
the first activity in the experiment was a reading
activity. The vocabulary was also checked with that
of the sixth grade readers from which the paragraphs
were selected for the initial tests and the final tests
used in this experiment.
Preparatory to the experiment the experimental
exercises were given to the boys and girls of the five
sixth grades in the non-participating area. The pupils
read the paragraphs and wrote immediately after reading.
Teachers noted any words or phrases which caused con-
fusion. These were eliminated and more familiar words
based on the children's expressions were used.
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II. The Intlal and Final Tests of Recall.
A. Selection of Material.
The paragraphs read at the beginning and those
read at the end of the experiment were selected from
1/
five sixth grade readers.
\f Horn, Ernest; G-oodykoontz , Bess; Studebaker, Mabel I.,
Reaching Our Goals .Boston: Ginn and Company, 1940.
Bracco, Joseph A., Frontiers Old and New . New York:
Silver-Burdette Company, 194o.
Shattuck, Marquis E. ; Gauley, Thomas, Steps to Good English
Syracuse, New York: Iroquois Publishing Company, 1939
Turner, Leonore, Let’s Travel . Chicago, Illinois: Laidlaw
Brothers, 1940
.
p. 10^.
Gilson, Helen; 0 ' Donnell , Mabel , Companion Book for Runaway
Home . Story, "Steamboat Racing on the Mississippi7"~
Evanston, Illinois: Row, Peterson and Company, 1943.
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Thi 3 type of material was used tecause the whole plan of
the experiment was set up to develop the ability In written
recall. This ability or skill is one of several skills
which must be developed when reading is taught in the middle
grades. Children in the middle grades selected for purposes
of this experiment used the books in their classrooms from
which the paragraphs were selected.
Preparatory to selection of the pre paragraph and
final tests, five sixth grade teachers, in an area which was
not included in the program of the experiment assisted in th
selection of the paragraphs.
Each teacher selected ten paragraphs from the books
listed on page 2 ^ . Two paragraphs from the sanie
story were included, one paragraph from the beginning of the
story, the other paragraph from the end of the story. The
five teachers met with the author who had planned the pro-
cedure for the final selection of the paragraphs.
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The paragraphs selected from the beginning of
the story were numbered ”1”. Those selected from the
end of the story were numbered ”2". The slips were
turned face down and each teacher drew a slip from each
section.
The teachers then returned to their schools
and gave the paragraphs to their classes, using the
procedure proposed by the writer. At a second meet-
ing with the five teachers, a study of the results
of the writing of the paragraphs guided the Jury in
the selection of the order in which the paragraphs
should be used for the testing programs. For example:11111
Test 1
,
2 , 3 » ^ » 5 » were to be the initial tests,
2
,
2 2 2 2
and 1 2 , 3 I 4 * 5 , were to be the final tests.
1
The test which became initial test 1 , had
the highest score obtained by niost of the children.
2
Final test 1 , was automatically selected because the
paragraph was the one chosen from the ending of the
1
story from which initial test 1 , was taken, (see
appendix) This procedure was used throughout the
selection of the paragraphs.
Five paragraph tests were given at the be-
ginning and at the end of the programi because in the
writer's opinion, it would give a more reliable m^eas-
ure of the status of the groups.
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Five successive days, twenty minutes a day,
were required for the initial snd final tests.
F. Equating of Initial and Final Tests
The paragraphs selected for the Initial and final
testing were taken from sixth grade readers.
The method of selection is described on page 26.
1 2
The initial and final tests, or tests 1 and 1 ,
were selected from the same story and the same book. The
1
same procedure was followed for initial test 2 and final
2
test 2 , etc. The number of items to be recalled in the
final testing program was greater than the number to be
recalled in the initial testing, program. There should be
growth in five weeks and more items should be recalled in
the same am.ount of time. This in the opinion of the writer
was a truer test of growth.
Time was held constant, as was procedure, teachers
and classes, and numbers in classes.
G. Reliability of Scoring
An example of the scoring of the tests may be found
on page 35. A further explanation of the method of scoring
is included in the sheet of Directions to Teachers in
Chapter IV.
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TABLE I
RELIABILITY CF 3C0RIMI AND RELIABILITY OF TESTS
Reliability of Scoring ' r ' Corrected r
Initial Tests .922
Final Tests .999
Reliability of Tests
Initial Tests .677 .807
Final Tests .677 .807
To determine the reliability of the scoring, the
i' teacher’s scores were paired with the scores of the author
i;
for 200 pupils selected at random. A reliability coeffi-
l'
cient of .922 was obtained for the initial tests, and a
reliability coefficient of .999 was obtained for the final
tests
.
I
h
j
The split half technique was used to determine the
reliability of the tests. The reliability coefficent for
the initial tests is .677. The corrected "r” obtained
by applying the Spearman Brown prophecy formula is .807 for
'V.
the Initial tests. The reliability coefficient for
the final tests is also .677 and the corrected r is
.807.
The Daily Lessons
On paf^e 31 is presented a chart of ’’daily lessons".
This gives a picture of the aid used each day to help
in developing ability in written recall and sequence
in recall. The teachers' manual Includes the manner
of presenting the materials to the class, the questions
to be asked and the explanations to be given when
necessary.
From the daily lesson chart it will be noted that
the aids for the first day suggest the use of questions
as an aid in recall. A description of the lesson for
the first day is given in detail.
"We are going to read a paragraph today. We are
going to do the same thing today that we did last week
when we wrote our initial tests. Put our exercise to-
day contains some aids for you. These aids are ques-
tions at the bottom of the page. When you have read
the paragraph, answer the questions at the bottom of
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the page in the space marked "a”. After you have fin-
ished answering the questions, read the directions at
the bottom of the page, turn the paper over and do
what the directions ask you to do. You have twenty
minutes. Let us see how well we can remember what we
read. When I give the signal to begin, turn the paper
over and start reading." Are there any questions?
Are you ready? Begin." Twenty minutes are allowed
for reading and writing.
"Stop Writing"! Pencils down. Take your colored
pencils". Now we are going to check our answers.
Look at the question.
1. If you have a "They were twins " mark a "c"
after it. (If you answered "They were 6th graders "
you must not mark "c" because the idea called for is
in the first sentence. "They were twins" (teacher is
trying to develop ability to remember in sequence.)
"l have here, a list of the correct items to
be recalled. I am going to write the answers on the
board. If you have the right idea, but not the exact
words, it may be marked correct. When we have finished
correcting, we will talk about your answers." (The
teacher spends a limited time discussing words,
correct ideas, etc., in order that the children may
be helped in developing ability to select important
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“Now turn to the paragraph you wrote on the
other side of the paper. As I dictate the idea or
thought, underline as we did last week in the initial
tests'*. (The pupils underline the correct items and
score according to the directions on the sheet with
which each pupil has been furnished. (See page )
(Each pupil keeps a graph of his progress.) (See
page 36 )
.
"Now let us turn our attention to the sugges-
tions on the board. These suggestions should help us
to improve our ability to write what we have read."
(Suggestions on page 172).
"Did you ask yourself as you read, Why are
they looking forward to this day?" That question
would help you to remember that they would be in the
sixth grade and nearest Junior High School."
"Did you try to recall as you read, why they
wanted to be in the sixth grade?"
"Did you try to remember as you read, the
reasons why Anne and Andy wanted to be messengers and
helpers?"
"Each day as we read, let us try to find the
beat way to help in remembering what we have read.
Let us see if we can grow better day by day, in re-
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calling in the correct order. We can grow if we look
for key words or key ideas, or if we try to select the
important ideas and thoughts which we should remember,
and then try to recall what the paragraph tells us
about the Important thoughts or ideas. We are keeping
graphs of our own progress, and we want our graphs to
show that we are growing.’*
Similar procedures were used throughout the pro-
gram. Teachers were allowed to use any aid during
the practice exercises which would help children to
recall in writing.
A variety of aids in recall was provided. Some
of the exercises provided practice in outlining, in
the use of key words, in the use of the acrostic, in
the use of multiple choice aids, and in the use of
completion exercises. (A complete set of exercises
may be found in the appendix.)
On page 35 may be found a photostatic copy of a
corrected test. On page may be found a copy of a
graph kept by one of the pupils. Page^T is a photo-
static copy of a class record sheet.
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CHAPTER IV
administration of exercises for developing- ability in
WRITTEN RECALL AND SEQ.UENCE IN RECALL
The Plan
For purposes of securing an estimate of the effect
of the experimental training, a controlled experiment
was conducted in which as nearly as possible repre-
sentative and equivalent groups were used. The groups
were equated for mental age, chronological age, reading
capacity, reading achievement, language ability, and
non language ability, and the results of the scores on
the initial tests. The program of experiment lasted
for seven weeks.
The entire sample population was tested before and
after the experiment. The experimental group, for a
period of five full weeks, received daily lessons from
the workbook exercises prepared by the author, while
the control group received none of the experimental
materi al
.
The teachers of the classes who were to partici-
pate in the experiment were asked, through their re-
spective supervisors and principals, and by the author,
to administer the initial and final tests.
Sel ecti on of Sampl e ^_op^ul ation
The children used for purposes of this experiment
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were pupils of Grade VI in seventeen schools in five
cities and towns of Eastern, Central, and Western
Massachusetts. The areas were chosen because of the
variety of sampling possible.
Area A
was a bedroom town for a large industrial city.
The schools were moderately progressive in
method. In this town the complete sixth grade
population participated in the experim^ent.
Area B
was a large manufacturing city with a cosmopol-
itan population. In this city, it was possible
to select six classes of sixth graders from
among forty sixth grades in the system. The
schools were selected on the basis of location,
to allow for social, economic, and racial back-
ground sampling.
Area C
was an industrial rural area with a foreign
language influence predominating in the schools.
The entire sixth grade population participated
in the program.
Area D
also allowed for a complete sixth grade partici-
pation in the program. This was a small Indus-
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trial city. The influence of foreign languages
spoken in the homes was also prevalent.
Area E
was a small town, partially a farming, industri-
al and commuting area. Several language back-
grounds prevailed. The entire sixth grade popu-
lation in this town participated in the program.
The total group tested in the twenty-three
sixth grades was 60J>. After equating the groups
in terms of the seven variables previously men-
tioned, there remained five hundred forty-one.
Tests
Intelligence Test
The intelligence test was the New California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, Elementary S
Form-Grade IV-VIII (1947).
The means for mental age, chronological age,
language ability, and non language ability were
obtained from these tests and are given in Table
Reading Testa
Durrell -Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Inter-
metiate Forms A and E, Grade 3-6 (1945). The
means for reading capacity were obtained from the
tests, and are given in Table IT Durrell-Sullivan
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Reading Achievement Test, Intermediate Forms A
and B, Grade III-VI (1945). The means for read-
ing achievement were obtained from these tests
and are given in Table II
(A further description of the status of the
population from the means obtained by using the
above tests may be found in the appendix page. 300-30?
Initial and Final Tests
The paragraphs were selected from sixth grade
readers, with a view to measuring particularly,
the ability in written recall and sequence in
recall of the sam.ple population. A study was
made of the mean scores obtained before the ex-
periment, and a study was made of the mean scores
obtained after the experiment.
The teachers of the classes that were to partici-
pate in the experiment were asked to meet with the
author to receive preliminary information about the
testing program and the assignment of time schedules
for the giving of the tests. Three tests were to be
given in each to determine mental maturity, reading
capacity, and reading achievement. In two of the
areas, the author administered the tests. In one of
the areas, the author administered the tests. In one
of the areas, the supervisor administered them. In
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the fourth area, they were given by a principal who
had several graduate courses in testing and was
qualified to administer tests. In the fifth area,
the reading consultant gave the tests. The super-
visors, principal, and author corrected the tests.
The author collected all of the final tests and the
record sheets.
Instructional Materials
I. To each school was delivered
A. Tests for each child and teacher
1. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test
2. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement
Test
3 . California Mental Maturity Test, (short
form)
(23 tests and manual of each type for
teachers
)
(626 tests of each type for children)
4. Five initial tests for each child and
one set of initial tests for the teacher
5 . Five final tests for each child and
one set for the teacher
6. A Teacher’s manual of directions for
the initial and final tests
7. One set of directions for each pupil
8. Ten answer sheets for each pupil
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B . Workbooks for the Experimental Glasses
1. A teacher's manual for the experimental
workbook
.
2. A workbook for each child (253 total)
3. Five additional answer sheets for ex-
perimental tests
4. A list of aids in recall for each child
and teacher.
At that time the author explained the directions
sheets and the methods of administering and scoring
the tests. During the explanation, the writer empha-
sized the importance of accuracy in following all
directions; that, during the initial and fine! test-
ing, no help whatsoever was to be given to the child-
ren. The teachers were also requested to carry on all
class work as usual in the control groups and that
language and reading time should be used by the people
in the experimental group for the work book exercises.
(Since the experiment was carried on in five
different areas of the state it was necessary
to hold five sectional meetings.)
The initial testing began the first full school
week in January on January 5« It ended on January 9.
The experimental programbegan on January 12. It
ended on February 13
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The final testing program began on February 16
and ended on February 20.
(The author investigated vacation periods and used
them as one of her determinants in area selection.
A seven school week, uninterrupted was desirable.)
Each week the writer visited the schools or met
with the teachers of the experimental classes to dis-
cuss any problems arising from the experimental pro-
gram, and to check progress in general. The writer
visited each area for one day a week during the first
four weeks of the testing program.
Two sets of "directions to teachers", were given
before the program began. The teachers in the control
group and experimental group were given a set of dir-
ections to be used for the initial and final tests.
The directions included an account of:
1. The method of administering the test.
2. The materials to be used by pupils and teacher.
3. The number of days to be used by the control
group and by the experimental group.
4. The information to be given to the pupils.
5. Time allotment.
6. The method of returning the tests to the author.
The appendix page l68contains a complete copy
of the directions. (p 168-171)
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The second sheet of directions contained the ans-
wers for the five Initial tests and specific directions
for use of the answer sheet, with the Author's signature
at the bottom. This answer sheet was the only authentic
record of the pupil's work. The second sheet of direc-
tions included specific directions for administration
and for scoring of the tests such as;
1. Be sure that each pupil has the test for the
day, face down on the desk.
2. Be sure that each pupil has an answer sheet
ready.
3 . Be sure that pencils, etc. are ready before
the signal to start reading is given. After
the signal to start is given there should be
absolutely no talking or giving of further
directions until the twenty minutes are over.
4. Before giving the signal to start reading,
call attention of the children to items 6
,
7, and 8 on the sheet "Directions For Pupils".
Discuss this sheet and also the material on
"Notes to Teachers" (if you think it is
necessary) with the pupils.
5. Directions are written at the top of each
sheet of the test material.
6 . Say to the class--whan all is ready--"When
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I give the signal to begin, turn your paper
over, read the directions at the top of the
paper. When you are ready, write as much as
you can remember. It does not have to be
written using exactly the same words, but
you must have the thought or idea. Try to
remember in the correct order. Are you
ready? Begin.
7. At the end of twenty minutes stop. Check
with the pupils. Each pupil check his own
paper. Put the number of items correct in
the upper right hand corner, and write for
example, 240. In checking sequence write
24s. The stands for correct while the
"3” stands for sequence.
8. Method of Correcting.
Ask pupils to have colored crayon ready.
Put all papers and materials , other than the
answer sheets inside the desk.
1
In test 1 , for example, ask the pupils to
do as you direct. On the board, write the
first sentence of the test--”People who go
on holidays, often feel such freedom that
they take reckless chances." Now looking
at the answer sheet you find four items
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listed for recall in the first sentence.
Underline People who po on holidays often
feel such freedom that they take reckless
chances . (Chances belongs with the fourth
item)
.
Tell the pupils to make a line under each
thdi^ht you read if that thought has been
written by the pupil.
It will be necessary to proceed slowly for
the FIRST DAY. Continue reading from the
item list for the test. When you have
finished reading the items ask the pupils
to count the number of lines drawn. (If
an item is written but not in the correct
order, the item is counted CORRECT. Sequence
score is a separate score) . Follow direction
7 above.
9. Scoring
When checking scores for recall the thoughts
or ideas are correct in any order. When
checking sequence the idea must be in correct
order. If 24 items are listed in the answer
sheet, and the pupil has 24 item written on
his paper he writes 24 C in the upper right
hand corner of the answer paper. Teacher
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records 24 in R column of score sheet. If
three items are in the wrong order the score
for sequence will be 24 minus three or 21.
The pupil writes 21 S in the upper right
hand corner under 24 C. Teacher records 21
in the sequence column. 3^ items correct
score 36 • 34 items listed score 34 etc*
Each item out of order subtract one from
number of items recalled. For example 36
items listed 30 recalled SCORE 30 G. 30
recalled 4 out or order SCORE 26 S. Fol-
low directions on cover sheet. Item 7 and 9*
10. Recording
Score sheets have been given to each teacher.
Write in the scores for each boy and girl.
Arrange alphabetically boys in the left hand
column and girls in the right. Number rather
than name. Column R is Recall, column S is
sequence.
A sheet of directions was furnished for every pupil.
It was kept by the pupil and it was used as long as it
was necessary. Most of the children soon adapted them-
selves to the routine of the procedure. The following
directions were included;
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DIRECTIONS FOR PUPILS
1. Write your name on each test paper before passing
it in to your teacher.
2. All of the pretest exercises must be passed in to
your t eacher. ( There are five of these exercises.
Be sure to fill in your name, school, teacher's
name , etc
.
)
3. All of the final exercises must be given to your
teacher. (there are five.)
A. Do not read or write any of the exercises until
your teacher has given you the signal to start.
5. Follow all directions carefully.
6. When you read, READ CAREFULLY.
7. The purpose of these exercises is to see how well
you can read, and then to see how well you can
write what you have read. You do not need to use
the exact words of the paragraphs you read, but it
is imiportant that you recall as many of the facts
as you can and that you recall them in the correct
order.
8
. REMEMBER
READ CAREFULLY. AS YOU READ TRY TO SELECT
THE THINOS YOU SHOULD REMEMBER. WRITE YOUR PARA-
GRAPHS CAREFULLY. OTHER SIXTH GRADERS ARE WRITING
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PARAGRAPHS, TOO AND YOU WANT TO DO YOUR BEST.
ON FRIDAY TESTS AND ON THE INITIAL TESTS AND
FINAL TESTS YOU WILL RECEIVE ONLY ONE PIECE
OF PAPER. YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT HAVE EXTRA
SHEETS. IF YOU MAKE A MISTAKE CROSS OUT THE
ERROR AInID continue ON THE SAME PAPER.
LEARN TO DIVIDE YOUR TIMS BETWEEN READING AND
WRITING. DIVIDE IT SO THAT YOU GET THE BEST
RESULTS.
As a further aid to teachers of the experimental
classes, a sheet of suggestions called **Aids for
Teachers" was provided. It contained ideas which might
be used in developing ability in written recall such as
1. Questions to be asked by the teacher such as:
Is there any item in this list which is an
aid that you should remember?
Do you make wordpictures as you read?
Do you try to remember the first word of each
line of an acrostic?
Do you try to remember how many things were
talked about?
Do you look for the key word?
Do you try to remember the nam.e of the boy or
girl or any one who is being talked about?
Do you say to yourself "The boy did this first.
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Do you find that it helps you to find a key word
and then tell yourself a story about the key
word?
It also contained other aids such as:
Ideas To Be Looked For
Comprehension
Following directions
Gathering information
Recalling facts and specific details
Reading for specific details and telling them
Exercising judgment
Classifying
Int erpreting
Associating ideas
Drawing conclusions
Grasp of Word Meanings
Building word pictures
Using homonyms or synonyms
Giving multiple meanings
Constructing definitions
Organization
Arranging events in sequence
Summarizing
Writing main topics
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Writing sub topics
I nterpreting for Own Use
Form mental pictures while reading
Using imagination
Using the main ideas
Des criminating
selecting the most important idea
selecting the least Important idea
The pupils of the exprimental group were given an
additional set of directions. Their directions were
placed on the board, and the teachers were asked to
call the attention of the boys and girls to the list
at the beginning of each exercise. The directions were;
Written Recall. Experimental G-roups.
1. READ CAREFULLY -- grasp important meanings and ideas.
2. READ 30 THAT YOU WILL HAVE TIME TO VISUALIZE A LITTLE
AT A TIME.
3. RECALL CAREFULLY THE MAIN POINTS.
Cet the meaning of the paragraph clearly in mind.
Every sentence contains a thought. G-et the thought I
If the paragraph is not clear--read again.
4. CAN YOU NOW WRITE A SUMMARY OF WHAT YOU HAVE READ.
USE YOUR OWN WORDS.
Write YOUR THOUGHTS .
5. You should write immediately after you read. Check
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your thoughts.
6. TRY TO SEE AS YOU READ.
7. The MAIN IDEA is what you are after. Try to connect
the last word of a line or sentence with the first
word of the next line or sentence.
8. SEQUENCE. Remember that it is important to tell
events in the order in which they happened.
All of the exercises did not call for scoring. This
was particularly true of the lessons on outlining. Here
the pupils checked and wrote the paragraphs as in lessons
eight, and seventeen.
Five tests were included in the work book. These
tests were given on five successive Fridays to the ex-
perimental classes. The tests were checked and scored,
and these scores were entered on the scoring sheet
provided by the author. (See page 35 )
The record was available to the teacher and to the
author of this experiment and it served as a means of
showing progress made during each week of the program.
Several of the experimental teachers had class graphs
on display for purnoses of miotivatlon and interest.
When the work prescribed for the experimental classes
was completed the final paragraph tests were administered
to the children of the control and exrerimental groups.
E. The matching of experimental and control groups
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1 . Selection of the Population
Twenty three groups were selected In five
different areas of Massachusetts. In some systems the
entire sixth grade population participated in the program.
In one system three areas were selected in order to fur-
nish a sampling of the papulation in the north, south,
and center sections of the city. No attempt was made to
study economic or social background of the children al-
though the areas which were selected gave a variety of
conditions. There was no study made of the teachers'
training or experience, because these factors were not
relevant to this particular study.
2 . Tests of Intelligence and Reading
The entire population was given a Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, A Durr ell -Sullivan Read-
ing Achievement Test, and the California Test of Mental
Maturity. The tabulation of the results of these tests
is found in appendix p300 . These results show the
entire papulation before any equating had been attempted.
Before any equating of the groups could be
done, it was necessary to determ.ine the mental miaturity
of the group, the reading capacity of the groups and
its reading achievem.ent
. The California Short Form Test
of Mental Maturity was selected because it was a one
period test, a power test and it provided both language
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It was Important that theand non language skills,
author consider time, local practice and convenience
since she was dependent on the use of twenty three
teachers
.
The Durrell-Sulllvan Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests were familiar to the author and fromi
personal experience the tests have proved reliable In
the measuring of capacity and achievement in reading.
The initial and final tests of the experiment are
fundamentally reading tests.
The principals, supervisors, and guidance
directors of the areas In which the experiment was to
be carried on met with the author to prepare for the
administering of the intelligence and reading tests.
These tests were given during the week of November
29th, to allow time for scoring and equating of groups.
The California Test of Mental Maturity was given on
Monday, the Reading Capacity test was given on Wednesday,
followed by the Reading Achievement test on Friday.
The classroom teachers did not know the nature of the
testing program until the principal or supervisor
arrived. The scoring was done by the principals, super-
visors and the author.
5 • The Selection of Control and Experimental
Croups
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Before the equating of the groups could be
done, it was necessary to determine the control and
experimental groups.
Two elementary school principals, one class
room teacher, a retired principal, and a reading con-
sultant from Worcester served as a cormrAttee for the
selections of the Control and Experimental G-roups.
The names of the schools working in the experiment were
rewritten on slips of paper and arranged in alphabetical
order. The slips were turned face downward. They were
then shifted around to prevent any identification.
Two slips were drawn, and arranged in two rows. It was
decided that the school in the left row was to be des-
ignated as heads and that on the right as tails.
When a coin was tossed, the papers were
turned over and the names arranged in Control and Ex-
perimental groups. Heads became the control group while
tails became the experimental group. There were twelve
experimental groups and eleven control groups, since
the final toss of the coin showed tails up, the extra
class became a miember of the experimental group.
ing the G-roups
Table II shows the results of the equating
of the groups. The variables used in equating the
groups were obtained from the mean scores of the Cal-
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ifornia Mental Maturity Short Form Test, the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Ganacity Test, the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Achievement Tests, and the Initial Tests used
by the author for the experiment. The variables selected
for equating were:
1. Reading Capacity ) Durrell-Sullivan Tests
2. Reading Achievement )
3. Mental Age )
4. Chronological Age )
)
California Test of
Mental Maturity
5. Language Score
6 . Non-Language Score )
7. Score on Initial Tests )
The groups were equated using mental age
as a variable. The difference between the means was
.505* The critical ratio .365 shows that there was no
statistical difference in mental ages of the groups.
The groups were equated using chronological
age as a variable. The difference between the means was
.20. There is no statistical difference between the
mean of the two groups, a critical ratio of .185 being
obtained.
The groups were equated using reading age
as a variable. The two groups were closely matched since
the difference between the means was .20 and the critical
ratio .119.
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Equated G-roups
Experimental N 253 Control N 238
V. Mean S.D. S Em Diff. SEdiff
.
G.R.
Exp. 142.25 16.7 1.05 .605 1.422 .355
M.A. Cbnt
.
142.75 T4785
Exp. 143.65 12.25 .767 .20 1.078 .185
C.A. Cont 1?3T85 11.7
1
00
Exp. 62.28 11.4 0OJ•
1
1.678 .119
R.A. Cont ~t2.5H 10.97 .711
Exp. 66.55 10.96 .689 .35 .964 .373
R.C. Cont 66.20 10743 .575
Exp. 142.72 17.1 1.08 .52 1.527 .34
Lang. Cont 142.19 16.68 1 . 08
'
Non Exp. 140.3 23.0 1.45 2.48 1.894 1.31
Lang. Cont 142.78 30 1.22
I.T. Exp. 90.843 20.70 1.30 .216 1.85 .116
Scores Cont. “90;627 20^71. 1^12_
V. - Variable
M.A. - Mental Age from California Test of Mental
Maturity
C.A. « Chronological Age
R‘A. - Reading Age from Durr ell-Sullivan Test -
Reading Achievement
- Reading Capacity from Durrell-Sull Ivan Test -
Reading Capacity
Lang. - Language Scores from California Test of
Mental Maturity
Non-Lang. - Non-Language Scores from California Tests
of Mental Maturity
- Initial Test Scores - Selected paragraphs -
6th Grade Readers
The groups were matched on the basis of above
data.

The groups were equated using reading
capacity as a variable. The groups were virtually
equal, the difference obtained between the means was
,34 and the critical ratio was .373* The groups were
equated using language scores as a variable. There
was no statistical difference between the means of
the groups. The difference between the means was .52
while the critical ratio was .34.
There was a greater difference between
the mean of the groups on the non language scores.
The difference between the means was 2.48. The critical
ratio 1.31 was not of statistical significance. The
groups were nearly equal when the scores of the initial
tests were studied. The difference between the means
.216 and the critical ratio obtained .116 are not of
statistical significance.
Statistical Design
1. Selection of the formula to determine
results of this experiment.
After the period of systematic teaching
prescribed for the experimental group had been completed
the mean scores obtained by the equated groups the
initial tests were compared with the mean scores obtained
on the final tests.
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ability in written recall and sequence in recall.
For the purposes of this study the
**one percent level of significance" was employed, which
means that the situation described by the statistics
would occur by chance alone no more than once in one
hundred times.
1/
Mills says, "We must have some reason-
able criterion as to the limit of significance— if the
discrepancy between theory and observation might occur
more frequently than one time out of one hundred solely
because of the play of chance, we may say the difference
is not clearly significant.
The value of T (the difference between
the hypothetical value and the observed mean, in units
of the standard error of the mean) corresponding to a
probability of l/lO is 2.576 standard deviations or
more. Accordingly tests of significance may be applied
with direct reference to T, interpreted as a norman
distribution expressed in units of the standard devi-
ation. A value for T of 2.576 or more indicates that
the results are not inconsistent with the hypothesis in
question.
"
For this study, the results are accepted
\J Mills, Statistical Method (Revised) Henry Holt Co.
New York, 1938* page 471
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as significant if they exceed the one percent level of
significance. This means that a difference of this
magnitude could not occur except by chance one time out
of one hundred, or to state it positively a true differ-
ence occurs ninety nine times out of a hundred.
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CHAPTER V
analysis of data
The data were analyzed to study the effect of planned
exercises for improving written recall to discover;
1. The ability in written recall at the beginning and
at the close of the experiment.
2. The sex differences in ability in written recall
and at the close of the experiment.
3 . The effect of mental age on ability in written recall
at the beginning and at the end of the experiment.
4. The effect of reading achievement on ability in
written recall.
The data were further analyzed to discover the ability
to recall in sequence at the beginning and at the end of the
experiment
.
The ability in written recall was studied at the close
of the experiment for:
1. The entire group
2. The sex differences
3 . The highest mental age group or Q 4
4. The lowest m.ental age group or ^ 1
The ability to recall in sequence was studied at the
close of the experiment for:
1. The entire group
2. The sex differences.
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When groups were being mat/Ched a toss of a coin decided
the experimental and control groups. Two hundred thirty-eight
children in eleven classrooms are the control group. Two
hundred fifty three children in twelve classrooms are the ex-
perimental group. The entire sample population was given the
Initial Test and Final Test exercises. The experimental group
was given the twenty-five exercises prepared by the writer.
The groups were matched first using the Initial Test re-
call scores, because in the opinion of the writer they appeared
to be the most important variable. Language scores and reading
achievement were next used as variables and these were followed
by reading capacity and chronological ages. Mental age was the
final variable used.
All of the analysis of data for this study was done with
these combined groups.
GAI NS IN WRITTEN RECALL
The mean scores of the initial test for the combined
groups are presented in TABLE IXI
TABLE Iir
INITIAL SCORES
Group N Mean 3Em Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp. 253 90.843 1.30 .216 1.85 .116
Gont
.
238 90.627 1.32
At the beginning of the experiment the groups were not
statistically different. There was a negligible advantage
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In favor of the experimental group. The critical ratio.. Il6
w9 s SO small that the difference w&s not a significant one,
and the two groups were essentially equal in ability in wrltt
recall
.
TAELE IV shows the mean scores of the final tests for the
combined groups.
TABLE IV
FINAL SCORES
Group N Mean 3Em Diff
.
SEdiff
.
Exp. 253 163.48 2.50 24.86 3.14
Cont
.
238 138.62 1.90
According to the final mean scores the experimental
group did better than the control group. The difference be-
tween the mean scores on the initial tests was .216, while
the difference between the mean scores on the final tests
was 24.86. Since the initial means of the experimental and
control groups are practically equal, it follows that the
differences between their final means is virtually the diff-
erence in their mean gains, and therefore, may be taken as
a measure of the gain due to the experimental program.
In order to compare the mean gains made by the combined
groups, TABLE V is presented.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF MEAN GAINS
,1
Group N Mean Gain 3Em Dlff .Gain SEdiff C.R.
Exp
.
253 72.64 2.85 24.64 3 .66 6.73
Cont
.
238 48 . 2.30
The critical ratio 6 . 73 » measuring the reliability of the
differences between the gains, indicates a difference of signi-
ficance, for the experimental group.
TABLE VI. shows the gains in written recall for the experl
mental group.
TABL E VI
GAINS - WRITTEN RECALL - EXPERIMIEInTTAL
GROUP
Test Mean SEm. Diff
.
SEdiff. C.R.
Initial 90 . 843 1.30 72.64 2.85 25.48
Final 163.48 2.50
TABLE VII shows the gains
control group.
in written recall for the
TABLE VII
GAINS - WRITTEN RECALL - CONTROL GROUP
Test Mean SEm Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
I ni t i al 90.63 1.32 47.99 2.30 20 . 86
Final 138.62 1.90
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The control p:roup, as well as the experimental crroup
,
showed p:ains on the mean scores of the final tests. 'T’he
perimental s:roup, however, oresents a s^r eater difference he-
tween the mean scores than does the control group.
Since the total possible score to be Obtained on the ini-
tial tests was not so large as the total possible score to be
obtained on the final tests, as shown by the gains made by both
groups, it seems well to analyze the gains in terms of raw
scores and of percent of possible scores on initial and final
tests
.
TAPLF VTIT shows the percent of obtained scores.
TABLE VTII
INITIAL TESTS REGALL-PERCENT OF 3C0RE3-FINAL TESTS RECALL
Croup No. Total Total %
Possible Obtained
Score Score
Total Total ^
Possible Obtained
Score Score
Exp. 253 37697 23129 61.3 62997 41552 65.9
Gont. 238 35462 21735 61.2 59262 32648 55.0
The same amount of time was allowed for the initial and
final tests. The numbers were held constant, and the same
classes and teachers participated. When more items were to be
recalled in the same amount of time, the experimental group
made a much better showing.
Since the same amount of time was to be allowed, and some de
gree of progress should be expected of children in a six week
period, more items were intentionally included in the final
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At the teginning of the experiment, the expprimental
group obtained a percent of 61.3 while the control's pereent
was 61.2. The groups were practically equal. At the end of
the experiment the experimental group increased its pereent
to 63.9 while the control group, whose score was showed
a decrease.
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The initial percent scores for the experimental
and contro]
groups are presented in TABLE IX
TABLE IX
INITIAL PERCENT SCORES
Group N Percent 3E^ Diff
.
SEdlff
.
C.R.
Exp. 253 61.3 3.1 .1 4.455 .022
Cont
.
238 61.2 3.2
There was no statistical difference between the percent
scores of the combined groups at the beginning of the experi-
ment. The groups were practically equal.
TABLE X shows the percent difference of the scores ob-
tained by the experimental and control groups on the final tests
TABLE X
FINAL PERCENT SCORES
Group N Percent 3E^ Diff. SEdiff
.
C.R.
Exp. 253 65.8 3.0 10.8 4.382 2.464
Cont
.
238 55. 3.2
The two groups were practically equal at the beginning of
bhe experiment, the difference in percent being .1 . At the
slose of the program, the experimental group had raised its
Qean percent 4.5, while the control group was 6.2 percent lower
in its final test results. The difference, however, is not
one of significance.
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TABLE <T shows a comparison of the
percent gains of the combined groups.
TABLE XI
COI^ARISON OF OAIN3 IN PERCEOT OF RECALL
Group N. Gain % S-E.*^ Dif f
.
SEdiff. C.R.
Exp. 253 4.6 4.31 10.8 6.245 1.729
Cont
.
238 -6.2 4.52
The value of T 1.729 is not significant.
TABLE XII presents a study of the
percent gains of the experimental and control groups.
TABLE XII
GAINS -WRITTEN RECALL -EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS
Group N. Test Percent 3Em Dlff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R
Exp
.
253 Initial 61.3 3.1 4.6 4.31 1.06
Final 65.9 3.0
Cont
.
238 Initial 61.2 3.2 -6.2 4.52 1.37
Final 53 . 3.2
The percent gains of either group are not significant.
For the purposes of this study, the results are accepted as sig
nificant if they exceed the one percent level of signif icance,
the value of T being 2.576. It is interesting to note, however
that the experimental group had a higher percent score on the
final test, the difference being 4.6. The control group ob-
tained a lower percent score on the final tests. On the
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initial tests the percent obtained was 61.2, while on the
final tests the obtained percent was 55 or a difference of 6.2
SF/x: DIFFERENCES IN WRITTEN RgCALL
For purposes of clarity in the ana.lysis of the comparitive
scores of the groups, the following tables present the gains
made by the boys and girls of the combined groups.
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS -
^ expert MEOTAL’ CROUP DATA
'
TABLE XIIT shows the mean scores of
the boys and girls of the experimental group in the initial
tests in written recall.
TABLE XI II
INITIAL SCORES
Group N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.dlff
Boys 111 86.51 1.95 7.69 2.535
Girls 142 94.20 1.62
There was a difference of significance between the mean
scores of the boys and girls of the experiments! group. The
girls obtained higher mean scores than those of the boys.
The mean scores of the boys and girls of the experimental
group on the final tests are presented in TABLE XIV.
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TABLE XIV
FINAL SCORES
G-roup N Mean SEm Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Boys 111 152.52 3*94 15.71 5.031 3.122
Oirls 142 168.23 3*13
There is a statistical difference between the mean
scores of the boys and girls of the experimental group at 1
close of the experiment
.
TABLE XV
CO ^!PARISON OF M^N GAINS
Exp. N Mean SEm Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Gain
Boys 111 66.01 4.80 8.02 5.95 1.34
Girls 142 74.03 3*52
The ratio of the difference between the two means is
not one of significance. The girls of the experimental group
had an advantage at the heginning of the experiment , the criti
cal ratio 3*033 shows a statistically significant difference
in their favor. At the close of the experiment, there was
no statistical difference between the mean gains of the boys
and girls of the experimental group.
TABLE XVI presents the mean gains
in written recall for the boys of the experimental group.
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TtAins in written recall-- experimental boys.
N Mean 3Em Diff SE.diff. G.R.
I.T. Ill 86.51 1.95 66.01 4.40 15.02
F.T. Ill 152.52 3.94
The boya of the experimental group showed a statisti-
cally significant gain.
TABLE XVII presents the mean gains
in written recall for the girls of the experimental group.
TABLE XVII
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL -GIRLS- EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Test N Mean SEm Diff SE.diff. •0
I .P 142 94.20 1.62 74.03 3.52 21.03
F. P. 142 168.23 3.13
The girls of the experimental group also gained in
ability in written recall. The critical ratio 21.03 far
exceeds the magnitude of 2.576 corresponding to odds of one
out of 100. The results indicate that the difference between
the two means is not due to chance. There is a significant
difference between the mean of the Initial Tests and that of
the Final Tests.
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COMPARISON OF PERCENT OATN3
BOYS AND CtIRLS
EXPERT MEOTAL CROUP DATA
Since the total possible score to he obtained on the
initial tests was not so large as the total possible score
to be obtained on the final tests, as shown by the gains niade
by the boys and girls of the control group, the gains in terms
of raw scores and percent of possible scores on initial and
final tests were studied.
TABLE XVIII presents the percent of
obtained scores on the initial and final tests, for the boys
and girls of the experimental group.
TABLE XVITI
INITIAL TESTS PERCENT CF SCORES FINAL TESTS
RECALL RECALL
Croup N Total Total Total Total %
Possible Obtained Possible Obtained
Score Score Score Score
Exp.
Boys 111 16539 9661 58.4 27639 17327 62.6
Exp
.
Cirls 142 21158 13440 63.5 35358 24224 68.5
The girls of the experimental group obtained a mean
score of 63.5^ on the initial tests. The boys of the same
group obtained a mean score of 58. 5*^. The difference between
the group averages was . At the close of the
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experiment the girls obtained a 68.5'^ average while the hoys
reached 62 . 6^. The difference was 5.9^* The girls of the
experimental group had a slight advantage at the beginning of
the program and also at the end of the program.
TABLE XIX shows the percent scores of
the experimental boys and girls on the initial tests of written
recall
.
TABLE XIX
INITIAL PERCENT 3C0RE3-WRITTEN RECALL
G-roup N io 3E^ Diff
.
SE.diff
.
C.R
Boys 111 58.4 4.7 5.1 6.7 .826
Girls 142 63.5 4.0
The boys and girls of the experimental group may be
considered to have nearly equal ability in written recall. The
critical ratio .826 is not a difference of significance.
TABLE XX shows a study of Lhe percent
scores in written recall for the boys and girls of the experi-
mental group, at the close of the experiment.
TABLE XX
FINAL PERCENT SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL
Group N Percent SE^ Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Boys 111 62.6 4.6 5.9 6.03 .978
Girls 142 68.5 3.9
At the close of the experiment, the ability of the
boys and girls in written recall is nearly equal. The critical
ratio .971 is not a difference of significance.
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The increase in average percent
1
may be attributed to the
!|
fact that more items were to be recalled in the final tests. On;
the other hand, the control of time may be considered signifi-
cant. More items were to be recalled in the same amount of
time, and the boys and girls improved in their ability in writ-
ten recall and in the amount of recall required.
TABLE XXI presents a com.parison of the
percent gains in written recall of the boys and girls of the
experimental group, on the initial and final tests.
T^LE XXI
POMPARISON OF GAINS IN PERCENT OF RECALL
Group N Gain fo se:^ Diff
.
SE.diff
.
C.R
Boys 111 4.2 6.58 .8 8.62 .093
Girls 142 5.0 5.58
At the close of the experiment, there was no statistically
significant difference between the percent gains of the boys
and girls of the experimental group.
,1
I!
TABLE XXII shows the percent gains in
written recall for the boys of the experimental group.
TABLE XXI I
PERCENT OAINS-WRITTSN RECALL-BOYS OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
No. Test % Diff. SE.diff. C.R
Exp. Ill I nitial 58.4 4.2 6 . 58 .638
Boys Final 62.6
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Although the percent score on the final test, with more
items to be recalled, is higher than that obtained on the
initial test, the critical ratio .638 is not large enough to
show a difference in gains that, for purposes of this study,
may be considered significant.
TABLE XXIITshows the percent gains in
written recall for the girls of the experimental group.
TABLE XXIII
PERCENT GAINS- WRITTEN RECALL- GIRLS OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Group N Test % Diff
.
SE.diff
.
C.R.
142 Initial 63.5 5.0 5.58 .896
Girls Final 68.5
The girls of the experimental group made slightly higher
gains than the boys of the same' group. The difference, however
for the initial and final test scores for the girls of the ex-
perimental group is not a significant one.
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS
CONTROL GROUP DATA
*~*—**"—^*
-
The following tables present a study of the gains made
by the boys and girls of the control group.
TABLE XXIV shows the mean scores of the
initial tests in written recall for the boys and girls of the
control group.
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TABLE XXIV
INITIAL SCORES
G-roup N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff. C.R.
Boys 119 88.96 1.88 5.83 2.64 2.21
Girls 119 94.79 1.86
The critical ratio 2.21 is not a statistically signifi-
cant difference. The boys and girls of the control group may
be said to have equal ability in written recall at the beginn-
ing of the experiment
.
TABLE XXV shows the mean scores of the
final tests of recall for the boys and girls of the control
group.
TABLE XXV
Group N Mean SEm Diff. SS.diff. C.R.
Boys 119 132.41 3.24 10.25 4.40 2.329
Girls 119 142.66 2.98
The critical ratio 2.329 does not equal or exceed the
magnitude of 2.576 which is the level of significance arbitrari
ly selected for this study. Therefore the boys and girls of
the control group may be considered to have equal ability at
the close of the experiment.
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TABLE X.)CVI shows a comparison of the
mean gains in written recall on the initial and final tests
for the toys and girls of the control group.
TABLE XX\ri
-COMARISON OF MEAN _GiA,IN3.
BOYS .AND
.
OIRL3...P.F ,Q0 NTROIi_^RQ^
Group N MeanGain 3Em Diff
.
SE.dif
f
Boys 119 43.45 3.74 4.42 5.13
Girls 119 47.87 3.51
There was no statistical difference between the mean gains
of the toys and girls of the control group.
TABLE XXVII presents the mean g&ins in
written recall for the toys of the control group.
TABLE XXVII
G-AI N3 IN WRITTEN RECALL- BOYS OF CONTROL OROUP
Test N Mean 3Em Diff. 3Ediff
.
C.R.
Initial 119 88.96 1.88 43.45 3.74 11.61
Final 119 132.41 3.24
The toys of the control group made a gain of significance.
The critical ratio 11,61 far exceeds the magnitude of 2.576
corresponding to odds of 1 out of 100. The gain may not te
attributed to chance. It should be stated, however, that the
difference in the mean gains may be attributed to some degree
to the larger number of items to be recalled in the final tests.
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The numter of items to be recalled in the initial tests was
149 while 249 items were to be recalled in the final tests.
TABLE XXVIII shows the mean gains in
written recall for the girls of the control group.
TABLE XXVIII
GIRLS IN WRITTEN RECALL - OF GOInTTROL group
Test N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff. G.R.
Initial 119 94.79 1.86 47.87 3.51 14 . 21
Final 119 142.66 2.98
The girls of the control group also made gains of signi-
ficance. Their gains were slightly better than the gains made
by the boys of the group. As in the case of the boys, some of
the gain, may be attributed to the larger number of items to
be recalled in the final tests.
G0^3^ARI30N OF PERC ENT dAINS
CONTROL GROUP DATA
More items for recall were intentionally included in the
final tests. Because of this factor, the following study was
made to analyze the gains in terms of raw scores and of percent
of possible scores on the initial and final tests.
TABLE XXxX snows the percent of obtained
scores on the initial and final tests for the boys and girls
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of the control group.
TABLE XXIX
INITIAL TEST 3 PERCENT OF SCORES FINAL TESTS
RECALL ’ RECALL
G-roup N Total
Possible
Score
Total
Obtained
Score
% Total
Possible
Score
Total
Obtained
Score
%
Cont
.
Boys 119 17731 11098 62.5 29631 15666 52.8
Cont
Girls 119 17731 10637 59.9 29631 17012 57.4
The percent obtained by the girls of the control group on
the initial tests was 59»9 while on the final tests 57.4 per-
cent was the result. The boys showed a greater decrease from
62.5^ on the initial tests to 52 . 8'^ on the final tests.
It is interesting to note, here, that the girls of the
experimental group obtained a percent score of 63.5 on the
initial tests and 68.5 percent on the final tests. The boys
of the experimental group obtained 58.4 percent on the initial
tests, and 62.6 percent on the final tests.
TABLE XXX shows the percent gains
at the beginning of the experiment for the boys and girls of
the control group.
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TABLE XXX
INITIAL PERCEInIT SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL
BOYS AND GIRLS OF THE CONTROL GROUP
Group N Percent SE^ Diff
.
SEdiff
Boys 119 62.5 4.4 2.6 6.29
Girls 119 59.9 4.5
There was a difference of 2.6 percent in favor of the
boys at the beginning of the experiment. The critical ratio
.413 is not a difference of significance and the boys and
girls of the control group may be considered equal at the
beginning of the experiment.
TABLE XXXI shows a study of the mean
gains at the close of the experiment, for the boys and girls
of the control group.
TABLE XXXI
Final Percent Scores Written Recall
Boys and Girls of the Control Group
Group N Percent se:^ Diff. SEdiff. C.R
Boys 119 52.8 4.6 4.6 6.57 .70
Girls 119 57.4 4.5
The difference between the mean percent on the initial
test was 2.6 in favor of the girls. The difference in the
final tests was 4.6 again in favor of the girls. The critical
ratio .70 lower, is not one of significance.
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TAELE XXXII shows a comparison of
the percent gains in written recall for the toys and girls of >
the control group. 1
TABLE XXXII
I
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN PERCEILT - WRITTEN RECALL
G-roup N Gain SE^ Diff
.
SE.diff
.
C.R.
Boys 119 -9.7 6.44 -7.2 9.05 .795
1
Girls 119 -2.5 6.36 1
There was not a sufficient difference between the percent'
gains of the toys and girls to result in a difference of signi-
ficance.
TABLE XXXIII shows the percent
gains in written recell for the boys of the control group.
TABLE XXXIII
PERCEInTT gains - WRITTEN RECALL - BOYS OF THE CONTROL aROUP
T est N io SE^ Diff. SE.diff. C.R. 1
1
Initial 119 62.5 4.4 -9.7 6.36 1
. 525
1
Final 119 52.8 4.6
There was no gain of significance between the initial
percent scores and final percent scores of the toys of the
control group.
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TABLE XXJCIV shows the percent gains In
written recall for the girls of the control group.
TABLE KXXIV
Percent Gains- Written Recall- (Urls of the Control Group
Test N % SE*^ Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R.
Initial 119 59.9 4.5
Final 119 57.4 4.5 -2.5 6.56 .393
The girls of the control group did not make gains of
significance. Although the percent gains for the experimental
group, and likewise for the control group, did not result in
significant differences it would he clarifying to present the
following analysis.
The hoys of the experimental group increased their percent
scores, while the percent scores of the control hoys showed a
decrease. See TABLE X)CXIII
The girls of the experimental group also increased their
percent scores while the percent scores of the control girls
showed a loss. See TABLE XXXIV
Differences of significance have heen shown when the mean
gains of the combined groups were studied. The differences
between the percents were not significant, although the experi-
mental group increased the difference of the mean percent from
» 1% on the initial tests to 10.8 % on the final tests. While
the experimental group showed an increase in percent the control
! group showed a decrease.
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The sex differences in written recall were studied. The girls
of the experimental group obtained higher mean scores at the
beginning of the program and at the close of the program. A
comparison of the gains does not show a statistically different
significance.
When the mean gains on the initial and final tests for the
boys of the experimental group are studied, the gain is slgnifi
cant. The same is true of the girls of the experimental group.
The boys of the control group and the girls of the control
group also had differences of significance when their initial
and final test scores were studied.
A further study of the comparitive gains miade by the boys
of the experimental and control groups, and of the girls of the
experimental and control groups is presented in TABLES XXXV
and XXXVI'
COMPARI SON OF MEAN SCORE G-AINS
BOYS AND GIRLS OF COMBINED GROUPS
TABLE XXXV' shows the mean gains of the
boys of the experimental and control groups.
TABLE XXXV
COITARISON OF MEAN OAI
N
3-WRITTEN RECALL
BOYS OF EQUATED G-ROUPS
G-roup N Mean Gain 3Em Dif f
.
SEdiff
.
C.R.
Exp. Boys 111 66.01 4.40 22.56 5.77 3.91
Cont .Boys 119 43.45 3.74
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A comparison of th.© moan gains of t.h.6 toys of th© coiiitin©d .
groups shows a m©an gain of 22*56 snd & criticcil rcitio of
Sine© this ©xc©©ds th© magnitude of 2.576 corresponding to
®
odds of 1 out of 100, th© results indicate that th© difference '
between the two means is not due to chance, and that the differ-
ence is of statistical significance.
TABLE XXX7I shows the mean gains in
written recall of the girls of the combined groups.
TABLE XXX7I
GOI^ARISON OF MEAN GAINS -WRITTEN RECALL
GIRLS OF EQUATED GROUPS
i
!|
Group N MeanGain SEm Diff
.
SE.diff
.
li
C.R. 'i
Exp
.
Girls 142 74.03 3*52 26.16 4.97 5.26
Cont
.
Girls 119 47.87 3*51
j
The girls of the experimental group made statistically II
significant gains. The critical ratio 5*26 is a difference of
I
significance, and the gains made by the experimental girls may j|
not be attributed to chance.
i
GOI^IFARISON OF PERCENT GAINS
BOYS AND^IRLS of COMBINED GROUPS
TABLE XXXVII shows the percent gains
'
of the boys of the experimental and control groups. i
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TABLE XXXVI
I
GOWPARI30N C F PERCENT GAI N3-WRITTEN, RECALL
B0Y3 OF EQUAT ED GROUPS
Group N Gain^ SWo Diff
.
SE.diff
.
G.R
Exp
.
Boys 111 4.2 6.58 13.9 9.15 1.52
Cont
.
Boys 119 -9.7 6 . J)6
The percent gains of the experimental boys do not result
in a difference of significance.
TABLE XXXVIII shows the percent gains
of the girls of the combinted groups.
TABLE )^XXVI II
Group N Gain^ SE^ Diff. SE.diff. C.R
Exp
.
Girls 142 5.0 5.58 7.5 8.46 .886
Cont
.
Girls 119 -2.5 6
. J)6
The percent gains of the experimental girls do not re-
sult in a difference of significance.
The boys of the experimental group increased their percent
4.2
,
while the boys of the control group showed a loss of
9.7i.
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The girls of the experimental group made a gain of 5*^
v/hile the girls of the control group were 2.5^ lower on the
final test scores than on the initial test scores.
The larger experimental gains may be presumably a measure
of practice and effect of training. Some of the gain,however
,
for groups must be attributed to the larger number of items to
be recalled in the final tests.
nIFFERENGES IN 3TMDARp_.T g.3T.5G0R E3
The initial and final test scores show significant mean
gains for the experimental group. To indicate possible
reasons for the differences, the results of the standard test
scores were compared for boys and girls of the experimental
and control groups.
TAELS XXKIX shows a comparison of the
sex differences on the standard test scores for the experiment-
al boys and girls. The boys have higher mean ages and scores
in all variables excepting the non language scores. The
differences, however, an2 not statistically significant. The
girls made greater gains than those of the boys. It may be
assumed, then, that the differences in the equating variables
were not important factors in the improvement shown by the
girls
.
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TABLE XXXI
K
gEX DIFFERENCES IN STANDARD TEST SCORES
EXPERT ^^ENTAL OROUF
BOYS'
Sex
' N 111
Mean 3.D. SEm Diff
.
B 144.07 16 . 56 1.57 2.70
MA
G 141.37 15.50 1.30
B 145.67 12.13 1.41 3.56
CA
G 142.11 11.32 .949
B 65.34 12.49 1.18 2.32
RA
G 63.02 10.48 .879
B 68.44 10.37 .98 3.37
RC
G 65.07 10.94 .92
B 144.07 16.88 1.60 2.16
Lang.
G 141.91 16.49 1.38
ocores
Non ® 143.24 21.38 2.03 2.25
Lang^
145.49 20.43 1.71
Scores
GIRLS' N 142
SE.dlff. C.R,
2.04 1.32
1.48 2.40
1.47 1.58
1.35 2.49
2.112 1.02
2.65 .848
V - Variable
M.A. - Mental Age from California Test of Mental Maturity
C.A. - Chronological Age
R.A. - Reading Age from Durrell-Sullivan Test-Reading
Achievement
R.C. - Reading Capacity from Durrell-Sullivan Test-Reading
Capacity
Lang. - Language Scores from California Test of Mental
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Non Lang. - Non Language Scores from California Tests of
Mental Maturity
TABLE XL shows a study of the sex
differences on the standard test scores for the hoys and girls
of the control group.
The hoys are older than the girls, in mental age, chrono-
logical age, and reading capacity. The girls, however, have a
higher reading age and higher language and non-language mental
maturity scores. At the beginning of the experiment, the dif-
ference of the means on the initial tests was 5 . 83 . At the close
of the experiment, the difference on the final test means was
10.25* In each test the girls achieved higher mean scores than
the hoys, and the gains m.ade hy the girls were greater. The
only difference of significance on any of the variables used
for equating was found when the chronological ages compared.
The hoysv^e older than the girls. Since the girls made greater
gains, chronological age may not he considered an influential
factor
.
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TABLE XL
3EX DIFFERENCES IN STANDARD TE3T .SG0RE3
CONTROL GROUP
119
Mean
143.09
SEm
1.36
Diff
.
1.08
SEdiff
1.90
GIRLS’ N 119
. C .R
.
.568
>>
142.01
146.37
1.33
1.10 4.53 1.38 3.24
141.84 00•
62.67 1.18 1.18 1.47 .802
63.84 .87
67.21 .92 2.65 1.32 2.01
64 . 56 .94
143.08 1.34 .10 2.03 .049
143.18 1.53
145.58 1.87 1.53 3.07 .497
147.11 2.44
V - Variable
F. A. -Mental Age from California Test of Mental Maturity
G. A. -Chronological Age
R.A. -Reading Age from Durrell-Sullivan Test-Reading
Achievement
R,G. -Reading Capacity from Durrell-Sullivan Test-
Reading Capacity
Lang. -Language Scores from California Test of Mental
Maturity
Non Lang. -Non Language Scores from California Tests of
Mental Maturity
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TABLE XLI shows a study of the sex
differences on the standard test scores for the combined groups.
When the groups were matched using seven variables { Table II ),
they were matched without use of sex differences. When a com-
parison of sex differences Is made on the basis of standard
test scores, the groups are found to be very closely matched.
Since this Is true, It may be assumed that any gains made by
the experimental group are attributable to practice and system-
atic Instruction.
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TABLE XLI
SEX DIFFERENCES - STANDARD TEST SCORES
CO^INED GROUPS
EIxTDerlmental 25^ Gontrol N 238
V. G-roup MeanDiff. SEm.dlff. Diff. SE.dlff. G.R.
Exp
.
2'. 70 2.04
M A 1.62 2.79 .580
Cont
.
1.08 1.90
Exp. 3.56 1.48
C A .97 2.02 .480
Gont 4.53 1*38
Exp
.
2.32 1.47
R. A 1.14 2.08 .548
Gont 1.18 1.47
Exp. 3.37 1.35
R C .72 1.89 .381
Gont 2.65 1.32
Lang. Exp. 2.16 2.11
2.06 2.93 .703
Scores Gont
.
.10 2.03
Non Exp. 2.25 2.65
Lang. .72 4.6 .177
Scores Gont 1.53 3.07
V -Variable
F.A. -Mental Age from Galifornia Test of Mental Matu]
G . A
.
-Ghronological Age
R.A. -Reading Age from Durrell-Sullivan Test-
Reading Achievem.ent
R.C. -Reading Gapacity from Durrell-Sullivan Test-
Reading Gapacity
Lang • -Language Scores from California Test of
Mental Maturity
Non Lang -Non Language Scores from Galifornia Tests of
Mental Maturity
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WRITTEN RECALL
The mean scores of the initial and final tests were cal-
culated separately for the experimental and control groups at
the highest mental age level, ( or Q, 4) and at the lowest mental
age level or ( Q,l) of the combined groups.
GOjgARISO M OF MEAN,S.COR_E GAI2JS -G01^1 NED GROUP S-
Q, 4
TABLE XLII shows the mean scores of the
initial tests for q 4 of the combined groups.
TABLE XLII
INITIAL 3G0RE3 - WRITTEN REGALL
Q4 N Mean 3Em Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Exp
.
63 98.83 2.86 2.53 3.68 .679
Cont
.
60 101.33 2.31
At the beginning of the experiment, the highest mental a.ge
division of the experimental and control groups were nearly
equal. The difference of the means was 2.53 in favor of the
control group.
TABLE XLTIT shows the mean scores of the
final tests for Q, 4 of the combined groups.
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TABLE XLIII
FINAL TESTS - WRITTEN RECALL
^ 4 N Mean 3Em Biff. SS.diff
.
C.R
Exp. 63 175.36 4.38 32.69 6.124 5.337
Cont
.
60 142.67 4.28
94
At the close of the experiment, the difference of the
means was 32.69 in favor of the experimental Q 4. The critical
ratio 5.337 is a statistically significant gain. The element
of chance is completely eliminated.
TABLE XLIV presents a comparison of
the gains of the Q 4 quartile of the combined groups.
TABLE XLIV
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS
WRITTEN RECALL - 1, 4 .Gcmi NED GROUPS
^ 4 N Mean Gain SSm Diff
.
SSdiff . C.R
Exp. 63 76.53 5.20 35.19 7.12 4.942
Cont . 60 41.34 4.86
The ^ 4 quartile of the experimental group shows gains
significance when a comparison of the mean gains of the ^ 4
combined gr-oups is m.ade. The critical ratio 4.942 far exceeds
the magnitude of 2.576, the 1*^ level of significance chosen
for this study. The gains of the Q, 4 quartile of the experimen
al group are not due to chance, but may be attributed to the
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practice and the systematic training of the experimental group.
TAPIS XLV shows the gains in written
recall of the Q 4 quartile of the experimental group.
TABLE XIV
G- AI NS IN WRITTEN RECALL . EXPERIMENTAL ^ 4_.
Q 4 N Mean SEm Dlff
.
SE.diff. C.R.
1
I T 63 98.83 2.80 76.53 5.198 14.72 i
F T 63 175.36 4.37
The 4 quartile of the experimental group shows gains of
statistical significance.
TABLE XLVI shows the gains in written
recall of the Q, 4 quartile of the control group.
TABLE XLVI
G-AINS IN WRITTEN RECALL.. - CONTROL 2 4
^4 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.diff. C.R.
IT 60 101.335 2.30 41.335 4.858 8.51
FT 60 142.67
The Q 4 quartile of the control group also shows gains
statistical significance.
The difference of the means of the Q 4 control group is
41.335, compared to the 76.53 mean difference of the ^ 4 experi.
m.ental group. Some of the gains of both groups may be due to
he larger number of items to be recalled on the final tests.
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The differences, however, show a much greater gain for the
experimental 4.
q0 I>'iPARI 30 N OF MEAN SCORE GAINS-GO^IEINED
TAELS XLVII shows the mean scores of
the initial tests for Q 1 of the combined groups.
TABLE XLVII
_.INLTIAL SCORES ^ - WRITTEN
_
REGALL
0 1 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.aiff
.
C.R.
Exp. 63 81.89 2.44 .89 3.49 .255
Cont
.
60 81 2.49
The 0,1 quartiles of the combined groups were practically
equal at the beginning of the experiment.
TABLE XLVIII shows the mean scores of
the final tests for 01 of the combined groups.
TABL E XLVIII
FINAL SCORES WRITTEN RECALL
01 N Mean SEm Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp
.
63 149.58 4.87 29.58 7.09 4.172
Cont 60 120.00 5.15
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The 0,1 of the experimental group made gains that are |
statistically significant. The critical ratio 4.172 is so
I
i|
large that the gains can not be attributed to chance. I
I
TABLE XIJ-X shows a comparison of the
mean gains of the Q,1 quartiles of the combined groups.
TABLE XLIX
GQI^ARI30N OF MEAN SCORE PAINS - WRITTEN RECALL
COMBINED GRpyP_S
.
01 N Mean G-ain SSm Dlff
.
SEdiff
.
G.R.
Exp. 63 5.45 28.69 7.9 3.631 2.18
Cont
.
60 5.72
A comparison of the mean gains of the 01 quartiles of the I
1
sombined groups shows a gain of significance for the 01 experi-
aental group.
,1
'I
TABLE L presents a study of the gains
in written recall of the 0 1 quartile of the experimental group.;
TABLE L
G-AINS IN WRITTEN RECALL - EXPERIMENTAL Q1
01 N Mean S.D. 3Em Diff
.
SEdiff. G.R.
j
1 T 63 81.39 19.345 2.44 67.69
1
5.447 12.42 !
¥ T 63 149.58 38.62 4.87
,1
The 01 quartile of the experimental group made statistically^
I
significant gains.
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TABLE LI shows the gains In written
recall of the ^ 1 quartlle of the control group.
TABLE LI
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL - CONTROL Q. 1
N Mean Gain 3Em Diff
.
SEdlff
.
C.R.
I.T. 60 “ 19.315 2.49 39 5.72 6.81
F.P. 60 39.89 5.15
The 0,1 quartlle of the control group also made gains of
significance. The gains of the Q,1 experimental are nearly
twice as large as the gains of the Q 1 control.
COMPARISON OF MEAN GAI NS - HIGH MENTAL AG-E
(. 0£. Q4) group and low MENTAL AGE ( or (Ql) GROU
P
TABLE Lllshows a study of the compari-
son of the gains m.ade by the <0 4 combined groups and the 1
combined groups.
table_lii^
C0MPMI30 N_OF MEAN^ GAINS -GOME I NED GROUP 3
vs
.
^ 1
Group N MeanGain SEm Diff. SE.Diff
.
^ 4 63 35.19 7.12 6
.
50 10.64
Q 1 60 28.69 7.90
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The grouping of data on the high and low mental age basis
resulted in an unexpected finding. The ^ 4 or highest mental
age group obtained a higher mean score gain than that of the
Q, 1 or lowest mental age group. However, the critical ratio
.610 is not of statistical significance and both groups made
nearly equal gains. It would seem to be true, then, that
the high mental age factor is not significant in the improve-
ment of ability in written recall.
MEmAL AGE DI FFERENCES IN IMPROVSMEOT IjJ_WRl TT£N R
ANALYZED BY SEX .
The initial and final mean scores were calculated
separately for the highest mental age boys and girls, (or q4)
and for the lowest mental age boys and girls, (or ^1) of the
/
combined groups.
GOiYPARISON OF Q 4 MEAN SCORE GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL
EXPERIMENTAL OROUP DATA
Table LIII shows the mean scores of the Initial tests
for Q, 4 boys and girls of the experimental group.
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TABLE LII_I
INITIAL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL -EXPERIMENTAL HOYS
AND G-IRL3
Exp. Group
Q4 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.diff
.
G.R.
Boys 30 99.83 3.12 4.0? 5.31 .766
Girls 33 103.9 4.30
The groups are nearly equal in ability in written recall
at the beginning of the experiment. The girls have an advant-
age of 4.07 in the difference of the means. The difference,
however, is not statistically significant.
TABLE LIV shows the mean scores of
the final tests for Q 4 boys and girls of the experimental group.
TABLE LIV
FINAL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL -EXPERIMENTAL ^ 4
BOYS AND GIRLS
Exp. Group
^ 4 N Mean SEm Diff. SEdiff
.
Boys 30 174.64 5.22 6.22 8.31
Girls 33 180.86 6.47
The girls obtained higher mean scores than the boys, but
the gain was not great enough to be significant. The boys had
the advantage on the initial tests with a difference between
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the means of 4.07. The girls maintained their lead on the
final test obtaining a difference between the means of 6.22.
TABLE LV shows a comparison of the
mean score gains on initial and final tests for the Q, 4 boys
j
and girls of the experimental group. i
TABLE LV I
i
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE OAINS-WRITTEN RECALL
Q 4 BOYS AND GIRLS- EXPERTMENTAL GROUP
0. 4 N Mean Gain SSmdiff
.
Diff
.
SE.diff
.
Boys 30 74.81 6.08 2.15 10.01
Girls 33 76.96 7.77
Since the critical ratio .204 obtained when the mean
gains of the Q, 4 boys and girls are compared, does not exceed
the one percent level of significance, the ^ 4 boys and girls
of the experimental group have made nearly equal gains.
TABLE LVI shows the gains made in
written recall on initial and final tests by the ^ 4 boys of
the experimental group.
TABLE LVI
CAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL- EXPERT MENTAL Q, 4 BOYS
Exp . Boys Test
.
N Mean SEm Diff. SSdlff. C.R.
Q 4 T T 30 99.83 3.12 74.81 6.08 12.30
P' T 30 174.64 5.22
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The Q 4 boys of the experimental group made statistically
significant gains.
TABLE LVII shows the gains made in
written recall on initial and final tests by the Q, 4 girls of
the experimental group.
T ABLE LVII
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL - SKPERIMSIirAL 0. 4 GIRLS
Exp
.
Girls
Test
I T
N
33
Mean
103.9
SEm
4.30
Diff
.
76.96
SE.diff. C.R.
7.77 9.90
^ 4
F T 33 1 80 . 86 6.47
The girls of the experimental group also made significant
gains
.
Some of the mean scores gains are due, without doubt, to
the larger number of items to be recalled in the final tests.
COMPARISON OF Q 4 FxEAN SCORE GAINS -WRITTEN RECALL
CONTROL GROUP DAT A
TABLE LVIII shows the mean scores
of the initial tests for 4 boys and girls of the control
group.
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TABLE LVIII
INITIAL SCORES -WRITTEN RECALL- 0. 4
CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS
Group Gont.
Q, 4 N Mean SEm Dlff. SE.dlff. G.R.
Boys 30 98. 4.78 5.17 3.59 1.440
Girls 30 103.17 .233
The ^ 4 girls of the control group obtained a higher
mean score than the ^ 4 boys of the same group, a difference
of 5.17 The critical ratio 1.44 shows that it is not a
significant difference.
TABLE LIX shows the scores of Q 4
control boys and girls in written recall for the final tests.
TABLE LIX
FINAL SCORES -WRITTEN RECALL- Q. 4
CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS
Group
Cont. Q 4 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R.
Boys 30 137.17 6.59 10. 8.45 1.17
Girls 30 147.17 5.29
There is a difference of 10 between the mean scores of
the ^ 4 boys and girls of the control . group . The critical
ratio 1.17 is not of statistical significance. There were
no true gains for the Q, 4 boys and girls of the control group
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The increase in mean scores is undoubtedly due to the larger
number of items to be recalled in the final tests.
TABLE LX shows a comparison of the
mean gains of the ^ 4 control boys and girls.
TABLE LX
GQIvPARISON OF MEAN 3C0^RE G-AINS-WRITTEN REG^L
0 4 E0Y3 AND GIRLS GONTROL GROUP
N Mean Gain SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
G.R.
Boys 30 39.17 8.14 4.83 11.74 .411
Girls 30 44.00 8.47
The ^ 4 boys and girls of the control group made approxi
mately the same gains. The girls have had higher mean scores
but the difference has not been large enough to show signifi-
cance.
TABLE LXI shows the gains in written
recall for the Q 4 boys of the control group.
TABLE LXI
GAIN3 IN WRITTEN REGALL- GOJfTROL Q 4 BOYS
Test N Mean SEm Diff. SE.Diff
.
G.R.
I. T. 30 98 4.78 39.17 8.14 4.81
F. T. 30 137.17 6.59
The ^ 4 boys of the control group made statistically
significant gains.
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TABLE LXII shows the gains in written
recall for the Q 4 girls of the control group.
SAINS IN
TABLE LXII
WRITTEN RECALL - CONTROL ^4 - GIRLS
Test N Mean 3Em Diff
.
SE.diff. C.R.
I .T. 30 103.165 .233 44.005 5.29 8.31
F.T. 30 147.17 5.29
The Z 4 girls of the control group al so have gains of
statistical significance. As in the case of the Q, 4 experimen-
tal boys and girls some of the mean gain scores may be attribu-
ted to the increased number of items to be recalled in the
final tests.
For purposes of further analysis a study was made of
the Q 4 combined groups, analyzing mean gains in sex differences
GCFiPARISON 0F
_
3EX DIFFERENCES ^FEAN PAINS
0. 4 GOFEINED CROUPS
TABLE LXIII presents a comparison of
the mean gains of the Q 4 boys of the combined groups.
TABLE LXTII
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE G-AINS- WRITTEN RECALL
4 Boys - COMEINED GROUPS
Q 4 N Mean Gain SEm Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
ExpBoys 30 74.91 6 .08 35.64 10.16 3.51
Cont . Boys30 39.17 8.14
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The number of items to be recalled In the final test was |
larger than the number of items to be recalled in the initial
tests. The Q 4 control boys made gains as shown by the differ-
ence of the means 35-64 The Q 4 experimental boys also made
gains as shown by the difference of the means 74.81. When a
comparison of the mean gains is made, the ^ 4 experimental boys
have made gains of statistical significance. The standard
error of the difference 3-51 is a true difference, and the
gains made by the Q 4 experimental boys may not be attributed
solely to the increase in the number of items to be recalled
in the final tests.
TABLE LXIV presents a comparison of
the mean gains of the Q 4 girls of the combined groups.
TAELS LXIV
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE aAINS-WRITTEN RECALL
0. 4 CtTRLS COMBINED CROUPS
Q, 4 N Mean Cain SEm Diff
.
SE.diff
.
C.R.
Exp.
G-irls 33 76.96 7.77 32.95 9*39 3*51
Cont
.
Cirls 30 44.01 5.29
The Increased number of items to be recalled in the final
tests did not show an influence of sufficient proportion in the
gains of the Q, 4 control girls. The Q, 4 experimental girls
obtained a mean score of 103*9 on the initial tests and a
mean score of 180.86 on the final tests. The Q, 4 control
girls obtained a mean score of 103*17 on the initial tests and
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147.17 on the final testa. The true difference between the
means is greater than zero, and a difference as large as 3«51
could not have arisen by chance.
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The highest mental age boys and girls of the experimental
groups made significant gains in written recall when their
mean scores were compared with those of the highest mental
age boys and girls of the Q, 4 control groups.
For purposes of further study and analysis was made of
the gains made by the lowest mental age or Q1 boys and girls
of the experimental and control groups.
CO^ARISO N OF Q 1 MEAN SCORE OAINS
yiTTEN RECALL- EXPERT MENTAL OROUP DATA
TABLE LX7 SHOWS THE MEAN SCORES
of the initial tests of the ^ 1 boys of the experimental group
TAPT,F T.yy
.IMTJ AL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL
Q 1 EXPERIMENTAL BOYS AilD GIRLS
Exp
.
^1 N Mean 3Em Diff
.
S.E.diff
.
C.R.
Boys 30 79.17 3.63 4.05 4.51 .898
Girls 33 83.22 2.68
The difference between the mean scores of the initial
tests for the Q 1 experimental boys and girls is 4.05. Since
the standard error of the difference is .898
,
the difference
is not statistically significant.
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TAELE LXVI shows a study of the
mean scores of the final tests for the Q, 1 experimental boys
and girls.
TABLE LXVI
FINAL SCORES-WRIT TEN RECALL
C.-l S;CP SRI MENTAL BOYS AND GIRLS
Exp
. ^ 1 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SSdiff
.
C.R
Boys 30 138.17 6.78 20.87 9.41 2.207
Girls 33 159.04 6.53
Although the Q 4 girls of the experimental group increased
the differences between the means, the gains were not large
enough to be of statistical significance.
TAELE LXVII shows a comparison of
the mean score gains in written recall for the Q 1 experimental
boys and girls.
TABLE LX3/I I
COiViPARISON OF MEAN SCORE OAINS-WRITTSN RECALL-
1
,
j;<P roi MEOTAL AND CIRLS
Exp
. Q 1 N Mean Gain SSmdiff. Diff. SEdiff
Boys 30 59. 7.64 16.83 10.65
Girls 33 75.83 7.42
Although the girls obtained higher mean scores than the
boys, the comparison of the mean gains are not statistically
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significant. Boys and girls of the Q.1 experimental group
may be said to have made nearly equal gains.
TABLE LXVIII shows the mean gains
of the ^ 1 experimental boys.
TABLE LXVIII
GAINS IN ‘AfRITTEN RECALL
EXPERIMENTAL
.
_1 BOYS
Group Test N Mean 3Em diff SEdiff
.
G.R.
^ 1 I.T. 30 79.17 3.63 59. 7.64 7.72
Exp
.
6.78Boys F.T. 30 138.17
The ^ 1 experimental boys obtained a difference of 59
when the initial and final test scores are compared. The
difference is statistically significant, although some of the
gain may be attributed to the larger number of items to be
recalled in the final tests.
TABLE LXIX shows a study of the mean
scores, initial and final tests in written recall, for the Q 1
experimental girls.
TABLE LXIX
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL-9J EXPERIMEl'CTAL GIRLS
Group Test N Mean SEm Diff. SEdiff. G.R.
^ 1 I .T. 33 83.215 2.81 75.83 7.42 10.21
Exp
.
Girls
B.T. 33 159.04 6.81
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The differ-The girls also increased their mean gains,
ence is significant. As in the case of the hoys, some of
the gain may be attributed to the larger number of items to
be recalled in the final tests.
A study was made of the mean score gains of the Q1 boys
and girls of the control group.
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE G-AI NS
Q, 1 BOYS AND OIRLS - CONTROL 3-ROUP DAT A
TABLE LXX shows the mean scores
in written recall for the Q 1 control boys and girls on the
initial tests.
T^L^ULX
INITIAL SCORES -WRITTEN RECALL- Q. 1
CONTROL
.
BOYS ..A^..GIRL3
Test Control ^1 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R.
I.T. Boys 30 78.5 3.66 5 4.93 1.01
G-irls 30 83.5 3.31
There is a mean score difference of 5 in favor of the
1 control girls on the initial tests. The d if ference^ , how-
ever, are not significant.
TABLE LXXL shows the mean scores
of the 0, 1 control boys and girls on the final tests.
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TABLE Lm
FI NAL SCORES WRITTEN RECALL
Q. 1 - CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS
Test Cont .^1 N Mean SEm niff.
SEdiff
.
Final Boys 30 122.50 7.63 4.33 10.29
Girls 30 118.17 6.90
The boys gained a little on the final mean scores. The
difference of the means on the initial tests was 5 in favor
of the girls. The difference of the means on the final tests
is 4.33 in favor of the boys. The differences, however, are
not statistically significant.
TABLE LXXII shows a comparison of the
gains made by the ^ 1 control boys and girls on the initial
and final tests.
TABLE LXXII
COMPARISON OF MJEAN SCORE GAI -WRITTEN RECALL
Q. 1 BOYS AND GIRLS - COOTROL OROUP
Q 1 N MeanGain SEm Diff
.
SEdiff. C.R.
Boys 30 44 8.47 9.33 11.41 .817
Girls 30 24.67 7.65
Since the. critical ratio .817 is not of statistical
significance, the ^ 1 boys and girls of the control group
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have made gains that can not be regarded as significant.
TABLE LXXIII shows the gains in
written recall for the Q, 1 boys of the control group.
TABLE LXXI TT
G-AIN3 IN WRITTEN RECALL-ta 1 GO^TTROL BOYS
G-roup Test N Means SEm Dif f
.
SEdiff . C.R
Cont
.
Q 1 I.T. 30 78.5 3.66 44 8.471 5.19
Boys
F.T. 30 122.5 7.63
The Q 1 boys of the control group also made gains in
written recall. The gains are significant. Some of the gains
may be attributed to the larger number of items to be recalled
on the final tests.
TABLE LXXIV shows the gains in written
recall for the Q, 1 control girls.
TABLE LXXIV
(1AIN5 IN WRITTEN RECALL - Q 1 COIfTROL &IRL3
Group Test N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff. C.R
Control
a 1 I .T. 30 83.5 3.31 34.67 7. 65 4.53
Girls
F.T . 30 118.17 6.90
The Q, 1 girls of the control group made gains of signifi-
cance. The gains, however were not as large as those of the
Q 1 control boys. Some of the gains may be attributed to the
larger number of items to be recalled on the final tests.
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For purposes of further analysis a study was made of the
0, 1 comhined groups, analyzing the mean gains in sex
differ-
ences .
T API F LXXV
COI^PARI SON OF jN^FAN SCORE G-
A
X NS-WRITTEN R FCALL
ROYS - COMBI NFD GROUPS
SEdiff. G.R.
11.41 1.314
^1 N
Exp. Boys 30
Cont.Eoys 30
Mean Gain
59
44
3E m
7.64
8.47
Diff .
15
The difference of the mean gain 15» favors the experi-
mental hoys. Since the critical ratio 1.314 does not exceed
2.579, the 1% level of significance, the chances are 99 to
100 that the gains of the experimental group may he due to
chance.
TABLE LXX7I
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS -WRITTEN RECALL
GIRLS COMBINED GROUPS
Q 1 N Mean Gain 3Em Diff. SE.diff
Exp
.
Girls 33 75.83 7.42 41.16 10 .66
Cont,
.
Girls
30 34.67 7.65
3.861
The Z I experimental girls made statistically significant
gains. The critical ratio 3*86 shows that a true difference
exists between the means and a difference as large as 3»86
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reading age differences
TN IMPROVEMENT IN
WRIT'm^REGA^.
Ths insan scorss of t»]i6 initial and final tasts war©
calculated separately for the experimental and control groups
at the highest reading age level, (or Z and at the lowest
reading age level ( or Q 1 ) of the combined groups.
COFiPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS - COMBINED GROUPS -Q 4
Table LXXVII shows the mean scores of the initial tests
for 0, 4 of the combined group.
TABLE
INITIAL SCORES
LXK7II
WRITTEN RECALL
z ^ N Mean SEm Diff
.
SSdiff
.
C.R.
Exp
.
63 103.23 2.27 1.06 3.25 3.26
Cont
.
60 102.17 2.33
The highest reading age levels for the experimental and
control group obtained mean scores at the beginning of the ex-
periment which show no statistically significant difference.
TABLE LKXVIII shows the mean scores
of the final tests for 4 of the combined groups.
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TABLE LXXVIII
116
FINAL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL
1
Q 4 N Me an SEm Diff. SE.diff. C.R. 1
i
Exp
.
63 180.20 4. 52 23.78 5.85 4.064
Cont
.
60 1 56 . 42 3.71
1
The Q, 4 combined groups are nearly equal in reading ages.
The mean scores on the initial tests show that the Q, 4 reading
age groups were nearly equal in ability in written recall. At
the close of the experiment, the Q, 4 experimental group have
made statistically significant gains. It is true that more
items were to be recalled in the final tests. It is also true
that both groups had equal opportunity to recall the same
number of items. Since both groups had the same controls,
and the experimental ^ 4 obtained a critical ratio of 4.064,
it may be assumed that the gains are due to the systematic
program of training which was given to the experimental group.
Such a discrepancy far in excess of 2.576 allows absolute
confidence in the belief that the gains are not due to chance.
TABLE LXKIX shows a comparison of the
gains of the 4 quartiles of the combined groups.
TABLE LXXIX
CPyPARISON OF MEAN3G0RE G-AI N3-WRITTEN RECALL-^ 4 COMBINED
GROUPS
.
^4 Mean Gain SEm Diff.
Exp. 76.97 5.06 22.72
Oont. 54.25 4.58
SEdiff. C.R.
6.69 3.39
1

The Q 4 quartile of the experimental group shows gains
of significance when a comparison of the mean gains of the
Q 4 combined groups. The critical ratio 3*39 far exceeds
the magnitude of 2.576, the level of significance chosen
for this study. The gains of the Q, 4 experimiental group are
not due to chance, but may be attributed to the practice and
systematic training of the experimental group.
TAELE L)CX)C shows the gains in
written recall of the 2 4 reading age quartile of the experi-
m.ental group. TAPLE LXXX.
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL - E.<PERIMENTAL 2 4
4 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.P.
I T 63 103.23 2.27 76.97 5.06 15.211
F T 63 180.20 4.52
The 0, 4 quartile! of the experimental group shows gains
of statistical significance.
TABLE LXK.KL shows the gains in
written recall of the Q 4 reading age quartile of the control
group.
TABLE LXXXI shows the gains in
written recall of the 2 4 reading age quartile of the control
group.
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TABI.E LXXXI
G-AIN3 IN WRITTEN RECALL - CONTROL Q. 4
Q 4 N Mean 3Em Diff * SEdlf f
.
C.R.
I .T. 60 102.17 2.33 54.25 4.38 10.102
1
F.T. 60 156.42 3.71 i
The 0, 4 quart lie of the control group also shows gains of
statistical significance. The difference of the means of the
'I 4 control group is 54.25i compared to the difference of the
means of the Z 4 experimental group of 76.97* Some of the
gains of both groups may be due to the larger number of items
to be recalled on the final tests. A study of the comparison
of the mean gains of the Q, 4 combined groups, shows that,
although both groups gained, the Q 4 experimental group made
gains of greater magnitude and gains of statistical significanc(
!
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS - COMBINED GROUPS -^1
TABLE LXXXII shows the mean scores
of the initial tests for ^ 1 Reading Age Quartile of the com-
bined groups,
TABLE LXXXI I
INITIAL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL
^ 1 N Mean SEmean Diff. SSdiff. C.R.
Exp
.
63 77.49 2.23 7.35 3.53 2.082
Cont
.
60 84.84 2.73
The Q 1 quartile of the control group obtained higher
mean scores. The difference is not significant.
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TABLE LX)CXIII shows the mean scores of
the final tests for Q, 1 reading age quartile of the combined
groups
.
TABLE LXXXIII
FINAL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL
0,1 N
- V- • -
Mean 3Em Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp
.
63 148.28 4.82 23.61 6.33 3.729
Cont
.
60 124.67 4.11
The experimental Q1 also made statistically significant
gains. Both groups were subject to the same controls as those
of the Q 4 combined groups. The gains made by the Q, 1 reading
age quartile of the experimental group are so large that the
difference may not be attributed to chance.
TABLE LX5CXIV shows a comparison of the
gains of the Q, 1 reading age quartiles of the combined groups.
j^AELE LXXXIV
G0I€PARI30N OF MEAN SCORE GAINS -WRITTEN RECALL
^ 1 COMBINED GROUPS
^ 1 N Mean Gain 3Em Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Exp. 63 70.79 5.32 30.96 7.25 4.27
Cont 60 39.83 4.93
A comparison of the gains of the ^ 1 reading age quartile
gains shows that the experimental Qi made gains of significance.
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Table LKXXV shows the gains in written recall of the Q 1
reading age quart ile of the experimental group.
TABLE LXX^CV
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECAI.L - EXPERIMENTAL Q 1
4^0 ,
^1 N Mean SEni Diff
.
SEdiff
.
G.R.
I.T. 63 77.49 2.23 70.79 5.32 13.306
F.T. 63 148.28 4.82
The ^1 reading age quartile of the experimental group
made gains of statistical significance.
TABLE LXXXVI shows the gains in
written recall of the ^1 reading age quartile of the control
group.
TABLE LXXXVI
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL - COOTROL ^ 1
N Mean 3Em Diff. SEdiff. G.R.
I.T. 60 84.84 2.73 59.83 4.93 8.079
F.T. 60 124.67 4.11
The Q 1 quartile of the control group also made gains of
significance. The gains of the exp eriment al group, however.
are greater. as shown by the difference of the means.
CO MPARISON OF N GAINS
HIGH READING AGE GROUP AI€)
LOW READING AGE GROUP
k
II
TABLE LXXXVII shows a study of the
comparison of the gains made by the ^ 4 combined groups and
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and the Q, 1 combined groups.
TABLE LXXXyil
COMPARISON OF MiEAN GAINS- COMBINED GROUPS--WRITTEN RECALL
Q, 4 VS
G-roup N Mean Gain SEm Diff
.
SE.dlff C.R.
63 22.72 6.69 8.24 9.87 .834
^ 1 60 30.96 7.25
Although the reading age quartile of the combined groupii
obtained a greater difference between their means, the differ-
ence is not large enough to be of statistical significance.
Both groups made nearly equal gains.
READINa DIFFERENCES IN IMPROVEMENT IN WRITTEN RECALL
ANALYZED BY 5EX
The initial and final mean scores were calculated separ-
ately for the highest reading age boys and girls ( or Q 4) and
the lowest reading age boys and girls ( or ^ 1 ) of the combined
groups
.
COMPARISON SCORE tlAINS IN WRITTEN REGALL
EXPERI MENTAL CROUP DATA
TABLELXXXVIII shows the mean scores
of the Initial tests for ^ 4 boys and girls of the experimental
group.
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TABLE LXXX\^III
INITIAL 3G0RES-WRITTEN RECALL- EXPERIMENTAL BOYS AND dlRLi
Q 4 N Mean 3Em Dlff
.
SSdiff
.
G.R.
Boys 32 99.62 2.93 7.7 4.44 1.734
G-irls 31 106.9 3.34
There is no statistical difference between the mean score!
of the Ci 4 reading age quartile of the experimental boys and
girls
.
TABLE LXXXIX shows a study of the
new scores of the final tests for ^ 4 reading age quartile
boys and girls of the experimental group.
T ABLE LXXXIX
FINAL SCORES - WRITTEN RECALL-EXPERIMENTAL BOYS AND GIR]
^ 4 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
G.R.
Boys 32 177.75 5.50 4.97 9.10 .546
G-irls 31 182.72 7.25
The boys made greater gains than the girls, although they
are not gains of significance. The sexes were nearly equal in
ability in written recall at the beginning and at the end of
the experiment.
TABLE XG shows a comparison of mean
score gains in written recall on initial and final tests for
the ^ 4 reading age quartile of the experimental boys and girls
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TABLE XC
^ 4 N Mean SEmdiff
.
Diff
.
Boys 32 78.13 6.231 2.31
GtIRLS 31 75.82 7.98
SE.dlff. G.R.
10.02 .229
The boys and of the Q 4 reading age quartile of the
experimental group made nearly equal gains in improvement of
ability in written recall.
TABLE XGI shows the mean score gains
of the boys of the Q 4 reading age quartile of the experimental |
group.
TABLE XGI
G-AIN3 IN WRITTEN REGALL- EXPERT MENTAL Q. 4 BOYS
Test N Mean SSm Diff. SS.diff • G.R.
I .T. 32 99.62 2.93 78.13 6.23 12.53 '
F.T. 32 177.75 5.50
The 0, 4 boys of the experimental group made statistically
significant gains.
.
Some of the gain is undoubtedly due to the i
increased number of items to be recalled in the final tests.
TABLE KGII shows the mean score
gains of the girls of the Q, 4 reading age quartile of the experi-
mental group.
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TABLE XCII
GAINS IN WRITTEN RECALL- EXP SRI MENTAL Q. 4 GIRLS
^ 4 N Mean SEra Diff
.
SE.diff
.
C.R.
Girls 31 106.9 3.34 75.82 7.98 9 . 50 i
182.72 7.25
The Q 4 reading age quartlle girls of the experimental
group also made gains of significance. The difference obtained
is not as large as that obtained by the boys of the group.
COMPARISON OF Q. 4 FEAN SCORE GAINS -WRITTEN RECALL
CONTROL GROUP DATA
TABLE XCIII shows the mean scores of
the initial tests for Q 4 reading age boys and girls of the
control group.
TABLE XCII
I
INITIAL SCORES — WRITT EN RECALL-CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS '
^ 4 N Mean 3Em Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Boys 29 103.52 4.08 .35 5.07 .069
Girls 31 103.17 3.01
The m^ean scores in written recall of the CJ 4 control boys
and girls show that there is no difference of significance.
TABLE XCIV shows a study of the mean
scores of the final tests for the Q, 4 reading age boys and
girls of the control group.
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TABLE XCIV
FINAL SCORES -WRITTEN REGALL- CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS
4 N Mean SEm Diff . SEdiff
.
G.R.
Boys 29 156.97 6.23 1.05 7.04 .149
Girls 31 155.92 3.28
The results of the final tests show no significant
difference between the scores of the boys and girls.
TABLE XCV shows a comparison of the
mean gains of the Q 4 reading age quartile boys and girls of
the control group,
TABLE XCV
COMPARISON OF KEAN SCORE PAINS - WRITTEN RECALL
Q 4 BOYS AND GIRLS - CONTROL GROUP
Q 4 N Mean Gain SEmdiff
.
Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Boys 29 53.45 7.45 .70 8.68 .080
Girls 31 52.75 4.45
The1 boys and girls both made gains . The difference between
the gains is not statistically significant.
TABLE XCVI shows the gains in written
recall for the Q 4 boys reading age of the control group.
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TABLE XGVI
&AIN3 IN WRITTEN RECALL - CONTROL Q. 4 BOYS
Test N Mean SEm Diff
.
SSdiff
.
C.R.
I.T. 29 103.52 4.08 53.45 7.45 7.17
F.T. 29 156.97
The Q 4 reading age boys of the control group also made
j I'
gains of significance.
TABLE XCVII shows the gains in
written recall for the 'I 4 reading age girls of the control
group.
TABLE XCVII
&AINS IN WRITTEN RECALL - CONTROL ^ 4 GIRLS
Test N Mean SEm Diff. SE.diff
.
C.R.
r,T
.
31 103.17 3.01 52.75 4.45 11.85
F.T. 31 155.92 3.28 1
The girls 4 reading age quart ile of the control group
also made gains of significance.
CGI^MISON OF ^ 1 KEAN SCORE GAINS IN_ WRITTEN RECALL
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP DATA
TABLE XCVIII shows the mean scores
of the initial tests for the Q, 1 reading age quartile of the
experimental boys and girls.
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TABLE XGVIII
I NIT I AL SCORES -WRITTEN REG ALL- EXPERT MENTAL 50Y3 AND (HRL3
Q 1 N Mean 3Em Diff
.
3E.diff . C.R.
Boys 31 74.96 3.42 5.61 4.41 OJ•
1
—1
Glrls32 80.57 2.78
The hoys and girls of the experimental Q, 1 reading age
quartile, obtained a difference of the mean scores of 5.61.
The difference favors the girls. The critical ratio 1.27
shows that the difference is not a true one, and therefore may
be due to chance.
TABLE XGIX presents a study of the
final scores of the toys and girls of the experimental Q, 1
reading age quartile.
TAELS XCTX
FINAL 3G0RE3 -WRITTEN RECALL- EXPERT ^:ENTAL B0Y3 AND GIRLL
ai N Mean 3Em Diff. SE.diff
.
C.R.
Boys 31 139.16 6.88 20.47 9.22 2.21
G-irls 32 159.63 6.14
The girls increased the difference between the means, but
not to a degree which would result in a difference of signifi-
cance.
TABLE C shows the comparison of the mean
gains of 0, 1 reading age quartiles of the ecperimental boys and
girls
.
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TABLE C
GO KJ’ARI SON OF MEAN SCORE G-AI NS-WRITTEN RECALL~9tj-
BOYS and GTRT ^ - TT)CPERTl\rENrAL GROUP
Q X N Mean Gain SEmdiff. Diff*
SE.diff. C.R.
Boys 31 64.20 7.68 14.86 10.22 1.46
Girls 32 79.06
.
6.74
Although the girls made greater gains than those of the
hoys, the difference is not one of significance.
TABLE Cl shows the gains in written
recall for the Q1 reading age quartile of the hoys of the experi
ment^al group.
TABLE Cl
GAIN IN WRITTEN RECALL -EXPERIMENTAL q 1 BOYS
'^lEoys N Mean SSm Diff. SE.diff. C.R
I .T. 31 74.96 3.42 64.20 7.68 8.35
E.T. 139.16 6.88
'T’he experimental hoys of the Q, 1 reading age quartile m^ade
significant gains. Some of the gains are undoubtedly due to
Ithe Increased number of items in the final tests. However, the
ffiean score is nearly doubled, and this is too large an increase
to attribute solely to the greater num.ber of items to be recalled.
TABLE CTI shows the gains in written
pecall of the Q, 1 girls reading age quartile of the experimental
^oup.
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TABLE CTI
CtATNS in written recall- expert I^EWTAI, Q.I aiBLS
OlC-irls N Mean SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R. 1
I .T. 32 80.57 2.78 79.06 6.74 11.74
?.T. 159.63 6.14
The girls obtained a greater difference between the means
than the boys . The difference 79 .06 shows that the girls nearly!
doubled their scores. Some of the gain may be attributed to
the larger num.ber of items to be recalled.
COypART
S
ON OF 1 KEAN SCORE G-M NS IN WRITTEN RECALL
CONTROL OROUP LATA
TABLE cm shows the mean scores
of the Initial tests for the Cl 1 reading age quartile of the
control boys and girls.
TABLE cm
INITIAL SCORES -WRITTEN RECALL-CONTROL BOYS AND CIRLS
Q1 N Mean SEm Diff. SE.diff
.
C.R.
Boys 35 83.21 3.73 3.91 5.40 .724
G-irls 25 87.20 3.90
Since the critical ratio .724 does not exceed the magnitud«
y-'
of 2.576, the boys and girls of the Q, 1 reading age quartile of
I
I
I
the control group may be considered to have equal ability in
' written recall at the beginning of the experiment.
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TABLE CIV shows the mean scores of
the final tests for the Q, 1 reading age quartile of the control
boys and girls.
TAELS CIV
fl NAL SC(^E3-WRlTTEjOL^^E^ BOY3 AND GIRINS
Q 1 N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.diff
.
G.R.
Boys 35 123.72 6.26 3.28 7.61 .431
Girls 25 127 4.44
The difference of the means at the close of the program is
3.28. The gains are not of statistical significance.
TABLE CV shows a comparison of the
mean gains of the Q, 1 reading age quartile of the control boys
and girls.
TABLE CV
COMPARISON OF f^EAN SCORE GAINS-WRITTEN RSCALL-^1
^
.. _ .
BOYS AND GIRLS -CONTROL GROUP
N Mean Gain SEmdiff
.
Diff. SE.diff. C.R
Boys 35 40.43 7.28 .63 9.36 .067
Girls 25 39.80 5.88
The critical ratio .06? is not large enough for a true '
i
I
lifference. The boys and girls of the ^1 reading age quartile
,
of the control group may be considered to have equal ability in
j
1
written recall at the close of the experiment.
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TABLE CVI shows the gains In written
recall for the Q, 1 reading age quartile of the
control hoys.
TABLE CVI
GAI N3 IN WRITTEN RECALL -31- GOOTROL BOYS
31Eoys N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.dlff
.
G.R.
I.T. 35 83.29 7.28 40.43 7.28
5.54
F.T.
The boys
123.72 6.26
made statistically significant gains. The gains
may be due to some degree to the increased number of items
in
the final tests. Unlike the experimental group, the control
boys have not nearly doubled its score.
TABLE evil shows the gains in written
recall for the % 1 reading age quartile of the control girls.
TAELS evil
lAI N3 IN WRITTEN RECALL
31 CONTROL GIRLS
^1 Grlrls N Mean SEm Diff. SSdiff. G.R.
I.T • 25 87.20 3.90 39.80 5.88 6.76
F.T • 127 4.40
The critical ratio 6.76 shows a gain of significance for
the girls
.
Some of the gain is due to the increased number of
items in the final tests. The girls of the control group have '
not shown the Increase in the difference of the mieans that was !
shown by the experimental Q, 1 girls. The experimental 3,1 girls
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obtained a difference of 79.06, or approximately twice as large
a difference as that obtained by the control ^ 1 girls.
COL^FARISON OF 3SX DIFFERENCES-MEAN QAIN3- 4
COMBINED CtROUPo
A further study of the comparison of the mean gains of
the experimental and control boys and the experimental and
control girls of Q 4 reading age quartiles is presented.
TABLE CVIII shows a comparison of
the mean gains of the % 4 reading age quartile for the boys
of the experim.ent al group.
TABLE CVIII
COMPARISON OF MEAN G-AIN3-WRITTEN RECALL
^ 4 READINC ACE QUARTILE-GOMBI NED ORQNP3
^4Boys N MeanCain SEmdiff. Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp. 32 78.13 6.23 24.68 9.71 2.562
Cont. 29 53.45 7-45
The boys of the f^l quartile of the experimental group
miade gains resulting in a difference of the means of 24.68.
The critical ratio 2.562 does not exceed the one per cent
level of significance, however.
TABLE GIX shows a comiparison of
the mean gains in written recall of the Q, 4 reading age
quartile for the girls of the experimental group.
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TABLE CIX
COMPARISON OF MEAN OAIN3-WRITTEN REGALL-3.4 RSADI MS AGE 3.UARTI I
.. —
E
GIRLS OF GOM.EINED GROUPS
0,4 Girls N Mean Gains SEmdiff. Diff. SE.diff. G.R.
Exp
.
31 75.82 7.98 23.07 9.14 2.524
Cont
.
31 52.75 4.45
There is a difference of mean gains of 23.07 in favor of
the girls of the experimental group. Since the critical ratio
2.524 does not exceed the magnitude of 2. 576
,
the gains are not
statistically significant.
GO^J^ARISON OF SEX DIFFERENCES-MEAN GAINS-Ql COMBINED GROUPS
Table G and Cl show a comparison of the mean gains of the
Q1 reading age quartile for the boys and girls of the experimentj'
al and control groups.
TABLE GX shows a comparison of the
mean gains in written recall of the Q1 reading age quartile of
the experimental and control boys.
TABLE CX
COMPARISON OF MEAN GAINS-WRI^M R^AL^-Q, IREADING AGE
^^UARTILE- BOYS OF COMBINED GROUPS
qi Boys N MeanGain SEmdiff. Diff. SEdiff. G.R.
Exp. 3 ± 64.20 7.68 23.77 10.58 2.246
Gont. 35 40.43 7.23
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The difference between the mean is 23*77 in favor of the
'I 1 experimental boys. The difference, however, is not one of
significance since the critical ratio 2.246 does not equal or
exceed the one percent level of significance. The gains may be
due to chance.
TABLE CXI shows a comparison of the
mean gains in written recall for the Cl 1 reading age quartile
of the girls of the combined groups.
TABLE GXI
COMPARISON OF FEAN G-AINS- WRITTEN RECALL
V- READINC ape QUARTILE-Q-IRLS of combined 0R0UP3
Q1 G-irls N Mean'^rain 3Em.diff. Diff. SS.diff. C.R.
Exp
.
32 79*06 6.74 39*26 8.94 4.39
Cont
.
25 39*80 5.88
Although all of the groups in the highest and lowest
reading age quartiles increased their mean scores, none of them
pbtained differences of significance excepting the girls of the
I I reading age quartile of the experimental group. The critical
?atio 4.39 shows a gain of statistical significance that may not
be attributed to chance.
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0AIN3 IN ABILITY TO RECALL IN SEQUENCE
The ability of the children to recall material read in
sequence was a supplementary phase of this study. The scores
of initial and final tests were compared for the entire sample
population, and for the mental age differences analyzed by sex
COMPARISON OF MEAN 3G0RT Q-AINS
The means of the initial and final scores in sequence
are presented for the combined groups.
TABLE CXTT shows a study of the
initial scores in sequence for the combined grouns.
.
TABLE OXTI
G-AT^NS-REGALL in SB3.UENCS- INITIAL SCORES -COMBINED GROUPS
Group Test N Kean SEm Riff. SEdiff. C.R
Exp . I . . 253 90.68 1.63 5.42 2.148 2.523
Gont. I.T. 238 85.26 1.40
The experimental and control groups were equated at the
beginning of the experiment using,, as one of the variables,
the results of the initial test scores in written recall. The
comnarlson of the mean scores shows that the experlm*ental and
control groups were nearly equal in ability to recall in se-
quence at the beginning of the experiment.
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TABLE CXIIT shov/s the means of the
final test scores for the combined p:rou-ns.
TABLE nxill,
li
I
nA.TNS-B^^\TL, IM SEQUENCE- FINAL SCORES -GOMBIN.ED (1R0UP3
|
G-roup Test 11 Mean SEm
Exp. F.T. 253 158.01 2.51
Gont
.
F.T. 23B 131.4 2.^7
Biff. 3E.diff. C.R.
26.61 3.4E2 7.707
The experimental ffroup and the control p:roup were very
closely matched in their ability to recall in sequence at the
bep^lnnlnc of the experiment. At the close of the experiment,
the experimental group bad made statistically significant gains.
The critical ratio 7.707 so far exceeds the magnitude of
2.E76 that the difference is a true difference and it could not
'lave occurred by chance.
TABLE CKIV shows a comparison of the
gains in ability to recall in sequence, for the combined groups.
TABLE GXIV
GOLTARISON OF OAINS-RECALL IN SEQUENCE- EXPERIMENT AL AND GOlLrROL
OROUP3
Group N Mean Gain SEmdiff
.
Dif f
.
gain SE.diff. C.R.
Exp
.
253 67.33 2.98 21.19 4.05 5 . 23 s
Gont
.
238 46.14 2.75
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The galne made hy the experimental group result in a
statistically significant difference.
TABLE Cxy shows the gains in ability
to recall in sequence, for the experimental group.
TABLE CXV
CHAINS -RECALL IN 3EQ.UENCS- EXPERT FEOTAL ^tROUP
Group Test N Mean 3.D. 3Em Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp
.
I.T 253 90.68 25.95 1.63 67.33 2.98 22. 5S
E.T. 253 158.01 39.93 2.51
The experimental group m.ade gains of statistical signifi-
cance. More items were to be recalled on the final tests which
partically accounts for the large difference in the mean scores.
TABLE CXVI shows the gains, in ability
to recall in sequence, for the control group.
TABLE GXVI
GAINS -REGAIX IN SEQUENCE- COlTrROL GROUP
Group Test N Means SEm Diff. SEDlff. G.R.
Cont
.
I.T. 238 85.26 1.40 46.14 2.752 16.002
F.T. 238 131.4 2.37
The control final scores were significantly better than
the initial scores, a. critical ratio of 16.002 being obtained.
The difference between the means of the initial and final scores
of the control group is not as great as that of the experimental
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frroup, some of the increase is due to the larfser number of
items to be recalled on the final tests. i
The comparison of gains of the two groups shows a critical I
ratio unquestionably favoring the experimental group. Both
|
I
groups made gains due to the Increased number of items in the l
final tests. The difference of the gains, however, shows
statistically significant gains for the experimental group. i
The gains are of such magnitude that they cannot be attributed i,
I’
to chance.
I
3K<. DIFFERENCES IN ABILITY TO RECALL IN SEQ.UENCS
The gains made by the boys and girls of the com^bined
1
'
groups are presented in the following tables.
COMPARISON OF SCORE G^NS-RSGALL IN SEQUENCE !
E>gPERIMENTAL GROUP DATA
|
TABLE CXVII shows the means of the
initial test scores for the boys and girls of the experimental
group.
I
TABLE CXVII
INITIAL
.
3_G0RE3. -._ RECALL IN 5E2USNCE - EXPERIMENTAL
BOYS AND CIRL3
1
Test Group N Mean SEm Diff
.
SE.diff. C.R.
I.T. Boys 111 86.41 2.35 7.595 3.158 2.405 <
1
'
Girls 142 94.005 2.114
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The girls obtainef^ higher mean scores than the boys. The
difference, however is not significant.
TAELS OXVTII shows the means, of the
final test scores, for the boys and girls of the experimental
group.
TABLE CXVIII
FI NAL SCORES-REGALL IN SEQUENCE- EKPERI MENTAL- BOYS AND 5IRL3
Test G-roup N Means SEm Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R.
F.T. Boys 111 152.78 3.89 9.37 5.08 1.844
Girls OJ1—1 162.15 3.27
The difference of the mean scores at the beginning of the
experiment was 7.595, while at the end of the experiment the
difference was 9.37* The girls had higher mean scores at the
beginning and at the end. The boys, however, made gains as
shown by the critical ratio 1.844 at the close of the experiment
as compared to a critical ratio of 2.405 at the beginning of the
experiment. The differences, however, were not significant.
TABLE CXIX shows a comparison of the
gains in ability to recall in sequence for the boys and girls
of the experimental group.
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TAELS GXIX
COMPARISON OF GAINS-RSGALL IN SE^UENCE-EXPERIME^fTAL BOYS AND 01 r[ls
Oroup N Mean Oain
Boys 111 66.37
SS.diff. C.R.
5.98 .297
3Emdiff. Diff.
4.544 1.78
Oirls 142 68.15 3.89
The gains made hy the hoys and girls of the experimental
group may be considered equal. The difference between the means
is not significant.
TABLE CXX shows the gains in ability
to recall in sequence for the boys of the experimental group.
TABLE CXX
PAINS- RECALL IN SEQUENCE -£X£ERimiTAL-EQ.X5.
Oroup Test N Mean SEm Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp. I.T. ill 86.41 2.35 66.37 4.544 12.405
Boys F.T. 111 152.78 3.89
When the boys initial test mean scores are compared with
iheir own final test mean scores, there is a difference of sig-
ilficance. This increase is due to some extent to the larger
lumber of items to be recalled in the final tests.
TABLE CXXI shows the gains in ability
NO recall in sequence, for the' experimental girls.
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TABLE C/CXT
GAINS - RECALL IN 3EQ.UENCE - EXPERIMENTAL (^IRLS
Group Test N Mean 3Em Diff . SEdiff
.
G.R.
Exp. I .T. 142 94.005 2.11 68.14 3.89 17.516
Girls F.T. 142 162.15 • ro
The girls of the experimental group also showed a statis-
tically significant gain, the critical ratio of the difference
“between the means of the initial and final scores being 17.52.
Some of the gain is due to the increased number of items to be
recalled in the final tests.
COl^PJ^RISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS-REGALL IN SEQUENCE- CONTROL GROUP
* DATA ^
TABLE CXXII shows the means of the
initial test scores for the boys and girls of the control group
TABLE CXXII
•0. ' ' "
INITIAL SCORES- RECALL IN SEQUENCE -CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS
Test Group N Mean 3Em Diff. SE.Diff. C.R.
I .T. Girls 119 87.92 1.87 5.71 2.70i 2.113
Boys 119 82.21 1.95
The girls obtained a higher mean score on the initial tes
The difference, however is not significant
.
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TABLE OCXIII shows the means of the
final test scores for the boys and ciirls of the control group. '
TABLE CXXIII
,
FI NAL SCORES - RECALL IN SEQUENCE -COCTROL
BOYS AND GIRLS
Test G-roup N Means SEm Diff. SEdiff
.
C.R.
F.T. Boys 119 125.76 3.50 11.26 4.642 2.425
;
Girls 119 137.02 3.05
The girls of the control group increased the difference
between the means obtained on the initial test scores vs. the
final test scores.
TABLE GXXIV shows a comparison of the
gains made by the boys and girls of the control group.
T ART JT ^ VVTV
COMPARISON OF GAINS - RECALL IN SE3.UEMGE
CONTROL BOYS AND GIRLS
Group N Mean Gain SSmdiff. Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Boys 119 43.55 4.01 5.55 5.38 1.03
Girls 119 49.10 3.58
There is no difference of significance between the gains
made by the boys and girls of the control group.
TABLE CX)CV shows the gains in ability
,
I
to recall in sequence for the boys of the control group.
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TABLE CXXV
GAINS -RECALL IN 3E9.UENCE - CONTROL BOYS
Group Test N Mean SEm Diff
.
SS.diff
Gont . T .T . 119 82.21 1.95 43.55 4.01
Boys E.T. 119 125.76 3.50
143
C.R.
10.59
The boys of the control group Increased their mean scores
and the critical ratio 10.89 is of statistical significance.
TABLE CXX7I shows the gains in
ability to recall in sequence for the girls of the control groip.
TABLE GXXVT
CrAIWS -RECALL IN SEQUENCE - CONTROL OIRL3
Group Test N Means SEm Diff. SEdiff
.
C.R.
Gont
.
I.T. 119 87.92 1.87 49.10 3.58 13.73
Girls F.T. 119 137.02 3.05
The girls of the control group also increased their mean
scores and the difference is one of significance. Some of the
difference of the mean scores obtained by the groups is due to
the greater number of items to be recalled in the final test.
The results of the initial and final tests were studied
to determine the differences of gains for the boys of the
combined groups and for the girls of the combined groups.
TABLE CKXVII shows a study of the
mean score gains for the boys of the combined groups.
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TABLE CX:XVII
COMPARI SON OF MEAN SCORE GAIN3 - 3 E?JJENCS- BOYS 0^ COMBINED '!^RO UPS||
I I 'll i.ii 1 ^ 1 1 I I I ir - -
_ —
G-roup N Mean Gain SE.mdiff
.
Biff. SE.diff
.
Exp
.
111 66.37 4.54 22.82 6.08
Cont
.
119 43.55 4.01
The hoys of the experimental ffroup made fpr-eater gains than |
did the hoys of the control group. The difference is one of I
statistical significance. The discrepancy far exceeds the mag-
nitude of 2.576 corresponding to odds of 1 out of 100 . The I
results indicate that the difference between the two means is
not due to chance.
TABLE CXWIII shows a study of the
mean score gains for the girls of the bomhined groups.
TABLE CXX7III
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE CAINS- 3E0.UENCS-G-IRL5 OF COMBINED GROUPS
Group N Mean Gain SSm.diff
.
Diff
.
SE.diff. C.R.
Exp 142 68.15 3.89 19.05 5.47 3.482
Cont 119 49.10 3.58
There are two statistical differences between the mean
gains of the girls of the combined groups. The difference in th€i
gains is so large that it may not be attributed to chance.
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I^ENTAL AOL DIFFERENCES IN I^J^ROVEMENT IN AJI L,ITY
TO RECALL IN SEKlUEN^
The Initial and final mean scores were calculated separ-
ately for the experimental and control groups at the highest
mental age level ( or ^ 4 ) and at the lowest m.ental age (or^l)
TABLE CXXIX presents a study of the mean
scores on the initial and final tests for the Q, 4 and Q, 1
quartiles of the experimental and control groups.
TABLE OTIX
INITIAL AND FINAL TS3T SCORE PAINS IN RECALL IN SEQ.UENCE
EXPERIMENTAL. ^ 4 and Q. 1- CONTROL Q 4 and 1
Test G-roup N Mean 3Em Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.R.
I.T. Exp.^ 4 63 98.67 1.976 74.70' 5.48 13.63
F.T . Sxp.Q 4 63 173.37 5.11
'l.T. Exp.Q, 1 63 74.22 2.085 64.40 5.36 12.01
F.T
.
Exp.Q, 1 63 138.62 4.94
I.T. Gont .Q.4 60 97.165 2.294 37.265 5.201 7.16
F.T. Cont .(^4 60 134.43 4.67
I.T. Cont .^1 60 69.75 2.153 42.90 5.16 8.31
F.T. Cont .3,1 60 112.65 4.70
A study of the initial and final mean scores reveals
that gains of significance were made hy each group. The gains
made by the experimental 4 and Q, 1 are much larger than those
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of the control Q 4 and Q 1.
TABLE OOCXshows a comparison of the
gains in ability to recall in sequence of the Ql 4 quartiles
of the combined groups.
TABLE CXXX
&AINS- RECALL IN SEQUENCE - (^4-GQMEINED G-RQUFS
Group N MeanGain SEmdiff
.
Dlff
.
S.E.diff
.
Exp
.
^4 63 74.70 5.48 37 . *3 7.55
Cont':i4 60 37.27 5.20
There is a significant difference that is large enough
to indicate that the difference between the means is not due
to chance. The Q, 4 quartlle of the experimental group made
gains far greater than those of the control 4.
TABLE CXX'Xishows a comparison of the
gains of the ^^1 quartile of the combined groups.
TAELE__C,Xm
GAINS- RECALL IN SEQUENCE - Q1 COMBINED GROUPS
Group N MeanGain SSmdiff. Diff. SEdiff. C.R.
Exp.Ql 63 64.40 5.36 21.50 7.44 2 .S9
ContQl 60 42.90 5.16
There is a true difference between the mean gains of the
experimental and control Ql. The difference is greater than
2.576 corresponding to odds of 1 out of 100. Therefore the
gains can not be attributed to chance.
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MENTAL AGE DIFF5RENGE3 IN IMPROVEMEI^ IN ABILITY
TO recall .IN,,_3E3,UE - ANALYZED BY SEX
TABLE GXXXII' presents a study of
the mean scores on the initial and final tests for the boys
and girls of the experimental Q, 4 and Q, 1 quart iles, and for
the boys and girls of the control Ci 4 and Q 1 quartiles.
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TABLE GKXXII
INITIAL AND 'R’TNAL TEST SG0RE3-G-AIN3 IN RECALL IN SEQUENCE- EXPER-
IMENTAL AND CONTROL QA , , BOYS AND GIRLS
|
Group Test N Kean 3Em Diff
.
SEdiff
.
C.
Exp .
Boys
I.T. 30 99.17 3.122 74.86 6.708 11.159
F.T. 30 174.03 5.939
Exp .^1 I.T. 30 67.5 2.751 57.66 6 .636 8.689
Boys
F.T. 30 125.16 6.039
Exp . '^1 I.T. 33 BO. 335 2.54 '^0.325 6.377 • 0 J1
Girls
F.T. 33 150.86 5.85
Cont^4
Boys
I .T. 30 92.35 3.007 43.805 6 . 269 6.98
F.T. 30 136.155 5.495
Gont
.Q,4 I ,T. 30 102.33 2.97 43.17 6
.
56 6.58
Girls
TJ’.T. 30 45.50 5.85
Gont 0,1
Boys
I.T. 30 68.70 6.956 37.1 7.70 4.81
F.T. 30 105.3 3.301
Gont
.
0,1 I.T. 30 70.835 2.50 46.331 6.731 6.88
Girls
F.T. 30 117.166 6.253
All of the groups made significant gains'. 3ome of the
gains are due to the increased number of items to be recalled
in the final tests.
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A comparison of the Ci 4 boys Mean Score gains for the
combined groups is presented in TABLE CX.>C)CIII
TABLE CXXXIII
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE SAIN3-RECALL IN SEQUENCE-^4 BOYS OF
COMBINED G-ROUPS
Group N Mean Gain SEm. diff
.
Diff. SEdiff
.
C.R.
Exp.
74.86Boys 30 6.71 31.05 9.18 3.382
Cont
.
Boys 30 43.81 6.27
The ^ 4 boys of the experimental made statistically
significant gains in the ability to recall in sequence. There
the critical ratio 3*382 quarantees that there are .99 chances
in 100 that this is a true difference.
TABLE CXXXIV presents a comparison
of the mean score gains for the Q, 4 girls of the combined group
TABLE C XXXIV
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OAINS-RSCALL IN SEQ.USNCE-OIRLS OF
COMBINED CROUPS
Group N Mean Gain SEmdiff. Diff. SE.diff. C.R.
Exp. Girls 33 77.87 8.23 34.70 10.52 3.30
Cont. Girls 30 43.17 6.56
The 0, 4 girls of the experimental group also obtained
differences of significance.
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TABLE CXXXy shows a comparison of
"the moan ga.lns in ability to recall in sequence for the Q,1
! hoys of the combined groups.
TABLE CXXXy
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORE GAINS'-RECALL IN SE:iUENCE- ^1 BOYS OF
COMBINED GROUPS
Group 0, 1 N Mean Gain SEmdiff
.
Dlff
.
SE.diff. C.R
Exp. Boys 30 57.66 6.64 20.56 10.17 2.021
Co nt. Boys 30 37.10 7.70
The 0, 1 experimental boys made greater gains than those
of the 0, 1 control boys. The gains, however, are not signifi-
cant
.
TABLE CXX:XVI shows a comparison of
the mean gains in ability to recall in sequence for the 1
girls of the combined groups.
TABLE CXXXVI
C0I PARI30N OF MEAN SCORE G-AIN3- RECALL IN 3E9.UENCS qi CIRL3 OF
COMBINED GROUPS
i
Group ^ 1
i
N Mean Gain SEmdiff. Diff
.
SSdiff
.
C.R
Exp. Girls 33 70.53 6.38 24.20 9.28 2.61
Cont. Girls 30 46.33 6.73
The ^ 1 experimental girls made gains of statistical signi
ficance. The critical ratio 2.61 exceeds the magnitude of
2 . 576 . A true difference exists and the chances are 99 out of
,100 that the difference is not due to chance.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The purpose of this study was to develop a series of exer-
cises to aid in improving the ability of sixth grade pupils to
I
recall material read, and to recall it in sequence, by writing,!
•
I
immediately after reading. !
Five initial tests were given to 533 children at the begin- I
ning of the experiment. The initial tests were selected from i
sixth grade readers. The scores obtained were used to deter-
m.ine the status of the sample population in ability to write i
material after reading, at the beginning of the experiment. i
Twenty exercises and five test exercises were written by
the author of this study. The twenty exercises were given on
four successive days of each week for five weeks, to the 253
I
children of the experimental group. On each Friday of the
five weeks used for the experiment, the experimental group was ^
given one of the tests.
i
Five final tests were given to 533 children. These tests
were selected from the same stories and readers used for the
I
selection of the five initial tests. The scores obtained on
these tests were used to determine the status of the sample
population at the close of the experiment.
The control group participated in the initial and final
testingj^ The experimental group participated in the initial
and final testing. The experimental group was given the series
of exercises developed by the author, to aid in improving
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written recall and sequence. During this five week period,
the control group was not exposed to the exercises.
At the close of the experiment, comparisons were made
of the mean scores obtained by the control and experimental
groups
.
CONCLUSIONS
A. effect of the experimental mat eri^^s _pn_ability in
Wr i 1 1
e
n Re c
a
ll a nd Sequenc e_
i
n Recall .
1. All of the groups made gains in ability in written
recall and sequence in recall. The gains of the
experimental groups were greater than those of the
control groups.
B. Cains in Written Recall
1. The experimental group shows gains of significance
over the control group.
a. The mean scores obtained by the experim.ental
group at the beginning of the experiment was
90.84, for the control group 90.63* At the
close of the experiment the mean score of the
experimental group was 163.48, for the control
group 138 . 62 . The critical ratio at the
beginning of the experiment was .116, at the
close it was 7.91. This higher gain for the
experimental group is of statistical signifi-
1
cance.
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b. A comparison of the mean gains of the two
groups indicates a difference of true sig-
nificance. The critical ratio 6.73 is
statistically significant in favor of the
experimental group.
c. The recall of items on the initial test
show only minor differences: 61. 3^^ for
the experimental group, 61.2'^ for the
control group. In contrast, on the final
tests, the experimental group recalled
65.9"^ against 555^ hy the control group.
Sex Differences in Written Recall
1. The m.ean score on the initial tests for the hoys
of the experimental group was 86.51. The girls
of the same group obtained a mean score of 94.20.
The mean score on the final tests for the boys
was 152.52, for the girls 168,23. The girls
made greater gains than the boys. The difference
is not significant.
The control group mean scores show this sex
difference: on the initial tests, boys 88.96,
girls 94.97; on the final tests, boys 132.41,
girls 142.66. G-ains are apparent for this group
as well as for the experimental group. A study
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of the comparison of the mean score ?ains
of the experimental and control groups,
shows a significant superiority for the
experimental group. The difference of the
means on the initial and final tests for the
hoys of the combined groups is 22.56, and for
the girls 26.16. The critical ratios, 3»91
and 5.26 are statistically significant. They
indicate superior gains in written recall for
both boys and girls of the experimental group.
The boys and girls of the experimental
group obtained higher percent scores on the
final tests. The boys and girls of the control
group obtained lower percent score. The ini-
tial percent score for the experimental boys
was 58.4, the final percent score was 62.6.
The initial percent score for the control boys
was 62.5, the final percent score was 52 . 8 . The
initial percent score for the experimental girls
was 63.5, the final percent score was 68 . 5 . The
initial percent score for the girls of the con-
trol ffroup was 59*9 while their final percent
score was 57.4 . It appears then that ability
in written recall increases when specific train-
insr is ffiven in this form of recall.
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Mental Affe t)ifferences in Imnrov<=^Tnent in Written Recall.
1. For the highest mental age or Q, 4 ^roun,
improvement in written recall may he
brought about with systematic practice
and instruction.
a. The Q, 1 quartile of the combined groups
had equal ability in written recall when
the scores of the initial tests were com-
pared. Cn the final tests, the experimen-
tal 0, 1 made gains of significance as shown
by the difference of the means 29 and
the critical ratio 4.172.
b. The experimental Q, 4 and Q, 1 mean differences
were 76.53 and 67.69 respectively. The crit-
ical ratio 14,72 shows gains of significance
for the Q 4 and the critical ratio 12.42 shows
gains of significance for Q 1.
c. A comparison of the mean scores for the
high mental age or Ci 4 and low mental age
or 0, 1 of the combined groups shows a critical
ratio of ,610. The difference is not statis-
tically significant.
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It appears then that mental e^.e was not
a significant factor in the Improvement of
ebility in written recall.
E* Mental Age Differences in Improvement in Writt en Rec^l-
/inalvzed by Sex .
1. The boys and girls of the experimental Q, 4
made nearly equal gains. The 1 bo vs and
girls of the same group made nearly equal
gains
.
2. The comparison of gains for % 4 boys of the
combined groups shows a gain of statistical
significance for the experimental boys. The
comparison of gains for % 4 girls of the com-
bined groups shows gains of significance. for
the experimental girls. The critical ratio
for the experimental Q, 4 boys is 3*51 and the
critical ratio for the experimental Q, 4 girls
3.51.
3. The comparison of gains for Q, 1 boys of the
combined groups shows a difference of 15 and
a critical ratio of 1.314. The gains are not
significant. The critical ratio 3.86 is a gain
of significance for the 1 1 experimental girls.
It appears, then, that the m.ental age factor
is an influence in the improvement of ability
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in written recall, since Q, 4 boys of the
experimental group made gains of signifi-
cance. The mental age factor is not signi-
ficant for the girls in the improvement of
ability in written recall.
DIFF^^E^I N .l^ROV SMENT IN WRI
T
TEN
1. The experimental Q, 4 made gains of significance,
when a study of the comparison of the mean score
gains of the combined group is made. The critical
ratio 3.39 is of statistical significance.
2. The experimental Q, 1 made gains of significance.
A study of the comparison of the mean score gains
of the combined groups shows a critical ratio of
4.27.
3. A comparison of the mean gains in written recall
for the combined Q 4 and Q, 1 shows results in a
critical ratio of . 834 . This is not a difference
of significance.
The reading age factor is not significant.
The gains made by the experimental group may be
attributed to the systematic practice and training
of the experimiental exercises.
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Cr. Reading Age Differences In Improvement of Writt en_^c^y^-
Analyzed by 3ex »
1. A comparison of the mean score gains of Q, 4
reading age quartile of the hoys and girls of
the experimental group shows that they made
equal gains.
2. A comparison of the mean score gains of the
0, 1 reading age quartile of the hoys and girls
of the experimental group does not show a differ-
ence of significance.
3. A comparison of the mean gains of the Q, 4 hoys
reading age quartiles of the combined groups
shows a difference of the means 24.68 favoring
the experimental group. The critical ratio
2.562 is not a statistically significant differ-
ence.
4.
A comparison of the mean gains of the Q 4 girls
reading age quartiles of the combined groups
shows a difference of the means in favor of the
experimental girls. The difference is not signi-
ficant .
5
.
The 0, 1 hoys of the experimental group obtained
a higher mean score than the Q, 1 hoys of the con-
trol group, when the comparison of gains is made.
The difference is not significant.
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6. The p;irla (J 1 readinp: ase quartile of the
experimental proup made statistically signi-
ficant ffains when their gains are compared
with those of the girls Q, 1 reading age
quart ile of the control group.
It appears then, that the systematic
practice and training was effective with the
Q 1 reading age quartile girls of the experi-
mental group.
H Ins in Ab il ity to Rec al1 ,__i n S equ enc^
1, The combined groups were not statistically
different at the beginning of the experiment.
At the close of the experiment, the experimental
group had made statistically significant gains
in ability to recall in sequence.
2. A comparison of the mean gains shows a critical
ratio of 5.232. This is a gain of statistical
significance for the experimental group.
I . Sex Differenc es in Ability to Recall in Sequence.
1. The gains made by the boys and girls of the experi-
mental group are not of statistical significance.
2. The gains made by the boys ard girls of the control
group are not of statistical significance.
3. The comparison of gains in sequence in recall
shows a gain of significance for the boys of the
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experimental group, over the hoys of the j
control group.
4. The compariaon of gains in sequence in recall
shows a mean difference of 19*05 in favor of ;
I
the experimental girls of the combined croups.
!
The difference, is not significant.
|
J. Mental Age Differences in Improvement in Abili ty to RecajJ^ :
i n Sequenc e.
j
1. G-ains were made bv all of the groups. The ]'
I;
anparent gains of the control group, as well
as the larger gains made by the experimental '
group may be due to the increased number of
items to be recalled in the final tests.
2. A study of the 4 combined groups and Q. 1
combined groups reveals a gain of significance
j
II
for the experimental Q, 4 and the experimental
j
0, 1. The difference of the means, for i'
I
the experimental Q, 4 and 21.50 for the experi- |'
mental Q, 1 ere differences of significance. !
I'
It appears, then, that gains as large as i
r
these may not be attributed to chance. Moreover, '
I
the gains are not due to mental age differences '
alone. The practice and systematic training
|
of the experimental exercises appear to be
^
feasible for both high and low mental ages. '
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The % 4 quart lie of the experimental f^roup
made greater gains than those of the Q,1
quart ile of the experimental group.
Mental Age 'Differences in Imprbv^ent in Sequence
Analyzed by Sex.
1. The boys of the experimental group 4 and the
boys of the ^ 4 control group made gains of sig-
nificance. Gains of significance were also made
by the G ^ and q 1 boys of the control group.
2. The girls of the q 4 exneriraental group, and
the girls of the q 1 experimental group made
gains of significance.
The girls of the q 4 and q 1 quantiles of
the control group also made gains of signifi-
cance.
3 . The apparent gains may be due to some degree
to the increased number of items in the final
tests
.
4. A study of the comparison of the gains of the
q 4 control boys shows a difference of the mean
of 31.05 in favor of the q 4 boys of the exper-
imental group. The critical ratio 3*382 is of
statistical significance and a critical ratio
of such magnitude cannot be attributed to chance.
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5. A detailed analysis of the gains of the girls
of the combined groups also show gains of sig-
nificance for the experimental Q, 4 girls. The
difference between the means is 3^*70 and the
difference is too large to result from chance.
6. A comparison of the mean gains obtained by the
1 boys of the combined groups shows a differ-
ence of the means 20.56 in favor of the experi-
m.ental boys. Although they made greater gains,
the difference is not significant.
7. The ^ 1 girls of the experimental group obtained
gains of statistical significance. The critical
ratio 2.61 is too large to result from chance.
8. Since gains of significance were m.ade by the
experimental groups at the highest and lowest
mental age levels, it appears that the improve-
ment in ability to recall in sequence was not
so much a function of mental age, but rather
of practice and. systematic instruction.
SUMMARY
An examination of the total findings reveals that
there was growth in ability to write material read and to
write it in sequence. There was greater growth by the
experimental boys and girls over the seven week period. The
results of the experiment show that ability in written recall
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and sequence in recall may be improved by:
1. Planning, teaching aids and procedures
to reach that goal.
2. Planning consistently good teaching to
meet special needs.
3. Planning for proper motivation of the
child through interest.
4. Planning to keep the child constantly
aware of the goal and of his progress
along the way.
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Implications for Further Reaegrch
I. Problems suggested from analysis of the dats
In this study,
1. To study the written recall ability of
boys and girls during the entire Inter-
mediate grade level.
2. To study at a later date, the effect of
the exercises on recall ability of a
sampling of the experimental population
used In this experiment.
3. To study the effect of the exercises on
ability In written recall In other areas
of school work.
4. To study the effect of the exercises on
high and low groups In other areas of
school work.
II. Problems suggested during the testing program.
1. To study the effect of progressively
shortening: the time allowance for the tests.
2. To study the effect of aided vs. UR^ided
recall
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3* To study the effect of the exercises
on oral vs. written recall.
4. To study the effect of the exercises
on reading achievement of the experi-
mental group.
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To Teachers . PLEASE READ THIS SHEET BEFORE YOU S TART
*.
|
Attached to this sheet you will find the answers for the five
j
"nre tests" which all children selected for control and experi-
mental purposes will take. You have received a set of these
tests for each child in your class. Do not allow the pupils
to keep the entire set in the desk. Each pupil should take the
test for the day from his set and then place the remaining 1
tests in the teacher's care. The ore tests are to he given
on FIVE SUCCESSIVE DAYS.
T^A^NTY MINUTES ALLOWED
.
Read the directions attached to sheet NOTES TO TEACHERS-*^
All ore test, experimental test, and final test answers are to
be written on the special answer paper received for the purpose
,
These answer papers have the author's name signed at the bottom
of each sheet. There are ten sheets for each pupil in the
control croups and fifteen sheets for each pupil in the experi-
mental groups. THERE ARE NO EXTRA ANSV/ER SHEETS. IF A CHILD
AlAKES A MISTAKE, HE SIMPLY CROSSES OUT THE ERROR AND CONTINUES
ON THE 3Am PAPER. IF THE TEACHER SUBSTITUTES ANOTHER PAPER
FOR THE OFFICIAL ANSWER PAPER THE CHILD'S PAPER WILL BE
DISCARDED.
Directions for administration are included in NOTES TO
TEACl^vS FOR THE PRE TESTS.
1. Be sure that each pupil has the test for the day, FACE
DOWN on the desk.
2. Be sure that each pupil has an answer sheet ready.
3. Be sure that pencils, etc., are ready before the signal
to start reading is given. After the signal to start
is given there should be absolutely NO TALKING OR
GIVING OF FURTHER DIRECTIONS UNTIL THE TY/ENTY MINUTES
ARE OVER.
4. Before giving the signal to start reading the tests,
call the attention of the children to items 6, 7, and
8 on the sheet DIRECTIOra FOR PUPII3
.
Discuss this sheet and also material on NOTES TO
TEACHERS (if you think it is necessary) with the pupils,
5. Directions are written at the top of each sheet of the
test material.
6. Say to the class--when all is ready--
"When I give the signal to begin, turn your paper over,
read the directions at the top of the paper.
When you are ready write as much as you can remember.
It does not have to be written using exactly the same
words, but you must have the thought or idea. Try to
remember in the correct order.
Are you ready? Begin.
7. At the end of twenty minutes, stop. Correct with the
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pupils. Each pupil check his own paner. Put the
number of items correct in the upper right hand corner,
and write for example 24 C.
In checking sequence write 24 3. The "C" stands for
correct while the "S" stands for sequence.
8 . Me thod of C orre c t i ng
.
Ask nupils to have colored crayon ready. Put all
papers and materials, other than the answer sheets
inside the desk. In test 1^, for example, ask the
pupils to do as you direct. On the board, write the
first sentence of the test--" People who go on holidays,
often feel such freedom that they take reckless."
Now looking at the answer sheet you find four items
listed for recall in the first sentence. Underline
People who go on holidays often feel such freedom
that they take reckless chances
.
(Chances belongs with
the fourth item)
.
Tell the pupils to make a line under each thought you
read if that thought has been written by the pupil.
It will be necessary to proceed slowly for the FIRST
DAY. Continue reading from the item list for the test.
When you have finished reading the items ask the pupils
to count the number of lines drawn. (If an item is
written but not in the correct order, the item is
counted CORRECT. Sequence score is a separate acore)
Follow direction 7 above.
9. Scoring.
When checking scores for recall the thoughts or ideas
are correct in any order. When checking sequence the
idea must be in correct order.
If 24 items are listed in the answer sheet, and the
pupil has 24 items written on his paper he writes 24 C
in the upper right hand corner of the answer paper.
Teacher records 24 in R column of score sheet. If
three items are in the wrong order the score for
sequence will be 24 minus three or 21. The pupil
writes 21 S in the upper right hand corner under 24c
.
Teacher records 21 in the sequence column, 36 items
correct score 36. 34 items listed score 34 etc. Each
item out of order subtract one from number of items
recalled. For example 36 items listed 30 recalled
SCORE 30C
.
30 Recalled - 4 out of order- SCORE 26 3
Follow directions on cover sheet Item 7 and 9.
10. Recording.
Score sheets have been given to each teacher. Write
in the scores for each boy and ^.Irl. Arrange alpha-
betically—boys in the left hand column and girls
in the right. Number rather than name. Column R is
Recall, column S is Sequence.
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Notps To Teachers .
These exercises are being given in several schools in
five communities in the state of Massachusetts . The results
will be of value only to the extent that the exercises are
administered in accordance with the directions given. Will
you, therefore, please follow the directions exactly.
The administration is very simple. It will be necessary
for the teacher to know the material in the exercises. There
may need to be some direction about the use of dictionaries,
the time element, and the use of vocabulary aids.
Punils partlcipat Ing in this experiment will need pencils,
for writing the paragraphs and exercises, and colored pencils
for correction use of practice sheets. All paper necessary
for writing will be included in the work book.
Twenty minutes of working time should be allowed. The
test should be begun and finished at one sitting. One exercise
a day is to be given.
Each child will be furnished a copy of the five pretest
paragraphs at the beginning of the experiment. The pupils in
the exceriraental groups will next receive a set of 25 exercises
After the experimental exercises have been completed all pupils
in control and experimental groups will receive the five tests
to be given to determine the amount of growth in written recall
and the growth in ability to recall in sequence.
The total number of school days to be used in the experi-
ment is for
Control groups
5 days before experiment
5 days after exceriment
ExDerimental groups
5 days before experiment
25 days in experiment
5 days after experiment
conducting the nrogram:
1
. The five pretests are to be given on successive days.
Ask the Dunils to read the directions on the "direction sheet
for pupils". Ask if there are any questions. If no questions
arise, give the direction to start reading the test paragraph.
All of each assignment must be completed in twenty minutes.
Follow this plan for each of the 5 pretests.
2
.
Explain to the pupils that:
a. The tests they are about to take are nart of an
experiment
.
b. Other schools are taking the same test and that
therefore they should try their very best.
c. They should work steadily and carefully since they
will be allowed twenty minutes in which to complete
reading and writing.
d. If some finish ahead of time they should work
quietly at their seats in ord.er that other pupils
may not be disturbed.
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3. Allow time for reading directions and answering
questions. When all pupils are satisfied that they understand
the Drocedure
,
give the signal to begin, atop in twenty
minutes
.
4. uo not supervise the work of the pupils during the
exercises
.
5 . At the close of the neriod correct the exercise sheet,
with the pupils. Do the same at the close of each test period
After correcting, scoring, etc., collect all test papers.
6. Arrangements will be made for the return of the exer-
cises to me. Please place all exercises in an envelope, mark
with the name of the school and the teacher’s name.
7. Scores for the pretest, final test, and the 5 experi-
mental tests will be kept for the five papers in each group.
An average or median rating will be the basis.
During the experimental testing, four papers each week
are developmental exercise sheets. Each Friday is test day.
The test scores are the scores to be sent to me. The pupils
should be allov;ed to check the four practice sheets, to watch
their own progress, and thereby learn their strengths or
weaknesses. The test paper may also be corrected by the pupil
but they must be passed in to the teacher and later given to
the author.
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Here are some ideas which should help to improve the
ability of your pupils in Written Recall. It is suggested that
this list of aids be placed on a board where it may be used for
easy reference when the children have finished checking their
developmental exercises.
Questions asked by the teacher such as:
Is there any item inthis list which is an aid that you
should rem^ember?
Do you make word pictures as you read?
Do you try to rememioer the first word of each line of an
acrostic?
Do you try to remember how many things were talked about?
Do you look for the key word?
Do you try to remember the name of the boy or girl or any
one who is being talked about?
Do you say to yourself "The boy did this first, this
second, etc"?
Do you find that.it helps you to find a key word and then
tell yourself a story about the ke^ word?
Teachers will find that other questions will result when
the pupils have had a little experience with the exercises.
Some pupils will begin to analyze their own work and will call
the attention of the teacher and the class to an aid which may
be helpful.
Ideas to be looked for .
Comprehension
Following directions
G-athering information
Recalling facts and specific details
Reading for specific details and telling them
Exercising judgment
Classifying
Int erpreting
Associating ideas
Drawing conclusions
Grasp of Word Meanings
Building word pictures
UEing hom.onyms or synonyms
Giving multiple m.eanings
Constructing definitions
Orfeanization
Arranging events in sequence
Summarizing
Writing main topics
Wirting sub topics
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Interpreting; for Own Use
Form mental pictures while reading
Using imagination
Using the main ideas
Discriminating
selecting the most important idea
selecting the least important idea
Written Recall » Experimental Groups «
Suggested directions for pupils . These directions may be given
by the teacher or she may have them on the board and suggest
that pupils refer to the board before each reading.
1. READ CAREFULLY- -grasp Important meanings and ideas.
2. READ 30 THAT YOU WILL RAVE TIME TO VISUALIZE A LITTLE AT
A TIME.
3. RECALL CAREFULLY THE MAIN POINTS.
Get the meaning of the paragraph clearly in mind.
Every sentence contains a thought. Get the thought!
If the paragraph is not clear--read again,
4. CAN YOU NOW WRITE A SUMMARY OF WHAT YOU HAVE READ. USE YOUR
OWN WORDS.
Write YOUR THOUGHTS
5. You should write Immediately after you read. Check your
thoughts
.
6. TRY TO SM AS YOU READ.
7. The MAIN IDEA is what you are after. Try to connect the
last word of a line or sentence with the first word of the
next line or sentence.
8. 3E<iUENCE-Remember that it is important to tell events in the
order in which they happened.
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Read the Daregraph below. When you have finished reading
and feel that you know what you have read, put this paper into
your desk. On the blank paper you have ready write the para- I
graph you have read. Try to remember everything you have read.
Try to remember in correct order. Be sure to write in your
name, your teacher's name, and story number.
You have twenty minutes to finish the reading and writing.!
People who go on holidays often feel such freedom
that they take reckless chances . They gather together
a few' sticks for a fire, boil their coffee or fry their
fish over the blaze, and then forget about the fire. It
will go out, they think, when perhaps it may smolder for
hours until a gust of wind fans it again into flame and
it begins to spread over the surrounding country. Forest
fires are often caused in this way.
from REACHING OUR GOALS, p. 166
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Answers For Test 1.
21 I terns .
Pe ople
go on holidays
feel such freedom
they take reckless chances
they gather together
a few sticks
for a fire
boil their coffee
fry their fish
over the blaze
forget about the fire
It will go out
they think
when perhaps it may smolder
for hours
until a gust of wind
fans it again into flame
it begins to spread
over the surrounding country
Forest fires are often caused
in this way
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Read the paragraph below. When you have finished reading
and feel that you know what you have read, put this paper into
your desk. On the blank paoer you have ready write the para-
graph you have read. Try to remember everything you have read.
Try to remember in correct order. Be sure to write in your
name, your teacher's name, and story number.
You have twenty minutes to finish the reading and writing.
By this time, all the gentlemen were wide-eyed with
amazement. Never before had any of them heard of taking
pieces of steel at random and putting them together to
make a musket. Always before, a man had made the barrel,
then changed all his tools and made the stock. He changed
his tools again and made the lock, and so on until the
parts of a complete musket were made. Each time a piece
was finished, it had to be fitted carefully by hand,
filing a little off here and a little off there until it
was Just the right shape.
From FRONTIERS Oli) AND NEW, p. 318
Silver Burdett
Permission of the Publisher
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Answers For Test 2.
By this time
all the gentlemen were wide-eyeQ
with amazement
never before
had any of them heard
of taking pieces of steel
at random
putting them together
make a musket
always before
man had made the barrel
changed his tools
made the stock
chang.ed his tools again
made the lock
and so on until the parts
comnlete musket were made
Each time a piece was finished
it had to be fitted by hand
filing a little off here
a little off there
it was just the right shape
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Read the paragraph below. When you have finished reading
and feel that you know what you have read, put this paper into
your desk. On the blank paper you have ready write the para-
granh you have read. Try to remember everything you have read.
Try to remember in correct order. Be sure to write in your
name, your teacher's nam.e
,
and story number.
You have twenty minutes to finish the reading and writing.
When all the guests had come, Jane's mother said
"We are to play five games. The first one is called
Ranld Pass. I will tell you how to nlay it".
When the children had gathered about Mrs. Warren, she
explained
;
"I have here a broom, a wastebasket, a thimble, and
a matchbox- -things very different in size and shape. Now,
all stand in a circle, and I will sing a song. As I sing,
I will hand the broom to one of you, the basket to another,
the thimble to another, and the matchbox to another. "
"Whoever gets one of these things must pass it quickly
to the next person in the circle. That person must pass
it along as fast as he can. When I suddenly stop singing,
those who are caught holding one of the things must drop
out of the game . The last ones to be caught are the
winners ."
From STEPS TO &00D ENGLISH, p. 60
Iroquois Publishing Co.
Permission of the Publisher
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Answers For Test 3
3*5 Items
When all the guests had come
Jane’s mother said
We are to play five games
First one is Ranid Pass
I will tell you how to play it
7/hen the children had gathered
about Mrs
.
Warren
she exnlained
I have here a broom
a wastebas'ket
a thimble
a matchbox
things very different
in size
and Shane
all Stand
in a circle
I will sing a song
AS I sing
I will hand the broom
to one of you
the basinet to another
the thimble to another
the matchbox to another
Whoever gets one of these things
must pass it quickly
to the next nerson
in the circle
That nerson must pass it along
as fast as he can
When I suddenly stop singing
those who ere caught holding one of the things
must dron out of the game
The last ones to be caught
are the winners
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Read the paragraph below. When you have finished reading
and feel that you know what you have read, put this paper into
your desk. On the blank paper you have ready write the para-
graoh you have read. Try to remember everything you have read.
Try to remember in correct order. Be sure to write your name,
your teacher's name, and story number.
You have twenty minutes to finish the reading and writing.
So Donald Meredith, who had never been twenty miles from
home in all the twelve years of his life, set out to find his
grandmother in the immense city of New York. Ke wanted to get
the money that his grandfather had left him. His father had
been too proud to let Donald accept it, and while he lived he
kept his little family comfortable. A few days be’f ore
,
Donald
had found a letter in the dresser drawer. It told about the
money he could get if he got to New York by a certain date.
Now Donald must be in New York by November first, or the money
would go to somebody else. He had never seen his grandmother.
His grandfather was dead. His grandfather had not spoken to
Donald's mother since the day she ran away to marry his father,
who had never made very much money. Donald knew that his grand-
mother's name was Baker, and that was all he knew about her.
New York was two hundred and fifty miles away. He had two
nickels, the ragged suit he wore, the manners of a gentleman,
and a very heavy heart.
From The Merton-McCall Readers
Lti'T'S TRAVEL, p. 106
Laidlaw Brothers
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Answers For Test 4.
37 Items.
So Donald Meredith
who had never been twenty miles from home
in tv;elve years of his life
set out to find
his grandmother
in the city of New Yorlt
He wanted
to get the money
his grandfather had left him
His father
had been to proud
to let Donald accent it
While he lived
he kent his family comfortable
A few days before
Donald found a letter
in the dresser drawer
It told about the money he could get
if he got to New York; by a certain date
Donald must be in New York
by November 1
or the money
would go to somebody else
He had never seen his grandmother
His grandfather was dead
His grandfather
had not snoken to Donald’s mother
since the day she ran away
to merry his father
who had never made very much money
Donald knew his grandmother's name was Baker
That was all he knew about her
New York was 25O miles away
He had two nickels
the ragged suit he wore
the manners of a gentleman
a very heavy heart
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Head the paragraph below. When you have finished reading
and feel that you know what you have read, put this naoer into
your desk. On the blank paper you have ready write the para-
graph you have read. Try to remember everything you have read.
Try to remember in correct order. Be sure to write in your
name, your teacher's name, and story number.
You have twenty minutes to finish the reading and writing.
In the days before the railroads crossed our country,
hundreds of boats moved up and down the Mississinni River
carrying passengers and freight. On the docks of every
river town and on the wharves of large plantations
,
piles
of goods awaited the arrival of the river steamers. The
first boat to arrive was the one to get the business.
Racing a rival boat to the nearest town was only a matter
of good business.
AS faster boats were built, racing became a sport as
we 11' as a business necessity, A race gave the captain,
who was very often the owner, a chance to “show off" his
boat. It gave the pilot an opportunity to display his
skill in navigating a tricky channel. The crew had a
break in the monotony of their daily work. And the public
had something to talk about for weeks before and after
the race took place
.
From The Companion Book For RUNAWAY HOMF,d.59
ROW, Peterson and Company
Permission of the Publisher
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Answers For Test 5.
I terns .
In the days before railroads
crossed our country
hundreds of boats
moved un and down the Mississippi Rive
carrying passengers and freight
On the docks
of every river town
On the wharves
of large plantations
piles of goods
awaited the arrival of river steamers
The first boat to arrive
was the one to get the business
Racing a rival boat
to the nearest town
was a matter of good business
As faster boats were built
racing became a sport
as well as a business necessity
A race
gave the can tain
who was often the owner
a chance to "show off" his boat
It gave the pilot
an opportunity to display his skill
in navigating a tricky channel
The crew
had a break in the monotony
of their daily work
The nub lie
had something to talk about
for weeks
before and after
the race took nlace
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TEACHER'S MANUAL

TEACHER'S J.5AWJAL.
These exercisps have been planned to aid in improving
the ability of sixth grade pupils to read material, to recall
the material read, and to recall it in proper sequence by
writing immediately after reading. The material Included in
the exercises is familiar to sixth grade children since it has
to do with everyday happenings of most school children. The
vocabulary has been checked with the Durre 11-Sullivan vocabu-
lary lists, and with that of the sixth grade readers from
which the paragraphs were selected for the "pre tests" and
the "final tests" used in this experiment.
Complete success in recall and sequence as a result of
this nractlee cannot be expected. It is hoped, however, that
particination in the series of exercises may result in sig-
nificant growth in ability to read a paragraph, to recall it
fairly well, and to recall it in proper sequence.
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Directions For Punlls.
1. Write your name on each test paper before passing it in to
your teacher.
2. All of the nretest exercises must be passed in to your
teacher.
(There are five of these exercises. Be sure to fill
in your name, school, teacher’s name, etc.)
3. All of the final exercises must be given to your teacher.
(There are five)
4. Do not read or write any of the exercises until your
teacher has given you the signal to start.
5 . Follow all directions carefully.
6. When you read, READ CAREFULLY'.
7. The purpose of these exercises is to see how well you can
read, and then to see how well you can write what you
heve read. You do not need to use the exact w^ords of
the paragraphs you read
,
but it is important that
you recall as many of the facts as you can and that
you recall them in the correct order.
8. REI'./Ej'ffiER
READ CAREFULLY
AS YOU READ TRY TO SELECT THE THINGS YOU SHOULD
RE:-!E"ffiER.
WRITS YOUR PARAGRAPHS CAREFULLY. OTHER SIXTH GRADERS
ARE WRITING PARAGRAPHS ,TOO, A^JD YOU WANT TO
DO YOUR BEST. ON FRIDAY TESTS AND ON THE
PRETESTS AND FI^^L TESTS YOU WILL RECEIVE ONLY
ONE PIECE OF PAPER. YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT
ILAVE EXTRA SHEETS. IF YOU IvIAKE A MISTAI®
CROSS OUT THE ERROR AND CONTINUE ON THE SAiv^E
PAPER
.
LEARN TO DIVIDE YOUR TIME BETWEEN READING AND WRITING.
DIVIDE IT SO THAT YOU GET THE BEST RESULTS.
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FIRST DAY
U8 injg Questions to Aid In Re call and Prope r Sequence .
”We are going:, to read a paragraoh. ’Vhen you have read
the paragranh there are some questions at the bottom of the
page. Answer the questions on this paper in the space marked
"a". After you have finished answering the questions, read
the directions at the bottom of the page
,
turn the paper over
and do what the directions ask you to do. You have twenty
minutes. Let us see how well we can remember what we read.
V^hen I give the signal to begin, turn the paper over and start
reading. Are there any questions? Are you ready? Begin."
Allow 20 minutes.
"Stop writing. Pencils down. Take your colored pencils."
"Now we are going, to check our answers. Look at question
1.
If you have "a" They were twins
,
mark a "c" after it."
(If some answered "They were 6th graders", do not mark "c"
.
The idea called for is in the first sentence. The twins, Anne
and Andy"
.
)
Continue the procedure for the remaining questions. The
answers
1. "a" They were twins.
2. "a" They would be in 6th grade. (Nearest Junior High
School may be included)
3. "a" From the 6th grade class.
4. "a" Carry messages.
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5. ” a" To look in on his younger brother.
6. "a" No. She wanted to help in the bank.
7. "a” They felt grown-up.
Other words or expressions may be, used. (It is the idea or
thought unit that is imnortant)
. A limited time should be
spent in discussing words, correct ideas, etc., in order that
children may be helped in developing ability to select im-
nortant items
,
etc
.
"Now turn to the naragranh you wrote on the other side of
the naner. As I dictate the idea or thought, underline as we
did last week in the "Pre Test" paragraphs." (Use direction
sheet for scoring, following the same directions used in the
"Pre Test" nrogram. Special attention is called to items
7, 8 and 9.)
Now let us turn our attention to the suggestions on the
board. " (Directions For Pupils).
To direct their attention to some aids in recall ask
"Did you remember the names
,
Anne and Andy? The story is about
them so they are imnortant."
"Did you ask yourself, as you read, 'Why are they looking
forwarxi to this day?' " "That question would help you to
remember that they would be in the 6th grade and nearest Junior
High School."
"Did you try to recall, as you read, why they wanted to be in
the 6th grade‘s"
.,
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’’Did you try to remember, as you read, the reasons Anne and
Andy had for wanting to he messengers and helpers?"
"Each day as we read, let us try to find the best way to help
in remembering what we read. Let us see if we can grow better,
day by day, in recalling in the correct order. We can grow if
we look for key words, or key ideas, or if we try to select the
important ideas and thoughts which we should remember and then
recall what the paragraph tells us about the important thoughts
or ideas ."
SECOND DAY
Multiple Choice and C omp le tion Aids .
Use Directions for Adminis tering from first page of manual.
"Yesterday we read a paragraph about two children, What were
their names?"
"What were they looking forward to?" "Why?"
"How did they fe\El because they were going to be sixth graders?"'
"Today we are going to read another paragraph. You will find
some multiple choice and completion exercises on this paper.
They are practice exercises to help you to select the important
things to be remembered in the paragraph. The exercises will
;
also help you to recall the important ideas in the correct order.
Follow the directions." (Proceed as directed on page one.)
Stop at the end of twenty minutes.
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Check multiple choice.
1 (h) at the bus stop
2 (b) gave them directions
5 (b) he was anxious about their safety
A (c) 8 directions
I
Check completion
waiting
I
claying or pushing
packages in hands while waiting
dangerous to rush on and off the bus when belongings were
forgotten
a yard away from the bus until the door had been opened
by the driver
girls to enter first
seat and remain in the seat until the bus arrived at the
school 'I
one at a time and to leave quietly
to the school yard
- - — - - _ - ||
"Now turn to the -oaragraoh which you wrote on the other side
of this paper. We shall correct just as we have been doing."
||
(Use check list for Practice Exercise 2.)
(Score for cupils' information and ask them to compare the re-
sults with those of Exercise 1. Again use the AIDS FOR TEACHERS
and DIRECTIO^JS FOR PUPILS. Which should be on board*, to
reemphasiie the "things to do" to help in remembering.
(List further aids for today's exercise. Teacher writes at
board as pupil answers
.
"Give me, in correct order, the ideas in the bus driver's
directions. How many are there? Yes, 8. Teacher writes from
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one to eight on board, vertically. She then asks for first
word in each line and then asks nupils to comole te thoughts
in each line
.
Step 1. Steo 2. Step 3.
1. Where to stand
2. What to avoid
3. How to hold books, etc.
4. Stand a yard away
,
e tc
.
5. Allow girls to enter first
6 . Walk to a seat
,
e tc .
7. Leave the bus quietly, etc.
8 . Go directly to the school
yard
"this is one way to help in remembering." (Point to exercise
Just completed)
.
"Certain words like stand
,
avoid
,
hold
,
away
,
allow
,
walk
,
remain
,
leave
,
go
,
directly
,
etc. are words which (if you thinl
of them while you read and try to remember) will help you to re
call. They will help you also, to recall the rest of the
sentence. Perhaos this idea may help you in tomorrow's
lesson.
THIRD DAY .
FOLLOW the CtE\tERAL DIRECTIONS OF THE FIRST TWO DAYS. These
general directions should be used throughout the exnerlment.
STOP TN VmmY MI NUTSS .
AN ACROSTIC-An aid in recall and sequence.
"Y/hen we had finished correcting paragraphs yesterday, we
talked about "Key ideas" and "Key words" and you probably re
member that I suggested that oerhaps the use of some of the
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ideas we talked about as aids in recall and sequence would be
of he Id when you were writing today's paragraph. See if you
can use some of the ideas as you recall and write. Now, if
everyone is ready, I shall give the signal to begin. Are we
ready? Begin, "
Checking
Check the sentence exercise with the naragraph.
Check the acrostic exercise with the acrostic.
Use a board exercise for final practice- as follows-
" Sometimes children develon certain habits or ways to help
them to remember their lessons. In the reading lesson today,
you had an aid which is a very helpful one. If you wanted to
remember five things to do you could arrange them alphabeti-
cally, or you could make an association, or you might make a
rhyme. The bus owners used the idea of the acrostic. Who
can tell me why the idea of the acrostic is a good aid in
recall for the bus company?"
(Pupils may give several answers such as, "It helps peonle to
remember about safety because they think of the word the
acrostic spe lls-c ourtesy
.
Allow a few of the punils to give
sugges t ions
.
)
"Who can tell what should be written first when we try to re-
call the acrostic?"
(Pupil answer should be "The first letter of each line.)
"Why?"
(Pupil answers "Because it spells a word (Courtesy).
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"Yes
,
and if we know the first letter we have a clue to the
first word. Sunpose we build the acrostic together. Try to
think of vi9.ys to help in remembering.
Sten 1.
C
0
U
R
T
E
S
Y
Step 2.
ourtesy
ur
usually
unning
bought ful
ach
miles
ou
Sten 3.
creates safety
(fill in rest of the
acrostic
)
FOURTH DAY
FOLLOW THE GENEf^iL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING.
"We have been writing paragraphs for three days
,
then we have
talked about some of the things we have learned to do to help
us to remember in correct order. For a minute or two it would
be interesting to tell each other w'hat we have learned to do
to help in recalling vrhat we have read and to recall in proper
order. Who is ready to tell one good "Help" that has been
useful?
(Punils may have some suggestions. Teacher should lead, or
in some way bring, suggestions of the last three days to the
attention of the class. It might be helpful to write some of
the ideas on the board)
.
Now we are to read our fourth paragraph. I am sure that we
are anxious to hear more about our little friends. Remember
that we have 20 minutes. Are we ready? Begin.
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Check
1. (a)
2. (a)
3. (a)
4. (a)
5. (a)
6
.
(a)
7. (a)
8. (a)
9. (a)
10. (a)
11. (a)
12. (a)
13. (a)
ten minutes before the first bell rang
Anne and Andy followed the directions or (Yes).
to the school yard.
Ricky, Carole, John.
since the geglnnlng of vacation.
went to the girls' yard.
went to the boys' yard.
He told about some of his fishing trips.
(count correct If more Is included)
.
hornnaut
,
scun, tautog.
he wore his uncle's sweater.
he had been helping on a farm.
he knew how to dig potatoes without spiking them,
nothing. The bell rang.
Check list for paragraph.
At' the close of this exercise review the ways children help
themselves remember what they have been reading and to re-
member in proper order. Refer to teacher's direction sheets
for the manual. List suggested aids on the board. Again call
attention to the items on the white sheet AIDS TO TEACHERS
and to DIRECTIONS FOR PUPII5 which is already written on the
board
.
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FRIDAY-FIRST WEEK--TEST NO.l
Use small booklet of five tests. Have pupils ready with
Test 1 face down on the desk. Please follow directions care -.
fully .
Pupil Needs are the same as those listed at the ton of the
first page of the manual. Teacher's needs also so listed.
PUPILS ARE TO WORK INDEPENDENTLY. PLEASE GIVE THE FOLLOWUP
DIRECTIONS AND ONLY THESE DIRE,'CTIONS .
"Today is test day. We are to work without any help.
You will be allowed twenty minutes. When I give the signal
you may turn your paper over and begin. Do not ask any
questions because I cannot answer them during the test.
Are you ready? Begin."
Checking
Follow directions as in Pre Test program.
Remember to use your Experimental Record Sheet.
All work during the first four days of the week on
practice exercises should be written directly on the practice
sheets. The caper should be turned over and practice para-
graphs written.
f
All weekly test paragraphs are to be written on the
special answer sheets with my name signed at the bottom.
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EXPERIMENTAL EXERCISES
. CHECK LIST
EXERCISE 1.
This was the day
The twins
Anne and Andy
looked forward to this day
in sixth grade
they would be nart of class
nearest Junior High School
traffic officers
helned youneter children
chosen from this class
Sixth grade children
carried messages
from the nrincinal
Miss Anthony
to other teachers
in the school
Andy hoped
to be one of these messengers
he might look in
on his younger brother
Jack
who"was going to be in third grade
It would be good for Jack
Andy thought
to have his older brother
in such an imnortant nos it ion
These thoughts flashed
through Andy's mind
Anne v;e s d re am ing
of the day
she might be chosen
to help
in the school savings bank
A sixth grade girl
usually had the responsibility
of this work
It had seemed they would never reach
this grade
Today
they were part of it
They felt grown up
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EXPERI HENTAL EXERCISES
.
CHECK
EXERCISE 2.
The bus driver
met the twins
and the other boys and girls
at the bus stop
He got out
of the bus
gave them directions
He wanted them
to follow the directions
he was anxious
about their safety
He told them to
Stand on the sidewalk
waiting for the bus
Avoid playing
pushing one another
hold books and packages
in their hands
while waiting
It was dangerous
to rush on and off
the bus
when belongings were forgotten
To stand
at least a yard away
from the bus
until the door
had been opened
by the driver
Allow girls
to enter first
Walk to a seat
Remain in the seat
until the bus
arrived at the school
leave the bus
one at a time
leave quietly
go directly
to the school yard
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EXPERIMENTAL EXERCISES
.
CHECKLIST
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EXERCISE 3.
The children
obeyed
the bus driver’s suggestions
They knew
he was a good friend
He was interested
in their safety
Anne chose a seat
near her friend Patsy
While they were talking
Anne glanced up
at the advertisements
which lined the snace
above the bus windows
One card
held her attention
she asked Patsy
to look at it
It gave ideas
About how to travel safely
and courteously
It was in the form
of an acrostic
spelling the word
courtesy
Anne and Patsy
read these sentences
Courtesy creates safety
(Complete acrostic)
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EXPERIIifflNTAL EXERCISES
.
CHECKLIST
EXERCISE A.
The bus
arrived at school
ten minutes
before first bell rang
Anne and Andy
followed directions
which bus driver had given them
they waited patiently
for their turn
to leave the bus
They went
to the school yard
They met their friends
Rickey, Carole and John
They had not seen them
since the beginning
of vacation
Carole and Anne
went to the girls' yard
Carole showed Anne her new bracelet
her name sue lied
in dangling letters
Rickey, John went to the boys' yard
with Andy
They were more interested
in John's tales
about his fishing trios
He told about catching hornpout
scup
tautog
The best day
was the day he v;ore
his uncle's sweater
for good luck
He came home
with a nine pound striped bass
Andy
couldn't report
any such luck
he had been helping
on a farm
now he really knew
how to dig potatoes
without spiking them
Rickey
was about to tell
of his trip
with the scouts
when the bell rang
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EXERCISE TEST ^.1. EXP£RI?^NTAL EXERC ISES .
These scores must be carefully checked. They are to be
recorded on the Experimental Class Record Sheet.)
Anne and Andy
went to the sixth grade room
Carole and John
Joined their classmates
in grade five
Ricky found his place
with the fourth graders
The teachers
were happy
to see the boys and girls
looking, so well
and tanned
after the long summer vacation
Anne was glad
to get a seat
in the first row
near the window
She called
Andy's attention
to a notice
on. the front board
It gave
these directions
For fire drill signals
One ring
Pass to rear of room
Keep single line
Out North Door
Two Rings
Pass to front of room
Keep single line
Out South Door
All punils
and teachers
must leave the building
when fire signal rings
Andy was more interested
in a cafeteria menu
on the board
at the side
of the room
CAFETERIA 'Mm
Chicken Soup
5 -/ per cup
Ham sandwich
yApnles
2^/ each
(Practice exercises are
not to be recorded on
j
any record sheets for
the writer. They are
recorded for the
teacher and class if
the teacher cares to
jhave the pupils keep
progress charts.)
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TEACHER'S MANUAL- Second Week.
j
Follow general directions on first page of teacher's manual l!
for first week.
SIXTH DAY
Completion and Question Aids.
|i
"Anne and Andy have been in the sixth grade for one week.Manv
interesting things had hapnened during the week. Can you tell '
me about some of them?"
(As pupils tell events teacher should list on board in this i!
i'
way)
j
I
^IRST DAY S ECOND DAY THIRD DAY FOURTH DAY FIFTH DAY
|
This will be an aid to orcranized recall. Trv to use the aids ^
as suggested in the first week's manual, such as, acrostic, etc. |,
The above review should not take m.ore than five minutes. The
i
pupils may want to talk a great deal but you should insist that
j
each one be ready to be specific before he volunteers. Try
j
I
to have events recalled in the order of their ha.npening be-
|
ginnins- with VTRST DAY. )
"Friday we wrote a TEST EXERCISE. Did you srrov in your ability
to recall in correct order? If you try to follow carefully
all the hints you receive in daily nractice you will find that
you can improve. Today we are beginning Anne and Andy's second
week in the sixth grade. Over the week end things always i
i
happen that are of Interest. Read to find out what happened
to Anne and A.ndv. 'T’his is a long story, but you should be able
|to comnlete it in the time limit because vou have had much
r
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practice
’’When I give the signal turn your paner over and begin. Are
we ready? Begin'." '
STOP in T?/EIJTY MI^JUTES
.
Check the completion sentences by using the oaragraph and
letter in exercise 6.
Check list for the paragraph is attached to this nart of the
manua 1
.
"We used comnletion sentences and questions as a study aid in
recall and sequence today. When we write part of a sentence
as we did here and then fill in blank spaces with the correct
word or words
,
we use an aid to recall like the one we had in
the second exercise of last week. It is an aid which helps us
to pick out important items to be remembered. Some key words
here are (as you have children follow by reading) Monday
.
Miss
Anthony , letter , Mr. Fox , school in a neighboring town .
(Ask pupils to give their ideas of the key words they tried to
keep in mind while they were reading. List on board as they
give them.)
SEVE'NTH DAY .
Follow general directions on first page of teacher's manual for
first week.
Remember
C omole tion Aids
,
Questions
,
Simple Outline
.
that we have had several ways to help us in recall.
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V/e have had Comp le tlon aids, Multiple Choice aids, Question
aids, selecting Key Words
,
keeping Beginning Letters in mind,
etc. When we read today's story try to use some of these aids.
After the story is written let every boy and girl try to give
an aid or idea which helped to remember in correct order,"
"When I give the signal to begin turn your paper over and start
reading. Are you ready? Begin'."
STOP ^ twenty minutes .
Check answers
,
1. every one ^ c las s at Gage could take some part.
2
. in the class could try out for the team.
3. (a) 11 boys were chosen for the first team.
(b) five were chosen for substitutes.
(c) remaining boys were to arrange for practice games
and care for other details.
4. raising money (to outfit team)
5 . jerseys
6
.
(a) selling home made fudge.
(b) held a cake sale.
(c) planned and directed a circus.
7. (a) prepare for the game.
(b) to make a good showing.
(c) to express appreciation.
Answers to questions.
Twenty-Six dollars
Twenty dollars.
Nine dollars and twenty-five cents. I85 tickets.
Check paragraph recall. List attached.
After checking call attention to the items for simple outlining
No. 3, No. 6 , No. 7.
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"Look at No. 3 on the practice sheet. How does this exercise
differ from those vre have had hefore?"
(Pupil may answer that it has some outline work. If not, then
teacher begins to use the term "simple outline"),
"Sometimes when we have many things to remember we make an
outline
.
Look at the sentence beginning "When eleven boys, etc.,". How
many ideas should we remember?"
(Pupils answer three.)
(Teacher writes at board)
"Yes, three" --writing
When eleven boys were chosen for the first team
a. five were substitutes
b. remainder arranged practice games
c. remainder cared for other details
"Now we do the same thing with item 6 and 7." (Teacher writes
simple outline as above. Use Check list on page 7)
"Outlines help us to remember, too." (Teacher adds "outlining
to list of "aids" in recalling in proper order which are writ-
ten on the board.
rPARACRAPH REQh^lRFD, TOO)
EIGHTH DAY
"This is a study exercise to prepare for the next step in
Outlining."
(Yesterday's work on simple outlining should be reviewed.
Follow directions on page e )
Today we are not going to write a paragraoh. Yesterday we did
some writing of simple outlines. Today we are going to have
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some more oractice writing outlines."
(Write the simple outline above on board. (When eleven boys,
etc
.
)
"We made "When eleven boys had been chosen" our main heading.
Items a, b, c are sub headings." (point to sub headings.)
"if I follow the directions on today’s sheet this is what I
should do". (Teacher erases main heading-When eleven boys, etc.)
"You see now that we have the sub headings remaining. When you
read your new exercise on page eight, you will find a direction
to write the main headings for some sub headings . This is what
you will do."
(Teacher writes main heading above the sub headings for "a"
,
"b"
,
"c'*
,
of number three on page seven of this manual.)
"Are there any questions?" (If pupils understand the procedure
give the signal to begin.)
Stop in twenty minutes.
C he c k
.
1. At a meeting after school
2. How the girls heloed
3. The money raised
4. Preoaring for the game
(There may be substitutions for the above headings. If the
idea or thought is correct, accept it. There is no score list
for this sheet. The soecific aim to develop the ability to
outline and the teacher should use scoring tine for answering
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questions which her punils ask.)
Check for Under Which Mai n Heading
NINTH DAY (Paragraph 7 required, too.
A continuation of Outlining Practice .
"During this week v;e have been writing outlines to help us to
remember in correct order. Today we are to read a paragraph,
write an outline for nractice and then try to write everything
we can remember in outline form. Remember that we are not
going to write the paragraph. We are going to write the para-
graph material in outline form."
"When I give the signal to begin, turn your naoer over and
follow the directions."
"Are we ready? Begin'."
STOP IN T-^NTY MINUTES
.
Check
1. The Meeting After School.
A. Every one Took Part
B. Twenty Boys to Try Out For First Team
C. Eleven Boys to be Members of First Team
D. Five Boys to be Substitutes
E. Remaining Boys to Arrange Practice Games and Other
Details
.
2. The Girls' Part.
A. To Raise Money
B. To Outfit the Team
C. To Have Seles
D. To Plan and Direct a Circus
3. The Amounts Raised.
A. ^26 from sale of Home ivlade Fudge
B. e20 from sale of Cake
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C. 185 Tickets Sold at 5^ Each
D. $'9.? 5 Received From Tickets
4. Preparations For The Game.
A. Buying Jerseys
B. Choosing Special Colors
C. Arousing Enthusiasm
D. Daily Practice for the Boys
(It is not necessary to do any scoring. The important practice
here is in learning to outline. Have pupils compare the out-
line written by them with the above outline which you have
written on the board. Some discussion may take place and it
would be helpful to many pupils. Exact words are not necessary
in the outline. We are after the thought or idea in correct
orde r
.
TENTH DAY
.
TEST TO. 2
.
No help of any kind*. Allow twenty minutes .
"Today we are going to score for our record sheet. We must do
our very best. When I give the signal to begin, turn your
paper over and start reading. Are We ready? Begin’. "
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CHECK LIST SECOND WEEK
RCISE 6.
Anne and Andy
returned to school
on Monday
Miss Anthony
read a letter
from Mr. Fox
nrincipal of the school
in a neighboring town
Newtown School
Ware
,
Massachusetts
Sept. 22, 1947
Miss Anthony, principal
Gage School
Hudson, Massachusetts
Dear Miss Anthony
Sixth Grade Boys
Newtown Boys
decided to have touch football team
They would like to play
with boys* teams
from neighboring towns
Eight teams
in the league
Your sixth grade boys
invited to Join
Number of teams limited
an early reply appreciated
Every sixth grade boy
wanted to Join league
Andy
made a motion
that a reply be sent
at once
Mr. Fox
Class voted
_
unanimously
in favor of motion
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CHECK LIST SECOKE) WEEK
EXERCISE 7.
At a meeting after school
it was decided
everyone in the class
at G-age School
could take part
All of 20 boys
could try out for team
Eleven Boys to be first team
Five boys to be substitutes
Remaining to care for equipment
care for other details
Girls could help
by raising money
to outfit team
Boys needed Jerseys
Each school
had chosen
snecial colors
to be worn
by the players
The Jerseys cost ^^44
To raise money
girls sold fudge for |;26
he Id a c a ke s a le
made |20
planned a circus (and directed)
sold 185 tickets
for each
The school
was filled with enthusiasm
for coming game
All the boys
practised dally
worked hard
to preoare for the game
They were enxious
to make a good srhowing
express aopreciation
to girls
who had helped them
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CHECK LIST FOR NO. 10 or TEST NO. 2.
Anne and Andy-
all 6th graders
were very hapny
They had nlanned
very carefully
every one in the class
had cooperated
The results
were satisfactory
Anne
said that it paid
to work hard
to work well together
Miss Anthony
wps pleased
She congratulated the class
the school
because of excellent snirit
She asked Anne
to give a report
of the money raised
There v;as a, burst of applause
Anne announced
^55.25 had been earned
Oage boys
would ware new jerseys (red)
at first game
The team captain
thanked the class
The school
Miss Anthony
for their efforts
He assured them
G-age boys
would show
the same spirit of cooperation
enthusiasm
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TEACHER’S MANUAL-Third V7eek
"Now we are in the third week of our experiment. A list of
all the aids we have used shows that we have learned several
ways from which we may choose to he Id us in rememtering what
we read in the correct order. When we read exercise two
we were give n e ight points to remember . Today we shall find
e ight points listed age in . Watch for key words , remember the
number of items to be written, try to complete some of the
sentences, etc. These are our recall helpers."
"When I give the signal to begin, turn your paper over and
start reading. Are we ready? Begin'. "
STOP IN TIYENTY MINUTES .
Check the exercise.
1. Newtown County Sixth Grade League.
2. to join the league
3. members of a sixth grade class
4. by the league committee
5. a list of players one hour before game time
6. good citizenship standing to be eligible for the team
7. played according to schedule. The League Committee must
decide upon any postponements
8. for their own equipment and transportation
Question Answers.
The respresentat ives to the league.
Miss Anthony gave the letter to Bill and Margie
.
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They thought that the recommendations were accentable to
them.
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Lest exercise on the cage.
Newtown County Sixth Grade League. Eight schools invited
to Join.
The players on any team must be members of a sixth grade
c la s a .
The players must have good citizenship standing to be
eligible for the team.
The referee for each game will be assigned by tlrie league
c ommittee
.
The referee must have a list of players one hour befor-e
game time
.
The school is resnonsible for its own equipment.
The school is resnonsible for its own transnorts t ion
.
(No scoring required for this exercise)
(For nractice have pupils dictate events that hapoened when
tV'ey returned to school on Monday.)
"For oractice today we are going to list the things that
hanpened when the puoils returned to school on Monday. Who
can tell me the first sentence?" (Teacher continues this pro-
cedure as she lists on board.)
Mr. Fox received the reply from Miss Anthony
Fe mailed a list of rules which were to be considered for
adoption by the league committee
The class chose Bill Tufts and Margie Terry to represent
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them at the league meetings
Miss Anthony gave them the list of recommendations
Bill and Margie thought that the suggestions were accentable
to them
They notified Mr. Fox
We were told to read the suggestions to see if we agreed
with them- to see if we thought that they were good
ones for a sixth grade league.
Now follow same nrocedure as on page two of the manual to
review the league recommendations.
STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3
1 Write in this column Complete rules in
2 the beginning of each this column
3 rule
4
5
6
7
8
TWELFTH DAY
Yesterday we read a paragraph that told us about the league.
How many rules were recommended?
(Eight rules were recommended) .
"7/hat did the class do about the recommendations?"
(They voted to have Bill Tufts and Margie Terry represent them
at League meetings. Bill and Margie sent word that the class
agreed to the recommendations
.
)
"Today we have another list of league recommendations to work
with. They are exactly like those we discussed yesterday.
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When I give the signal, turn your paper over and do as you are
directed. Are we ready? Begin'."
Stop in twenty minutes .
Check
1. Newtown County sixth grade league.
2. Nev^town County shall he invited to Join the league.
3. Members of a sixth grade class.
4. Will be assigned by the league committee.
5. G-ood citizenship standing necessary to be eligible for
the team.
6. According to schedule. The league committee shall de-
cide upon any pos tponements .
7. Responsible for their own equipment and transportation.
"Some ideas which you might find helpful in remembering the
recommendations are these-
Ask yourself the name of the league
Ask yourself how many schools are in the league
Ask yourself the grade to which ouplls must belong
Ask yourself how the referees are to be assigned
Ask yourself what the referee must have
Ask yourself what the players must have
Ask yourself when the game must be played and who can change
the date
Ask yourself what the schools must be responsible for
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’’Another heir might he to say
Newtown League -Name
Number of Schools -Eight
Where players come from-Sixth Grade
Who assigns referees-The League Committee
What the referee must have-List of players
When the game is to be played-On date assigned
The school is responsible for-1 . transportation
2.
Equipment
(All of the above should be written on the board.)
Check-Main Idea
.
1. Name of league -Newt own League
2. Eight schools in county to join
3. Players to be members of sixth grade class
4. Referee assigned by league committee
5. Referee must have list of players
, Players must have good citizenship
7. Game must be played according, to schedule. League may
postpone
.
8. School responsible for transportation
9. School responsible for own transportation, equipment.
Check for League Recommends t ions
.
Resd the recommendations for the league from page 11 of
the workbook.
If idea or thought is correct, line is correct. Check
sequence by using the same list on page 11 of the
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workbook
Call correct if the exact word are not used-the ideas
must he in correct order
Practice scoring not necessary-If pupils are interested to
check allow them to do so.
Motivate by asking children how people send messages to each
other
.
Dlscuss-wrlt ing letters, telephone, telegram, wireless, etc.
List on board.
Margie Terry had many duties as League secretary. We are going
to read about some of them today."
"Before we read today, it would be helpful to review some im-
portant points
,
for exaraple-
a. It is not necessary to use exactly the same words in the
paragraph. It is well to recall it in your own words.
Be sure that the words you use, however, have the correct
meaning
.
b. It is important to organize our thoughts or recall so
that we may give a message clearly and without any waste
of time
c. When sending telegrams, for example, it is very important
that we give the message clearly and in as few words as
THIRTEEOTH DAY
C^uestion Aids, Outlining, Completion, Making concise
statements as in a telegram
ii
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possible because the telegraph company limits the number
of words we may send for a given price,
d. As you read find out how carefully Margie carried out her
duties. She was careful about time, organization, and
careful work'.
When I give the signal to begin start reading. Are we ready?
Begin'.
Check exercise
.
1. Mr. Fox
2. Margie Terry
3. The duties are
a. answering letters
b. writing reports (of meetings)
c . reading reports
d. sending telegrams
4 . Ten words
5 . Anne
Fill in missing, words.
Hanpy to advise Gage School Sixth Grade unamiously accepts
rules
Margie Terry
Sentember 27, 1947. Gage School
'’The date is imnortant . If you did not include the date you
left out an important item. Why?"
(The receiver wants to know when the message was sent, etc.)
C he c k the te le gra
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HaDDy to advise Gage School Sixth Grade unamiously
acce-Dts rules.
’yiargie Terry
September 27, 1947. Gage School.
FOURTEENTH DAY
Question Aids
,
Comp let ion number of words in te legram ,~aida
For this exercise use the telegram sheets. Pupils may use the
telegrams for practice or they may draw practice ones if they
I
wish. The assignment gives permission to draw. I suggest
1
II
that punils use the mime ogrsphed te legram when they write the
message for the last time . '
'*Anne really sent a telegram to Mr. Fox. I have some telegrams h
here and you are going to have one for your work today. If i
you use this telegram for practice it will be necessary for
you to draw one for the final writing. Use your own judgment. !
When I give the signal, start reading. Are we ready? Begin’."
i
i
j
Check questions.
|
it
1. on the bulletin board
|j
2. a copy of the telegram (she sent to Mr. F'ox) i
3. 10 words Ij
.
ij
4. unanimously |l
'I
i
Check the telegram by allowing the oupils to use page 14 of
the work book. As nearly as possible, the entire telegram
should be recalled, that is-form, the heading, the record line
,
ij
the directions, the message, etc.
!j
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No score sheets are necessary for this week until the children
have completed TEST NO. 3. Absolutely NO HELP'. TURN PAPERS
-
read:
TEST NO. 3
?1Q
Gage Boys
played first game
on Saturday
an important game
for both teams
a regularly scheduled game
a crisp afternoon
the kind of day
for a lively game
of football
Gage Boys
wore red jerseys
the opposing team, Newtown
made excellent appearance
blue and white
Newtown won game
seven to six
Tom Brown
scored for Newtown
Bill Greene
got point after
Andy Barlow
scored for Gage Hawks
the townsneople
in large numbers
the rivalry
was keen
there was a good spirit
of sportsmanship
throughout the game
Let's look forward
to more Saturday afternoons
with Gage Hawks
vs .
Nevrtown Terriers
FOURTH WEEK-Exerc ise 16.
(Arranging items in correct order)
”We have been using several different "aids to recall" . Tell
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me some of the ones which you have found heloful,"
(Pupils tell various aids as teacher puts them on the board.)
"Why does outlining help In recall?"
"Why does outlining help you to recall In order?"
(Pupils give answers and teacher tries to direct the thinking
by suggesting headings, sub headings, letters a, b, c, etc. or
numbe rs
.
)
• "How does the telegram give us a clue to an aid in recall? "
(Pupils answer that we send a message in as few words as
possible. The message must be clear, the directions, etc. In
the telegram must be in correct order.)
(The review period should serve to steer the pupils to watch
for method to be used by them, when they are reading material
which they wish to be able to recall and to recall in order
when writing
.
)
"As you read today, think about the best aid to recall that you
have found. Here are some of the aids-listed on the board."
Call on different nupils to give the aid which he or she pre«
fe rs
.
)
"’Vhen we read today we must try to keep some of these aids in
mind. When I give the signal, start reading. Are v/e ready?
Begin'."
STOP IN T7/ENTY MINUTES.
Check Exercise .
Numbers ooposite lines should be --4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 2, 3, 5, 1.
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After correcting, some pupils may have realized that they
should have read the entire exercise before trying to v;rite
the numbers opposite the lines. Stress the nolnt that it is
usually wise to read the entire list before attempting to write
answers
.
Say
Read the entire list
Try to recall the story you read
Ask yourself such questions as "What happened first?
What hapnened second, etc.?"
"You may wish to make an outline of events as they hanpened,"
(Ask if any Dupil did make an outline.)
Check Paragraph.
There had been much excitement
at school
after the week end
The traffic lines
were ready
All of the children
anpeared to be conscious
of the wisdom
of obeying
the traffic rules
so that they would get home
from school
safely
The lines
moved away
from the school building
Everything was going well
when suddenly Donald
a little second grade boy
dashed from the line
and ran out
to the road
A car
had been moving
up t’he road
had Just come
alongside of
the traffic lines
The driver
had been watching the children
of car
The driver
stopped the car
instantly
Dona Id
had been knocked
to the road
by the impact
The driver
got out quickly
ran to the boy
must have been relieved
when Donald
began to scream
with fright
A boy who can scream
lus t i ly
is not too badly hurt
The other children
were held in check
by the traffic officers
two big boys
Joined the driver
to he Id Donald
They found
Donald appeared to be safe
he did have a bruise
on his forehead
The driver
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hsd his car
well controlled
Donald
was not so controlled
he had forgotten
all the warning
all the safety rules
he had heard
He dashed
into the front fender
took Donald
home
called the police
to report the accident
waited
until the doctor came
to examine boy
Doctor found
Donald escaped
with bruise
SEVENTEENTH DAY
Review yesterday's Exercise. Ask children to tell you the
events in the story as you write them on the board. Suggest
that they give a main heading and a sub heading.
I. The excitement after the week end
A. The traffic lines
P. The wisdom of obeying rules
C . The lines moving away
D. The boy dashed out of line
II. The car coming up the road
A. The driver's control
P. Donald forgot the warnings
C . Donald ran into the front fender
D. The driver stopped instantly
E. Donald was knocked to the road
III, The Driver
A. G-ot out of car
B. Heard Donald scream
IV. The traffic officers
A. Held other children in check
3. Two big boys helped driver
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V. What the driver did
A. Found Donald had a hruise
E. Took Donald home
C . Called police
D. Reported accident
E. Waited until doctor came
F. Donald escaped with bruise
(The Durnose of the above outlining is to help pupils to organ-
ize their thinking. Suggest that pupils try to outline today's
exercise in their minds as they read and prepare for writing.)
(G-ive directions to be ready for practice.)
"Are we ready? Begin'."
Check Exercise
1. Mr. Linwood
2. on G-rafton Street in Hudson, Massachusetts
3. Monday, September 29, 1947 (3:40 P.M.)
4. moving along sidewalk in traffic lines
5 . 15 miles an hour
6 . from line
7. He bumped front right fender of my car
8
.
put him into car
9 . drove him to his own home
10. Waited for doctor to examine him
11. To Mr. Linwood and the boy's mother
12. Donald's injury was a bruise on the forehead
13 . Gave names as witnesses
14. George Adams and Leonard Wright
15 . In their opinion the driver was not at fault
15. Donald Alden
17 . Seven years old
13. 1153 Grafton Street
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Check List
Mr. Linwood
driver of car
into which Donald dashed
went to police headquarters
to report accident
His report
I was driving
East on Crafton Street
Hudson, Massachusetts
Monday
Sentember 29, 19^7
3:40 P.M.
Saw traffic lines
of school children
moving along sidewalk
toward me
Reduced speed of ray car
to 15 miles an ^our
as I neared
the children
Suddenly
a small boy
ran from line
evidently did not see
my car
He bumped
into right front fender
of my car
fell to ground
I picked him up
put him into my car
drove to his home
waited until doctor ex-
amined him
Doctor reported to me
and to the child’s mother
that only injury boy re-
ce Ived
was a bruise
on his forehead
two sixth grade boys
George Adams
Leonard Wright
gave me their names
as witnesses
of the accident
said (in their oninion)
I was not at fault
The boy
involved in this accident
was 7 year old
Donald Alden
he lives
at 1153 Grafton Street
Report signed
Alfred E. Linwood
496 Elm Street
Amesville
,
R. I
.
EIGHTEENTH DAY
(Yesterday, the punils had a thorough review of outlining.
This should help in today's practice.)
(Have class turn to page 17. Write the following on the
boa rd
)
1. Mr. Linwood
2. He went to Police Headquarters
3. Report of the accident
a . Driving
b. I saw
c. I reduced
d. Suddenly
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. He bumped
f. I Diclied
g. The doctor
h. Two sixth grade boys
i . I was not
j . The boy Involved
(Have pupils complete the sentences)
"Who remembers what we mean by key words?"
"Key words help to unlock the story for us."
"Today we are going to spend a few minutes to find key words
in the sentences on page 17."
(Suggestions from pupils as they select key words. Ask pupils
to give their key ''^ords -that is the word in the sentence which
v;ill he Id in remembering. Th^ese words may not be the same
for each child
.
)
\
Have pupils prepare for today's exercise. "Are we ready?
Begin'."
Check exercise (Allow pupils to express themselves in
their own words. Their outline need
not necessarily follow this one com-
pletely.)
I. The excitement after the week end
A. The traffic lines
B. The boy dashed from the lines
II. The car coming up the road
A. The driver's control
B. Donald forgot the safety rules
C. Donald ran into the front fender
D.The driver stooped the car
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III. The driver
A. 7/ent to Donald
B. Donald screamed
C. The driver's relief
IV. The other children
A. Held in check by traffic officers
j
B. Two bog boys helned the driver
j
C . They found Donald aopeared to be safe
V. The driver
A. Reported accident
B. Waited for doctor
NINETEENTH DAY
(Since the pupils have previously read the exercise, and
since they have had two reviews in outlining and one in the
use of key words, during this week, have them try this exercise
without any assistance or direction from you. Begin immediately
with the assignment.)
Suggested outline for your use at board-Pupils may vary.
I . Driver of the car
A . Name
B. Place and direction
C . Time
II. The traffic lines
A. Direction
B. Driver's speed
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III. What happened
A. Boy ran from line
E. Bumped fender
C. Fell to ground
IV. What the driver did
A. Stopped car
B. Picked hoy up
C. Put him in car
D. Drove him home
E. Waited for doctor
V. The Doctor’s report
A. Donald’s injury
B. The witnesses
C. The Doctor's Findings
After the punils have written the paragraph, use page 16 for
checking. It is not necessary to score. The pupils shoi^ld
read the paragraph and compare the written version with the
original on page 16. Call attention to important points to
be remembered.
TWENTIETH DAY- Friday Test
ABSOLUTELY ON THEIR OWN. Please do not assist in any way.
"Are we ready? When I give the signal to start, turn the
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Check List.
The day after
Donald’s accident
Miss Anthony
Invited pupil traffic officers
to come to her room
for a conference
She reviewed the story
of the accident
as Mr. Linwood
had reported it
to the police
From the evidence
it was clear
that the driver of the car
was not at fault
The traffic officers
were fulfilling their duties
in a faithful
and efficient manner
What
asked Miss Anthony
can we do
to make safety
a goal
of each hoy and girl
at Gage School
The traffic officers
made several suggestions
They thought
that it would he a good plar.
if each class
in the school
promoted
a safety campaign
Some of the activities
to make the pupils interest.
ed
in safety
and to keep them
on their toes
as Andy expressed it
were listed
The day
following the meeting
with Miss Anthony
the bulletin hoard
looked like this
(Check the Safety Bulletin
on Test 4, Give one
point for each line correct
.
There are 14 lines.)
last week of Tra PRACTICE EXERCISES
.
T'^yENTY-FlRST DAY
”A11 during this experiment we have heen trying very hard to
Improve our ability to read a short paragraph or story and
then write everything that we could remember in proper order.
Today we are to read a paragraph telling about some of the
ways Andy had learned to help him to remem.be r. As you read
try to compare Andy's ideas with your own."
"When 1 give the signal, turn your paper over end Begin read-
ing. Are we ready? Begin'."
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STOP IN T'.'7SNTY MINUTES.
Check exercises
.
I . What helped Andy to recall
A. The acrostic
1. One word at the beginning of each line. The
first letter of the word is imnortent.
E. Recalling events
1. The order of hanpening (first, second, etc.)
Co Number of points
1. Giving each imnortant fact a number as 1st
imnortant fact, second important fact, etc.
D. Key words
1. Unlocking the story. The important word in
the sentence
.
II. What have you learned about the word "acrostic"?
(Children give ideas of what they have learned
about an acrostic.) The ideas will vary.
Try to have each child realize that the first
letter of the first word of each line helps
to Spell a word or a phrase. It might be
wise to suggest that the class write one or
two acrostics. Use the school name or a
motto, or a slogan, etc.
(Punils may suggest that they use some of
those listed as Andy's aids. Other answers
may also be given. Refer to the sheet "Aids
for Teachers" and Suggestions For Punils.
Many of these aids were written on the board
at the beginning of the experiment.)
Ill . Write the aids you use
.
IV. Check List
During the year
Andy learned
several other ways
what he had read
He liked the idea
of the acrostic
he (simply) needed
to re me mbe r
the spelling
of one word
at the beginning
of each line
to remember
the events
in order of hapnenlng
saying in his mind
this is the first thing
this is the second thing
The number of points
t o be re me mbe red
was fenother helpful way
to be sure that
to remember
was by recalling
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that helped him
to recall
the rest of the sentence
A second way
to select
a key word
or a key Idea
By remembering them
he could recall
more easily
the rest of the statement
all important facts were
recalled
Sometimes
he liked
completed
or story
He realized
that key words
unlocked
the whole story
for him
TWENTY-SECOND DAY
Review aids which are written on the board. This is a multiple
choice exercise. By using the list of Teacher and Pupil Aids
for reviewing the pupils should recall the procedure used
during the last lesson. Keep pupils interested in the search
for the aids which are most useful to them. In the next three
exercises, begin the practice of putting the pupils on their
own with respect to the use of the list,
continue to allow twenty minutes for practice.
Check exercise
.
1. A city in our nation
2. The weight of the letter
3. The distance to travel
4. TWO facts in mind
5. The postman who delivered
f
'
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Check List
Andy's teacher
planned this lesson in English
Andy was told
to reed the paragraph
follow directions
He f ound
at hottoin of page
We are so used
to so many conveniences
we scarcely notice them
When we want
to send a letter
to a friend
in a distant city
of our nation
a 3</ stamp
frees us of all care
in having it delivered
to our friend's door
Had we lived
in early 1800's
this would not have been done
so easily
We would have taken
the letter
to the postoffice
v/here the nostmaster
would have weighed it
carefully
He would then consider
the distance the letter
was to travel
With 2 facts in mind
he would write
on the letter
the amount of money
to be paid
for postage
The sender
usually
paid the fee
Sometimes
the postman who delivered
the letter
collected the due amount
from the person
who received the letter
rWENTY-THIRD DAY
We are nearing the time for the Final Testing Program. There-'
fore it is suggested that very little help be given before
the reading of the exercises. Use the same procedure as
that used in lesson 22.
Check Exercise
1. Hawks of G-age School 7. 200
2 . F ive 8.
3. Boys-sold pencils 9. #3
Girls -sold fudge and cake 10. #2
h
. 11. A successful season
5. 300 12. A good school spirit
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Check List
Do you rememher
when G-age Boys and Girls
nlanned
to have a touch football team
At a meeting
after school
it was decided
that all 20 boys
could take some part
11 boys were chosen
for the team
Five were selected
as regular substitutes
the remaining boys
were assigned
to arrange games
care for equipment
attend to other necessary detj
In order to raise money
another circus
They sold
200 tickets
at lOc/ each
Their expenses
were $3
for printing
and ^2
for other expenses
They cleared fl5
The Interest
in the sales
was good advertising
for the team
It helned
to develop
good school spirit
for the Jerseys
for boys needed
the girls
sold fudge and cake
They made $46
Later
the team needed money
to help pay
transportation expenses
The boys decided
to sell school pencils
at each
The pencils
cost 2i. each
300 pencils were sold
the boys cleared $9
The girls said
they would plan
The Hawks of Gage School
as the team
came to be known
had a successful season
winning six of eight games
earning enough money
to pay
all expenses
T7/ENTY-FQURTH DAY
A completion exercise
,
multiple, choice
,
s tudy aids ,
Review as in lessons 21, 22, 23. This is the last day on
which aids of any type may be discussed. For two days this
week the puoils were given the assignment and very little
help. Today the teacher may give any help which she feels
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her class may need before she closes the oractice part of
this exneriment. The needs of the classes will vary. Please
record any specific aid which you may give for further in-
formation for me
.
Check iuisercise
1. climate
2. cooler, warmer, interior, latitude
3. currents, temperature, air
4. air, rainfall
5. rainfall, temnerature
rain bearing
abundant rainfall
Check List
Ocean Waters
have much to do
with the climate
of bordering coast lands
jj'irst of all
oceans make coast lands
cooler in summer
warmer in winter
than interior lands
in same latitude
Secondly
there are warm currents
cold currents
in different parts
of the ocean
The warm currents
make the air
Just above them
warm
cold currents
make the air
Just above them
when air cooled
by an ocean current
is blown
over a land surface
the temperature
of the air
over the land
becomes cooler
Besides affecting
the temperature
of coast lands
oceans
also affect
the rainfall
Winds
which blow
across the ocean
are rain-bearing winds
Therefore
all coast lands
where winds blow steadily
and frequently
rom the sea
ave abundant rainfall
r
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throughout the yearwarmed by an ocean current
Is blown
over a land surface
the temperature
of the air
over that land
becomes warmer
Likewise
TWENTY-FIFTH DAY
LAST DAY OF TPffi EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
(Please do not say anything about the final test day, or
last day of the experiment, etc.)
’’Today we should try hard to get a very good score. When I
give the signal, turn your paper over and start reading.
Are we ready? Begin'. ”
Check List
After the pioneers
had blazed trails
to the Old West
many families
followed
and settled
in the region
Wherever settlements
grew larger
cabins were built
outside the stockade
with the whole population
present to help
The men
stacked their rifles
near by
before the building began
First
four large logs
were nut in place
for the foundation
The logs
were notched
were established
little cabins
were built
to form
a stockade
with a square block house
at the corners
When a community
After spaces for windows
were cut out
they were covered
with paper
greased with bear oil
which let a little light
through
or with skins
The latter
kept out the wind
but made the cabin
dark
A strong door
protected
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EXPERTMEOTAL EXERCISES

aSNERAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE .
(These directions will not be repeated. They are standard for
all days of the experiment.)
needs.
Exercise sheet for the day. (From the book of
Experim.ent al Exercises)
Exercise sheets should be FACE DOWN on the desk
Pencil
.
Colored pencil or crayon.
TEACHERS* NEEDS .
Exercise sheet for the day.
Check list.
"Aids For Teachers" list.
Written Recall -SUCOEST ED DIRECTIONS FOR
PUPILS-page 2.
( Should be written on board and should
remiain on the board all during the
experim.ent
.
)
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This was the day*. The twins, Anne and Andy, had looked
forward to this first day in sixth grade for then they would
be nart of the class nearest the Junior High School. Some of
the traffic officers who helped the younger children were
chosen from this class. Some sixth grade children carried
messages from the principal. Miss Anthony, to other teachers in
the school. Andy hoped to be one of these messengers so that h<
might look in on his younger brother Jack who was going to be
in the third grade. It would be good for Jack, Andy thought,
to have his older brother in such an important position. As
these thoughts flashed through Andy's mind, Anne was dreaming
of the day when she might be chosen to help in the school
savings bank, for a sixth grade girl usually had the responsi-
bility of this work. It had seemed that they would never reach
this grade. Today they were part of it. They felt grown up*.
Exercise
.
After reading the short paragraph you should be able to write
an answer to these questions.
1. Who were Anne and Andy?
(a)
2. Why were they happy today?
(a)
3. From which class were traffic officers chosen?
(a)
A. What did Miss Anthony have some sixth grade children do?
(a)
5 . Why did Andy want to be a messenger?
(a)
6. Did Anne have the same thoughts as Andy? What was she
thinking?
(a)
7. How did they both feel?
(a)
Write as much as you can remember about the story you have
Just read.
(Do not look at the story again)
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The bus driver met the twins and the other boys and girls
at the bus ston. He got out of the bus and gave them some
directions. He wanted them to follow the directions because
he was anxious about their safety. He told them to
1. Stant on the sidewalk while they were waiting for the bus.
2
. To avoid playing or pushing one another.
3. To hold books and packages in their hands, while waiting.
It was dangerous to rush on and off the bus when belongings
were forgotten.
4. To stand at least a yard away from the bus, until the door
had been opened by the driver.
5. To allow girls to enter first.
6. To walk to a seat and to remain in the seat until the bus
arrived at school.
7. TO leave the bus one at a time and to leave quietly.
8. TO go directly to the school yard.
k'xercises
.
Draw a line under the right answer.
1. Anne and Andy met the bus (a) in the city (b) at the bus
ston (c) on the corner.
2. The bus driver (a) told them to hurry (b) gave them direc-
tions (c) sat in the bus.
3. He wanted them to follow his directions because (a) he
wanted to save time (b) he was anxious about their safety
(c) he didn't want to be bothered.
4. He gave them (a) 5 directions (b) 7 directions (c) 8
d irec tions
.
Can you complete these statements;
Stand on the sidewalk while
Avoid or one another.
Hold books and in
It was to rush and
were
.
Stand at least a away from
•
Allow to e nt e r
~
Walk to a and
Leave thie bus at a time and leave
.
(io directly
.
Write as much as you can remember about the story you read.
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The children obeyed the bus driver's suggestions. They
knew that he was a gooa friend and that he was interested in
their safety. Anne chose a seat near her friend Patsy, while
they were talking Anne glanced up at the advertisements which
lined the snace above the bus windows. One card held her
attention and she asked Patsy to look at it. It, too, gave
ideas about how to travel safely and courteously, it was in
the form of an acrostic, spelling the word “Courtesy".
Anne and Patsy read these sentences.
Courtesy creates safety.
Our duty is to he Id prevent accidents.
Usually accidents are caused by thoughtlessness.
Running in front of automobiles is dangerous
.
Thoughtful people are careful.
Each day brings need for caution.
Smiles and safety go together.
You are oart of our Safety Campaign.
Exercises
.
Write the sentence in which each of the words is found.
1. suggestions.
2. interested.
?. glanced.
attention.
5. courteously
6 . acrostic
.
Read the acrostic again. Now see if you can complete the
sentences
.
C ourtesy
Our
Usually
Running
Thoughtful
Each
Smiles
You
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The bus arrived at school about ten minutes before the
first bell rang. Anne and Andy followed the directions which
the bus driver had given them and they waited patiently for
their turn to leave the bus. They went to the school yard.
They met their friends Ricky, Carole, and John. They had not
seen them since the beginning of vacation. Carole and Anne
went to the girl's yard and Carole showed Anne her new bracelet
with her name spelled in dangling letters, Ricky and John went
to the boy’s yard v;ith Andy. They were more interested in
John's tales about some of his fishing trips. He told about
catchinp: hornpout
,
scup, and tautog. The best day of all, he
said, was the day he wore his uncle's sweeter for good luck
and he came home with a nine pound striped bass. Andy couldn’t
report any such luck, but he said he had been helping on a
farm and now he really knew how to dig. notatoes without sniking
them. Ricky was just about to tell of his trip with the scouts
when the bell rang.
Exercises
.
Can you remember?
1. 7/hen the bus arrived at the school?
(a)
2. If the directions the bus driver had given were followed?
(a)
3. Where t^ey went when they arrived at school?
(a)
4. The names of friends they met?
(a)
5. How long had it been since they last saw them?
(a)
6. What Carole and Anne did?
(a)
7. What Ricky, John, and Andy did?
(a)
8. The interesting tales John told?
(a)
9. The kinds of fish he eauj^ht?
(a)
10 .What brouffht John good luck?
(a)
11.
What Andy had been doing?
(a)
12
.
What Andy really knew how to do?
(a)
13.
?hat Ricky told?
See if you can write the paragraph.
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TEST-NO. 1 20 minutes allowed.
||
jl
You have been reading short stories and then writing all
that you could remember. Each of the first four stories were
written after you had been answering questions or completing
statements. Now you are going to read a short story and then
write everything that you can remember without any helping
exercises. See how many of the facts you can recall, and try I'
to recall them in the correct order.
Read the story. When you are ready put this paper into
your desk and write the story. You have twenty minutes to
read and write.
Anne and Andy went to the sixth grade room. Carole and i
John Joined their classmates in grade five while Ricky found
his place with the fourth graders . The teachers were happy
to see the boys and girls looking so well and tanned after the i
long summer vacation. Anne was glad to get a seat in the first
row near the window. She called Andy's attention to a notice
on the front board. It gave these directions for
Fire Drill S ignals
.
1, ONE RING--Pass to rear of room. Keep single line.
Out North Door.
2. TWO RINGS--Pass to front of room. Keep single
line. Out South Door.
ALL PUPILS AND TEACHERS MUST LEAVE THE BUILDING
WHEN A FIRE SIGNAL RINGS.
Andy was more interested in a cafeteria menu on the board '
at the side of the room.
I
CAFETERIA LffiNU.
i
I
Chicken soup 5(^ per cup
Earn sandwich 5</^
Apples 2(f. each
Milk
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’Vhen Anne and Andy returned to school on Monday, Miss i
Anthony read the following letter from Mr. Fox, principal of i
the school in a neighboring town; !
Newtown School,
jWare
,
Massachusetts
,
September 22, 1947.
i
Miss Alice Anthony, Principal
i
Gage School,
Hudson, Massachusetts.
Dear Miss Anthony;
^
The sixth grade boys in Newtown School have decided to
have a touch football team. They would like to play games with)
boys' teams from the nearby towns. We expect to have eight
teams in the league and your sixth grade boys are invited to '
Join. Since the number of teams is to be limited we would
|
appreciate an early reply.
I
Sincerely yours,
j
J ohn Fox
.
Every boy in grade six wanted to join the league. Andy
made a motion that a reply be sent at once to Mr. Fox, The
class voted unanimously in favor of the motion.
Exercise
.
Can you complete these sentences?
Anne and Andy returned to school on
.
read
.
It was from Mr.
,
of a school in a
See if you can complete the letter.
Miss Alice
School
,
,
Massachusetts
,
September
Hudson, Massachusetts.
Dear
;
The
have a
with from the
in the
in
They would like
have decided to
and your
We exoect to have
are
to
we v;ould
Since the
early
IS
Sincerely yours,
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Answer yes or no.
Did every boy want to join the league?
Did Andy make a motion?
Did the class accept the motion unanimously?
How much can you write without looking at the story?
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At a meeting after school it was decided that every one ini
the class at Gage School could take some part. All of the '
twenty boys in the class could try out for the team. When
eleven boys were chosen for the first team, five should be
i
selected as substitutes and the remaining boys were to be as-
;
signed to arrange practice games, to care for equipment, and to!
attend to other necessary details. The girls could help by
raising money to outfit the team. The boys needed Jerseys
since each school had chosen special colors to be worn by the
players, and the Jerseys would cost forty-four dollars. To
raise the money the girls sold home made fudge from which they
received |26; they held a cake sale and obtained $20; and they
planned and directed a circus for which they sold one hundred
eighty-five tickets at five cents each. The school was filled
with enthusiasm for the coming game. All of the boys practised
daily and worked hard to prepare for the game for they were
very anxious to make a good showing and thus express their
appreciation to the girls and all who had helped them.
Exercise
.
Comnlete these statements
.
1. At a meeting after school it was decided that
2. All of the twenty boys
3. When eleven boys
a
.
b.
c
4. The girls could help by
5. The boys needed
6. The girls raised money by
a
b.
c
7. All of the boys practised daily and worked hard to
a
b.
c .
Do you remember?
How much the girls made by selling candy?
How much they made at the cake sale?
How much they made at the circus?
How many tickets they sold for the circus?
Now you should be ready to write the story. Remember you are
trying to recall all of the important points in correct order.
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Head the paragraph on page
Write a main heading for these subheads
.
I
.
A. It was decided that everyone should help.
E. Twenty boys could try out for the team.
C. Eleven were chosen I'or the first team.
D. Five were to be substitutes.
E. Remaining boys were to be assigned to arrange practice
games
.
IT .
A. They raised money to outfit the team.
E. They sold fudge and cake.
C. They planned and directed a circus.
D. They sold tickets.
III
.
A. The girls made $26 by selling fudge.
E. The cake sold for $20.
C. They sold I85 tickets for the circus.
D. The tickets cost each.
IV.
A. The school was filled with enthusiasm.
E. The boys practised daily.
C. They were anxious to make a good showing.
D. They wanted to express their appreciation to the girls.
Under which main heading would you place these statements.
Mark I, II, III, or IV at the left of the statement.
Everyone was to take part.
Twenty boys could try out for the team.
Eleven boys to be chosen.
Five regular substitutes.
Remaining boys to arrange practice games
to care for equipment
to attend to other necessary details.
The girls could help by raising money to outfit the team.
Boys needed jerseys
.
The amount to be raised.
The girls sold home made fudge
,
had a cake sale and ran
a circus
.
The enthusiasm at school.
The coming game
.
The daily practice
to prepare for the game
.
to make a good showing.
to show aoprec iation to the girls.
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Read the Daragraph on page
Under the main headings given below, write subheadings which
will he In you to remember the paragraph.
I. The meeting after school.
A.
E.
C.
D.
E.
II. The girls' part.
A.
B.
C.
D .
III. The amounts raised.
A.
B.
C .
D.
IV. The nreparatl on for the game.
A,
E.
C .
D.
On a separate piece of paner try to write everything that you
can remember about the naragraph. Y/rite it in outline form.
Remember main headings and subheadings.
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As you read the paragraph below try to think of headings
and subheadings which will help* you to recall the story.
Write the story.
Anne, Andy and all the sixth graders were very happy.
They had planned very carefully, and everyone in the class had
cooperated. The results were very satisfactory. Anrie said
that it paid to work hard and to work together. Miss Anthony
was pleased. She congratulated the class and the school be-
cause of its excellent spirit. She asked Anne to give a
report of the money raised. There was a burst of applause
when Anne announced that $55.25 had been earned and that the
G-age boys would wear their new red and white jerseys at the
first game. The team captain thanked the class, the school,
and Miss Anthony for all their efforts. He assured them that
the Gage boys would show the same spirit of cooperation and
enthusiasm.
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As soon as Mr, Fox had received the reply from Miss
Anthony he mailed a list of rules which were to be considered
for adoption by the league committee. The class had chosen
Bill Tufts and Margie Terry to represent them at the league
meetings. Miss Anthony gave the list of recommendations to
them. Bill and Margie thought that the suggestions were ac-
ceptable to them and they so notified Mr. Fox.
head the suggestions and see if you agree that they are good
ones for a sixth grade league.
Ke commendation to League Members.
1. The league shall be known as "Newtown County blxth tirade
League"
.
2. The eight schools in Newtown County shall be Invited to
join the league.
3. The players on any team must be members of a sixth grade
c lass .
The referee for each game will be assigned by the league
committee
.
5. The referee must have a list of players one hour before
game time
6. The nlayers must have good citizenship standing to be eli-
gible for the team.
7. The game must be played according to schedule. The League
Committee shall decide upon any postponements.
8. The school shall be responsible for their own equinment and
transportation.
Exercise
.
'Vrite the rules
1. ‘^’he league shall be known as
2. The eight schools in Newtown county shall be Invited
3. The nlayers on any team must be
1. The referees for each game shall be assigned
5. The referee must have
6. The players must have
7. The games must be
8. The schools shall be responsible
•'Vrite answers to these questions.
Who were Bill Tufts and Margie Terry?
What did Miss Anthony do with the letter she received
from Mr. i?’Ox?
How did Sill and Margie feel about the recommendations?
Write
The name of the League and the number of schools invited
to join.
write two rules for the players.
Write two rules for the referees
.
*«rite the two things for which the school is responsible.
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Keed the League Kecommenda tlons on page
Complete these lines after you have finished reading.
1. The league shall he known as
2. The eight schools in
3. The players must he
4. The referees for each game
5. The referee must have
The players must have
7. The game must he played
8. The school shall he
'Vrite the main idea in lihe
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
5
.
7.
8 .
Put this paper into your desk.
’7rite the League Recommendations .
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Margie had a very important oosition as league secretary.
SVie frequently asked Anne to help her, particularly when she
had to send replies in a hurry. She had such duties as answer-
ing letters from Mr. Fox, the league president, writing reports
of meetings, reading reports to the group, and sometimes she
found it necessary to send telegrams. Because the first league
game was to be played on Saturday Anne advised Margie to send
the following telegram to Mr. Fox:
Mr. Fox:
Happy to advise G-age School Sixth Grade unanimously accepts
rules
.
Margie Terry
Sent. 27, 1947. Gage School.
Margie was careful about keeping expenses down. She tried
hard to have her telegrams contain Just 10 words because each
extra word in the message would cost more money.
Exerc ise .
1. Who has the title of President of the league?
2. Who is the secretary of the league?
3. Can you list the duties of the secretary?
a
.
b.
c
.
d.
4. How many words could Margie send in her message without
paying extra charge?
5. Who was helpful to Margie?
Fill in the missing v/ords--
Hanpy Gage School Sixth Grade unanimously
Margie
Sept.
, .
Write the telegram Margie sent to Principal Fox.
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Anne posted the ’'Recommendations to League Members" on the
bulletin board. The pupils read them and there was much dis~
cussion about the need for such rules and the obligation of
each member to obey them. To inform the pupils of the accept-
ance of the recommendations Anne also posted this copy of the
telegram she sent to Mr. Fox.
WESTERN UNION
Joseph L. Egan, President
Send the following message subject to terms on back hereof,
which are hereby agreed to
To Mr. Ralph Fox, Principal Sept. 27, 1947.
St. and No. Newtown School
Care of or
Apt. No.
Place Ware, Mass.
Happy to advise Gage School Sixth Grade unanimously
accepts' rules
.
S 1gne d Bla rg i e T e rry
Gage School
.
,1
1. Where did Anne post the League Recommendations?
2. What did Anne post to inform the pupils of the acceptance
of the rules?
3. How many words are written in her message?
4. What word is missing in this message?
Happy to advise Gage School accepts rules.
5 . Yfrite everything you can remember. You may draw the
Telegram if you wish. It is important that you write
the message, however.
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Read the paragraph "below. Try to reraemher everything
that you read. Then write the paragraph.
The Gage boys played their first game on Saturday.
It wgs an Important game for both teams since It was a
regularly scheduled league game. It was a "crlSD'* afternoon,
.^ust the kind of a day for a lively game of touch football.
Gage boys wore their new red and white Jerseys while the
ODDOSlng team, Newtown, made an excellent appearance In blue
and white. Newtown won the game, the score 7-6. Torn Brant
scored for Newtown and Bill Greene got the point after.
Andy Barlow scored for the Gage Hawks. The townsoeople
turned out In large numbers and although the rivalry was keen
there was a good spirit of sportsmanship throughout the game.
Let’s look forward to more Saturday afternoons with the Gage
Hawks vs
.
Newtown Terriers
.
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There had been much excitement at school after the v;eek
end. The traffic lines were ready. All the children anpeared
to be conscious of the wisdom of obeying the traffic rules so
that they would get home from school safely. The lines moved
away from the school building. Everything was going well when
suddenly Donald, a little second grade boy, dashed from the
line and ran out to the road . A car which had been moving up
^
the road had Just come along side of the traffic line. The
I
driver had been watching the children and had his car well
controlled. Donald was not so controlled for he had forgotten
all the warnings, all the safety rules he had heard. He dashed
into the front fender of the car. The driver stooped his car
instantly but Donald had been knocked to the road by the im-
nact. The driver got out quickly, ran to the boy and must
have been relieved when Donald began to scream with fright,
j
for a boy who can scream lustily is not too badly hurt. The 1
other children were held in check by their traffic officers but'
two big boys Joined the driver to help Donald. They found that
Donald appeared to be safe, though he did have a bruise on his
forehead. The driver took Donald home, called the police to
j
renort the accident and waited until a doctor came to examine
the boy. The doctor found that Donald had escaned with a
bruise. ;
Exerc ise
.
I
The statements below are not in correct order. Place a
number at the left of each statement to show the order in which
it should be placed.
The lines moved away from the school building.
The driver had been watching the children and had his car
well controlled.
He dashed into the right front fender of the car.
The other children were held in check by their traffic
officers, but two big boys Joined the driver to help
Donald
.
The doctor found that Donald had escaped with a bruise.
The traffic lines were ready.
All the children apoeared to be conscious of the wisdom of
obeying the traffic rules so that they would get home i rom
school safely.
Donald, a little second grade boy, dashed from the lines
^
and ran out to the road. i
There had been much excitement at school after the weekend
i
HOW well can you write this story? Tell it to your friend,
j
trying to remember the imoortant ooints and try to tell the I
events in correct order.
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Mr. Llnwood the driver of the car into which Donald had
dashed, went to the Police Headquarters to report the accident.
His report was as follows: I was driving east on Grafton
Street in Hudson, Massachusetts, on Monday September 29, 19A7,
at 3:40 P.M, I saw the traffic line of school children
moving along the sidewalk toward me. I reduced the sneed of
my car to I5 miles an hour as I neared the children. Suddenly
a small boy ran from the line and evidently did not see my
car. He bumped into the front right fender of my car and fell
to the ground. I picked him up, nut him into my car, drove
to his home, and waited until a doctor examined him. The
doctor reported to me and to the child's mother that the only
Injury the boy had received was a bruise on his forehead. Two
sixth grade boys, George Adams and Leonard Wright gave me their
names as witnesses of the accident and said in their opinion,
I was not at fault. The boy involved in this accident was
seven year old Donald Alden, and he lives at 1153 Grafton
Street
.
Report Signed Alfred E. Linwood
496 Elm Street
Amesville
,
R. I
.
Exerc ise
.
When a person is injured or struck by an automobile
,
the
driver of the automobile must make a renort to the police de-
partment. You have just read the report which Mr. Linwood,
driver of the car, made about Donald’s accident. If you were
at police headquarters listening to Mr. Linwood . what facts
would you jot down to help you to recall the story? Here are
s ome he Ips .
1. Man's Name
2. Driving east on
3 . Day and Date
4. Saw children
5 . Reduced speed to
6 . Small boy ran
7. He bumped
8 . Driver picked him
9 . Driver drove
10. Driver waited for
11. Doctor reported to
12. Donald's Injury
13 . Two sixth grade boys witnesses
14. Names of witnesses
15 . Statement of witnesses
16. Injured boy's name
17 . Injured boy's age
18. Injured boy's address
Write the report of the accident and sign the driver's name
and address .
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On pages and you wrote headings and subheadings for
your paragraphs . After reading the naragraph on page see
if you can write the main heading, and the subheadings which
would help you to recall the story. Pretend that you are at
home trying to write the story of the accident in outline
form
.
I
.
A.
E.
II
.
A.
B.
C .
D.
Ill .
A.
E .
C .
IV.
A.
B.
C .
V.
A.
E .
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Turn to the paragraph on page . You have had some
he In in recalling the material you have read by making an
outline. Today you are going to write an outline for the
paragraph and then write the story from your outline.
Remember to
1. Read the naragraph
2. Make an outline as you read
3. ’^rite the story following the outline you have
made
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TEST--NO, 4. 20 minutes allowed.
When you read the narapraph, try to think of some help
you have found in the stories you have been reading and writing
each day. You may remember best if you try to recall the first
event, the second event, etc. You may find it helpful to out-
line in your mind. Have you found a way to he Ip you to recall
what you read ?
Read the paragraph. Write as much as you can remember.
The day after Donald's accident. Miss Anthony invited the
pupil traffic officers to come to her room for a conference.
She reviewed the story of the accident as Mr. Llnwood had re-
ported it to the police. i?rom the evidence It was clear that
the driver of the car was not at fault. The traffic officers
were fulfilling their duties in a faithful and efficient
manner. "What", asked Miss Anthony, "can we do to make safety
a goal of each boy and girl at G-age School?" The traffic offl
cers made several suggestions. They thought that it would be
a good plan if each class in the school promoted a safety
campaign. Some of the activities to make the pupils interested
in safety and to keep them '"on their toes" as Andy expressed
it, were listed. The day following the meeting with Miss
Anthony, the bulletin board looked like this;
SAFETY
FOR
GAGE SCHOOL
BOYS AND GIRLS'.
EVERYBODY '.
7/ATGH THIS SPACE
FOR NEWS ABOUT
THE SAFETY CAMPAIGN.
YOU
DRIVE CAREFULLY'.
WALK CAREFULLY'.
BE ALERT'.
REMEMBER
SAl'ETY FIRST'.
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During the year Andy had les rned several other ways to
remember what he had read. He liked to use the idea of the
acrostic, because he simply needed to remember the spelling
of one word at the beginning of each line and that helped him
to recall the rest of the sentence. A second way to remember
was by recalling the events in order of their happening,
saying in his mind, "this is the first thing, this is the
second thing, etc." The number of points to be remembered was
another helpful way to be sure that all important facts were
recalled. Sometlm.es he liked to select the key word or the
key idea, and by remembering them he could recall more easily
the rest of the statement or story. He realized that key
words unlocked the whole story for him.
Exercises
.
1. What helped Andy to recall
2 .
3.
1
.
What have
These are
you learned about the word "acrostic"?
some of Andy ' s aids Write the aids you use
An acrostic
Recalling, events
By na me
By sequence
Remembering the number of events
Choosing a Key word
Choosing a Key idea
Write the paragraph.
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Andy's teacher had planned this lesson In English. Andy
was told to read this naragraph and follow the directions he
found at the bottom of the page.
We are so used to so many conveniences we scarcely notice
them. When we want to send a letter to a friend in a distant
city of our nation, a three cent stamp frees us of all care in
having it delivered to our friend's door. Had we lived in the
early 1800's this would not have been done so easily. 7/e would
have taken the letter to the Post Office where the Postmaster
would have weighed it carefully. He would then consider the
distance the letter was to travel. With these two facts in his
mind he would write on the letter the amount of money to be
nald for postage. The sender usually paid the fee but some-
times the postman who delivered the letter collected the amount
due from the person who received the letter.
Exerc ise
.
Underline the correct ideas.
1. Today the United States Post Office Denartment will deliver
a letter for three cents to
a far off city
a city in our nation
any city in the world
2. In the 1800's the Postmaster considered
the size of the letter
the weight of the letter
the length of the letter
the distance the letter must travel
3. The Postmaster had
two facts in mind
four facts in mind
one fact in mind
4. The sender usually raid the fee
to the postman who delivered it
to the clerk at the postoffice
Write a oaragraph telling what you read in the story above.
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Do you remember when the Gage School hoys and girls nlanneci
to have a touch football team? At a meeting after school it
was decided that all twenty boys could ta’^e some nart . Eleven
boys were chosen for the team. Five were selected as regular
substitutes, and the remaining boys were assigned to arrange
games, to care for the equipment, and to attend to other
necessary details . In order to raise money for the Jerseys the
boys needed, the girls sold fudge and cake. They made $46.
Later the team needed money to help pay transportation expenses,
The boys decided to sell school pencils at each. The pen-
cils cost 2(/ each. 300 pencils were sold so the boys cleared
$9. The girls said they would plan another circus. They sold
200 tickets at 10^ each. Their expenses were $3 for the print-
ing of the tickets and $2 for other expenses. They cleared
$ 15 . The interest in the sales was good advertising for the
team and it helped to develop good school spirit. “The Hawks
of Gage School” as the team came to be known, had a successful
season winning six of its eight games and earning enough money
to pay all expenses.
Can you
1
.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7 .
8 .
9.
10
.
11
.
12 .
Exercise
.
write
The name of the team
The number of substitutes
The methods of raising money
Boys Girls
The amount raised by selling cake and fudge
The number of pencils that were sold
The amount cleared by selling pencils
The number of circus tickets that were sold
The amount cleared by selling tickets
The cost of printing tickets
The other expenses
The kind of season the team had
The kind of school spirit
Now write the paragraph.
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Read this story carefully. Then do the exercise.
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Ocean waters have much to do with the climate of border-
ing coast lands. First of all, oceans make coast lands cooler
in summer and warmer in winter than interior lands in the same
latitude. Secondly, there are warm currents and cold currents
|
in different parts of the oceans. The warm currents make the
air Just above them warm, and the cold currents make the air
Just above them cold. When air warmed by an ocean current is
blown over a land surface
,
the temperature of the air over
that land becomes warmer. Likewise, when air cooled by an
ocean current is blown over a land surface
,
the temperature of
the air over that land becomes cooler. Besides affecting the
temoerature of coast lands, oceans also affect the rainfall.
Winds which blow across the ocean are rain-bearing winds
.
Therefore, all coast lands where winds blow steadily and fre-
quently from the sea have abundant rainfall throughout the
year.
Exercise
.
Look at the words at the bottom of the page'.
1. The of coast lands is affected by bordering ocean
waters .
2. Oceans make coast lands in summer and in
winter, than lands in the same .
3 . Warm and cold in the ocean affect the of the
Just above them.
4. When this is blown over a land surface, the of
that surface is also affected.
5. Oceans affect the as well as the of coast lands.
Winds v/hich blow over the ocean are winds.
Coast lands v/hich receive these winds steadily and fre-
quently have .
1. currents 4. rainfall 7. cooler
2. warmer b. 1 t 8. climate
3 . temnerature 6. abundant 9* interior
10. rain-bearing 11. latitude
One word is used 3 times--Tv/o words are used twice.
Write everything that you can remember from the paragraph.
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allowed
,
This is the last story in our experiment, see if you can
make a good score. Write everything that you can remember
after you read the story. Try to write what you remember in
the correct order.
After the pioneers had blazed trails to the Old West,
many families followed and settled in the region.
Wherever settlements were established, little cabins were
built to form a stockade with square block houses at the corner* .
When a community grew larger, cabins were built outside the
stockade with the whole population present to help.
The men stacked their rifles near by before the building
began.
j?'irst, four large logs were put in place for the founda-
tion. The logs were notched near the ends and were hammered
together until they fitted firmly. The walls were made by
laying other logs one upon another, fitting them together.
Bent limbs of trees held the ridgepole and the roof which was
sometimes of bark and sometimes of grass. All the cracks were
filled tightly with clay and moss.
After spaces for windows were cut out, they were covered
with paper greased with bear oil which let a little light
through or with skins. The latter kept out the wind but made
the cabin dark, a strong door protected the family from
Indian attacks
.
These cabin raising days were jolly occasions for the
women made special things to eat and at dinner time men, women
and children visited with each other, sang songs, and told
stories
.
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Write your name, your teacher's name, the name of your
school. Kead the selection below. When you have finished
reeding, put this paper in your desk. Write everything that
you can remember.
You have twenty minutes in which to finish the reading
and writing.
Many people believe that small fires among leaves or
underbrush are harmless; that, in fact, it is good to "clear"
the woods in this way. Yet such fires are very harmful. They
wound the larger trees and destroy the young growth and seed-
lings from which the next forest must come. Also, they rob
the forest of nature's sponge for holding moisture and her
fertilizer for feeding the trees by burning up the decayed
plants and leaves. No forest fire is harmless, no matter how
small. Then, too, there is always the danger that a small fire
may spread and get beyond control.
From kEACHINCt OUH GOALS
,
p. 169
Ginn and Company
Permission of the Publisher
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HEAD CAREFULLY
'Vrlte your name, your teacher's name, the name of your
school. Head the selection below. When you have finished
reading;, out this naper in your desk. Write everything that
you can remember .
You have twenty minutes in which to finish the reading
and writing.
Eli's Jigs, they thought, could be used only to make
muskets. They did not realize that other Jigs could be made
and used in the manufacture of clocks, wagons, stoves, and
everything that is needed in large quantities, when goods
are produced in large quantities
,
we call this way of oroduc-
ing them “mass production". Because of li^li Whitney's inven-
tion, mass production was made possible, and the whole system
of nmerican industry was changed.
i<rom FRONTIERS OLD AND NEW, o. 319
Silver Eurdett
Permission of the Publisher
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ITEMS FOR SCORING
FINAL TESTS - ]^, , 42 ^ 52
TEST 2^ 27 items
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they thought
could be used
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did not realize
that other jigs
could be made
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in the manufacture
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and everything needed
in large quantities
When goods
are nroduced
in large quantities
we call
this way of oroducing
mass production
Because of Ell's (Whitney) invention
mass production
was made possible
the whole system
of American Industry
was changed
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READ CAREFULLY
Write your name, your teacher's name, the name of your
school. Read the selection below. When you have finished
reading, put this paper in your desk. Write everything that
you can remember.
You have twenty minutes in which to finish the reading
and writing.
Here is the way to play another game. See if the stens are
exnlained clearly and in the right order.
All the players but one stand in a circle. The one
person is called "The Swinger"
,
and he stands in the center of
the circle. He holds one end of a piece of rope that is long
enough to reach Just beyond the circle. In the other end of
the rope there should be a knot.
The Swinger leans over and turns round and round, swinging
the rope in a circle close to the ground. Each player must
Jump over the rope as it gets to him. If the rope touches his
feet, he is out of the game. Those players who have not been
touched when time is called are the v’lnners.
From STEPS TO GOOD ENGLISH, p. 60
Irequois Publishing Company
Permission of the Publisher
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ITE3^ FOR SCORING
FINAL TESTS-1^, 2^, 3^, 4^, 5^.
TEST 3^ 50 Items
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READ CAREBULLY
Write your name, your teacher’s name, the name of your
school. Head the selection below. When you have finished
reading, put this paner in your desk. Write everything that
you can remember.
You have twenty minutes in which to finish the reading
and writing.
By the time he had discovered that neither of the first
two Mrs. Bakers was his grandmother, it was almost six o'clock.
He found himself in a small park downtown. He had spent his
last nickel. He sat on a bench and rested before going to
call on the next Mrs. Baker. The yellow leaves danced over
the ground. Children played on the grass and beneath the
marble arch. Men went about with boxes over their shoulders
and said, "Shine? Shine?" They got five cents each time they
cleaned a pair of shoes, Donald watched for a while. Then
he stretched out on a bench and went to sleep. When he woke
it was dark and the rain was beating down on him. Lights were
on, Donald wantered around. He thought he might sleep in the
park washroom but the door was locked. The high windows were
barred. He went into a round summber house, and taking some
newspapers from the floor he made a bed. Long afterward he
fell asleep again.
From The Merton-McCall Readers
LET'S TRAVEL, p. 106
La id law Brothers
Permission of the Publisher
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By the t ime
that he had discovered
that neither
of the two Mrs. Bakers
was his grandmother
it was almost six o'clock
He found himself
in a small park
downt own
He had snent
his last nickel
He sat on a bench
and rested
before going
to call
on the next Mrs. Baker
The yellow leaves
danced
over the ground
Children played
on the grass
and beneath
the marble arch
Men
went about
with boxes
over their shoulders
and said
Shine
,
Shine
They got
five cents
each time
they cleaned
a nalr of shoes
Donald
watched for a while
Then he stretched out
on a bench
and went to sleep
THen he woke
it was dark
and the rain
was beating down
on him
Lights were on
Donald
wandered around
He thought
he might sleep
in the park washroom
the door was locked
The high windows
were barred
He went
into a round summer house
taking some newspapers
from the floor
he made a bed
Long afterward
he fell asleen again
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RSA.D CARE'FULLY
Write your name, your teacher's name, the name of your
school. Read the selection below. When you have finished
reading, nut this paper in your desk. Write everything that
you can remember.
You have twenty minutes in which to finish the reading
and writing.
Most of the races to test the speed and endurance of the
boats were held between New Orleans and St. Louis. Prepara-
tions for such races were carefully carried out. First the
boat was "stripped” of everything that could be spared in order
to reduce, the weight and to make the boat as streamlined as
Dossible. G-reat care was taken to load the steamer pronerly so
that the balance was right for the greatest possible speed.
Few oasseng.ers were taken aboard because they added weight;
and, in the excitement of the race, they moved around the boat
and disturbed the balance. Necessary supplies of coal and wood
were ordered beforehand and were taken on from barges that were
rowed out from a town as the racing steamer approached. The
barges were attached to the steamer and were pulled along for
a few minutes while the fuel was unloaded by a crew of men
working at top speed. Most ships also carried dry pine knots,
resin, or fat pork which the firemen threw on the fire to make
it burn furiously when more steam was needed at an important
moment in the race. Like a race horse that stretched out his
neck at the finish of the race and thus wins by a nose, so a
captain would order a final burst of speed to put his boat a
safe distance ahead of his rival.
l^'rom The Companion Book For
RUNAY/AY HOME, p. 59
Row, Peterson and Company
Permission of the Publisher
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TOTAL SCORES - FIVE PREPARAGRAPH TESTS - RECALL
Teacher No. Pupils
EXPERIKENTAL GROUP
Possible Score Obtained Score Percent
W T 10 1490 858 .57
N R 21 3629 2071 .57
a J 26 3874 2695 .69
A B 24 3776 1846 .48
A S 12 2788 1185 .42
N K 19 2831 1508 .53
N H 24 3576 2193 .61
M L 24 3576 2118 .59
W 0 28 4172 2450 .58
M H 24 3576 1913 .53
G S 33 4917 3394 .68
A R 8 1192 898 .75
W E 15
CONTROL GROUP
2255 1093 .46
M K 21 3129 1702 .51
A P 25 3725 2522 .68
N D 19 2831 1545 .54
N M 18 2632 1651 .42
W Y 19 2831 1626 .64
G G 22 3278 2226
.69
A H 29 4321 2622 .60
G A 27 4023 2658
. 66
N E 21 3129 2099 .67
N F 22 3278 1991
. 60
a
»
TOTAL SCORES - FINAL PARAGRAPH TESTS - RECALL
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Teacher No. Pupils Possible Scores Obtained Scores Percent
W T 10 2490 1276 .51
N R 21 5229 3776 .72
G J 26 6474 3985 . 6l
A B 24 5976 3243 .54
A S 12 2988 2111 .70
N K 19 4731 2703 .57
N H 24 5976 4128 .68
M L 24 5976 3759 .63
W< 0 28 6972 4425 .63
M H 24 5976 4648 .77
G 3 33 8217 5939 .72
A K 8 1992 1559 .78
CONTROL GROUP
W E 15 3735 1748 .47
M M 21 5229 2802
.53
A P 25 6225 3966 .63
N D 19 4731 2140
.45
N M 18 4482 2508
.55
M Y 19 4731 2887
.61
G G 22 5478 4103 .74
A H 29 7221 3392 .47
G A 27 6723 3647 .54
N B 21 5229 2784
.53
N F 22 5478 2671
.48
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TOTAL SCORES - PRSPARAGRAFH TESTS - SEQUENCE
EXPERINiENTAL GROUP
Teacher No. Pupils Possible Scores Obtained Scores Percent
W T 10 1490 830 .55
N R 21 3629 1757 .48
G J 26 3874 2495 .64
A B 24 3776 1602 .42
A 3 12 2788 1152 .41
N K 19 2831 1367 .48
N H 24 3576 2119 .59
M L 24 3576 1921 .53
W 0 28 4172 2367 .56
M H 24 3576 1622 .42
G 3 33 4917 3190 .64
A R 8 1192 827 . 69
CONTROL GROUP
1
.
W E 15 2255 1044 .46
¥. ¥ 21 3129 1594 .50
A P 25 3725 2443 .65
N D 19 2831 1407 .47
N M 18 2632 1558 .59
¥ Y 19 2831 1417 .51
G G 22 3278 2898 .88
A H 29 4321 2210 .51
(
I G A 27 4023 2421 .60
f
I
N B 21 3129 2026 .64
N F 22 3278 1777 .55
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TOTAL SCORES FIVE PREPARAORAPH TESTS -RECALL
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP - BOYS (111)
Teacher No . Boys Possible Score Obtained Scores Percent
W T 5 745 381 .51
N R 11 1639 1091 .60
0 J 10 1490 954 .64
A B 11 1639 834 .50
A S 7 1043 672 .64
N K 10 1490 766 .51
N H 4 596 301 .50
M L 13 1937 1119 .57
W 0 12 1788 1020 .57
M H 10 1490 784 .52
0 S 13 1937 1177 .60
A R 5 745
CONTROL GROUP -
562
BOYS - ( 119 )
.75
W E 8 1232 577 .46
M M 9 1341 703 .52
A P 12 2988 1788
.59
N D 10 1490 811 .54
N M 7 1043 597 .57
M Y 9 1341 736 .54
G- G 10 1490 1090
.73
A H 19 2831 1604
.56
G A 13 1937 1169
. 60
N B 12 1788 1168
.65
N F 10 1490 855
.57
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TOTAL SCORES - FIVE PREPARAGRAPH TE3T3 -SBUUENGE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP - BOYS (111)
Teacher No. Boys Possible Score Obtained Scores Percent
W T 5 745 360 .48
N R 11 1639 986 . 60
G J 10 1490 880 .59
A B 11 1639 687 .41
A 3 7 1043 651 .63
N K 10 1490 692 ,46
N H 4 596 284 .47
M L 13 1937 1021 .52
W 0 12 1788 994 .55
M H 10 1490 682 .45
G S 13 1937 1157 .59
A R 5 745
CONTROL GROUP -
534
BOYS - (119)
.71
W E 8 1232 552 .44
M M 9 1341 641 .47
A P 12 1788 1204 .673
N D 10 1490 774 .51
N M 7 1043 554 .53
M Y 9 1341 622 .46
G G 10 1490 1016 .68
A H 19 2831 1449 .51
G A 13 1937 1019 .52
N B 12 1788 1146 .64
N F 10 1490 767 .51
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TOTAL SCORES - FIVE FINAL T ESTS - 3E3.UENCS
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP > BOYS -(111)
Teacher No . Boys Poa sihle Score Obtained Scor es Percent
W T 5 1245 552 .44
N R 11 2739 1938 .70
G J 10 2490 1348 .54
A B 11 2739 1441 .52
A 3 7 1745 1274 .73
N K 10 2490 1295 .52
N H 4 996 480 .47
M L 13 3237 1953 .60
W 0 12 2988 1809
. 60
M H 10 2490 1982 .79
G 3 13 3237 1992 .61
A R 5 1245 785 .62
GONTxROL GROUP - B0Y3
-(119)
W E 8 2032 898 .44
M M 9 2241 1038 .46
A P 12 2988 1733 .57
N D 10 2490 1062 .42
N M 7 1743 802 .46
M Y 9 2241 1201
.53
G G 10 2490 1770 .71
A H 19 4721 2145 .45
G A 13 3137 1591 .50
N B 12 2988 1432
.47
N F 10 2490 1309
.52

TOTAL 3C0RS3 - FIVE PR5PARAG-RAPH TESTS -RECALL
Teacher
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP-
No. Girls Possible
-GIRL3-( 142)
Scores Obtained Scores Percent
W T 5 745 447 . 60
N R 10 1490 980 .65
0 J 16 2384 1741 .73
A E 13 1937 1012 .52
A S 5 745 513 .68
N K 9 1341 742 .55
N H 20 2980 1892 .63
M L 11 1639 1001 .61
W 0 16 2384 1430 .60
M H 14 2086 1129 .54
0 S 20 2980 2217 .74
A R 3 447 336 .75
CONTROL G-ROUP - GIRLS (119)
W E 7 1043 516 .49
M K 12 1788 999 .53
A P 13 1937 734 .37
N D 9 1341 734 .64
N M 11 1639 1054 .64
M Y 10 1490 890 .59
G G 12 1788 1136 .63
A H 10 1490 1018 .68
G A 14 2086 1489 .71
N B 9 1341 931 .69
N F 12 1788 1136 .63
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TOTAL SCORES FIVE FINAL PARACRAFH TESTS -RECALL
EXPERIMENTAL CROUP - OIRLSC 142)
Teacher No. Girls Possible Scores Obtained Scores Percent
W T 5 1245 689 .55
N R 10 2490 1762 .77
G J 16 3984 2726 .68
A B 13 3237 1714 .52
A S 5 1245 803 .64
N K 9 2241 1315 .59
N H 20 4980 3603 OJ•
M L 11 2739 1729 .63
W 0 16 3984 2588 .64
M H 14 3386 2621 .77
G S 20 4980 3927 .78
A R 3 747
CONTROL GROUP
747
- GIRLS -(119)
100
W E 7 1743 850 .48
M M 12 2988 1666
.55
A P 13 3137 2059 .65
N D 9 2241 1035 .46
N M 11 2739 1635 .59
M Y 10 2490 1570 .63
G G 12 2988 2324 .77
A H 10 2490 1129 .45
G A 14 3386 1961
.57
N E 9 2241 1247
.55
N F 12 2988 1536 .51

TOTAL 3C0RE3 - FIVE PRSPARAG-RAFH TESTS - SEQUENCE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP - G-IRLS (142)
Teacher No. Girls Possible 3cores Obtained Scores Percent
W T 5 745 470 .63
N R 10 1490 771 .51
G J 16 2384 1615 .67
A B 13 1937 915 .47
A 3 5 745 501 .67
N K 9 1341 675 .50
N H 20 2980 1835 .61
M L 11 1639 900 .54
W 0 16 2384 1373 .57
N H 14 2086 940 .45
G 3 20 2980 2033 .67
A R 3
CONTROL
447
GROUP - GIRLS
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(119)
.65
W E 7 1043 493 .47
M M 12 1788 953 .31
A P 13 1937 1239 VO•
N D 9 1341 633 .47
N M 11 1639 1004 .61
M Y 10 1490 795 .53
G G 12 1788 1082 OJVO•
A H 10 1490 761 .51
G A 14 2086 1402 .67
N B 9 1341 880 .65
N F 12 1788 1010
.33
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TOTAL SCORES FIVE FINAL PARAG-RAPH TESTS -3E3.UENCE
EXPERIMENTAL 5R0UF - G-IRLS -(142 )
Teacher No. Girls Possible Scores Obtained. Scores PerGent
W T 5 1245 656 .52
N R 10 2490 1687 .67
G J 16 3984 2564 .64
A B 13 3237 1786 .55
A 3 5 1245 770 .61
N K 9 2241 1254 .55
N H 20 4980 3233 .65
M L 11 2739 1657 .60
W 0 16 3984 2534 .63
M H 14 3386 2583 .76
G S 20 4980 3872 .77
A R 3 747 503 .71
CONTROL GROUP - GIRLS - (119)
W E 7 1743 1288
.73
M K 12 2988 1561 .52
A P 13 3137 2086
. 66
N D 9 2241 1001 .44
N M 11 2739 1534 .56
M Y 10 2490 1600 .64
G G 12 2988 2119 .70
A H 10 2490 1163 .46
G A 14 3386 1811
.53
N E 9 2241 1175 .52
N F 12 2988 1440 .48
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EXPERIMENTAL - A B
09Q
Teacher
School
Town
G «A • M. A. R.G. R.A. LANG.
NON-
LANG. I.Q.
Number 29 29 29 29 29 29 29
Median 140 145 71 62 142 150 104
Mean 139.8 1*7.7 70 64.4 146.9 151.4 104.4
3.D. 13.929 16.2173 9.2195 14.0357 29.3258 23.6646 18.1384
Q.D. 4.125 13.75 6.75 9.5 12.5 23.5 9.75
0. 3 143.75 161.5 78.5 76 158 176 114.5
0. 1 135.5 135 65 57 133 129 95
EXFERIMSIyfTAL - A R
Teacher
School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.G. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Median 136.5 151.5 75.5 67.5 15*.
5
154 106.
5
Mean 1*5.9 152.5 72.9 66.6 152 152.7 106.
7
S.D. 6.7823* 19.5959 11 . 75* 13.9642 25.1992 23 . 3*52 20.9284
Q • D • 8.75 16.75 10.0499 10.75 20 17.5 19.75
Q 3 153 169.5 84 78.5 170.5 168 127
Q, 1 135 136 61.5 58 130.5 133 88.5
EXPERIMENTAL - N K
Teacher
School
Town
G . A. M.A. R.G. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I .Q.
Number 19 19 19 19 19 19 19
Median 154 137 58 63 138 135 90
Mean 152.05 138.4 62.26 62.2 133. *7 137.42 91.1
S.D. 25.69 14.595 10.483 7.483 28 .018 <* 16.73 11.269
<^.D. 10 6.675 8.5 5.875 9.75 10 7.75
Q 3 160 145 72.75 68 149.25 148.5 96.5
Q. 1 140 132.75 55.75 56.75 129.75 128.5 82
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IEXFSRIMENTAL A.» 0 •
Teacher
School
Town
C •A • M.A. R.C. R.A. LANG.
NON-
LANG. I .Q.
Number 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
Median 139.5 144.5 71 69.5 151 142.5 101.5
Mean 140.57 150 69.3 65.85 147.94 143.87 105.64
S.D. 910 26.0384 15.556 24.7790 17.9165 11.619 15.6094
Q.D. 2.75 14 9.5 14 13.75 9.75 1A.75
Q 3 142.5 162.5 77.5 82 160.5 153 120.5
Q 1 137.5 13^.5 58.5 54 134 13*. 5
— 1
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EXPSRIMlSNTAL - N H
Teacher
School
Town
C «A
.
M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
Median 143 137 71 64.5 146 138 98
Mean 148.12 13*.
7
73.16 68.04 142.6 131.09 95.25
3.D. 13.784 18.788 9.274 6.556 16.932 25.436 14.442
Q.D. 8.75 10.75 7 5.5 8.75 13.75 8.75 .
Q 3 155.5 152.5 62 70 153 150 103
Q. 1 139 131 76 59 136.5 122.5 86.5
EXPERIMENTAL - G 3
Teacher
School
Town
G.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 34 34 34 34 34 34 34
Median 140 140.5 67.5 61.5 139 136 101.5
Mean 140.67 141.5 67.2 62.8 141.9 138.08 101.27
3.D. 14.748 22 12.845 16.248 23.791 19.131 15.336
Q«D. 3.5 15 9.75 9.5 15 30 11
Q 3 143 158 76.5 72 156 154 113
0, 1 136 128 57 53 126 124 91
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Teacher
ochool
Town
G.A. M.A. R. G
.
R.A. LANG.
NON-
LANG. I.Q.
Number 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
Median 154.5 134 64.5 58 134 141 101.5
Mean 135.3 158.7 62.5 59.45 155.4 143.9 101.38
S.D. 7.2111 12.1655 15.6844 15.5885 18.303 21.749 15.6525
Q.D. 5 7.5 11.5 10.75 9.75 14.5 8
Q. 3 139.5 144 73 70.5 142.5 160 110
Q 1 129.5 129 50 49 123 131 94
EXPERIMENTAL - M H
Teacher
School
Town
G.A. M.A. R.G. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
Median 139.5 133.5 61.5 61 137 125.5 96.5
Mean 142.15 132.6 65.15 57.8 155.4 128.9 93.03
S.D* 11.790 24.819 12.369 16.125 18.574 26.495 .16
Q* D* 6.5 11 9 9.5 8.5 11.25 11.75
Q 3 148.5 144.5 71 65 145 136 102
Q 1 . 135.5 123.5 53 46 128 11.25 80.5
EXPERIMENTAL -WE
Teacher
School
Town
G.A. M.A. R.G. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
Median 138 138 59 51 140 135 94
Mean 143.80 137.57 60.42 54.55 140.04 132.47 96.61
S.D. 10.10 7.5 13.664<^ 5.965 16.279 14.629 14.213
Q.D. 11.5 5 8.125 7.75 9.625 14.875 10.125
Q 3 155.25 142.25 67.25 60 148 145.50 107.75
Q 1 154.25 127.25 51 44.5 128.75 115.75 87.5
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^02
Teacher
School
Town
Number
Median
Mean
o • D*
Q 3
C.A.
2
^
141
146.2
16.093
9>5
156
M.A.
26
137
131*15
17.059
125
148.5
R.C.
26
71.5
70.3
6.567
76.5
R.A.
26
63.5
62.11
15*843
9.75
72
LANG.
26
145.5
142.7
24.125
11.75
155.5
NON-
LANG.
26
113.5
119.2
22.226
14.5
136
I.Q,
26
99
93.2
18.921
12.75
106.5
0. 1 137 123.5 63.5 52.5 132 107 81
EXPERIMENTAL -NR
Teacher
School
Town
G.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 23 23 23 23 23 23 23
Median 136 152 67 63 145 160 105
Mean 138.83 150.83 66.04 65.22 145.4 158.74 107.86
3.D. 14.967 18.601 10.724 10.488 16.401 22.338 16.971
Q,* D. 8.675 9.875 8.675 13.125 10.75 10 10.5
0. 3 147.75 160.75 74 73.75 156 170 118
Q 1 129.5 141 56.75 57.5 134.5 150 97
EXPERIMENTAL -WO
Teacher
School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
Median 152.5 139 60 61 140 139 93.5
Mean 150.92 141.14 61.28 60.35 142.03 139.32 94
. D . 15.843 17.692 10.863 10.954 17.861 20.761 16.882
Q.O. 10.625 14.5 6.5 8.5 15.5 18 11
0. 3 I6l 157 67.50 70 156 157 104.5
Q. 1 139.75 128 54.50 53 125 121 82.5
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CONTROL - A P
Teacher
'School
Town
' C.A. ' M.A. ‘ R.C. R.A. LANG.
NON-
LANG. I .Q.
Number 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Median 142 143 69.5 57.5 142 152 100.5
Mean 145.7 147.07 68.6 61 145.1 152.6 102.36
3« D* 17.916 15.937 14.107 17.349 18 . 947 16.217
Q.D. 6 17.75 9 10.75 17 16 10.75
0. 3 149.5 170 77.5 71.5 169 170 112.5
0, 1 137.5 134.5 59.5 51 131 138 91
CONTROL - W T
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School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
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Lang. I.Q.
Number 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
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Q 3 164.5 155.5 75.5 71.75 166 163 116
Q 1 137.75 134.75 49 51 131 135.75 79.5
CONTROL «= N F
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School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
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3.D. 15.906 13.115 10.63 12.269 18.466 20.881 17.664
Q.D. 12.5 9 8.5 11 9.5 16.5 8.5
Q 3 160 152 75.75 75 152 160 108
Q 1 135 134 58.75 53 133 127
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’ CONTROL -AH*
Teacher
School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. LANG.
NON-
LANG. I.Ci.
Number 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
Median 139 138.5 71 57 140 130.5 99.5
Mean 142.16 136.34 68.15 58.68 140.53 130 99.65
o • D • 10.770 18.386 12.649 8.185 25.278 23.833 8.718
Q • D • ' 6.5 11 9 8 8.5 14.5 11.5
Q 3 148 149 78 67 152 144 105
Q 1 135 127 60 51 135 115 82
CONTROL -MY
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School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lan0.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
Median 138 139 67 65.5 140 133.5 97
Mean 142.95 138.5 64.09 64.9 138.95 134.6 96.74
5* D* 11.958* 19.494 9.434 8 15.875 27.821 19.131
Q « D • 14.75 10.75 7.25 7.25 12.75 13 11.75
Q. 3 158.5 150 72 72 152 150 107
Q 1 131 128.5 57.50 57.50 126.5 124 84.5
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C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
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Mean 138.8 150.61 73.30 66.4 151.5 141.9 107.8
S,D, 8.21 16.613 10.70 9.89 17.833 27 13.077
6.88 10.5 9.75 9 10.75 19 9.25
0. 3 141.75 160.5 83.5 75 160.5 162 117.5
0, 1 134 139.5 64 57 142 124 99
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. CONTROL. » N B <
Teacher
School
Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. LANG.
NON-
LANG. I.Q.
Number 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
Median 148 144 60 66.5 142 147 100.5
Mean 147.4 146.4 61.86 66.45 146.14 146 98.62
3 • D» 16.0312 15.4272 15.0665 10.8628 14 16.7631 15.7480
Q.D. 10 12 10.5 4.5 12 17 10
0, 3 156 158.5 73 70 159 162 107.5
Q. 1 136 134.5 52 61 135 128 87.5
CONTROL - N M
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Town
C.A. M.A. R.C. R.A. Lang.
Non-
Lang. I.Q.
Number 18 18 18 18 18 18 18
Median 138.5 151 62 65.5 152 154 113
Mean 1^3.5 150.91 63.9 64.9 149.4 156.3 105.4
3.D. 17.607 21.656 12.637 7.141 19 16.912 15.033
Q.D. 11.75 9.75 7.5 6.75 9.75 10 14.5
0. 3 156 159 71 70 157.5 164 119
Q 1 132.5 141.5 56 57.5 138 144 90
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1947 Edition Elementary '47 Shtort-Form
Grades 4-8
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
ELEMENTARY '47 S-FORM
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs
[Note: This Manual contains directions for giving and hand scoring the Elementary Series of the New California Short-
]|Form Test of Mental Maturity.
Machine Scoring: A special set of directions for giving and scoring this test is furnished, when it is to be machine scored.
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I. Purpose of the Test
This is a diagnostic test of mental maturity, de-
signed for nse with pupils in the fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh, and eighth grades.
In order to provide a one-period test of mental
maturity, this ’47 short-form of the California Test of
Mental Maturity has been developed. The test
sections selected for this purpose have been chosen
to provide both language and non-language test
situations in the major factors involved in intel-
ligence or mental capacity. The tests are designed
to secure as valid a measure of mental maturity’^
as can be secured by a one period group test.
This short-form should be used when time, con-
venience, or local practice requires a one-period
mental test. It will provide as reliable a measure-
ment and more diagnostic information than most
group intelligence tests in current use. Some of
the significant features of the ’47 short-form are as
follows
:
1. A diagnostic profile is provided to show
graphically the status of each pupil in non-
language, language, and total test mental ages
and intelligence quotients. It also includes the
chronological age and actual grade placement
status of each pupil in relation to mental age.
2. It may easily be administered in one period.
3. It may be used as a power rather than a speed
test and can be given without strict adherence
to time limits. However, the suggested time
limits given for convenience of administration
should ordinarily be followed.
4. Although primarily diagnostic and analytical,
this test also yields not one, but three mental
ages (M.A.’s) and three intelligence quotients
(I.Q.’s),—a nomlanguage M.A. and I.Q., a
language M. A. and I.Q., and a total test M.A.
and I.Q. characteristic of the familiar intel-
ligence test.
5. The elementary, intermediate, and advanced ’47
short-form series can be used as “self-adminis-
tering” tests, either with individuals or with
classes.
I Based on comprehensive statistical analysis, including factor analy-
sis, computation of bi-serial r’s, reliability coefficients, and similar
objective data for each of the test series. Users of the short-form
are encouraged to examine the Manuals and tests of the complete
California Test of Mental Maturity,
II. Nature of the Test
In general, the seven sections of this short-form
mental maturity test sample the maturity of spatial
relationships; of logical reasoning; of mathematical
reasoning; and of useful concepts or vocabulary. Some
of the tests are presented in verbal and others in non-
language form in order to obtain a separate evaluation
of mental processes with and without the use of lan-
guage symbols.
Each series is thus built upon a plan which ( 1
)
takes into account recognized mental processes or
functions, and (2) corresponds with present knowl-
edge of the nature of mental growth and development.
III. Reliability
The reliability of the test sections based on 1000
pupils in grades 4 to 6, has been analyzed and re-
liability coefficients have been computed by the split-
halves method and corrected by the Speaiman-Brown
formula. The reliabilities of the Total Mental Factors
score and the major test sections are as follows:
Total Mental Factors...
Language Factors
Non-language Factors
Spatial Relationships
Logical Reasoning
Numerical Reasoning .
Vocabulary
No. of cases
S. D. (M.A. in Mo.) ...
Grades 4-6
... .952
948
910
867
... .872
897
934
... 1000
16 months
The probable error of estimate for an individual
score varies from four months or less of mental age
when the reliabilities are .90 and above to five or six
months when reliabilities are .89 to .85.
The following table of Intercorrelations shows the re-
lationships of the various test sections:
• INTERCORRELATIONS OF TEST SECTIONS
New California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
Elementary Short-Form
(1000 Pupils—Grades 4-6)
L.R. N.R. Voc. TMF Lang. N-L
Spatial Relationships.. 264 .335 .187 .482 .148 '.762
Logical Reasoning .468 .436 .641 .582 .518
Numerical Reasoning.. .513 .673 .546 .592
Vocabulary .737 .874 .312
Total Mental Factors.. .887 .869
Language Factors .551
IV. Validity
The following quotation from the Manual of the
complete California Test of Mental Maturity applies
to the ’47 short-form.
“The validity of any mental test is difficult to estab-
lish; there are no purely objective criteria or stand-
|
ards which correspond to the factors or abilities in
terms of which conceptions of mentality are currently
described.
“The authors of these tests believe that the multiple- >
factor theory of intelligence comes nearer to explain- i
ing observable phenomena than does the strong cen-'
tral-factor theory alone. They recognize the import-'
ance of philosophical contributions, but they believe
that progress in determining the nature of mentality
and the value of tests of mental maturity is depend- '
ent largely upon further studies in factor analysis '
which employ analytical and statistical techniques.*
This series of tests recognizes contributions already
made by including samplings of verbal ability, mathe- 1
matical ability, spatial relations, and logic. The ex-
istence of all of these as relatively Independent and
distinct factors is gaining acceptance. The traditional
method of correlating the results of this series with
the averages of several other intelligence tests (pro-
tecting results by observing the usual cautions regard-
ing sampling and other statistical safeguards) reveals
that the general, or Total Mental Factors I.Q.’s ob- 1
talned with this test may be used for comparative pur- i
poses with other intelligence tests. (The correlation
between measurements obtained with the California
Test of Mental Maturity and with the Stanford-Binet
^
Individual test, .88, is about as high as the correlation
between retests of the Stanford-Binet itself. ) However,
dealing only with mental ages and intelligence quo-
tients obscures and ignores the separate important
factors which constitute mentality; and it is in terms
of these factors that the abilities of children should be
diagnosed. This series attempts such a diagnosis on 1
the basis of present knowledge; further evidence of
validity must await further knowledge of the nature
of mental maturity.”
V. Standards
Norms appear on the last page of this Manual.
These norms are comparable to those regularly obtained
by use of individual psychological examinations and
well-standardized group tests.
Test data for 25,000 cases were utilized in deriving
the norms for the short-form of each of the series.
Guilford, J. P.: Psychometric Methods, McGraw-HlU Co., 1936.
Kelley, Truman L.: Crossroads in the Mind of Man, Stanford
Jniv. Press, 1928; also Essential Traits of Mental Life, Harvard
Jniv. Press. 1935.
Spearman, C.: Pitfalls in the Use of Probable Enrors, Jr. of
!duc. Psy., Vol. 23. No. 7: also a series of five articles on 'Hie
factor Theory and Its Troubles, in Jr. of Educ. Psy., Vol. 24, Nos. 7
md 8; and Vol. 25, Nos. 2, 4, and 5.
Thurstone, L. L.; The Theory of MulUple Factors, and A Smplifi^
Multiple Factor Theory, University of Chicago Book Store, 1935, also
?he Vectors of Mind, University of Chicago Press, 1935.
Tryon, Robert C.; Multiple Factors vs. Two Factors as Deter-
oiners of Abilities, Psy. Rev., Vol. 39, No. 4. „ ahiiitv
Thomson, G. H.: The Factorial Analysis of Human AbUity,
H/riffUn Pr, 1QM.
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CLASS RECORD SHEET for use with CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
Primary
|||
Elementary
Primary S.F. 1 Elementary S.F.
SERIES USED
School
Preprimary
Preprimary S.F.
Intermediate
Intermediate S.F.
Date Given
Advanced
Advanced S.F.
19
! tirade Teacher
PUPIL'S NAME SEX C.A.
M. A. l.Q- PERCENTILE RANK FOR AGE
^A«' UAGE
RBLATION iuio'ih
numerical
--
1
1
2
3
4
6
7
6
9
lO
1
1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
1
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS:
SUMMARY OF DATA
N-LANGUA6E
Total Mental
MENTAL AGES:
G. Non-language
PERCENTILE RANK:
5 lO 20 30 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Spatial Relationships
Logical Reasoning
Numerical Reasoning
G. Non-language
PublUhed by CaIilorni& Tut Bureau 5916 Hollywood Boulevard. Loi Angeles 26. California

NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
SCORING KEY—ELEMENTARY '47 S-FORM SERIES
EST 1
ne 1.
ine 2.
line 3
one 4.
TEST 2 TEST 2
(Cont.)
8 . 2
1. 4
9. 4
2. 3
10. 4
3. 3
11 . 2
4. 2
12. 3
5. 3
13. 2
6 . 1
14. 4
7. 4
15. 3
TEST 3
1. 4
2. 3
3. 2
4. 3
5. 1
6. 4
7. 3
TEST 3
(Cont.)
TEST 4 TEST 4
(Cont.)
8. 1
8. 4
9. 2
1. 3
9. 2
10. 3
10. 4 2 . 2
11 . 1
3. 3
11. 3
4. 2
12. 4 12. 2
5. 3
13. 2 13. 2
6 . 2
14. 2 14. 3
15. 3
7. 3
15. 2
TEST 5 TEST 6 TEST 6
(Cont.)
8. b
1. e
1. c
9. b
2. b
3. c
2. a
4. d 10. a
5. d
3. d
6. b
11. c
7. c
4. b
8. e
12. a
9. a
5. a
10. b
6. d
13. d
14. c
7. c 15. a
TEST 7 TEST 7
(Cont.)
26. 3
1. 2 27. 2
2. 1 28. 2
3. 2 29. 2
4. 4 30. 4
5. 2 31. 3
6. 3 32. 3
7. 2 33. 1
8. 2 34. 3
9. 3 35. 4
10. 4 36. 2
11. 4 37. 3
12. 2 38. 3
13. 4
39. 4
14. 2
40. 2
15. 3
41. 3
16. 4
42. 4
17. 2
43. 3
18. 2
44. 4
19. 2
20. 3
45. 4
21. 2
46. 2
22. 3
47. 3
23. 2
48. 2
24. 2 49. 3
25. 1 50. 2

Test data from other standardized tests were also
utilized in establishing the norms. The mental ages
and intelligence quotients secured by use of these
tests provide measurement for a typical situation, i.e.,
that represented by a standard deviation of 16 points
I.Q. secured in a normal sampling.
The profile on the front cover-page of each test book-
let provides for a graphic representation of pupil re-
sponses in non-language, language, and total test results
in relation to a Mental Age scale. Intellignce Quotient
data are supplied on page 9 of this Manual.
In addition, percentile norms are provided for ages
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 years. These percentile
norms are given on pages 13, 14, and 15 of this Manual.
VI. Description of Mental Maturity Tests
f Tests 1 and 2. Spatial Relationships.
I
{Tests 6 and 7 of the complete senes')
I
I
These tests are designed to measure the status of
I
certain aspects of thinking which involve orientation
I
in space and the use of spatial relationships.
]
Test 1 reveals the individual’s ability to orient him-
; self in many complex situations involving the dis-
crimination between right and left; Test 2 detects
ability to use spatial imagery in manipulating spatial
I patterns in many different forms and positions.
In addition to their use in critical thinking, space
concepts and relationships are used in simpler form
in many of the daily educational activities of in-
dividuals.
I
Global geography introduces new spatial concepts
in addition to those previously required in dealing
with maps, charts, and graphs. Writing, spelling,
and drawing all involve space orientation. Plays and
dramatizations involve space orientation with respect
f to the audience as well as to other players. Type-
writing involves orientation of hands and fingers
with respect to the keyboard. Playing an organ in-
volves the simultaneous space orientation and unified
functioning of both hands and both feet. Even rela-
tively simple tasks in the home economics kitchen
often involve simultaneous space orientation to a
number of factors, including the shape and size of the
room, the equipment, the materials, and the operations.
A high score in these tests indicates ability to do
j well in the activities described above as well as to
solve problems involving more intricate spatial re-
lationships. Such persons should be able to give as
well as follow directions; and they should do well in
planning, layout, design, and construction.
A low score in these tests may be due to poor per-
ception or memory, or both; if these two factors are
unsatisfactory, the individual will need assistance in
tasks involving space orientation and relationships.
However, if the unsatisfactory status is due to lack
of opportunity rather than ability, it may be im-
proved through such assistance. The teacher must
be particularly careful in giving directions to such
persons because they often find it difficult both to
understand and to follow the many directions involving
spatial relationships.
Tests 3 and 4, Logical Reasoning.
{Tests 10 and 15 of the complete series).
The simpler elements of logical reasoning are in-
volved in most educational as well as other activities.
The mere identification of likenesses and differencs
in the meaning or appearance of words in reading and
spelling; reading, obtaining meaning from the printed
page, or the understanding of speech; or the tryout
and evaluation of a new color combination in ele-
mentary painting are examples. In general, no mat-
ter how simple the situation, wherever a problem re-
quiring a decision or a choice of responses presents
itself, the simpler aspects of logical reasoning func-
tion.
However, ability in logical reasoning develops from
these simple beginnings through relatively simple and
more complex problems of daily living to the critical
thinking or reasoning involved in finding cures for
insidious diseases, inventing radar, and perfecting in-
struments for defense or transportation.
As the individual matures, his educational activities
should provide problems and situations which develop
his powers of logical reasoning. He should become
increasingly able to detect and use finer shades of
meaning in reading and speech, to distinguish out-
ward appearances from actualities in political and
social problems, and to make more valid analyses and
inferences in situations or problems involving cause
and effect relationships in social studies, science, and
everyday living.
Those who obtain a high score on Test 3 and a low
score on Test 4 may lack reading or memory ability.
Test 7 should be checked in this connection.
When inability to reason logically is due to a
remediable cause such as a very unfavorable environ-
ment over a period of years, the individual can be
aided in improving his reasoning ability. However,
where the environment has been favorable and he has
had the commonly available opportunities, a low
score usually indicates an actual lack of capacity.
Such a person can neither perceive the fine dis-
tinctions of subtle and complex cause and effect re-
lationships, nor can he plan or execute attacks on
problems which require careful observation, dis-
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criminating analysis, the making of inferences, the pro-
jection of possible answers or solutions, and the ability
to reach valid conclusions. Such individuals must be
content to live on a relatively low Intellectual plane;
lacking facility in inference and generalization, they
must be given principles and generalizations as facts,
rather than attaining them as end products of logical
reasoning; they must live in a concrete rather than
an ideational world. However, this does not prevent
them from becoming very skillful in such fields as
music, the graphic arts, and activities involving con-
struction. They should be tested for specific aptitudes
and interests.
On the other hand, an individual whose score re-
veals high logical reasoning ability should he expected
to grow in the functional elements outlined above.
He should be expected to recognize the nature and
implications of problems; to distinguish between evi-
dence and propaganda; to project anti test possible
solutions; and to reach valid conclusions.
Tests 5 and 6, Numerical Reasoning.
{Tests 12 and 14 of the complete series)
Many factors analysis studies have yielded a more
or less Independent factor of Intelligence variously
called number factor, number facility, or numerical
reasoning.
This ability involves the recognition and use of
likenesses, differences, and analogies, and the making
of inferences with special respect to quantitative or
number situations and problems.
Individuals who score high on these tests should do
good thinking in arithmetic, the mathematical phases
of shop work, the numerical phases of home economics
having to do with recipes, problems of everyday life,
involving expenses, income, bookkeeping, making
change, and the like.
If individuals who make low scores have not been
denied the usual opportunities available to most people
for developing this ability, such low scores suggest
a deficiency in this factor of intelligence. They need
special help in developing number concepts and in
using the fundamental processes and other arithmetical
skills in solving numerical problems. They frequently
lack an appreciation of the significance or value of
money; they must frequently be assisted in relating
income to prices and expenses; much that is quanti-
tative in their environment escapes them; and they
lack definiteness and preciseness in their relations with
others.
On the other hand, they may think well in the
qualitative and emotional aspects of literature, music,
and art, and do well in creative work which requires
little or no numerical reasoning.
Test 7. Vocabulary.
{Test 16 of the complete series)
Because of the lack of a better designation which
is at the same time widely understood, Test 7 is
called Vocabulary. However, this term signifies much
more than mere connection between symbols and the
realities for which they stand.
Ideas and meanings begin as perceptions which enter
consciousness through the senses; if they are re-
membered, they may function in many relationships,
spatial or non-spatlal in nature, and they may be
enriched and refined through use in logical and numeri-
cal situations. They finally emerge as concepts which
are useful in thinking.
This verbal factor, called Vocabulary, is recognized
as an important and relatively independent functional
element of mental maturity.
Individuals who score high in this test possess the
capacity to understand and profit from their ex-
periences. They should do well in reading, literature,
and drama which involve the understanding of sym-
bols and the interpretation and projection of mean-
ings through spoken and written language. They
possess some of the basic abilities Involved in under-
standing others and making others understand them.
However, a low or average score on this test is not
proof of lack of capacity in the verbal factor; such a
score may be due to lack of a favoring environment
or training in the skills associated with this ability.
Further study of the results of previous tests in this
series is indicated. Individuals who score low on
this test will profit less by reading, at least temporarily,
than from other non-verbal types of educational
activities.
VII. Using the Test Results
General Considerations.
The proper interpretation of test scores of an in-
strument such as the New California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity requires the use of norms or stand-
ards. Thus, scores are interpreted as Mental Ages,
so that the person may be said to have the mental
ability equal to that of a typical person of a given
chronological age. The Intelligence Quotient (I-Q.) is
the ratio of mental age to chronological age and indi-
cates the extent to which a given individual has mental
ability above or below the average for his chronological
age.
Mental Ages are used as criteria of the level of
ability at a given time. In both industrial relations
and educational situations, the mental age requlr- ^
ments of given occupations or assignments are often
known. Thus, it is possible to relate the ability of
an individual to duties or assignments which are ap-
propriate to his mental abilities.
The Intelligence Quotient (I.Q ), being a ratio, and
fairly constant, indicates the degree of ability that the
individual has in comparison with others of his age.
It is a convenient measure _for use in considering the
relative ability of a person in relation to the average
(indicated by I.Q. 100). In the case of children under
the age of 16 it also provides a convenient means for
determining the probable mental age at any given
time. The actual, or chronological, age of any person
(using 16 years in the case of those over 16) may be
multiplied by the I.Q. to determine the estimated
mental age at any time. I.Q.’s are ordinarily inter-
preted^ about as follows:
Per Cent of
Descriptive Typical Popular
I. Q. Classification tion Inchided
130 & above Very superior 3%
115-129 Superior 12%
100-114 High average 35%
85- 99 Low average 35%
70- 84 Inferior 12%
Below 70 Very inferior 3%
In general, the higher the score, mental age, or in-
telligence quotient, the more complex, abstract, and
difficult the task or problem which an individual can
handle. Mental ability is one of the most significant
factors which must be given attention in education and
in occupational adjustment. Frequently, the degree
of intelligence is the controlling factor in success.
However, measures of capacity or intelligence should
never be used alone, but should be considered in re-
lation to other factors. One should not attempt to
predict individual achievement from mental test data
alone any more than one would attempt to judge an
automobile on the basis of a single measure, such as
height, weight, or length.
Language and Non-language Data
Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5 are presented in graphic or non-
language form. Tests 4, 6, and 7 are presented in
language form.
As previously stated, one of the significant features
of the New California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity is that it provides Language M.A.’s and
I.Q.’s and Non-language M.A.’s and I.Q.’s as well as
the customary total M.A.’s and I.Q.’s.
The language test data are particularly useful in in-
dicating how well the individual understands relatlon-
1 The above distributions and percentages apply only to those
tests such as the California Test of Mental Maturity and California
Canacity Questionnaire which have provided for a normal, rather
than skewed, distribution of mental ages and I.Q.’s. They would not
annly in the cases of several intelligence tests which have arbitrarily
allotted certain scores to higher mental ages without consideration
of the normal probability curve, or which do not have a standard
deviation of 16 points for a normal distribution of I.Q.’s.
ships expressed in words, such as instructions, confer-
ence discussions, statements of logical principles or
courses of action, and the like.
The non-language test data indicate how well the
individual understands relationships among things or
objects when language is not involved, such as physical
or mechanical relationships.
Individuals may possess these two kinds of mental
ability in very different amounts. It is not unusual
for a person to have a language I. Q. of 70 or 80 and to
have a non-language I.Q. above 100. Similarly, the
reverse is frequently the case. Thus, the provision of
both language and non-language measures affords
greater insight into the mental processes of a given in-
dividual than is provided by the typical intelligence
test. The significance of these additional data for guid-
ance, selection, and placement is obvious in that they
will make possible a more appropriate consideration of
the real abilities of a person.
Mental Factors Data
A detailed description of the nature, purpose, and sig-
nificance of mental tests included in the New California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity is given in Sec.
VI of this Manual. The tests are classified as Spatial
Relationships, Logical Reasoning, Numerical Reason-
ing, and Vocabulary. Many specific suggestions re-
garding their interpretation are included in these de-
scriptive statements, and it is recommended that the
Section be carefully read by those who desire to ob-
tain the maximum diagnostic value from the test data.
The percentile norms provided on pages 13, 14, and
IS of this Manual are useful in educational diagnosis
and guidance. These norms indicate for each indi-
vidual his relative rank in comparison with others of
his age group in the various mental factors.
Other Educational Uses
The use of measures of mental capacity is accepted
in most school systems as an essential element in the
counseling and guidance program, and as information
basic to fitting instruction to the needs of each pupil.
The Mental Ages obtained by use of the New California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity are comparable
to those obtained by most other intelligence tests. In
addition, the (1) language mental ages and I.Q.’s
and the (2) non-language mental ages and I.Q.’s pro-
vide diagnostic information which shows the extent
to which the individual can think clearly when dealing
with (1) word symbols, or (2) non-verbal situations.
The separate factors data, as indicated above and in
Section VI, are further aids in diagnosis.
The following is suggested for the use of M.A.’s and
I.Q.’s in individual guidance: To evaluate or predict
the achievement of an individual in academic subjects:
Compare the mental age (or Intelligence Grade Place-
ment) and the educational age (or subject grade place-
ment). Achievement should tend to approximate the
mental age of the individual.
Comparison of Intelligence and Achievement
Test Medians
Intelligence quotients and intelligence grade place-
ments are very useful in the following connections:
1. To determine whether or not a class (or school)
has made satisfactory progress in basic skills, and to
set suitable standards of achievement.
The following table is based upon over 100 school
surveys and 48,000 individual measurements. This
table is presented to show the range of median in-
telligence quotients, median intelligence grade place-
ments (mental ages in terms of school grades—see
next to last column of Norms on the last page of this
Manual), and median achievements in the essential
skills as determined by these surveys.
I.Q.'s AND RELATED DATA AS SHOWN BY SCHOOL SURVEYS
(Fractions of School Year above or below norm)
Class and School Medians
Infel II-
Per- Intelli- gence Read- Read- Arith- Arith-
cent- gence Grade ing ing metic metic
ile Quo- Place- Vocabu- Compre- Reason- Funda- Lan-
Rank tient ment lary hension ing mentals guage
99 114 4- .94 + .94 + .90 + .93 +1.08 + .93
95 110
-b.74 + T2 + .81 + .60 + .85 + .76
90 108 +.61 4- .46 + .62 -f .42 + .70 + .56
80 105 +.37 + .30 + .38 + .29 + .43 + .35
70 103
-b.26 -h .20 + .18 + .18 + .27
60 101 +.13 + .10 + .08 + .09 + .13 -1- .10
50 100 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
40 98 —.10 — .09 — .16 — .17 — .07 — .12
30 96 —.18 — .16 — .29 — .34 — .20 — .21
20 94 —.27 — .33 — .40 — .59 — .39 — .34
10 89 —.50 — .53 — .60 — .87 — .57 — .54
5 85 —.60 — .62 — .79 —1.02 — .70 — .67
1 75 —.88 —1.38 —1.83 —2.52 — .79 —1.36
The data are given in percentiles and show the
fractions of a school year above (-T) or below (—
)
test norms for tbe subjects reported.
Thus if rbe median I.Q. for a class (or school) is
105, such class (or scbooH is at the 80 percentile in
intelligence when compared with the sampling of
48,000 cases measured. Such a class (or school)
should normally be expected to have a median read-
ing vocabulary score which is .30 of a year above
normal, a median arithmetic fundamentals score which
is .43 of a year above normal, etc. On the other
hand, if the median I.Q. is below 100, the score in
basic skills will usually drop below the normal grade
placement scores for average I.Q.’s. Thus, if the median
IQ. for a class (or school) is .94, reading compre-
hension scores .40 below normal grade placement scores
for that class (or school) would be considered satis-
factory.
2. To set a suitable standard of achievement for a
class (or school): Determine the median I.Q. and
add (or subtract) the appropriate grade placement
fraction to (or from) the grade placement of the class
(or school) tested. These data, however, should indi-
cate the need for differentiated standards in directing
the educational program and in evaluating the accom-
plishment of the schools and classroom groups.
In using mental age or the intelligence quotient in
a given age or grade group, the following considera-
tions should be kept in mind: The correlation or re-
lationship between measurements of intelligence and
academic success is far from perfect; in some subjects
it is only 25 or 30 per cent better than chance. Al-
though students with higher I.Q.’s will, in general, do
better than those vdth lower I.Q.’s, if they are about
the same age, the teacher should always remember
that other factors such as health, previously learned
study habits, opportunity, persistence, encouragement,
and the like, play a large part in achievement.
It is particularly important in directing the learning
of those having difficulty that teachers inspect the
records for previous academic success in both language
and non-language work, and obtain as many other
types of pertinent information as possible in order
that it may be used, together with the intelligence
test data, and the diagnostic analysis of mental factors,
in improving learning.^
Vin. Directions for Giving
(Note: For instructions regarding use as a “self-
administering” test, see page 8.)
Machine Scoring
When the New California Short-Form Test of Men-
tal Maturity, Elementary ’47 S-Form Series is to be
machine scored, it is necessary to use the machine-
scoring edition test booklet, a special answer sheet,
and a set of directions prepared for that purpose and
furnished with the machine-scoring edition.
Instructions to Examiner
The tests in this series are primarily analytical and
diagnostic even though they furnish the customary
M.A.’s and I.Q.’s. The intention is to secure as ac-
curate an indication as possible of each pupil’s status
in the factors tested.
It is desirable that pupils shall understand clearly
the manner in which they are expected to indicate
their responses. However, the examiner must keep in
mind that a testing rather than a teaching situation is
desired and that correct responses should in no wa)'^
be indicated except in practice exercises and as in-
structed.
1 For additional di.srussions. see Educational Bulletin No. 14.
The Proper Use of Intelligence Tests. Los Angeles: California Test
Bureau.
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When the test booklets are to be marked, each
pupil should have a lead pencil with an eraser.
Directions to be given pupils are in heavy black
type.
I Time Limits
This is a power rather than a speed test. However,
j
time limits are suggested for each of the tests. They
' are ample for pupils to reach the practical limits of
! their abilities, and are intended primarily as aids in
administering the tests.
The test should be given in one period.
I Instructions to Pupils
I
Each pupil should fill in the identifying data.
]
Then the examiner will state : This booklet con-
tains a number of exercises and games which I want
i, !
you to try. After I give you the directions for each
page, you will begin when I say “Ready, begin.”
j
You are to work as rapidly as you can without mak-
K
ing mistakes. When you have completed a page
,5
or have done as much as you can, wait for further
1
directions. (Pause.)
ff
!
Now, open your booklet and fold back the page
.( I
like this. (Demonstrate and be sure that pupils
5 1 have Test 1.)
j
Test 1
Look at all these pictures of hands and feet. Under
I
each picture is a letter R, meaning right, and a letter
L, meaning left. The directions are: Draw a ring
I
around the letter R under all right hands and feet,
j
Draw a ring around the letter L under all left hands
.
and feet. The first two. Samples A and B, are cor-
I rectly marked. Ready, begin.
Allow 3 minutes.
K Now turn your booklet over to Test 2.
^ Test 2
jj
Look at the first drawing in Row A. Now look at
all the other drawings in Row A. (Examiner points
to the drawings in Row A.) The first drawing is
among the other drawings in this same row, but it
nd is in a different position or turned over. It is number
If' 3. An X is under it and a 3 is on the answer line to
ic- ithe right. (Pause.) The directions are: In each row
s |find a drawing which is the same as the first draw-
ing. Put an X under it and write its number on the
r!v line to the right. You will have just five minutes,
atti Ready, begin,
m Allow 5 minutes.
lisl Now turn the page over to Test 3 and fold it back.
^ Test 3
Look at the pictures in Row A. (Examiner points
to the pictures in Row A.) These three pictures are
rfi' alike in some way. Pause. They are all pictures of
things to wear. Now look along Row A to the right
and find a picture of something else to wear. The
sweater is the right picture because it belongs with
the other three things in this row. They are all
pictures of things to wear. An X is under the
sweater and a 2 is on the answer line to the right.
(Pause.) The directions are: The first three things
in each row are alike in some way. Find another
thing in the same row which belongs with them.
Put an X under it, and write its number on the line
to the right. Ready, begin.
Allow 5 minutes.
Now turn your booklet over to Test 4.
Test 4
The directions are: Read each group of state-
ments and draw a line under the correct answer.
Write the number of the answer on the line to the
right. See Sample 0. If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines. Therefore ^ It will not rain ^ It is
day 3 The moon may shine tonight. The correct
answer is: It is day, so a line is drawn under it
and a 2 is written on the line to the right. Do all the
others on the page in the same way. Ready, begin.
Allow 6 minutes.
Now turn the page over to Test 5 and fold it back.
Test 5
Look at the row of numbers in the Sample on this
page: 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10. You see that the numbers
count by two’s but there is one wrong number.
Which is it? (Pause.) Yes, 9. The numbers should
be 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Draw a line under the 9 in the
answer row. Do it now. Its letter b is written on
the answer line to the right. (Pause). The directions
are: In each row of numbers below, there is one
that is wrong. Find this wrong number among the
answers to the right. Draw a line under it and
write the letter on the line to the right. In Sample
A, the correct answer is 9 and letter b is written on
the line to the right. Ready, begin.
Allow 4 minutes.
Now turn your booklet over to Test 6.
Test 6
The directions are: Work these problems. Use
the side of this page to figure on if you need to. See
sample problem A. Read the problem. There are 5
birds in the tree and 3 birds on the fence. How
many birds are there? The correct answer is 8 so
the letter b is written on the line to the right.
Ready, begin.
Allow 10 minutes.
Now turn the page over to Test 7.
Test 7
Read the directions and the sample. Draw a
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line under the word which means the same or about
the same as the first word. Write the number of
this word on the line to the right, as: blossom;
^ tree, ^ vine, ® flower, ^ garden. The word flower
has a line drawn under it because it means the same
as blossom. Its number 3 is written on the line to
the right. Do the others on the page in the same
way. Ready, begin.
Allow 10 minutes. Then say, STOP.
Turn your booklet over,—front cover up.
IX. Directions for Giving as a Self-
Administering Test
The examiner should be familiar with the instru-'.-
tions, the sample exercises, and the method of
recording responses by underlining and writing the
number (or letter) of the response on the line to the
right.
The procedure is to read aloud to the pupil or
class the “Directions” printed at the top of each
test page, and then call attention to the correct
response in the sample. This response includes both
underlining the answer and recording its number
(or letter) on the line to the right. The examiner
should proceed with reasonable speed from page to
page, allowing just sufficient time for pupils to
understand the directions and apply them to the
sample.
After this explanation, pupils are instructed to
begin with Test 1 and proceed with all other tests,
working as rapidly as possible without making
mistakes.
Tell all pupils that the entire test may be com-
pleted in one period.
X. Directions for Scoring
The examiner should use the key which is fur-
*
nished with the tests as an aid in scoring. It is ad-
visable that the examiner take the test, or carefully
inspect the responses made by a pupil in order to
become acquainted with the test situations.
General Instructions
:
1. In scoring the tests, each item is considered
right or wrong. No partial credits are given.
2. Mark each correct item with a “C.” If two or
more answers are given count as wrong, unless the
pupil has attempted to erase, cross out, or otherwise
indicate his intention.
3. Pupils are not penalized if they fail to record
the number of the test item, as this is simply an
aid in scoring. Consider the pupil’s intention if that
can be determined. If doubtful count as “wrong.”
4. The score for each test section is the number
right.
5. Record the number right at the bottom of each
test in the space provided.
6. Transfer the scores to the front cover-page of
the test booklet.
PERCENTILE AND DECILE NORMS
for use with
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
CALIFORNIA CAPACITY QUESTIONNAIRE
I
j
PERCENTILE RANK OF I. Q/s FOR VARIOUS POPULATIONS
' (For use with Language, Non-Language, and Total Score Data)
Percentiles 1 5 10 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90 95 09 Median S.D.
Normal Population
LQ.’s 64- 65- 77- 83- 87- 89- 93- 98- 103- 108- 112- 114- 118- 124- 136-f- 100.0 16.0
(N=100,000) 76 82 86 88 92 97 102 107 111 113 117 123 135
Ninth Grade LQ.’a... 65- 66- 78- 87- 90- 92- 94- 99- 104- 109- 113- 115- 119- 124- 136-1- 101.5 15.5
(N=25,000) 77 86 89 91 93 98 103 108 112 114 118 123 135
Tenth Grade I.Q.’s.... 67- 68- 79- 88- 91- 93- 95- 100- 105- 110- 114- 116- 120- 125- 137
-H J.03.0 15.5
(N=25,000) 78 87 90 92 94 99 104 109 113 115 119 124 136
Eleventh Grade
I.Q.’s 69- 70- 80- 89- 92- 94- 96- 101- 106- 111- 115- 117- 121- 127-
,138-f- 104.0 15.5
(N=25,000) 79 88 91 93 95 100 105 110 114 116 120 126 137
Twelfth Grade I.Q.’s 72- 73- 81- 90- 93- 95- 98- 102- 107- 113- 117- 119- 123- 129- 140-1- 105.0 15.0
(N=25,000) 80 89 92 94 97 101 106 112 116 118 122 128 139
College Freshman
I Q ’«
(N3=15,000)
.
87- 88-
93
94-
98
99-
100
101-
102
103-
104
105-
108
109-
112
113-
117
118-
121
122-
123
124-
127
128-
134
135-
147
148+ 110.0 14.0
Coll. Graduate
LQ.’s
(N=2,000)
.
99- 100-
107
108-
112
113-
115
116-
117
118-
120
121-
123
124-
126
127-
129
130-
132
133-
134
135-
137
138-
145
146-
155
156+ 125.0 12.0
NOTE: If the user desires to eliminate the 25 and 75 percentiles in his distributions, assign the lower I.Q. of each to the 20
or 70 percentile interval, and assign the higher I.Q. of each to the 30 or 80 percentile interval. For example, in the
Normal Population I.Q. group, the I.Q.’s of the 20%ile would become 83-87, and those of the 30%ile would be-
come 88-92.
I. Q. DECILES for the CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
Deciles: 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th Median
Normal Population I.Q.’s: .... 79- 80- 85 86- 90 91- 95 96- 99 100-104 105-109 110-114 115-120 121+ ;ioo.o
Ninth Grade I.Q.’s: .... 82- 83- 88 89- 92 93- 97 98-101 102-106 107-111 112-116 117-122 123+ 101.5
Tenth Grade I.Q.’s: .... 83- 84- 89 90- 93 94- 98 99-.102 103-107 108-112 113-117 U8-123 124+ 103.0
Eleventh Grade I.Q.”s: .... 84- 85- 89 90- 94 95- 99 100-103 J.04-108 109-113 114-118 119-124 125+ 104.0
Twelfth Grade LQ.’s: 85- 86- 90 91- 95 96- 99 100-104 105-109 iio-y.4 115-119 120-125 126+ 105.0
College Freshman I.Q.’s: 95- 96-100 101-103 104-106 107-110 JLll-115 116-120 121-125 126-13,1 132+ 110.0
NOTE; Decile ratings for the “normal population” group are recommended for use in all cases, except where a rating is to
be made for comparison with pupils of a given educational level.
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1947 Edition Elementory '47 S-Form
Grades 4-8
XI.
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
ELEMENTARY '47 S-FORM
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, ond Ernest W. Tiegs 1
TEST FACTOR.
Spatial Relationships
Lagical Reasoning
3. Similarities'
4. Inference . .
Numerical Reasoning
5. Number Series* .
6. Numerical Quantity
Vocabulary (Test 7 ) • .
Total Mental Factors
Language Factors
(4-f6-f-7l
Non-Language Factors
n+ 2
-r
-3+ 5 l
Chronological Age .
Mo. 72 84 96
Possible Pupil's
^ ,
108 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216
Yr. 6.0 7.0 8.0
1 1 1
9.0
1
10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0
1
16.017.018.0
t 1 1
35 'l 0 ' 15
1
20
1 1 1 1 1
30
1 1 1 1
35
^ 20 ..s' 'lo n 12 13 u/i:5
*
20"
15 * t 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 n 14 15
30
^ 1 ' 1
5
1
10
1
15
1
20 XTs
1 1
23
‘
1 1 1
30
15 . . 5
1C '7
9 12 13
15_y^ . -
1 1 1
25 1
2 3 4
“i ; r
1
5
5 6
1
7
1
c—
—
10 11 12
1
15
13
1
20
14 IS
1 1
1 1
1
25
10 . 1 2 4 5 6 7 S 9 10
15 -X- . . 2 3 4 5 e 9 10 12 13 14 1$
50
1 1
1 5
1
10
—
j
r
1
15
1
20
1 i 1
25 35
1 1 1 r-
1 III
40 45
140
1 1 1
20 31 41
1
53
1
64 74 TO
! 1
94 105
1
113
1 1 1
123 129 134
80 ^-44^ 1 7 14
1
20
1
26
1
32
\
39
1
55
1
61
1 1 1
67 72 75
60
' 1 1
19 24 27
1
33
1
38 JSi.
1
46
1
48
1
50
1
52
1 1 1
56 57 59
72 84 96
1
108
1
120
1
156
1
168
1
180
1 1 1
192 204 216
lie
A
I i I I I I I I I
Actual Grade Placement
(Grade pupil is in)
^7 10 2 .,0 3.0 4.0 5.0T 0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0I I ' 1
I 'IIII I I I I I I I
Yr. 6.'0 7.0 s'.o 9.0 10.0 Il'.O 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16‘.017.0l'8.0
•Non-language tests.
••Upper limits of test.
Mentol Age
SUMMARY OF DATA
Total Mental Factors
Language Factars . .
Non-Language Factors
72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180
Scare M. A. -f- C. A. = 1. Q.
.^ //S
bet(
nent
I
bail
ing:
sent
aid
1 1 (
risi
Vo(
Spt
a
ivri
tbi
Nil
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XL Instructions for Recording Test Results
On Front Cover Page of Test Booklet and on the
Reverse of the Machine-scoring Answer Sheet
Purpose
1 The front cover-page of the test booklet is de-
I signed to furnish a record of test results which may
be torn from the test booklet and kept as a perma-
nent record. For similar reasons this cover-page
I
has been printed on the reverse of the machine-scor-
ing answer sheet. It provides a Summary of the es-
sential information and a Diagnostic Profile as an
aid in interpreting test data.
Method
1. Record the Pupil’s Score for each of tests
1 to 6 on the light-face rule immediately to the
right of the Possible Score in each case. Test 7,
Vocabulary, is recorded on the heavy-face rule.
2. Add pupil’s scores on tests 1 and 2, and write
this sum on the heavy-face rule to the right of
• Spatial Relationships.
3. Add pupil’s scores on tests 3 and 4, and
write this sum on the heavy-face rule to the right
of Logical Reasoning.
4. Add the scores on tests 5 and 6, and write
this sum on the heavy-face rule to the right of
^
Numerical Reasoning.
5. To obtain the Total Mental Factors score,
add the totals for Spatial Relationships, Logical
Reasoning, Numerical Reasoning, and the Vocabu-
1 lary score. Record this sum on the heavy rule to
the right of Possible Score 140.
)
6. To obtain the Language Factors score, add
[
the scores on tests 4, 6, and 7, and write this sum
on the heavy rule to the right of Possible Score 80.
7. To obtain the Non-language Factors score,
add the scores on tests 1, 2, 3, and 5, and write this
sum on the heavy-face rule to the right of Possible
Score 60.
8.
Chronological Age (C.A.) is the actual or life
age of the pupil in months. It is essential that this
age be correct for the purpose of calculating the
. I.Q.’s. (In all cases where the pupil is 16 years
of age or older, 192 months is used as the divisor in
obtaining I.Q.’s. However, each pupil’s correct age
is recorded on the line to the right of Chronological
Age.) The age should be determined from the
pupil’s birth certificate, school records, or some
other source, if these are doubtful.
9. Actual Grade Placement is the grade in which
the pupil is actually working at the time he takes
the test, expressed as a fraction of a school year.
It is determined by adding the decimal fractions of
the school year to the pupil’s grade assignment.
B (Low) A (High)
September or February 0 .5
October or March 1 .6
November or April 2 .7
December or May 3 .8
January or June 4 .9
Thus an H5 pupil in April is 5.7; an L5 pupil in October
is 5.1.
10. The Mental Ages (M.A.’s) are found by using
the norms on the last page of this Manual of Direc-
tions in the following manner; To find Mental Age
for Total Mental Factors, find the third column
from the left and follow it until you reach the score
which corresponds to the value of the Pupil’s Score
for Total Mental Factors; the corresponding Men-
tal Age in months is found directly to the left in
the first column. Mental Ages for Language Fac-
tors and Non-language Factors are found similarly
by locating the Pupil’s Scores in the 4th and 5th
columns from the left and reading the corresponding
Mental Ages in months in the first column.
11. Quotient data,^ or intelligence quotients
(I.Q.’s) are found by dividing each of the three
Mental Ages (M. A. in months) by the pupil’s
Chronological Age (C.A. in months). However, for
all individuals 16 years of age or older, 192 months
is used as a divisor.
12. The Diagnostic Profile presents graphically
evidences of the maturity or development of each
pupil in the specific factors previously discussed. It
is easily completed by locating Pupil M.A.’s and
other data on the light and heavy-rule scales to the
right of the Scores, as illustrated on page 10. For
example, the pupil in this case obtained a score
of 25 in Spatial Relationships. This score is next
located on the heavy rule to the right. The Mental
Age (in months or years and months) to which this
score corresponds may then be read directly above
or below on the heavy rules. In the illustration the
Mental Age is about 135 months. The Mental Age
equivalents of each major division and each sub-
test may be obtained in the same manner.
13. The Percentile Ranks at the extreme right
of the profile are obtained by use of the tables for
each age group appearing on pages 13, 14, and 15,
entitled “Percentile Norms for Scores of Various
Mental Factors.’’ Care must be taken to use the
correct age table.
— 11 —
Interpretation
The authors of the New California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity believe that these test data and the
method of their presentation on this cover-page pro-
vide several significant advantages. Among these are
the following:
1. It visualizes significant elements of pupil re-
sponses.
2. It analyzes and summarizes the major factors
which are measured by the test situations.
3.
As a professional device for the use of educators,
it reduces the “mystery” which has surrounded the
meaning of Mental Age and Intelligence Quotient. The
examiner may readily note strengths and weaknesses
of pupil responses in the various situations which to-
gether provide a measure of mental capacity.
In the interpretation of responses for individual
pupils on the various tests, the examiner is referred to
the detailed description of the tests which appears as
Section VI on page 3 of this Manual.
— 12—
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til
a PERCENTILE NORMS FOR SCORES OF VARIOUS MENTAL FACTORS
S5C
I
FOR USE WITH THE
to NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
Elementary '47 S-Form Series
TABLE FOR AGE 9- 0 to 9-11 (108 to 119 months)
MENTAL FACTORS
If 1 5 10 20
Spatial Relationships
(Tests 1 and 2)
0-10 11-12 13-14 15-16
Logical Reasoning
(Tests 3 and 4)
0- 5 6 7 8
Numerical Reasoning
(Tests 5 and 6).
0 1 2 3
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0- 1 2- 3 4 5- 6
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0-22 23-29 30-37 38-43
Language Factors
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
0- 2 3- 6 7-10 11-14
Non-Language Factors
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5)
0-20
1
21-23
5
24-26
10
27-28
20
TABLE FOR AGE 10-0 to
MENTAL FACTORS
1 5 10 20
Spatial Relationships
(Tests 1 and 2)
0-12 13-16 17-18 19
Logical Reasoning
(Tests 3 and 4)
0- 6 7- 8 9-10 11-12
Numerical Reasoning
(Tests 5 and 6)
1 2 3 4
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0- 2 3- 5 001 9-10
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0-27 28-41 42-47 48-53
Language Factors
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
0- 5 6-12 13-17 18-20
Non-Language Factors
(Tests 1. 2. 3, and 5)
0-22
1
23-27
5
28-30
10
31-33
20
Percentile Norms
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
17-18 19 20-21 22 23-24 25 26 27-28 29+
9-10 11-12 13-14 15-16 17 18-19 20-21 22-23 24+
4 5 6 7 8 9 10-11 12-13 14+
001 9-10 11-12 13-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-27 28+
44-48 49-54 55-60 61-66 67-72 73-78 79-84 85-97 98+
15-17 18-20 21-24 25-27 28-31 32-34 35-38 39-49 50+
29-31 32-34 35-36 37-38 39-41 42-43 44-45 46-48 49+
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Percentile Norms
10-n (120 to 131 months)
Percentile Norms
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
20-21 22 23-24 25 26 27 28 29 30+
13 14-15 16-17 18-19 20-21 22 23 24- 25 26+
5 6 7- 8 9 10 11 12-13 14- 15 16+
11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-20 21-23 24-28 29- 35 36+
54-59 60-65 66-71 72-7.7 78-83 84-88 89-94 95-107 108+
21-23 24-27 28-31 32-34 35-38 39-42 43-45 46- 56 57+
34-35 36-38 39-41 42-43 44-45 46 47-48 49- 51 52+
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Percentile Norms
TABLE FOR AGE 11-0 to 11-11 (132 to 143 months)
MENTAL FACTORS Percentile Norms
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Spatial Relationships
(Tests 1 and 2)
0-14 15-17 18-20 21-22 23-24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32+
Logical Reasoning
(Tests 3 and 4)
0- 7 8-10 11-13 14-15 16-17 18-19 20 21 22 23 24-25 26-27 28+
Numerical Reasoning
(Tests 5 and 6)
0- 1 2- 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10-11 12 13 14-15 16-17 18+
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0- 3 4- 8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 21-23 24-26 ’27-29 30-33 34-38 39-41 42+
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0-33 34-48 49-58 59-65 66-71 72-77 78-82 83-87 88-94 95-
101
102-
109
110-
118
119+
Language Factors 0- 8 9-17 18-23 24-27 28-31 32-34 35-37 38-41 42-45 46-50 51-56 57-63 64+
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
Non-Language Factors 0-24 25-31 32-35 36-38 39-41 42-43 44-45 46 47-48 49-50 51-52 53-55 56+
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5)
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Percentile Norms
i
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PERCENTILE NORMS FOR SCORES OF VARIOUS MENTAL FACTORS
FOR USE WITH THE
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
Elementary H7 S-Form Series
TABLE FOR AGE 12-0 to 12-11 (144 to 155 months)
MENTAL FACTORS Percentile Norms
.
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Spatial Relationships
(Tests 1 and 2)
0-16 17-20 21-23 24-25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33-f
Logical Reasoning
(Tests 3 and 4)
0- 8 9-13 14-16 17-18 19-20 21 22 23-24 25 26 27 28 29-f
Numerical Reasoning
(Tests 5 and 6)
0- 2 3- 4 5- 6 7- 8 9-10 11-12 13 14 15 16-17 18-19 20-21 22-1-
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0- 5 6-11 12-15 16-18 19-21 22-24 25-28 29-32 33-35 36-37 38-39 40-44 45+
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0- 41 42-58 59-66 67-73 74-80 81-86 87-93 94- 101- 107- 112- 118- 127+
100 106 111 117 126
Language Factors
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
0-12 13-23 24-28 29-32 33-36 37-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-58 59-62 63-69 70+
Non-Language Factors
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5)
0-27 28-34 35-38 39-41 42-44 45-46 47-48 49 50-51 52 53-54 55-56 57+
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Percentile Norms
TABLE FOR AGE 13-0 to 13-11 (156 to 167 months)
MENTAL FACTORS Percentile Norms
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Spatial Relationships
(Tests 1 and 2)
0-18 19-22 23-24 25-26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34+
Logical Reasoning
(Tests 3 and 4)
0-10 11-16 17-19 20-21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Numerical Reasoning
(Tests 5 and 6)
0- 3 4- 6 7- 8 9-10 11 12 13-14 15 16 17-19 20-21 22 23+
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0- 7 8-13 14-18 19-22 23-26 27-30 31-34 35-38 39-41 42-43 44-45 46 47+
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0-48 49-66 67-76 77-82 83-88 89-95 96- 103- 109- 115- 122- 127- 132+
102 108 114 121 126 131
Language Factors
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
0-17 18-27 28-33 34-38 39-42 43-47 48-52 53-57 58-61 62-66 67-69 70-73 74+
Non-Language Factors
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5)
0-30 31-38 39-42 43-44 45-46 47-48 49-50 51 52-53 54-55 56 57 58+
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Percentile Norms
TABLE FOR AGE 14-0 to 14-11 (168 to 179 months)
MENTAL FACTORS
1 5 10 20 30
Percentile Norms
40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Spatial Relationships 0-20 21-24 25-26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
(Tests 1 and 2)
Logical Reasoning 0-12 13-17 18-20 21-22 23-24 25 26 27 28 29 30+
(Tests 3 and 4)
Numerical Reasoning 0- 4 5- 7 8- 9 10-11 13-14 15 16-17 18-19 20 21 22 23 24+
(Tests 5 and 6)
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0- 9 10-16 17-21 22-27 28-32 33-37 38-40 41-42 43-44 45 46 47 48
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0-55 56-75 76-85 86-94 95-101 102- 108- 114- 120- 126- 130- 133- 136+
Language Factors 0-20 21-33 34-40 41-46 47-51
107 113 119
52-56 57-60 61-64
125
65-68
129
69-71
132
72-73
135
74-75 76+
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
Non-Language Factors 0-34 35-42 43-45 46-47 48-49 50-51 52 53-54 55 56 57 58 59+
(Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5)
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
14—
Percentile Norms
PERCENTILE NORMS FOR SCORES OF VARIOUS MENTAL FACTORS
FOR USE WITH THE
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
Elementary '47 S-Form Series
TABLE FOR AGE 15-0 to 15-11 (180 to 191 months)
MENTAL FACTORS Percentile Norms
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Spatial Relationships
(Tests 1 and 2)
0-22 23-26 27-28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Logical Reasoning
(Tests 3 and 4)
0-14 15-19 20-22 23-25 26-27 28 29 30
Numerical Reasoning
(Tests 5 and 6)
0- 5 6- 9 10-11 12-13 14 15-16 17-18 19 20 21 22-23 24 25
Vocabulary (Test 7) 0-11 12-19 20-27 28-33 34-37 38-39 40-41 42-43 44-45 46 47 48 49-1-
TOTAL MENTAL FACTORS 0-64 65-83 84-95 96- 103- 109- 115- 121- 126- 130- 133- 136- 139-t-
Language Factors 0-26 27-38 39-47
102
48-53
108
54-57
114 120
58-61 62-65
125
66-69
129
70-72
132 135
73-74 75-76
138
77-78 794-
(Tests 4, 6, and 7)
Non-Language Factors 0-37 38-45 46-48 49-50 51 52-53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60-t-
(Tests 1, 2. 3, and 5)
1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
Percentile Norms
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XIII. Elementary 1947 Edition Short-form Norms
MENTAL. AGE
Total
Mental
Non-
Language Language
Grade
Place- Age in
Month Yr.-Mo. Factors Factors Factors ment Months
60 5- 0 9 9 60
61 5- 1 10 10 61
62 5- 2 11 11 62
63 5- 3 12 12 63
64 5- 4 13 .... 13 — 64
65 5- 5 14 14 65
66 5- 6 15 15 0.1 66
67 5- 7 16 16 0.2 67
68 5- 8
.... 0.3 68
69 5- 9 17 17 0.4 69
70 5-10 18 1 0.5 70
71 5-11 19 18 0.6 71
72 6- 0 20 19 0.7 72
73 6- 1 21 * 0.8 73
74 6- 2 22
.... 20 0.9 74
75 6- 3 23 1.0 75
76 6- 4 24 3 21 1.1 76
77 6- 5 25 1J2 77
78 6- 6 26 4 22 1.2 78
79 6- 7 27 5 — 1.3 79
80 6- 8 28 1.4 80
81 6- 9 29 6 23 1.5 81
83 6-11 30 7 1.6 83
84 7- 0 31 1.7 84
85 7- 1 32 8 .... 1.8 85
86 7- 2 33 1.8 86
87 7- 3 34 9 25 1.9 87
89 7- 5 35 10 2.1 89
90 7- 6 36 26 22 90
91 7- 7 37 li — 2.2 91
93 7- 9 38 12 2.4 93
94 7-10 39 27 2.5 94
95 7-11 40 13 2.6 95
96 8- 0 41 14 2.6 96
97 8- 1 42 28 2.7 97
98 8- 2 43 15 2.8 98
99 8- 3 44 29 2.8 99
100 8- 4 45 16 2.9 100
101 8- 5 46 30 3.0 101
102 8- 6 47 i? .... 3.1 102
103 8- 7 48 31 3.1 103
104 8- 8 49 18 3.2 104
105 8- 9 50 . 32 3.3 105
106 8-10 51 19 , 3.4 106
107 8-11 52 33 3.5 107
108 9- 0 53 20 3.6 108
109 9- 1 54 34 3.7 109
110 9- 2 55 21 3.8 110
111 9- 3 56 3.8 111
112 9- 4 57 35 3.9 112
113 9- 5 58 23 4.0 113
114 9- 6 59 4.1 114
115 9- 7 60 24 36 4.2 115
117 9- 9 61 25 4.3 117
118 9-10 62 „.. 37 4.4 118
119 9-11 63 26 4.5 119
120 10- 0 64 4.6 120
121 10- 1 65 27 38 4.6 121
123 10- 3 66 28 4.8 123
124 10- 4 67 — 39 4.8 124
125 10- 5 68 29 4.9 125
126 10- 6 69 30 5.0 126
127 10- 7 70 40 5.1 127
128 10- 8 71 31 52 128
129 10- 9 72 •••. 41 52 129
131 10-11 73 32 .... 5.4 131
MENTAL AGE
Total
Mental
Non-
Language Language
Grade
Place- Age inmomn rr.-Mo. Factors Factors Factors ment Months
132 11- 0 74 42 5.5 132
133 11- 1 75 5.6 133
134 11- 2 76 5.6 134
135 11- 3 77 34 43 5.7 135
136 11- 4 78
— 5.8 136
137 11- 5 79 35 44 5.8 137
138 11- 6 80 36 5.9 138
140 11- 8 81 37 6.1 140
141 11- 9 82 45 6.1 141
142 11-10 83 38 — 6.2 142
143 11-11 84 6.3 143
144 12- 0 85 39 46 6,4 144
145 12- 1 86 40 6.5 145
147 12- 3 87 41 6.6 147
149 12- 5 88 42 — 6.8 149
150 12- 6 89 47 6.9 150
151 12- 7 90 43 6.9 151
152 12- 8 91 44 7.0 152
153 12- 9 92 7.1 153
154 12-10 93 45 48 7.2 154
157 13- 1 95 47 7.5 157
158 13- 2 96 48 7.6 158
159 13- 3 97 49 7.7 159
160 13- 4 98 49 7.8 160
161 13- 5 99 50 .... 7.9 161
162 13- 6 100 8.0 162
163 13- 7 101 51 „ 8.1 163
164 13- 8 102 52 50 8.2 164
165 13- 9 103 53 8.3 165
167 13-11 104 54 .... 8.5 167
168 14- 0 105 55 8.6 168
169 14- 1 106 .... 8.7 169
170 14- 2 107 56 51 8.8 170
173 14- 5 108 57 9.0 173
175 14- 7 109 58 — 9.2 175
176 14- 8 110 52 9.3 176
177 14- 9 111 59 9.4 177
179 14-11 112 60 9.6 179
180 15- 0 113 61 9.7 180
181 15- 1 114 — 53 9.8 181
183 15- 3 115 62 10.0 183
184 15- 4 116 54 10.1 184
185 15- 5 117 .... 10.1 185
186 15- 6 118 10.2 186
187 15- 7 119 64 55 10.3 187
189 15- 9 120 65 10.5 189
190 15-10 121 10.6 190
191 15-11 122 66 10.7 191
193 16- 1 123 67 .... 10.9 193
195 16- 3 124 68 56 11.0 195
198 16- 6 125 69 11.3 198
200 16- 8 126 70 11.5 200
201 16- 9 127 57 11.6 201
202 16-10 128 71 11.7 202
204 17- 0 129 72 .... 11.8 204
206 17- 2 130 12.0 206
209 17- 5 131 73 58 12.3 209
212 17- 8 132 74 .... 12.5 212
215 17-11 133 75 12.7 215
216 18- 0 134 — 12.8 216
218 18- 2 135 76 59 12.9 218
225 18- 9 136 'll .... 13.4 225
226 18-10 137 .... 13.5 226
230 19- 2 138 78 .. 13.9 230
240 20- 0 139 79 60 14.9 240
246 20- 6 140 80 15.5 246
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)47 Edition Elementary '47 S-Form
Grades 4-8
NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
ELEMENTARY '47 S-FORM
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W, Tiegs
I
lame Grade Boy-Gir!
choo! — Age Birthday
eacher Date.-
DIAGNOSTIC Pr.OFILE
Mental Age (Chart pupil’s scores here)
ST FACTOR.
Mo.
Possible Pupil’s
72 84 96 103
1
120 132 144
1
156 168 180 192 204 216 Kafik
1 1 j_
Yr. 6.0 7^0 U
1 t
9.0 10.0 11.0
1
12.G 13.0 14.0 15.0
1
IS^O 17.0 18.0
1 1 1
latial Relationships 35
1 1 1
10 15
1
20
1 1 1
25
1 1
30
1 1 1 1
35
1. Sensing Right and Left* 20 * . . 6 to 11 12 13 14
1
15
1
20*
2. Manipulation of Areas* 15 * . .
1 1
3 5 6
j 1
7 8
i
9 10
“T
n
J
12
1 i“
13
T
—
14 15
igical Reasoning . .
3. Similarities* . . . .
30
1 i 1
1 1 1
5
1
10
1 1
1
15
1 1
20
1
1
I
25
1 1 1 1
30
15 . 5 9 12 13 4 I5**
'
4. Inference 15 . 1 13 4
j
5 6
r
7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 15
umerical Reasoning 25
1 1 1
1
—i 1 r-
1
5
1 1
1
1
1
r f-
!
10
'
1 1
15
1
20
"T T"
1 1 1
25
5. Number Series* . . . 10
‘
I 2 3
1
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
6. Numerical Quantity 15 1
1 1
2 3 4 5 6
J
7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15
icabulary (Test 7) . • •
ital Mental Factors .
50
1 i
i 1 1
1 5
1
10
1
15
1
20
1 1
25
1
30 35
1
i
1 T”
1 III
40 45
140
! 1 1
20 31 41
1
53
1
64
1
74
1
85
1
94
1
105
1
113
1 1 1
123 129 134
inguage Factors . .
(4+6+7)
jn-Lanquage Factors •
(1+2+3+5)
ironological Age . .
;tual Grade Placement
80
TTT
1 7 14
•1
20
1
26
1
32 si
1
46
1
55
1
61
1 1 1
67 72 75
m
1 1 1
J 1 1
19 24 27
1
1
33
1
1
38
1
42
1
1
46
1
48
1
1
50
1
52
1 1 1
56 57 59
"
' l' 1 1
1 1 1
72 84 96
1
108
1
1
120
1
132
1
1
144
1
156
1
1
168
'
1
1
180
1 »
"
1 1 1
192 204 216
T i r
1 1 1
1.0 2.0
1
1
3.0 4.0
1
1
5.0
1 1
6.0
1
7.0
1
1
8.0 9.0
1
10.0
1 1 1
11.0 12.0
(Grade pupil is in)
^
-
II
1 1
1
1
1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1
1
)n-language tests!
Yr.
Mental Age
6.0 7.‘C 0!0 9!o 10.0 ll'o
-H
lio 13.0 14.0
i 1 1
15.0
1 1
le'.cilo I'a.o
rpper limits of test. Mo. 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216
SUMMARY OF DATA Score M. A. -- C. A. : I. Q.
Total Mental Factors . . • — , .
Language Factors
Non-Language Factors . . .
Copyright, 1938, 1942, 1947, California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copyright
Union. All Rights Reserved under^aSaAingrican Copyright Union.
_
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TEST 1.
Directions: Draw a ring around the letter R under all right hands and feet,
the letter L under all left hands and feet.
Draw a ring arounc lireci
i'
Test 1. Score (number right)
TEST 2.
Directions: In each row find a drawing which is the same as the first drawing. Put an X under
it and write its number on the line to the right.
Test 2. Score (number right)
Test 3. Score (namber rioMt)
TEST 4.
Directions: Read each group of statements and draw a line under the correct answer. Write
the number of the answer on the line to0.
If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines. Therefore
1
It will not rain - It is day
^ The moon may shine tonight • 2 ®
1. All four-footed creatures are animals
AJl horses are four-footed. Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses can walk
“ All horses can walk
Ail horses are animals i
2. Either the sun moves around the earth or
the earth moves around the sun.
But the sun does not move around the earth.
Therefore
^ The earth moves around the moon
^ The earth m.oves around the sun
3 The sun is larger than the earth -
3. Manuel runs faster than Harry.
Burt runs faster than Hariy^
Which is the slowest of the three?
1 Burt - Manuel ^ Harry ^
4. Jane is taller than Helen. Helen is taller
than Barbara.
Which is the tallest: Jane, Helen, or Barbara?
^ Helen “ Jane ^ Barbara
5. All mammals are verteb-rates
The cov/ is a mammal. Therefore
^ Some vertebrates live on land
2 Some mammals live in water
•" The cow is a vertebrate ^
6. A is either B or C.
A is not C. Therefore
1 A is not B 2 A is B 3 c is B o
7. Either your cousin is older than you, or the
same age, or younger.
But your cousin is not older, nor is he younger.
Therefore
’ Your cousin is younger than you
- Your cousin is older than you
3 Your cousin is the same age as you
the right. See sample 0.
8. All circles are round figures.
The figure is not round. Therefore
1 It is not a circle ^ It is oval
3 It is either a square or a triangle ®
9. All metals are solids.
Gold is a metal. Therefore
1 Gold is valuable ^ Gold is a solid
3 Metals are usually heavy ^
10. Some fishes fly.
No birds are fishes. Therefore
1 All creatures that fly are fishes or birds
“ No fishes resemble birds
3 Creatures other than birds can fly
11. Three boys are up on a ladder.
Tom is farther up the ladder than Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle position on the
ladder?
1 Tom -Paul ^ Jim
12. George Washington was a skillful general.
George Washington was President of the
United States. Therefore
^ Skilled generals make good presidents
“ One President of the United States was
a skillful general
3 Good presidents make skillful generals
13. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C. Therefore
1 C is situated close to A
3 A is situated to the east of C
3 C is nearer to A than to B ^3
14. He is either honest or dishonest.
But he is not dishonest. Therefore
1 He is desirable for a position
3 He comes of honest people
3 He is honest
15. A is equal to B.
B is equal to C. Therefore
1 B is larger than C 3 A is equal to C
3 A is equal to B plus C
Test 4. Score (number right)
i
TEST 5.
Directions: In each row of numbers below, there is one that is wrong. Find this wrong num-
ber among the answers to the right. Draw a line under it and write the letter on the
line to the right. In Sample A, the correct answer is 9 and letter b is written on the line
to the right.
Answers
Sample : A 2 4 6 8 9 10 Sample: A. » 8 '*9 ^4 d 10 M b A
(1). 5 10 15 20 22 25 30 a 5 i> 10 M5 ^20 M2 .•
(2). 18 15 13 12 9 6 3 a 15 M3 M2 d9
'
e 3 7
(3). 2 5 8 10 11 14 17 a 5 b8 MO <^11 ^ 17 7
(4). 1 2 4 8 14 16 32 ^2 M M d 14 M6 4
(5). 27 9 3 1 0 Vs a 9 i>3 M dO ® Vs 5
(6). 3 4 7 8 11 12 14 15 bi4 M5 d7 M 6
(7).
o
a 9 27 76 81 243 a 9 M7 M6 ^81 M43 '
(8). ^5 24 22 19 18 16 13 12 9 10 7 ^25 M2 M9 ^13 e9 3
(9). 1 2 4 7 11 15 16 22 ^ 15 16 M2 ^2 eA n
(10). 12.5 11.4 10.3 9.8 9.2 8.1 7.0 11.4: M.8 M.2 <18.1 Oo ]Q
Test 5, Score (number ri^ht)
TEST 6.
Directions: Work these problems. Use the side of this page to figure on if you need to See
sample problem A. (Read the problem.) The correct answer is 8, so the letter b is
written on the line to the right.
A. There are 5 birds in the tree and
3 birds on the fence. How many
birds are there?
Ans.: »2 M M5 ‘W b a
1. Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4
marbles. Bill has 3 marbles. How
many marbles do all three boys
have
Ans. : 1 ^2 ^ \2 60
2. Tickets to the kite show cost 10
cents. Jim’s big brother bought 2
tickets. How much did he pay for
them?
Ans.: ‘‘20'/ '^’2^? 12/ ‘^8/ -
3. Ben earns 4 dollars each month
helping his father after school. He
has earned 16 dollars. How man}^
months has be been working?
Ans.: “20 o64 ^ 34 d 4 .
4. Seventy girl scouts were divided
into 5 groups of equal size. How
many girls were there in each
group?
Ans.: ‘M5 M4 20 ^3 .
5. How many marbles can you buy
for 25 cents at the rate of 3 for 5
cents?
Ans.: “15 >‘75 ^33 d 40 .
6. Two boys had a watermelon stand
at the ball game. They had 50
cents in the cash box to start with.
They sold 40 slices of melon at 5
cents a slice. How much should
they have in the cash box at the
end of the day?
Ans.:“?!2.00 ^ 80/ ‘‘$3.00 ^ $2.50
-
7. Baseball mits which usually sold
for 65 cents were sold for a short
time for 25 cents less. Frank
bought a mit at the lower price
and gave the clerk 50 cents. How
much change should he get back?
Ans.: “25/ •‘20/ “10/ *^5/ -
8. At Camp No. 9 it took 10 boy
scouts 3 days to set up camp. At
Camp No. 12 the camp must be set
up in one day. How many boys
will be needed to do the work?
Ans.: “3 30 “27 ‘n3 s
9. George lives one-fourth of a mile
from school. He goes home at
noon for lunch. How far does he
walk each day going to and from
school?
Ans.: “ /4iTii. Imi. “ %mi. UTmi. ^
10. A newsboy delivered papers to 30
customers for a month. At the end
of the month he collected $15.
How much did each customer pay?
Ans.; “50/ ^$2.00 “5/ $5.00
11. There are
.20 girls in the Sunday
school class. Each week each girl
gives 5 cents to go toward a fund
for needy families. How much
will all the girls give in 5 weeks?
Ans.: “$1.00 i‘25/ “$5.00 $7.50 -^1
12. Richard saw a bicycle advertised
for $21 at one-third off for cash.
How much money v/ill he need to
buy it?
Ans.: “$14.00 ^$7.00 “$18.00 d$9.00—12
13. How much will your mother have
to pay for the cleaning of a rug
9 ft. wide and 12 ft. long at the
rate of 20 cents a square foot?
Ans.: “$8.40 ^$1.08 “$4.20 <i$21.60
14. In a field meet, 20 events were
listed for the day. Pupils from
yoiir school won 60 per cent of the
events. How many events did you
lose?
Ans.: “4 3 “8 ‘U2
15. A swimming pool is 60 ft. long and
30 ft. wide. The water in the pool
is 4 ft. deep on the average. How
long will it take to fill the pool if
the water runs in at the rate of 90
cubic feet a minute?
Ans.; “80min.'’5min.“26min.‘H5min.
Test 6. Score (number right)
TEST 7.
Directions: Draw a line under the word which means the same or about the same as the first
word. Write the number of this word on the line to the right, as:
0. blossom
1. journey
1 tree - vine
flower ^ garden
1 state - travel
^ end fair
2. low ^ rules - power
able help
3. always ^ larger - forever
4. almost
5. alarm
^ know apart
^ rarely - never
^ now 4 nearly
1 blame - signal
^ address comfort
6. damage - collect
injure
7. announce ^ keep
^ reform
8. improve
9. difficult
10. despair
11. consent
12. portion
13. amuse
14. lack
15. cease
16. disguise
17. distinct
18. sincere
19. lofty
20. extend
21. condemn
22. humble
23. expert
24. apply
25. legal
* recover
- publish
destroy
1 make - better
^ satisfy admit
1 different - pleasant
hard task
^ mind - time
^ past hopeless
occur - offer
4oppose * agree
1 collect - part
^ make refer
1 afford - gift
game please
use
^ admit
1 consent
stop
^ reveal
^ show
* apart —
' concert
strain —
- declare
^ mask —
- clear
^ interest noticed —
1 satisfactory “ genuine
^ hopeful noble —
success
tone - high
^ example toil
1 refuse - remain
lengthen ^ revert
1 false " blame
^ alarmoppose
secure
lowly
average
^ business
piece
2 dwelling
proud
“ master
4 student
- use
2 correct mean
1 lawful
2 lawyer
^ court
^ humane
.11
1 2
.15
.IG
.17
.18
.19
.20
.21
26. endeavor
27. conclusion
^ help “ hero
^ attempt harm
^ settlement “ end
right
- hidden28. obscure ^ clear
odd ^ quaint
29. extraordinary ^ prefer - unusual
^ particular favorable
30. location ^ relieve ^ choice
^ view situation
31. imaginary ^ existing ^trifling
^ unreal ^ substantial
32. escort ^ avoid - occasion
^ attend remain
33. merit ^ deserve - merry
^ desire just
34. compile ^ aid - ample
^ collect ^ answer
35. console ^ empower ^ reduce
^ order ^ comfort
36. legislator ^ elector - lawmaker
3 minor citizen
37. revert ^ persist
3 return
- perplex
^ unknown
39. petulant ^ oppressive - stagnant
^ sprightly ^ peevish
40. dispute ^ disturb - question
^ subdue disguise
41. deplete ^ complete - final
^ exhaust fearless
42. compassionate ^ respectful “ free
2 sly kind
43. deter ^ meddle “ applaud
hinder reline
44. complex ^ simple - compliment
complexion ^ mixed
45. dispatch ^ discount - mood
relieve haste
46. venerable ^ admirable - aged
2 youthful ^ reliable -
47. conceited variable - connected
4 conquest -
- slander
vam
48. malign
49. facile
insure
mu fPie
1 fragile
easy
50. empower ^ enlarge
surpass
invade
2 futile
remote
2 permit
^ indulge
Test 7. Score (number right).
-2 8
.29
-3 0
.31
.3 2
.3 3
.3 4
.3 5
-3 6
38. significance ^ prevention - treatment
2 meaning certainty -".s
.3 9
.4 0
.41
.4 2
-4 4
.4 5
.4 6
-4 7
gu:
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DURRELL-SULLIFAN
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEFEMENT TESTS
READING CAPACITY TEST
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
Description of the Tests
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests are published separately, and in
an Intermediate and an Advanced form.
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test (Hearing
Comprehension). Intermediate, for Grades 3~6
;
Ad-
vanced, for Grades 7-9.^
This test measures comprehension of spoken lan-
guage and is composed of two sub-tests described below.
Testl. Word Meaning. Tbe hearing vocabulary is
measured by having the child find pictures which
illustrate the words pronounced by tbe ex-
aminer. The test consists of seventy words
which are tested by fourteen groups of pictures.
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning. This test consists of
twelve paragraphs graded in difficulty, each of
which is accompanied by a group of pictures
illustrative of possible phases of the story.
Each paragraph is read aloud to the child, after
which five questions are asked, which, if an-
swered correctly, will demonstrate the child’s
understanding of the paragraph read. The
child indicates his responses to the questions
by marking the number of the picture which
illustrates the answer to each question.
(For further information concerning the construction
and standardization- of these tests see the Manual
for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.)
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. In-
termediate, for Grades 3-6
;
Advanced, for Grades 7-9.^
This test consists of four tests,^ as follows :
Test 1. Word Meaning.
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning.
Test 3. Spelling.
Test- 4. Written Recall.
' In preparation.
® For a more extensive description of these tests see the Directions for
Administering and Scoring the Reading Achievement Test or the Manual
for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.
The testing situation, ddie test should be given
in a room where a quiet atmosphere prevails both
within and without. It should be administered as
though it were an interesting lesson, with no pre-
liminary counsel by the teacher or the examiner.
The examiner. To obtain reliable results, the
examiner should be entirely familiar with the Manual
before administering any of the tests. The wording
of the directions has been worked out with care and
the person administering the test should follow instruc-
tions exactly. It is intended that the directions shall
be precise enough so that all children will understand
exactly what they are to do. However, instructions
may be repeated if circumstances seem to make this
necessary.
Directions for Administering the
Reading Capacity Test
The examiner should enunciate clearly and speak
in a moderate tone. He should read slowly enough so
that all pupils will comprehend easily, but not so
slowly as to produce lack of interest. The speech of
the examiner is particularly important m the Para-
graph Meaning Test, and this test should not be
given by a person whose speech is markedly different
from the speech common to the community. The
examiner should practice reading the tests so that
difficulties in pronunciation and phrasing will not
arise during the reading.
The tests of the Reading Capacity Test are not
timed, in the strict sense of the word, since the
materials are read by the examiner. However, the
following table gives the approximate time needed to
read the materials at each of the grade levels. The
approximate reading time also precedes each of the
paragraphs, and it would be well for the examiner
to go through the process of administering the test
prior to giving it in the classroom, to determine to what
extent he naturally adheres to these time limits. If
Published by World J?ook Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, printed in u.s.a.
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there seems to be a tendency to depart noticeably from
these time limits, an effort should be made to speed
up or slow down the rate of reading, to bring it more
in accord with the stated limits.
Approximate Time in Minutes Required to
.Administer the Reading Capacity Test
Test Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
I. W ord Meaning 1.) 15 15 15
II. Paragraph Meaning 1.') 20 25 25
Total 30 35 40 40
Filling out the title page. Before handing out the
test papers, see that each child has a pencil and that
there are extra pencils available in the room m case
a child breaks his lead. When the test booklets have
been distributed and the children are ready to take
the test, say; “This book contains some exercises
for you to do. Do not write on it or open it until I
tell you to do so.”
Examiner, holding the test booklet up, points to the
blank spaces, saying: “Fill in these blank spaces as
quickly as you can. Remember to write plainly. On
the first line, where it says ‘ Name,’ write your name.
After the word ‘Age,’ put how old you are.
,
Fill the
other spaces in the same way.” Allow a reasonable
time for the children to till m the remaining spaces
on the title page. 'Fhen say: “Now, listen carefully
and do just as I tell you to. You must not ask ques-
tions after we begin. If your pencil should break,
raise your hand and I will give you another.
“Now open your booklet to page 2 and fold the
page back, like this.” (The examiner should demon-
strate how to do this.)
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
“Look carefully at the pictures on this page. I am
going to ask you to do something with these pictures.
This is Set I. Put your pencil on I. One goes this
way.” (bixaminer runs his pencil across both lines of
Set 1, so that the child sees all the pictures in the set.)
“There are eight little pictures in each set. The
pictures stand for words. I am going to call some
words and you are going to look carefully at the pic-
tures and find them.
“ Look at the pictures in Set I. Which picture says
‘rabbit’? What is the number of the picture?”
(The children will say 6.)
“All right. Put the 6 in this little box beside A.”
(Examiner demonstrates on his copy.) “Be sure
ou put the 6 in the box beside A.
“Now put your finger on B in Set I.” (Examiner
demonstrates.)
“B says ‘many.’ See if you can put the right
number beside B.” (Pause.)
“Ready. How many wrote 2 beside B? Two is
correct. Now see if everyone can put the correct
number beside C. C says ‘catch.’” (Pause.) “How
many put 8? Eight is correct. Be sure you look at
all the little pictures in the set before you put down
your number.”
By now all the children should understand the pro-
cedure.
Continue, always using the same wording, as
:
“D says ‘alike,’” “E says ‘under,’” etc. A word
may be repeated if it is not heard by the child. Allow
7 seconds fon pupils in Grade 3 to write the number;
allow 5 seconds in Grades 4, 5, and 6. If a single
child holds up the class, say, “If you can’t find the
word, just leave it out,” and proceed to the next word.
V
The words are to be given in the following order :
Set I Set II
A. rabbit A. cattle
B. many B. dark
C. catch C. city
D. alike D. reach
E. under E. long ago
Set III Set IV
A. insects A. audience
B. blast B. mischievous
C. embrace C. village
D. monument D. mansion
E. damage E. companion
Now turn over your booklet to page 3.” (Exami-
demonstrates.) “Look at Set V.”
Set V Set VI
A. family A. model
B. sign B. banquet
C. furious C. athlete
D. print D. balcony
E. company E. distress
Set VII Set VIII
A. argue A. plunge
B. menu B. cultivate
C. stout C. procession
D. foliage D. accuse
E. erecting E. stadium
“Now turn over the page to page 4.” (Examiner
demonstrates.) “Look at Set IX.”
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Set IX Set X
A. pretend A. survivor
B. vicious B. interior
C. interfere C. deliver
D. exchange D. banner
E. forlorn E. gratitude
{Grade 3 stops here.)
Set XI Set XII
A. instruct A. baton
B. confined B. pedestrian
C. perform C. cataract
D. enthusiasm D. laboratory
E. signal E. precipice
“Now turn over your booklet to page 5.” (E
iner demonstrates.) “ Look at Set XIH.”
Set XIII Set XIV
A. relaxed A. buoyant
B. cooperate B. irritate
C. venerable C. demolish
D. communicate D. renovate
E. casement E. defiant
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
“We are now going to do a different test. Turn
over the page in your booklets to page 6.” (Examiner
demonstrates.)
“I am going to read some stories which tell about
the pictures on this page. You will listen carefully
to me while I read a story. When I am through read-
ing the story, I shall ask you some questions. You
will find the picture which tells the right answer.
Then you will put the number of the picture in the
little place which is made for it.” (Show parenthesis.)
“When I finish reading the story, we shall do some
questions together. Then we shall all know exactly
what to do. Close your books, but keep your finger
in the right place and look at me while I read the
story.” (Examiner reads Story I to class.)
Children are asked to close books before each para-
graph IS read, because it has been found that they are
apt to be distracted by looking at the other pictures
and not give complete attention to the ideas in the
story. The stories may be read only once, although
the questions may be repeated if necessary.
After reading each question, allow 5 seconds for
each child to find and record the answer.
STORY I
' {30 seconds)
Sandy, a cunning little brown bear, was
left alone when a hunter shot his mother.
When night came, Sandy was very lonesome.
Some other hunters, coming along, found the
,
little cub crying because he was so cold and
hungry. They put him in a crate and shipped
him on the train to the park. The keeper
at the park saved Sandy’s life by feeding
him milk. All the children who came to
the park loved to feed the merry little brown
bear. This made Sandy very happy in his
new home.
“Open your books. Put your finger on A in
Story I.”
Examiner reads: “A. Why was Sandy left alone
in the woods ?
“Find the picture which tells why Sandy was left
alone in the woods.
“What is the number of the picture?” (Pause.)
“Yes, 1 is right.
“Now put 1 in this little place at the side which is
made for it.
“Now put your finger on B.
“Listen carefully to my question.
“ B . What did Sandy do when he wanted hismother ?
“See if you can put the right number in the place
where it belongs.”
Be sure that each child is following directions.
After Question B each child should be able to write
the answers without further help.
“C. What happened to Sandy?
“D. How was Sandy cared for at the park?
“ E. How do we know Sandy was happy at the park ?
“ Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
II
{40 seconds)
Mother had promised Ned and Ted a trip
to the zoo during vacation. So one bright
sunny morning they got on the bus and
started on their trip. When they reached
the zoo, they went to see the large animals
first. There was a huge grizzly bear pacing
his cage. The boys enjoyed him very much.
At noon they had a picnic luncheon. When
lunch was over they visited the monkey
houses, where they saw the funny little ani-
mals performing all kinds of tricks. Later,
just before going home, they visited the lions’
cage. The mother lion was there with her
cub. She was sitting near the edge of the
cage, looking so fierce that the boys were
very glad she was behind strong bars.
“ Open your books.
“A. How did the boys and their mother go to the
zoo?
.’’'v w :r
V I'l ;
‘
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“B.
most?
“C.
“D.
“E.
What animal did the boys enjoy looking at the
What did they do at noontime ?
What did they do after they finished eating?
What was the last thing the boys saw at the zoo ?
“ Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
Ill
(2 minute 15 seconds)
Jack Norton had his nose pressed against
the store window, admiring the fine shoe
skates within. He wanted those skates
very much, but they cost two dollars and he
had no money. Suddenly he noticed a for-
lorn puppy who was whining near him.
When he looked more closely, he found that
it was Skippy, the Simpsons’ dog, who was
reported lost. Jack remembered that there
was a reward offered for the dog. This gave
Jack an idea. He spoke to the dog, held
him close, and started toward the Simpson
home. Surely the Simpsons would pay
two dollars to get their dog back. Then he
could buy the skates. He was so anxious
to get his reward that he decided to take a
short cut across the frozen pond. As he
hurried along, thinking of the skates, the
ice cracked beneath him and soon he was
struggling frantically in the water. As he
went down, he heard someone calling his
name. Soon he saw a rope hanging beside
him. He seized it in his freezing hands.
Slowly he was dragged to safety. When he
recovered from his fright, he saw that it was
Tom Bolton who had saved him. Jack was
grateful and said that Tom deserved a re-
ward. Tom declared that he would not
accept any reward for simply doing the right
thing. Jack thanked Tom heartily, resolving
inwardly to return the dog, refuse the reward,
and earn the money for his skates.
“B.
“C.
“D.
“E.
“ Open your books.
“A. What did Jack desire?
What made Jack think his wish had come true ?
What did Jack’s impatience lead him to do?
How was Jack rescued?
How did Jack express his appreciation to the
rescuer ?
“Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
IV
(1 minute 5 seconds)
One pleasant summer evening Jocko, a
little brown monkey, sat on the sill of an open
window looking down on the city street. He
was miserable because Tony, the organ-
grinder who owned him, had scolded him and
\
refused to provide him with supper. Jocko ?
had been sulky during the day and had '
gathered only a few pennies in his little red
hat. His hunger was more intense because
he could see a loaded fruit stand on the cor- m
ner below. After looking around cautiously,
he slid to the ground and crept stealthily
down the street. The proprietor of the fruit
stand was conversing with a customer at the
back of the store. Jocko hastily grabbed a
banana and concealed himself in a large con-
tainer under the counter, where he could
devour the fruit at leisure. When he had
finished his meal, he made a dash for a near-
by tree, in which he hoped to climb out of the
reach of everybody. Before he could ascend,
a hand clasped his coat and held him firmly.
He turned to find that his captor was Tony,
who had noticed his absence from his perch
on the window.
“Open your books.
“A. What was Jocko doing when the story
opened ?
“B. What was the cause of Jocko’s unhappi-
ness?
“C. How did Jocko manage to eat his meal in
peace ?
“D. How did Jocko effect his escape from his
,
master ?
“E. What prevented Jocko from obtaining his
freedom ?
“ Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
V
(/ minute)
School was over and all the boys and girls
were coming out of the building. Billy, the
seventh-grade boy who was the Junior Traffic
Officer, was directing the cars just as the big
traffic policeman does. ’Whenever there was
a lull in traffic he would hold up his hand,
motion the cars to stop, and beckon the
children to cross the street. All the children
obeyed him with one exception. A little
first-grade boy named Bobby disobeyed
Billy’s signal and dashed directly into the
road. An approaching car was speeding so
fast that an accident seemed unavoidable.
Only the fact that the driver had extremely
good brakes and applied them instantly pre-
vented a serious casualty. Bobby barely
escaped, although he was a badly frightened
Directions for Administering and Scoring: Intermediate Test
boy. Billy rebuked Bobby severely, and
warned him never to be so disobedient again,
as such carelessness might have had unfor-
tunate consequences.
“ Open your books.
“A. Who was regulating the traffic outside the
school ?
“B. How did the officer aid the children?
“C. What unexpected occurrence alarmed Billy?
“D. What happened because Billy’s signal was
disregarded ?
“E. What punishment did Bobby receive for his
disobedience?”
{Grade 2 stops here.)
“ Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
VI
(i minute 20 seconds)
One beautiful spring day the young daugh-
ters of a pioneer family were taking a trip
down the river in their canoe. As they
were gliding near the shore where overhang-
ing trees made a delightful shade, their canoe
> was suddenly halted. An Indian hidden in
the underbrush had reached out and seized
it, and as the girls screamed, another hos-
tile Indian appeared; then more followed.
Their captors dragged them from the canoe
and carried them off. They were forced
to journey for miles until they were prac-
tically exhausted. When evening ap-
proached, the savages prepared to make
camp for the night. They bound the girls
to near-by trees, making their escape im-
possible. They gathered a pile of sticks and
laid them carefully for a bonfire. Finally
they sat in council about it. The girls
realized by the serious tone of the conversa-
tion that their fate was being decided. Sud-
denly there was a great cracking of rifles.
A band of settlers who had learned of the
dangerous predicament of the girls took the
Indians entirely by surprise. Taken un-
awares, the savages offered little resistance
but hastened to protect themselves in the
safety of the woods.
“ Open your books.
“A. Which picture indicates the passengers in the
canoe ?
“B. What checked their progress?
“C. What treatment did the girls first experience
at the hands of the savages ?
“D. Why were the girls aware their destiny was
,
being considered?
“E. Why did the schemes of the Indians prove
futile ?
“ Close vour books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
VII
(1 minute 5 seconds)
As Jerry was walking leisurely to school
and speculating on what kind of automobile
he would purchase if he could afford it, he
was surprised to notice smoke rising from
the roof of an empty factory near by. No-
body was about, and he knew it would soon
be too late to check the flames. He saw
that he must obtain assistance at once.
Without asking advice of anyone he raced
up the hill as fast as he could, and called the
fire department as he had been taught to do.
Soon there came the clang of bells, the clatter
of the heavy trucks, and the shouts of the
rapidly gathering crowd. Jerry remained
to point the way to the fire chief, all thoughts
of school vanishing from his mind, and he
watched until the fire was completely under
control. The damage to the factory was
great, but the men got the fire under control
,
before the building was completely de-
stroyed. The fire chief complimented
Jerry on his prompt action. The knowledge
that he had saved a great deal of property
made Jerry very glad, even though he won-
dered what the principal would say when he
entered school so late.
“Open your books.
“A. What aroused Jerry from his daydreaming?
“B. How did he show his presence of mind?
“C. What did Jerry do after the alarm sounded?
“D. Which picture shows the results of the fire?
“E. How was Jerry rewarded?
“Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
VIII
(i minute 25 seconds)
Ocean voyages long ago were made more
dangerous because bands of pirates were
roaming the water in search of vessels to
attack and plunder. The leader of one par-
ticularly noted band of pirates was John
Avery. Whenever any unarmed ship was
sighted, Avery’s sailing vessel would pursue
it. When the vessel was overtaken, the
pirates climbed aboard and fought the un-
fortunate crew in hand-to-hand conflict.
They seemed to relish these savage en-
counters, even when their opponents were
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completely unarmed. Avery’s custom was
to direct his men from the crow’s-nest, a
perch high aloft on the mast of the vessel.
Frightful cruelties often accompanied these
attacks. There was one very inhuman
practice in which the captive was first blind-
folded and his arms pinioned. He was then
brutally forced to pace along a timber project-
ing over the water until he plunged into the
sea. Falling wildly and usually being dis-
abled, there was absolutely no possibility for
the victim to survive. The king of England,
greatly disturbed at the prevalence of piracy,
called Avery before him. The monarch
ordered the pirates and his confederates to
make obeisance before him. He then
offered to pardon them if they would abandon
their vicious way of living and become law-
abiding citizens. Avery and his band ac-
cepted, thus reducing piracy on the seas.
“ Open your books.
“A. What method did Avery employ to regulate
his men in battle ?
“B. What is typical of the mode of warfare the
buccaneers engaged in?
“C. What procedure was followed in preparation
for the execution of the victims?
“D. Which picture shows an inhuman practice the
pirates often pursued?
“ E. Why was it possible for some of the pirates to
mend their ways?”
{Grade 3 hops here.)
“ Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story.”
IX
{1 minute 5 seconds)
The Yankee was returning from an ex-
tended cruise on the Grand Banks, with her
hold filled to capacity with gleaming fish.
The crew, rejoicing over their return home,
were unaware that they were in imminent
danger of collision with an obstacle concealed
behind the fog. Suddenly the boat gave a
tremendous lurch, and terror and confusion
reigned as the waters rushed in on all sides.
Information of their predicament was quickly
sent out to ships in many directions, but all
were too far removed to offer any assistance.
The captain commanded the crew to save
themselves, just as the half-submerged
Yankee was shattered. All the crew suc-
ceeded in getting safely away, but the captain
was left to the mercy of the icy waters.
When the survivors were found, after being
tossed about all night on the heavy sea, the
rescuers hunted the waters in vain for signs
of the captain, whose level head and heroic
efforts had saved the lives of the other men.
“ Open your books.
“A. What type of boat was the captain command- ^ ^
ing?
“B. Why was the situation perilous?
“C. How did the ship make known her plight?
“D. What act demonstrated the captain’s cour-
age?
“E. What was the eventual solution of their diffi-
culties ?
“Turn over your books and look at me while I read
the next story.”
X
{1 minute 25 seconds)
It was considered a wonderful event when
a balloon made a flight of a few hundred
miles. That first balloon floating about
unguided in the sea of air was the beginning
of the airship or dirigible of today. Little
did anyone dream that a dirigible would in
time travel eight thousand miles and carry
enough supplies to remain in the air for a
month if necessary. Yet Count Nobile of
Italy, in the dirigible Norge, accomplished
just such a feat, for he was the first to fly over
the North Pole in an airship. A disadvan-
tage of airships is that they are large and ex-
pensive to build and require a large crew of
men to control them. Many inventors felt
that if they could find a way to fly a machine
which was heavier than air, their problems
would be solved, for such a ship could be con-
trolled by one or two men. Finally, after a
great deal of experimenting, the airplane was
invented. The different types are called
monoplanes, biplanes, or triplanes, according
to whether they have one, two, or three pairs
of wings. The airplane which can rise from
the water, or can land on it, is called a hydro-
plane. Airplanes are useful in discovering
and reporting forest fires, in rapid transit of
mail, and in carrying food to flooded areas. It
is even expected that in the future airplanes i
will be of assistance to ships in distress far
off at sea.
“ Open your books.
“A. Which type of aircraft was first successfully
used for extended flight ? nj
“B. In which airship did Nobile explore the North
Pole ?
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“C. Which type of aircraft requires the largest
operating staff?
“D. Which picture shows a biplane?
“E. What new use of airplanes is predicted?”
{Grade'll, stops here.)
“Turn over your books and look at me while I read
the next story.”
XI
(/ minute 40 seconds)
While electricity is a useful servant when
properly controlled, it may also be the source
of many fatal accidents. Although many
people live in constant fear of lightning, the
danger from such electrical force is really
much less than the risk involved in the care-
less use of common electrical appliances in
the home. While there are many precau-
tions that should be observed in an electrical
storm, a person is reasonably safe in the
shelter of a dwelling house. Objects which
project into the air, forming the highest point
in the vicinity, are more likely to be struck.
For this reason it is well to avoid being in
open boats or in unprotected places during
a storm. However, the dangers from light-
ning are of much less importance than from
charged wires on which the insulation has
worn too thin or has become broken in spots.
Poorly insulated wires attached to flatirons,
toasters, radios, or curling irons are often
responsible for accidents. Some wires, such
as trolley wires for streetcars, cannot be in-
sulated, since the power is obtained by direct
contact. Any exposed wire through which a
heavy current is passing is veryv dangerous,
and it is wise to notify the police or the proper
authorities when such a wire is discovered
within the reach of passers-by. If it is
necessary in emergencies to handle a charged
wire, the hands should be protected by an
adequate non-conductor. A rubber over-
shoe or a dry wooden pole may be used for
pushing charged wires away. It is best, how-
ever, to leave suspicious-looking wires alone.
“ Open your books.
“A. Which source of electricity is responsible for
the most fatalities ?
“B. Which location is preferable during an electric
storm?
“C. Which picture shows insulated wiring?
“D. What procedure should be followed if emer-
gency demanded the immediate adjustment of a
charged wire ?
“E. What is recommended to the ordinary ob-
server who discovers a suspicious-looking wire ?
“Turn over your books and look at me while I read
the next story.”
XII
(i minute 10 seconds)
Any study of political history reveals that
no nation can afford to ignore the possibility
of military conflict. The concern of nations
about this question is evidenced by constant
discussions in regard to armaments, mutual-
defense pacts, and organizations for arbitra-
tion of international disputes. In all these
fields the potentiality of the airplane as an
instrument of war is being given deep con-
sideration. The readiness of some nations
to scrap outmoded naval vessels may be at-
tributed in part to the vulnerability of war-
ships to attack from the air. Although the
speed of the airplane forces the aerial torpedo
to pursue an oblique line in its approach to
the target, pilots are becoming increasingly
accurate in their use of this weapon. The
extremely grave consequence of a possible
gas-bomb attack on crowded cities by the air
forces of belligerent nations impresses us
with the necessity of inducing all nations to
submit their disputes to arbitration without
recourse to armed conflict.
“ Open your books.
“A. What problem has been a persistent anxiety
to all countries?
“B. Which picture evidences the declining con-
fidence of countries in naval armaments ?
“C. Which picture shows the correct inclination
of an aerial bomb ?
“D. Which picture visualizes the fears of many
civilians in regard to air raids ?
“E. Which picture shows the method suggested
to remove the menace of war ?
“That is all. Turn over your booklet so that the
title page is on top.”
(The examiner should collect the papers promptly.)
Directions for Scoring
Complete directions for scoring are given in the Key
which is included in each package of tests.
Use of the Class Record
A Class Record is also provided with each package
of tests. For further suggestions regarding its use
see the Manual.
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TABLE 1. Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Unit Increments of Score in the
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Word Meaning Paragraph Meaning
[
I'OTAL Score
1 \
Score
Grade
|
Equiv
•Age
alent
Score
Grade
|
.Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
.Age
Eq uivalent Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
5 1.3
i
0-4 5 1.8 7-0 5 1.0 0-0 00 4.1 9-5
6 1.4 0-5 0 1.9 7-1 0 1.0 0-0 01 4.2 9-7
7 1.5 0-7 7 2.0 7-2 - 7 1.1 0-1 62 4.3 9-8
8 1.0 0-9 8 2.1 7 3 8 1.1 0-1 03 4.3 9-8
,
9 1.7 0-10 9 2.1 7-3 9 1.2 0-3 04 4.4 9-9
10 1.8 . 7-0 10 2.2 7-5 10 1.3 0-4 65 4.4 9-9
11 1.9 7-1 11 2.3 7-0 11 1.3 0-4 00 4.5 9-11
12
“
1.9 7-1 12 2.4 7-7 • 12 1.4 0-5 67 4.6 10-0
13 2.0 7-2 13 2.5 7-8 13 1.5 6-7 08 4.6 10-0
14 2.1 7-3 14 2.0 7-10 14 1.5 0-7 09 4.7 10-1
15 2.2 7-5 15- 2.7 7-11 15 1.0 0-9
.
70 4.7 10-1
16 2.3 7-0 10 2.8 8-0 10 1.0 0-9 71 4.8 10-3
17 2.4 7-7 17 2.9 8-2 17 1.7 6-10 72 4.9 10-4
18 2.5 7-8 18 3.0 8-3 18 1.7 0-10 73 4.9 10-4
19 2.0 7-10 19 3.1 8-4 19 1.8 7-0 74 5.0 10-5
20 2.7 7-11 20 3.2 8-0 20 1.9 7-1 75 5.1 10-7
21 2.8 8-0 21 0.3 8-7 21 1.9 7-1 76 5.1 10-7
22 2.9 8-2 22 3.4
• 8-8 22 2.0 '7-2 77 5.2 10-8
23 3.0 8-3 23 3.5 8-9 23 2.0 7-2 78 5.3 10-9
24 3.1 8-4 24 3.0 8-11 24 2.1 7-3 79 5.3 10-9
25 3.2 8-0 25 3.7 9-0 25 2.1 7-3 80 5.4 10-11
20 3.3 8-7 20 3.8 9-1 20 2.2 7-5 81 5.5 n -0
27 3.4 8-8 27 3.9 9-3 27 2.2 7-5 82 5.5 11-0
28 8-9 28 4.0 9-1 28 2.3 7-6 83 5.6 11-1
29 3.0 8-11 29 4.1 9-5 29 2.3 7-6 84 5.7 11-3
30 3.7 9-0 30 4.3 9-8 30 2.4 7-7 85 5.8 11-4
31 3.9 9-3 31 4.4 9-9 31 2.5 7-8 86 5.8 11-4
32 . 4.0 9-4 32 4.5 9-11 32 2.5 7-8 87 5.9 11-5
33 4.1 9-5 33 4.() 10-0 33 2.0 7-10 88 6.0 11-7
34 4.2 9-7 34 4.7 10-1 34 2.6 7-10 89 6.1 11-8
35 4.3 9-8 35 4.9 10-4 35 2.7 7-11 90 6.2 11-9
30 4.4 9-9 30 5.0 10-5 30 2.7 7-11 91 6.3 11-10
37 4.5 9-11 37 5.2 10-8 37 2.8 8-0 92 6.4 12-0
38 4.0 lOA) 38 5.4 10-11 38 2.8 8-0 93 0.5 12-1
39 4.7 10-1 39 5.0 11-1 39 2.9 8-2 , 94 6.6 12-2
40 4.9 10-4 40 5.8 IIM 40 3.0 8-3 95 6.7 12-3
41 5.0 10-5 41 0.1 11-8 41 3.0 8-3 96 6.8 12-4
42 5.1 10-7 42 0.4 12-0 42 3.1 8-4 97 6.9 12-6
43 5.2 10-8 43 0.7 12-3 43 3.1 8-4 98 7.0 * 12-7
44 5.3 104) 44 7.0 * 12-7 44 3.2 8-6 99 7.1 12-8
45 5.1 10-11 45 7.2 12-9 45 3.3 8-7 100 7.2 12-9
40 5.0 11-1 40 7.5 13-0 40 3.3 8-7 101 7.3 12-10
47 5.7 11-3 47 7.8 13-4 47 3.4 8-8 102 7.4 12-11
48 5.9 11-5 48 8.2 13-8 48 3.4' 8-8 103 7.5 13-0
49 0.0 11-7 49 8.0 14-0 49 3.0 8-9 104 7.6 13-1
.50 0.2 11-9 50 89 14-4 .50 3.5 8-9 105 7.7 13-2, '
51 6.3 11-10 51 9.3 14-8 51 3.6 8-11 106 7.8 13-4
.52 0.5 12-1 52 96 14-11 52 3.7 9-0 107 7.9 13-5
53 0.7 12-3 53 10.0 15-3 53 3.7 9-0 108 8.0 13-0
54 0.9 12-0 54 10.4 15-7 54 3.8 9-1 109 8.1 13-7
55 7.0 * 12-7 55 10.9 16-0 55 3.9 9-3 110 8.2 13-8
5(> 7.2 12-9 56 11.3 16-4 56 3.9 9-3 111 8.3 13-9
57 7.4 12-11 57 11.7 16-8 57 4.0 9-4 112 8.4 13-10
58 7.0 13-1 58 12.2 17-0 .58 4.0 9-4 113 8.5 13-11
.59 7.8 13-4 59 A 2.6 17-4 59 4.1 9-5 114 8.7 14-1
* Equivalents beyond this point were obtained by extrapolation.
* The age which has been assigned to any grade is the median age of children having the given grade placement. These age equivalent^ are based on a
large, unselected sampling of children taken from the United States as a whole, the data having been collected originally by the Office of Education.
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READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORMS A AND B
For Grades 3 to 6
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
Description of the Tests
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test,
Intermediate Test, is a part of the series published
as the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achieve-
ment Tests. The tests of the series are as follows
:
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test (Hearing
Comprehension). The Intermediate Test for Grades
3-6 measures comprehension of spoken language and
is composed of two sub-tests, one involving Word
Meaning and the other Paragraph Meaning.^
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. The
Intermediate Test to which these directions apply, for
Grades 3—6, is available in two equivalent forms
:
Form A and Form B. This test consists of four tests
as follows :
Test 1. Word Meaning. This test closely parallels
the Word Meaning test of the Reading Capacity
Test. It is multiple choice in form, and contains
seventy-five items.
Test 2. Paragraph Mecf-ning. This test consists of
twelve paragraphs, graded in difficulty, which
parallel closely the Paragraph Meaning Test of
the Reading Capacity Test. Comprehension of
each paragraph read by the pupil is measured by
five multiple-choice questions which measure five
diflFerent aspects of reading ability.
Test 3. Spelling. This test is optional, and is to
be given at the discretion of the examiner.
Twenty words are presented for each grade
level.
Test If.. Written Recall. This test is optional.
The child reads a paragraph suited to his grade
* For a more extensive description of the Reading Capacity Test see the
Directions for Administering and Scoring the Reading Capacity Test or the
Manual for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.
level, and writes from memory a summary of
what he has read. This test is particularly
valuable if the group tests are to be followed by
full individual testing.
Durrell-Sullivan Primary Reading Capacity and
Achievement Test. This test for Grades 2®-4® includes
in one booklet the easier material of the Intermediate
Capacity and Achievement Tests and provides a more
usable test for the lower grades.
(For further information concerning the construc-
tion and standardization of these tests see the Manual
for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.)
The testing situation. The test should be given
in a room where a quiet atmosphere prevails both
within and without. It should be administered as
though it were an interesting lesson, with no pre-
liminary counsel by the teacher or the examiner.
The examiner. To obtain reliable results, the
examiner should be entirely familiar with the Manual
before administering any of the tests. The wording
of the directions has been worked out with care and
the person administering the test should follow instruc-
tions exactly. It is intended that the directions shall
be precise enough so that all children will understand
exactly what they are to do. However, instructions
may be repeated if circumstances seem to make this
necessary.
Directions for Administering the
Reading Achievement Test
Time limits. Since speed of reading is not a factor
which is being measured by the tests which comprise
the Reading Achievement Test, time limits have been
included only to facilitate administration and these
Published by World Book Company, Ypnkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937, 1945, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, peinto m u.s.a. C
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are intentionally generous. These time limits are
as follows ;
Required Tests
Test 1. Word Meaning 10 minutes
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning . . .
. ^ minutes
Total time 30 minutes
Optional Tests
Test 3. Spelling . . . Approximately 5 minutes
Test 4. Written Recall
Grade 3, Para. 1 Reading time about 3 minutes
Grade 4, Para. 2 Reading time about 4 minutes
Both grades . . Writing time about 5 minutes
Total time . . Approximately 15 minutes
If the Optional Tests are given, they should be
administered at a second sitting in order to avoid
fatigue.
Filling out the title page. Before handing out the
test papers, see that each child has a pencil and that
there are extra pencils available in the room in case
a child breaks his lead. When the test booklets have
been distributed and the children are ready to take
the test, say ; “This book contains some exercises
for you to do. Do not write on it or open it until I
tell you to do so.”
E.xaminer, holding the test booklet up, points to the
blank spaces, saying : “Fill in these blank spaces as
quickly as you can. Remember to write plainly. On
the first line, where it says ‘Name,’ write your name.
On the next line, after the word ‘Age,’ put how old you
are. Now write in the other spaces what is asked
for.’! Guide the pupils, if necessary, so that correct
entries are made for grade, teacher’s name, etc.
Allow a reasonable time for filling in the spaces.
“Now, listen carefully and do just as I tell you.
You must not ask questions after we begin. If your
pencil should break, raise your hand and I will give
you another.
“Now open your booklet to page 2 and fold the
page back, like this.” (The examiner should demon-
strate how' to do this.)
Required Tests
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
“Look at the sample at the top of this page.
“I shall read the sam.ple to you
:
“An apple is a kind of—
1. paint 2. metal 3. animal 4. fruit 5. chair
“Which answer is correct?
“Yes, ‘fruit’ is correct. So a heavy black pencil
mark has been made between the two dotted lines
under number 4 at the right.” (Examiner points
to the place.)
“Now read the next sample to yourself. See if
you can mark the correct answer.
“How many put a heavy black mark in the second
answer space ? Number 2 is the correct answer.
“There is one more sample left,
“See if everyone can choose the correct number this
time.” (Pause.) “Number 5 is the correct answer.
.
“You do all other lines in this test just as you did
the samples. Do as many as you can. When you
come to the end of this page, turn right over and go on
to the next page.” (Demonstrate.) “When you
finish it, turn the page to page 4, fold it back (demon-
strate), and do it too. There are three pages to do.
“When you are through, put yoiur pencil down and
wait for directions.
“Ready — Go.”
Make a note, immediately, of the time, in writing.
At the end of exactly 10 minutes say: “Stop. Turn
over your books to Test 2.”
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
“Put your pencils on this little story at the top of
this page.” (Examiner points to sample story.)
“You are going to read it to yourself. When you
are through, I am going to ask you to answer some
questions about the story. Ready— Read to your-
self. When you are through, raise your hand.”
When all have finished, say :
“Put your pencil on Question A under the story.”
(Examiner demonstrates on her copy.)
“Question A says, ‘What did Helen and her brother
do?’ Which number tells the' right answer?”
(Pause.) “Yes, 2 is right.
“So the space between the dotted lines imder
number 2 has been filled in.” (Indicate.)
“Put your pencil on Question B.” (Indicate.)
“Read it. What is the correct answer in the story?
Yes, 3 is correct; so you put a heavy black mark
between the dotted lines under number 3.”
See that the children understand and are recording
the answers correctly. Assist those who need help.
“All ready. We will try to see if everyone can
mark the next question correctly.
“Put your pencil on Question C.” (Indicate.)
“Read it. Put the answer in the right place.”
(Pause.) “Who marked the dotted lines under 5?
Number 5 is right.
“You do exactly the same thing with the other
stories in this book. There are six pages to this test
;
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it goes over to pages 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.” (Show.)
“Do as many stories as you can. When you finish
each page, turn right over to the next. Keep right on
until I tell you to stop. Ready— Go.”
Note the time, immediately, in writing.- At the end
of exactly 20 minutes say : “Stop. Close your books
and turn them over so that the title page is on top.”
See that the tests are collected immediately.
Optional Tests
If the Optional Tests are given, it is necessary to
provide a separate sheet of paper ruled on both sides.
Distribute these sheets and have each pupil write his
name at the top of the sheet. Do not redistribute the
test papers until instructed in the directions to follow.
TEST 3. SPELLING
Say : “You are going to write some spelling words
on this paper. First number the lines from 1 to 20,
like this.” (Illustrate on the blackboard the method
of numbering.)
“I am going to read a word. Then I shall read a
sentence with the word in it, and afterward I shall
read the word again. You are to write the words on
the numbered lines on your paper. Write as care-
fully as you can.”
(Be sure to use words for Form A or Form B —
whicjiever is being administered.)
FORM A
“The first word is ‘sweet.’ ” (Read the sentence
ontaining the word and repeat the word.)
Grade 3 begins here.
sweet Sugar makes our food taste sweet.
dinner We had vegetables for diimer.
brother His brother is in my class.
yard They are playing in the yard.
many How many were there.?
very They are very happy now.
would Would you like to go to the city?
because He did it because he was told to.
floor The floor has just been swept.
wash Did the kitten wash its face?
Grade 4 begins here.
leave What time will you leave school?
afternoon The ball game is in the afternoon.
thought I thought I heard him come in.
wear We wear warm clothes in winter.
pound He brought home a pound of butter.
early You may get up early if you wish to go,
page The story begins on page four.
teeth He is having his teeth cleaned.
push Push the carriage over here.
stairs There are twenty stairs to climb.
Grade 3 ends here.
Grade 5 begins here.
clothing
market
weather
young
friend
happened
fixed
station
explain
promise
The Indians made clothing of skins.
He bought his meat at the market.
It looks as if we should have fair weather.
The young birds are in the nest.
His friend will meet him at the train.
It happened at nine o’clock.
She fixed the rope so it would not break.
They are going to the station.
Please explain how you did it.
Do not make a promise unless you intend
to keep it.
Grade 4 ends here.
Grade 6 begins
machine
gasoline
expected
disappear
believe
encourage
contained
business-
satisfied
faithful
here.
It is possible to do it faster by machine.
The gasoline tank is in the rear.
We expected you at eight o’clock.
Where could it disappear to.?
I believe you did the best you could.
Encourage him to do better work.
The bank contained five dollars.
He is going into his father’s business.
He was not satisfied with the result.
The dog is a faithful companion.
Grade 5 ends here.
expensive
announcement
succeeded
purchase
convention
authorize
peculiar
mysterious
damaged
regularly
This is an expensive book.
The announcement came this morning.
He succeeded in climbing to the top.
Where did you purchase your racket.?
The convention was held in Boston.
I will authorize you to get it for me.
He had a peculiar disposition.
There were some mysterious noises outside.
The box was damaged when it arrived.
The postman delivers mail here regularly.
Grade 6 ends here.
FORM B
“The first word is ‘rubber.’” (Read the sentence
containing the word and repeat the word.)
Grade 3 begins here.
rubber
forgot
smoke
cloth
finger
between
highest
know
everybody
build
The eraser is made of rubber.
She forgot to bring her book to school.
There was heavy smoke coming from the
chimney.
What pretty cloth is in your dress !
The ring fits her little finger.
'The teacher walked between the rows of chairs.
The church was the highest building in the town.
Did you know he was coming .?
Everybody in the class was present that day. ,
The boys are going to build a cabin.
Grade 4 begins here.
heavy That is a very heavy box.
changed He changed his coat.
answer Have ygu the correct answer?
vacation We have a vacation in the summer.
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sudden He took a sudden fall.
kitchen Put it in the kitchen.
tongue The cat has a rough tongue.
caught The police caught the robber.
beautiful See the beautiful sunset
!
question I asked him a question.
Grade 3 ends here.
Grade 5 begins
notice
injured
receive
easier
library
telegraph
except
accident
eastern
magazine
Grade 6 begins
condition
strength
comfortable
circle
arrange
require
honor
value
notify
enemy
here.
I did not notice him come in.
He was injured in a football game.
When did you receive my letter ?
This example is easier than the other.
Did you get this book at the library?
He left the note at the telegraph office.
They all went except Mary.
She has been in an accident.
John lives on the eastern coast.
Did you read the story in the magazine?
Grade 4 ^nds here.
here.
The floors were in poor condition.
Lions have great strength.
The room was warm and comfortable.
Stand in the center of the circle.
Please arrange the hooks on the shelf.
How much cloth does your dress require?
The king bestowed a high honor on him.
What is the value of the land
They will notify you when your suit comes.
He was fighting on the side of the enemy.
Grade 5 ends here.
eighth
necessary
especially
practice
intelligent
orchestra
obedient
request
immediate
neighbors
Mary is in the eighth grade.
Such noise is not necessary.
1 he play was done especially well.
He has gone to practice on the team.
The horse is an intelligent animal.
He played a violin in the orchestra.
John is a very obedient boy.
Please request them to be more quiet.
He is in no immediate danger.
Who are your new neighbors?
Grade 6 ends here.
TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL
Redistribute the test booklets. Since no marks
are to be made on the test papers themselves, it is not
necessary to return the papers to the same children
whose names appear on the title page. Say:
“I am returning the test books containing Tests 1
and 2 which you have already taken. Leave the
test book flat on your desk with the title page on top
imtil you are told what to do. You must not, under
any circumstances, open the test book.”
If the papers have been handed out at random, say
:
“You may not have received your own paper. This
does not matter because you will not be asked to make
any marks on the test books themselves.
“Now txum the book over to the back page. You
are to read Paragraph II” (Paragraph I in Grade 3)
“on this page.” (Indicate the paragraph,) “Read
carefully so that you will remember everything it says.
Be sure you read Paragraph II” (dr I in Grade 3).
“When you have read it through carefully, just ONCE,
turn your book over so that the front page is on top
and wait for directions.”
Allow 3 minutes’ reading time for Paragraph I
;
allow 4 minutes’ reading time for Paragraph II.
“Now turn over the sheet of paper on which you
wrote your spelling words. Write everything you can
remember about the paragraph you have just read.”
At the end of 5 minutes say : “Stop. Do not write
any more.”
Collect the test booklets first and then the separate
sheets of paper.
Directions for Scoring
General directions. The need for accuracy in
the scoring of objective tests cannot be overempha-
sized. All scoring should be checked, and if the test
results are to be used for individual guidance it is well
to check them a third time.
It is advisable to break up the scoring into two
or more processes, depending upon the length of the
test. Each operation should be made as mechanical
as possible. The most efficient scoring is done when
the process becomes very nearly automatic.
Specific directions. Sub-tests 1 and 2 of the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test are scored
by means of a scoring arrangement which does away
with the necessity of the scorer marking each item
right or wrong.
1. Test 1 should be scored as one operation for all papers,
and Test 2 scored as a second and entirely separate
operation.
2. DividetheKey along the heavy line marked “Cut here.”
3. If any items are found to be double-marked, these
should be crossed out with a colored pencil so that
credit will not be given for a possible correct answer.
4. Open the test booklet to pages 2-3. Superimpose
the Key for page 2 on the page 2 answer spaces, so
that the heavy black arrow in the center of the test
page shows through the large opening in the center
of the Key column, and the two arrows on the test
booklet and Key are point to point, as illustrated:
2 Adjust the Key with a slight rotary
motion, so that the answer spaces on the test paper
show through the spaces in the Key.
5. Count the number of correct responses— i.e., the
responses which appear through the openings— and.
Directions for Administering and Scoring: hitermediate Test 5
holding this in mind, slip the Key to the right so
that the Key for page 3 is superimposed on the answer
spaces for page 3. Continue the count of number
right for page 3. Repeat this process for page 4, and
record the score for Test 1 at the bottom of page 4.
6. After all the papers have been scored for Test 1,
lay aside the Key for Test 1 and take the Key for
Test 2. Place the entire pile of tests in a convenient
position, adjust the Key for page 5, and proceed' in
exactly the same way as before.
7. The papers should be rescored, preferably by a second
person, to insure accuracy.
8. Transfer the scores for Test 1 and Test 2 to the title
page, and add these scores together to obtain tbe
total score.
No key is required for scoring Test 3, Spelling, since
the spelling list itself can be used as a key. The score
for each grade is the number of words spelled correctly.
If a numerical score is desired for Test 4, Written
Recall, it can be obtained by counting the number
of ideas recalled in substantially correct form. As
an aid in scoring this test the ideas in the paragraphs
are listed below.
FORM A
Blackie was a
little kitten
One day a big dog
chased him
He became frightened
and ran up a tree
After he got high up
in the branches
he was afraid to come down
The little girl who owned him
came and stood beneath the tree
She called to Blackie
showed him his dish of milk
hoping he would want his supper
enough to come down
he would not come •
Finally her father
called the fire chief
He sent a fireman
with a ladder
The man went up the tree
carried Blackie down
The little girl was happy
to have her kitten again
II
John could hardly wait
anxious to try the new canoe
received for his birthday
As soon as he finished breakfast
raced with his brother and sister
to the lake
They examined splendid new gift
John’s father
showed how to use paddles
told him to take brother and
sister
for a short ride
warned him not to go far from
shore
before thoroughly familiar
with new craft
All went smoothly
gradually John forgot caution
drifted farther from shore
Suddenly came great gust ofwind
In a moment
,
lake was filled with heavy waves
John struggled
to keep canoe upright
Luckily they were not far
from a small island
He steered for this
reached the shore
just as a large wave
turned canoe upside down
Three children scrambled from
water
out onto island
just as another hugewave came in
The boat floated away
John feared
he had lost his precious gift
party in a little steamer
came to aid stranded children
rescued the canoe
which had blown a distance away
FORM B
1
1. Spot was a
2. little black and white puppy
3. He belonged to
4. Mary and Tom Jones
5. who lived on a chicken farm
6. in the country
7. hundreds of hahy chickens
8. mother hens
9. roosters
10. on the farm
11. Spot loved
12. to chase baby chickens
13. Mr. Jones did not
14. want him to
15. it was not good
16. for little chickens
17. One day Spot was
18. racing after chickens
19. mother hen saw him
20. became angry
21. She flew at him
22. he started
23. to run away
24. before she could peck him
25. There was a
26. pan of water
27. standing near by
28. Spot did not see it
29. fell into it
30. in his haste
31. He came out dripping wet
32. It frightened him
33. cured him of chasing chickens
II
1. It was a thrilling experience
2. for Bill Todd
3. who as guest
4. of his Uncle John
5. was attending his first circus
6. They arrived early
7. Bill could walk about
8. see animals in their cages
9. visit side show.s
10. About noon
11. Uncle John suggested they stop
12. at one of the booths for lunch
13. 4 he circus grounds were fast
becoming thronged
14. Bill’s uncle advised him to
remain near
15. so he would not be lost in the
crowd r
16. Seeing many people
17. at a near-by stall
18. Bill w’edged his way ahead
19. to find out what the attraction
was
20. for several minutes
21. he gazed with awe
22. *3t a heavily bearded man
23. lifting great weights with his
teeth
24. Wanting to see the next attrac-
tion
25. Bdl turned to rejoin his uncle
26. Suddenly he discovered
27. he was hemmed in on all sides
by strangers
28. Fear stole over him
29. he rushed through the crowd
30. trying to appedr calm
31. he looked for a policeman
32. who could help him
33. A short distance away
34. near the main entrance
35. stood a kindly-faced officer
36. to whom he told his troubles
37. Following the instructions
38. of the policeman
39. Bill stayed near the booth
40. standing high above the crowd
41. on a platform
42. the policeman called
43. the name of Bill’s uncle
44. through a megaphone
45. Bill looked eagerly
46. Soon he saw' a man hurry
forw'ard
47. He recognized his uncle’s hat
48. shouted to attract his attention
49. both were relieved to have found
each other
50. Bill stayed close to his uncle
51. the rest of the day
Norms
Grade and age equivalents are given in Table 1,
Form A, and Table 2, Form B, for Tests 1 and 2 sepa-
rately and for their combined score. The grade or age
equivalent of this combined score may be considered
as the average reading achievement measure for pur-
f
6 Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test
TABLE 1. {FORM A) Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Unit Increments in Score in the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test’
Reading Achievement I'est
WORD MEANING PARAGRAPH MEANING^ TOTAL SCORE
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
Equiv
Age
alent
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
5
^
2.2 7-5
\
5 2.5 7^ 5 2.0 7-2 60 5.0 10-5
6 2.2 7-5 6 2.6 7-10 6 2.1 7-3 61 5.1 10-7
7 2.3 7-6 7 2.8 8A1 7 2.1 7-3 62 5.1 10-7
8 2.4 7-7 8 2.9 8-2 8 2.2 7-5 63 5.2 10-8
9 2.5 7-8 9 3.1 8-4 9 2.2 7-5 64 5.3 10-9
10 2.6 7-10 10 3.2 8-6 10 2.3 7-6 65 5.3 10-9
11 2.7 7-11 11 3.4 8-8 11 2.3 7-6 66 5.4 10-11
12 2.8 8-11 12 3.5 8-9 12 2.4 7-7 67 5.4 10-11
13 2.8 8-0 13
'
3.7 9-0 13 2.5 7-8 68 5.5 11-0
14 2.9 8-2 14 3.8 9-1 14 2.5 7-8 69 5.5 11-0
15 3.0 8-3 15 4.0 9-1 15 2.6 7-10 70 5.6 11-1
16 3.1 8-4 16 4.1 9-5 16 2.6 7-10 71 5.7 11-3
17 3.2 8-6 17 4.3 9-8 17 2.7 7-11 72 5.7 11-3
18 3.3 8-7 18 4.4 9-9 18 2.7 7-11 73 5.8 11-4
19 3.4 8-8 19 4.6 10-0 19 2.8 8-0 74 5.8 11-4
20 3.4 8-8 20 4.7 10-1 20 2.8 8-0 75 5.9 11-5
21 3.5 8r9 21 4.9 10-1 21 2.9 8-2 76 6.0 11-7
22 3.6 8-11 22 5.1 10-7 22 2.9 8-2 77 6.0 11-7
23 3.7 9-0 23 5.2 10-8 23 3.0 8-3 78 6.1 11-8
24 3.8 9-1 24 5.4 10-11 24 3.0 8-3 79 6.1 11-8
25 3.9 9-3 25 5.5 11-0 25 3.1 8^ 80 6.2 11-9
26 3.9 9-3 26 5.6 11-1 26 3.2 8-6 81 6.3 11-10
27 4.0 9-4 27 5.8 11-4 27 3.2 8-6 82 6.3 11-10
28 4.1 9-5 28 5.9 11-5 28 3.3 8-7 83 6.4 12-0
29 4.2 9-7 29 6.1 11-8 29 3.3' 8-7 84 6.5 12-1
30 4.3 9-8 30 6.2 11-9 30 3.4 8-8 85 6.5 12-1
31
.
4.4 9-9 31 6.3 11-10 31 3.4 8-8 86 6.6 12-2
32 4.5 9-11 32 6.5 12-1 32 3.5 8-9 87 6.6 12-2
33 4.5 9-11 33 6.6 12-2 33 3.5 8-9 88 6.7 12-3
34 4.6 10-0 34 6.8 12-1 34 3.6, 8-11 89 6.7 12-3
35 4.7 10-1 35 7.0* 12-7 35 3.6 8-11 90 6.8 12-4
36 4.8 10-3 36 7.1 12-8 36 3.7 9-0 91 6.9 12-6
37 4.9 10-4 37 7.2 12-9 37 3.8 9-1 92 7.0* 12-7
38 5.0 10-5 38 7.4 12-11 38 3.8 9-1 93 7.0 12-7
39 5.0 10-5 39 7.5 13-0 39 3.9 9-3 94 7.1 12-8
40 5.1 10-7 40 7.7 13-2 40 . 3.9 9-3 95 7.1 12-8
41 5.2 10-8 41 7.8 13-1 41 4.0 9-4 96 7.2 12-9
42 5.3 10-9 42 8.0 13-6 42 - 4.0 9-1 97 7.3 12-10
43 5.4 lQ-11 43 8.1 13-7 43 4.1 9-5 98 7.3 12-10
44 5.5 11-0 44 8.2 13-8 44 4.1 9-5 99 7.4 12-11
45 5.6 11-1 45 8.4 13-10 45 4.2 9-7 100 7.5 13-0
46 5.6 11-1 46 8.5 13-11 46 4.3 9-8 101 7.5 13-0
1 47 5.7 11-3 47 8.6 14-0 47 4.3 9-8 102 7.6 i;!-l
48 5.8 11^- 48 8.8 14-3 48 4.4 9-9 103 7.7 13-2
49 5.9 11-5 49 8.9 14-4 49 4.4 9-9 104 7.7 13-2
50 6.0 11-7 50 9.1 14-6 50 4.5 9-11 105 7.8 13^
51 6.1 11-8 51 9.2 14-7 51 4.5 9-11 106 7.9 13-5
1 52 6.2 11-9 52 9.4 14-9 52 4.6 10-0 107 7.9 13-5
‘ 53 6.3 11-10 53 9.5 14-10 53 4.6 10-0 108 8.0 13-6
54 6.4 12-0 54 9.7 15-0 54 4.7 10-1 109 8.1 13-7
55 6.6 12-2 55 9.8 15-1 55 4.7 10-1 110 8.1 13-7
56 6.7 12-3 56 9.9 15-2 56 4.8 10-3 111 8.2 13-8
1
6.8 12-4 57 10.1 15^ 57 4.9 10-1 112 8.3 13-9
1
58 6.9 12-6 58 10.2 15-5 58 4.9 10-1 113 8.4 13-10
1 59 7.1* 12-8 59 10.4 15-7 59 5.0 10-5 114
i
8.4 13-10
* Equivalents beyond this point were obtained by extrapolation.
^ The age which has been assigned to any grade is the median age of children having the given grade placement. These age equivalents are based on a
large, unselected sampling of children taken from the United States as a whole, the data having been collected originally by the Office of Education.
7Directions for Administering and Scoring: Intermediate Test
TABLE 2
.
{FORM B) Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Unit Increments in Score in the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test '
Reading Achievement Test
WORD MEANING PARAGRAPH. MEANING TOTAL SCORE
Score
Grade
[
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
Age
E(|uivalent Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
Score
Grade
|
Age
Equivalent
5 5 2.4 7-7 5 2.0 7-2 60 4.9 10-4
() 2.2 7-5 ‘ 6 2.5 7-8 6 2.0 7-2 61 5.0 10-5
7 2.2 7-5 7 2.6 7-10 7 2.0 7-2 62 5.1 10-7
8 2.3 7-6 8 2.8 8-0 8 2.1 7-3 63 5.2 10-8
9 2.4 7-7 9 2.9 8-2 9 2.1 7-3 64 5.2 10-8
10 2.4 7-7 10 3.0 • 8-3 10 2.2 7-5 65 5,3 10-9
11 2.5 7-8 11 3.1 8-1 11 2.2 7-5 66 5.3 10-9
12 2.6 7-10 12 3.2 8 -E) 12 2.3 7-6 67 5'.4 10-11
13 2.7 7-11 13 3.3 8-7 13 2.3 7-6 68 5.5 11-0
14 2.8 8-0 14 3.4 8-8 14 2.4 7-7 69
.
5.6 11-1
15 2.9 8-2 15 3.5 8-9 15 2.4 7-7 , 70 5.7 11-3
16 3.0 8-3 16 3.7 9-0 16 2.5 7-8 71 5.8 11-4
17 3.1 . 8-4 17 3.9 9-3 17 2.5 7-8 72 5.9 11-5
18 3.2 8-6 18 4.0 9-4 18 2.6 7-10 73 5.9 11-5
19 3.3 8-7 19 4.1 9-5 19 2.6 7-10 74 6.0 11-7
20 3.4 8-8 20 4.3 9-8 20 2.7 7-11 75 6.1 11-8
21 3.5 8-9 21 4.4 9-9 21 2.7 7-11 76 6.1 11-8
22 3.6 8-11 22 4.6 10-0 22 2.8 8-0 77 6.2 11-9
23 3.7 9-0 23 4.7 10-1 23 2.8 8-0 78 6 .2 . 11-9
24 3.7 9-0 24 , 4.9 10-1 24 2.9 8-2 79 6.3 11-10
25 3.8 9-1 25 5.2 10-8 25 2.9 8-2 80 6.3 11-10
26 3.9 9-3 26 5.3 10-9 26 3.0 8-3 81
,
6.4 12-0
27 4.0
,
9-1 27 5.5 11-0 27 3.0 8-3 82 ' 6.5 12-1
28 4.1 9-5
.
28 5.7 11-3 28 3.1 8-4 83 6.5 12-1
29 4.2 9-7 29 5.9 11-5 29 3.1 8-4 84 6.6 12-2
30 4.3 9-8 30 6.1 11-8 30 3.2 8-6 85 6.7 12-3
31 4.4 9-9 31 6.2 11-9 31 3.2 8-6 86 6.7 12-3
32 4.5 9-11 32 6.3 11-10 32 3.3 8-7 87 6.8 12-4
33 4.6 10-0
,
33 6.5 12-1 33 3.3 8-7 88 6.9 12-6
34 4.7 10-1 34 6.7 12-3 • 34 3.4 8-8 89 6.9 12-6
35 4.8 10-3 35 6.8 12-4 35 3.5 8-9 90 7 .0* 12-7
36 4.9 10-1 36 7 .0* 12-7 36 3.5 8-9 91 7.1 12-8
37 5.0 10-5 37 7.2 12-9 37 3.6 8-11 92 7.2 12-9
38 5.1 10-7 38 7.3 12-10 38 3.6 8-11 93 7.3 12-10
39 5.2 10-8 39 7.4 12-11 39 3.7 9-0 94 7.4 12-11
40 5.3 10-9 40 7.5 13-0 40 3.7 9-0 95 7.4 12-11
41 5.5 11-0 41 7.6 13-1 41 . 3.8 9-1 96 7.5 13-0
42 5.7 11-3 42 7.8 13-4 42 3.8 9-1 97 7.5 13-0
-43 5.8 11-4 43 7.9 13-5 43 3.9 9-3 98 7.6 13-1
44
"
5.9 11-5 44 8.1 13-7 44 3.9 9-3 99 7.6 13-1
45 6.0 11-7 45 8.2 13-8 45 4.0 9-4 100 7.7 13-2
46 0.1 11-8 46 8.3 13-9 46 4.0 9-4 101 7.8 13-4
47 6.2 11-9 47 8.4 13-10 47 4.1 9-5 102 7.9 13-5
48 6.3 11-10 48 8.5 13-11 48 4.2 9-7 103 7.9 13-5
49 6.4 12-0 49 8.6 14-0 49 4.2 9-7 104 8.0 13-6
50 6.5 12-1 ^ 50 8.7 14-1 50 4.3 9-8 105 8.1 13-7
51 6.6 12-2 51 3.9 14-4 51 4.4 9-9 106 8.2 13-8
> 52 6.8 12-1 52 9.1 14-6 52 4.4 9-9 107 8.3 13-9
53 6.9 12-6 53 9.3 14-8 53 4.5 9-11 108 8.4 13-10
54 7 .0* 12-7* 54 9.5 14-10 54 4.5 9-11 109 8.4 13-10
,
55 7.1 12-8 55 9.7 15-0 55 4.6 10-0 110 8.5 J3-11
56 7.3 12-10 56 9.9 15-2 56 4.6 10-0 111 8.5 13-11
57 7.5 13-0 57 10.1 15-4 57 4.7 10-1 112 8.6 14-0
58 7.6 13-1 58 10.2 15-5 58 4.8 10-3 113 8,7 14-1
59 7.7 13-2 59 10.4 15-7 59 4.9 10^ 114 8.8 14-3
60 7.9 13-5
* Equivalents beyond t'lis point were obtained by extrapolation.
'The age which has been assigned to anv grade is the median ige of children having the given grade placement. I hese age equivalents are based on a
large, unselected sampling of children taken from the United States as a whole, the data having been collected originally by the Office of Education.
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Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test
poses of comparison with the comparable average
measure on the Reading Capacity Testd
TABLE 3
{FORM A) Grade Equivalents Corresponding to Raw
Scores in Test 3, Spelling
Score
Grade
3 4 6 6
1 2.5 3.2 4.3 5.4
2 2.6 3.3 4.4 5.5
3 2.7 3.5 4.6 5.7
4 2.8 3.6 4.7 5.8
5 2.9 3.7 4.8 5.9
6 3.0 3.8 4.9 6.0
7 3.2 3.9 5.0 6.1
8 . 3.3 4.1 5.2 6.3
9 3.4 4.3 5.4 6.5
10 3.5 4.4 5.5 6.6
11 3.6 4.5 5.6 6.7
12 3.7 4.6 5.7 6.8
13 3.8 4.8 5.9 7.0
14 3.9 4.9 6.0 7.1
15 4.0 5.0 6.1 7.3
16 4.2 5.2 6.3 7.4
17 4.3 5.3 6.4 7.5
18 4.4 5.5 6.6 7.6
19 4.5 5.6 6.7 7.8
20 4.6 5.7 6.8 7.9
Table 3, Form A, and Table 4, Form B, give grade
equivalents corresponding to raw scores (number of
words spelled correctly) for each grade level from 3
to 6 inclusive. To use this table of norms, find the
number of words spelled correctly in the first column
and read off the grade equivalent which appears oppo-
site this score in the appropriate grade column. Be
sure to use the grade column which is headed with a
number corresponding to the grade placement of the
Individual whose score is being interpreted.
These norms have been so set up that credit is auto-
matically allowed on a sliding scale for words not
dictated in a given grade but dictated to a lower grade.
This makes the norms continuous and comparable
from one grade level to another.
The greatest value of the test does not lie in the
grade equivalent which it yields, however, but in the
suggestions found in a subjective analysis of the types
of errors which the child makes.
^ Norms for both thfe Reading Achievement Test and the Reading
Capacity Test are also given in the Manual.,
TABLE 4
{FORM B) Grade Equivalents Corresponding to Raw
;
J
Scores in Test 3, Spelling ' -
Score
Grade
3 4 6 6
1 2.6 3.3 4.5 5.0
2 2.8 3.6 4.6 5.1
3 3.1 3.9 4.8 5.3
4 3.3 4.1 5.0 5.5
5 3.6 4.3 5.2 5.7
6 3.7 4.5 5.5 5.9
7 3.9 4.7 5.7 6.0
8
*
4.1 4.9 5.8 6.1
9 4.2 5.1 5.9 6.3
10 4.3 5.3 6.0 6.4
11 4.4 5.4 6.1 6.5
12 4.5 5.5 6.3 6.6
13 4.7 5.6 6.4 6.7
14 4.9 5.7 6.5 6.8
15 5.1 5.8 6.6 7.1
16 5.2 5.9 6.7 7.3
17 5.3 6.1 6.8 7.4
18 5.4 6.2 6.9 7.5
19 5.5 6.3 7.0 7.7
20 5.6 6.4 7.1 7.9
Table 5 gives qualitative ratings corresponding to
the number of ideas correctly recalled in Test 4.
Written Recall. The chief value of these ratings is
that they tend to corroborate Tests 1 and 2 in cases
where severe reading difficulty exists. Careful obser-
vation and analysis of the child’s written response
beyond merely assigning a rating will often repay the
effort by suggesting the nature of the child’s reading
difficulty.
TABLE 5
Qualitative Ratings Corresponding to Number of Ideas
Recalled in Test 4, Written Recall {FORMS A AND B)
Grade
Rating Correspondence to Score
GOOD FAIR POOR
3 11 + 5-10 0-4
4 13+ 7-12 0-6
5 15+ 9-14 0-8
6 18+ 11-17 0-10
k
Na
To find the rating corresponding to a given score, |
locate the score in the row opposite the grade level in
;
Column 1 and read the rating from the top of the I
column in which the score appears. For example, if *
a child in the 4th grade recalls nine ideas in substan- 1
tially correct form, his rating is “Fair.”
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING
Samples,
^
An is a kind of— 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair., ii
1
Large means — 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like
To shut means to— 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close ;= i:
3 4
I! I
3 4
H -
3
I
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17.
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24.
25 .
To chop means — 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut
If a thing is above, it is — 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between H
1
A thing that is bent is — 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight...!;
1
Traye/ means — 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction..!;
1
OiZ is used for— 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents
Quarrel means — 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw
A hall is a — 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field
An island is surrounded by— 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water
*
]
Remain means — 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany
]
Salt is used on — 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers .
.
1
Marriage means — 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding .
1
A carpenter makes things of— 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass ;;
1
A maid is a— 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 fruit
1
A palace is a — 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman. .!!
1
A helmet is worn on the— 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 4 elbows 5 head :;
[ 2 ]
5 fall
1
::
2 3
: : :
5 help
1
::
* * *
2 3
1 2 3
face ....!! H :
5 copy . . . .
1
....ii
2 3
ii i-
ii ii
A dog is an — 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse 5 orange
A robin is a— 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower
To bring is to — 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose
Small means — 1 hurry 2 large 3 little 4 like
To fall is to — 1 pay 2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5
To bake is to — 1 break 2 lose^ 3 cook 4 speak
A dollar is — 1 copper 2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing
1
A voice is used to — 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark . . .!!
y 1
A potato is a — 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table • 5 postman. .!!
1
Beef is a kind of— 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat ||
2
1
!!
1
3 4
Ii ii
3 4
ii ii
3 .4
=
; ii
4 5
ii ii
ii ii
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26. When you miss school, you 2Lre — 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair i
1
^ 27. A person is alone who is without — 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger i
28. A stomach is part of the — 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world i
1
29. A man’s daughter is his— 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece . . .H
1
30. /ZZ means— 1 sick 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry
1
31. Excellent meuns weiy— 1 weak 2 good 3 happy 4 poor 5 tired..
32. A hive is for— 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees
1
33. To tumble is to — 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle
34. A grandparent is an — 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire I
1
35. A smell is an — 1 amoimt 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea
1
36. An cZm is a— 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool
1
37. A muZe is a— 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle
1
38. CosfZi/ things are — 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic H
4
1
39. An author is a — 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer H
1
40. A mayor is an — 1 expert 2 animal 3 invalid 4 umbrella 5 official H
1
41. A 2one is a — 1 number 2 stepson 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit
1
42. To injure is to — 1 slump 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash .
.
1
43. To rouse means to — 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love ... I
44. Mild means — 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind
1
45. Wicked means — 1 generous 2 grateful 3 tmselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant i
1
46. To make preparations is to get — lover 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy H
1
47. A selection is 2. — 1 bullet 2 capital 3 desire 4 choice 5 folder..
H
1
48. To Zoi/r is to — 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust
1
49. Twinkle menus — 1 wrinkle 2 ringing 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble..
1
50. Coarse cloth is — 1 smooth 2 fine 3 rough 4 cold 5 short
1
51. A hough is a — 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk
1
52. To laeZcome means to — 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice H
[ 3 ]
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64.
66 .
56.
57.
68 .
69.
60.
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A blunt thing IS — 1 dull 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 4 black 5 thin
1
Circular means — 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 4 square 5 jealous H
1
Skillful means — 1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 4 expert 5 kindly H
1
/nterior means — 1 inferior 2 above 3 empty 4 dreary 5 inside.. H
• 1
Stupid means — 1 studious 2 false 3 stylish 4 cowardly 5 dull..ii
1
To surrender is to — 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 3rield 5 dance.. i|
1
Destruction causes— 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction ||
1
To convince means to — 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade |j
A sign is an — 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address H it
A j&ortion is a — 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share
1
To overcome is to — 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry ij
^
1
An insult is an— 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense H
1
To confirm is to make — 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 time H
*
^
1
FaZumt means — 1 valid 2 lenient 3 brave 4 royal 5 loyal H
67.
68 .
69.
70.
71.
72.
33.
74.
75.
To kindle means to — 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 5 assist . . . .11
1
Abrupt means — 1 exclude 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged ii
1
Fatigue means — 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness n
1
A durable thing is— 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist ij
1
Fourscore is the same as — 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty 5 four I j
1
To ratf/y is to — 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 4 report 5 poison H
1
To rebeZ is to — 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish.il
1
Suden means — 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly 1
1
ii.
Probability means — 1 disheveled 2 origiaality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm il
ii
i ii
::
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
Sample.
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach.
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do ?
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 12345
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing [
B. The weather was .— 12345
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy
C. The best name for this story is —
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 12345
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach
I 5"^
I
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day.
1 . When do Mary and John go to camp ?
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4 when school starts 12345
5 every day H
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ? 12345
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary
3. How do the children travel to camp ? 12345
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane ..
4. The best name for this story would be —
1 Close of School 2 Pla3dng Games 3 A Trip on the Train 12345
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp
6. Mary and John enjoy camp life because they —
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature 12345
5 have fun playing games with the other children
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II
Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the
back of his grandfather’s house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream.
6. Jack went —
1 to his grandfather’s house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father 12345
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish !! H
7. The fish —
1 helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell
8. Jack tried to —
1 fish near the stream 2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish
4 put fish in the brook 5 lie on the grass
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
9. The best name for this story is —
1 A Trip to Grandfather’s 2 Catching Some Fish
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished
3 Jack’s Fishing Trip 12345
10 . Jack enjoyed his trip because —
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather’s 3 he caught a fine fish12345
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him
Ill
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer.
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and
are starving.
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ?
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 12345
5 by living on small animals ; 11 11 jj
12. The climate where these animals live is very — 12345
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot H 11
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ?
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 12345
5 huge and starving H H M N 11
14. The best title for this story would be —
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 12345
5 While They Are Sleeping II jj
15. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens —
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 12345
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping II
1 6 1
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IV
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their
I
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals.
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers.
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 12345
5 They carry first-aid kits
17. The St. Bernard dog is —
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ?
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength
19. The best title for this story is—
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts
20 . What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help 1 stand the man on his feet
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 1 2 3 4 s
4 carry him down the moimtain 5 give him the first-aid kit
V 7^
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth
would remain untraveled.
21 . The camel is — 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 12345
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent
22 . The body of the camel is— 12345
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring
23. The mouth of the cimel — 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough
3 is well suited for procuring food ' 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 12345
5 provides an inside reservoir il
-ii
24. The best title fdr this story is— 1 The Homely Body of the Camel
2 Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 12345
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats
25. The camel is — 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 12345
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent ... H
[ 7 ]
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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VI
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head
.
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing g
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his ^
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. . His
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his
spirit was still unbroken.
26. When Bill approached, the pony was — 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 1234 s
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground
27. The pony was finall}'^ — 12345
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored
28. The little pony tried to — 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 12345
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill H
29. The best title for this story is —
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony 12345
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony
30. The article illustrates —
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding
.
12345
4 leading a pony 5 skill in horsemanship H 1
1
VII 8"^
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they
.
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity.
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting because —
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 12345
5 the sport is appropriate ij I?
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting — 12345
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts H M if
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because — ;
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 1 2 3 4 5
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle
34. The best title for this story is —
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds ' 12345
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life
35. Takirig pictures of bird life is fascinating because —
T it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 1 2 3 4 5
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about
[81
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36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
vm
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow,
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
This form of agriculture is carried on where —
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 12345
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures II
Because irrigation is possible crop failures are — 12.345
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated ii • ii
They stop the water from flooding the fields by —
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 12345
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water ;
The best title for this story would be —
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 12345
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado I
;
Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because —
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 12345
5 agriculture is carried on 1 H
' IX 9"^
Sugar beets ’must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand.
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and
sold for .^se in our homes.
Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require —
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 12345
5 much boiling h
What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 123-45
1 madiine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual
The raw sugar is — 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened 12345
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar :
The best title for this story is — 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 1 2 3 4 5
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened ii
Raising sugar beets requires — 1 inexpensive labor 2 S5rrup changed to sugar 1 2 3 4 5
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar ii
[ 9 ]
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Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather,
Uncle Sam’s pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one
reads of some new achievements of airplanes.
Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by — 1 carrying many diseases
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air
The life of an airplane pilot is —
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high
Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as -
—
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weathjer
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving hmnanity
5 traveling in all kinds of weather
The best title for this story is —
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska
The accomplishments of airplanes are —
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious
XI 10
65 .
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions,
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people,
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated.
The New Englanders were interested in — 1 having tutors for their sons
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining
Which word best describes a Southern planter ?
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal
Which word best describes a New England home ?
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable
The best title for this story is —
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People
5 Good Schools for All
The Southern gentlemen desired —
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools
3 good education for members of his own family
4 tutors for children in New England 5 good free schools for planters’ sons
[ lo ]
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XII
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing
them.
66 .
57.
58 .
59.
60 .
The pulmotor is an instrument for —
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drovming 3 inducing artificial respiration
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide
11
What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen . .
.
If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started —
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the limgs 3 within ten minutes
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person
While waiting for the pulmotor one should —
1 attempt to avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air
The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because —
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs
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TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL
I
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was
afraid to come down. Thfe little girl who owned him came and stood beneath
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish 'of milk, hoping he
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come.
Finally her father called the /ire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was
happy to have her kitten again.
n
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John’s father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water
out onto the island just as another hugewave came in. The canoe floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which
had blown a distance away.
i
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TALLY SHEET AND REPORT TO AUTHOR
For the convenience of users of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests, this combination Tally Sheet and Report to Author form is
included in each package of tests.
Detach this sheet and use the grids provided for distributing the scores listed
on the Class Record. (See adjoining column for directions.)
It is advisable to compute the median score for each distribution at least, and
much additional information of value can be gained by computing the upper and
lower quartile scores as well.
Record all such information in the spaces provided at the bottom of page 2 of
the Class Record, so that it will be available for reference.
In order that the authors may revise the norms of these tests and keep them up
to date, it is absolutely essential that the users of the tests cooperate by making
their test results available. Once the information obtained from these distribu-
tions has been transferred to the Class Record, this data sheet is of no further
use to you.
In the interest of better tests please fill in the information asked for at the
bottom of the sheet and return it to the Department of Research and Test Service,
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, where it will be filed
and used in revising the norms when the need arises.
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Intervals
Capacity Test Achievement Test
TEST 1 TEST 2 test 1 test 2
Tallies F Tallies F T allies F Tallies F
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65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
1.5-19
10-14
5-9
0-4
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Directions for Distributing Scores
To distribute the scores of a class, make a mark
in the second column for each score. Make each
tally mark (short vertical line) opposite the
interval within which the score fell. (Thus,
for a score of 37 make a mark in the second
column opposite the interval 35-39.) Then
count the marks in the second column opposite
each interval and write the number (frequency)
opposite that interval in the third column.
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10-14
5-9
0-4
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